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Preface

This report documents research and analysis conducted as part of a project entitled
Turkey’s Volatile Dynamics—Implications for the U.S.-Turkish Strategic Partnership and
the U.S. Army, sponsored by the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff, G-3/5/7, U.S.
Army. The purpose of the project was to analyze trends in Turkish internal, foreign,
and defense policies and assess their implications for U.S. defense strategy and force
planning.
This research was conducted within RAND Arroyo Center’s Strategy, Doctrine,
and Resources Program. RAND Arroyo Center, part of the RAND Corporation, is a
federally funded research and development center (FFRDC) sponsored by the United
States Army.
RAND operates under a “Federal-Wide Assurance” (FWA00003425) and complies with the Code of Federal Regulations for the Protection of Human Subjects Under
United States Law (45 CFR 46), also known as “the Common Rule,” as well as with
the implementation guidance set forth in U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Instruction 3216.02. As applicable, this compliance includes reviews and approvals by RAND’s
Institutional Review Board (the Human Subjects Protection Committee) and by the
U.S. Army. The views of sources utilized in this study are solely their own and do not
represent the official policy or position of DoD or the U.S. Government.
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Summary

A strategic partnership with the Republic of Turkey has been a central element of U.S.
strategy in the Mediterranean region and the Middle East for more than six decades.
Turkey remains a powerful North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) ally at the
nexus of three regions that have become increasingly important to U.S. security since
the end of the Cold War: the Levant, the wider Middle East and Persian Gulf, and the
Caucasus and Central Asia. In all three areas, Turkey is seeking to play a larger role
and has significant capacity to influence events. It controls (in accordance with international conventions) the straits of the Bosporus and the Dardanelles, which link the
Black Sea with the Mediterranean Sea. The United States and Turkey have long cooperated on a range of global issues, including countering terrorism and violent extremism, preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, enhancing energy
security, and promoting prosperity and development.
Turkey’s Nationalist Course
Strains in a Longtime Partnership

The partnership between the United States and Turkey has become strained in recent
years because U.S. and Turkish interests and assessments of various challenges are not
as aligned as they once were, and significant disagreements have emerged on policies to
address several of these challenges. Differences over dealing with Syria and the Kurdish
question, tensions concerning Turkey’s relations with its neighbors, an escalating terrorism threat, and U.S. concerns about the authoritarian drift in Turkish politics under
President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan have combined to constrain cooperation and undermine mutual confidence. Compounding tensions are several thorny bilateral problems,
including
• the continued presence in the United States of Fethullah Gülen, a self-exiled
leader of a Sufi Islamic movement that Turkish authorities contend is a terrorist
organization that masterminded a failed July 2016 military coup d’état
• Ankara’s purchase of Russian-made S-400 air and missile defense systems
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• Turkey’s arrests of American and European nationals on questionable terrorism
charges
• the U.S. trial of a gold trader accused of orchestrating a large money-laundering
scheme designed to circumvent sanctions against Iran in coordination with senior
officials in the Turkish government.
Anti-American sentiment in Turkey has deepened, as have doubts in Turkey about the
reliability of the U.S. commitment to Turkey’s stability and security—both exacerbated by inflammatory statements by Erdoğan and other Turkish leaders.
Domestic Polarization, Nationalism, and Authoritarian Rule

Turkey remains a highly polarized country as President Erdoğan and the governing
Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi [AKP]) move to implement fundamental changes in governance and society, which have accelerated since
the failed July 2016 coup. In the aftermath of the coup attempt, and through the
state of emergency invoked shortly thereafter and extended multiple times through
July 2018, the AKP government accelerated its massive crackdown and systematic
purges of alleged members of the Gülenists movement from government institutions,
closed civil society outlets, and seized assets of companies linked to the movement and
its followers. As constitutional changes narrowly approved in a 2017 referendum are
being fully realized through decrees in the wake of the presidential and parliamentary
elections on June 24, 2018, those changes are consolidating the establishment of an
authoritarian state with political power centralized in a strong executive president and
the dominant party. Erdoğan has embraced ethnic Turkish nationalism as his guiding
ideology while taking steps to enlarge the role of religion in public life and to marginalize his opponents and a large segment of the population that still supports the longstanding parliamentary system and secular order. Erdoğan will be president through
at least 2023 and is eligible for a third, five-year term thereafter, having already led
the country since 2003. The main opposition parties have been marginalized by the
government’s domination of the media and legal challenges, and parliamentary oversight of the presidential administration is even more limited under the new system.
Nevertheless, the three leading opposition parties garnered 46 percent of the 2018
presidential vote and 44 percent of the parliamentary vote, thereby forcing the AKP to
maintain a tacit coalition with its ultranationalist Nationalist Movement Party (Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi [MHP]) to advance key legislation. These results, as well as the
2019 election of Republican People’s Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi) candidates to be
mayors in six of Turkey’s ten largest cities—particularly the decisive victory of Ekrem
İmamoğlu in Istanbul—illustrate that Erdoğan and the AKP are not invincible.
Turkey’s internal security situation will remain fraught in the absence of a sustained effort to address the concerns of the Kurds and other national minorities and the
continuation of harsher measures to combat the continuing transnational insurgency
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being waged by the Kurdistan Workers Party (Partiya Karkerên Kurdistanê [PKK])
and other violent Kurdish groups. There is little prospect that Erdoğan will revive the
peace talks with the PKK, pursued between 2008 and 2015, in the foreseeable future.
Foreign and Defense Policy: From “Zero Problems” to “Precious Loneliness”

The AKP has moved away from the strategy of its first years in power, which gave
priority to European integration and leveraging Turkey’s economic strength and Ottoman heritage to build good relations with all its neighbors, a policy that was dubbed
“zero problems.” Erdoğan is now pursuing a more assertive balancing strategy in foreign affairs, seeking to leave open options that will best advance his consolidation of
power and Turkish national interests. Erdoğan is more focused on building the country’s stature in the Islamic world and forging new ties with Russia and China. He has
not given up on the West but appears to hope that his balancing efforts will elicit favorable policy changes. Turkish leaders have tried to forge wary partnerships with historic
rivals Russia and Iran, particularly as these two governments gained control over the
end game in the Syrian civil war since 2015. Differences with Iraq, many Gulf states,
and Egypt over the AKP’s ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, policies in the wake of the
Arab Spring, and stance on Qatar have diminished Turkey’s stature in the Arab world.
As policy differences with nearly all of Turkey’s neighbors, the United States, and other
allies have mounted, Turkish leaders have argued that the country must be more selfreliant in protecting its interests and accept a “precious loneliness” in taking principled
stands to defend its values and national interests.
Over the next five to ten years, Erdoğan, with the urgings of his MHP partners,
is likely to pursue assertive foreign and defense policies that are contrary, in varying
degrees, to the interests of the United States and other NATO allies and that undermine long-standing aspects of defense and security cooperation. If a viable coalition
were to emerge in Turkey during this period and dislodge Erdoğan and the AKP from
power after 2023, one could expect a more conciliatory approach, as the three leading
opposition parties in the 2018 elections ran on platforms calling for revitalizing relations
with NATO allies and the European Union (EU). Nevertheless, deep public suspicion
of the United States and Europe would constrain the pace and scope of a rapprochement. This situation warrants a considered reassessment of U.S. and European strategy
toward Turkey, preparations for disruptive developments in some aspects of relations,
and initiatives that could maintain cooperation on abiding mutual interests over the
next decade and help restore long-standing ties if these negative trends are reversed.
Impact on the Turkish Armed Forces

Erdoğan and the AKP have systematically strengthened civilian authority over the
military since 2008 by gaining a decisive hand in the promotion and selection process,
overseeing purges of military personnel, and increasing legal authorities for command
and control. Reforms implemented since the 2016 coup attempt and constitutional
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changes approved in 2017 further reinforced presidential and civilian control over the
Turkish Armed Forces (Türk Silahlı Kuvvetleri [TSK]), muddied the chain of command, increased interservice rivalry, and led to a politicization of the officer corps.
Parliamentary oversight of the military budget and posture has diminished under the
constitutional changes. Recent leadership changes make clear that Erdoğan wants the
armed forces to focus on succeeding at operations in Syria, combating terrorism, and
rooting out Gülenists, with priority being given to the Turkish Land Forces and the
Gendarmerie.
The TSK leadership ranks have been significantly reduced by post-coup purges.
In particular, 46 percent of general and flag officers in the Army, Navy, and Air Force
have either been cashiered or involuntarily retired. As of December 2018, 15,154 members of the TSK, including 7,595 officers (about 23 percent of early 2016 totals), had
been dismissed, and another 1,386 personnel were purged by April 2019. The government has plans to recruit about 43,000 new personnel to fill its depleted ranks and
reform all levels of professional military education, with the goals of breaking down
the TSK’s insular culture as guardians of secularism and ensuring that more-diverse
recruits are being enlisted. The purges and military reforms have also adversely affected
the TSK’s strategic and tactical capacity, readiness, and morale. The purges have been
most damaging to the Air Force and may slow defense transformation efforts. Midlevel officers are reported to be extremely frustrated with the military leadership and
concerned about being removed in the continuing post-coup purges. This discontent
could even lead to another coup attempt at some point, and Erdoğan appears to take
the threat seriously. Public trust in the military, previously seen as the guardian of
order and the secular state, eroded but has been restored somewhat following the success of the TSK’s operations in 2018 against Kurdish forces in Syria’s Afrin province.
Relations with Neighbors
The Levant and the Middle East: Problems in All Directions

As Turkish leaders survey the country’s regional environment, wherever they look, they
are faced with upheaval and changes that complicate their strategic choices. Within
Turkey’s own backyard, the situation looks particularly gloomy.
Despite lingering mutual suspicions and deep religious and political differences,
Turkey and Iran have pursued a pragmatic cooperation over the past 20 years when
certain interests converge. The Syrian war and growing Iranian influence in Iraq have
strained relations between Tehran and Ankara, but shared concerns about the possible
development of independent Kurdish states in Syria and Iraq have led to wary cooperation. Mutual interests in economic cooperation, energy trade, and border security, as
well as limiting the influence of extra-regional powers in their neighborhood constitute a base for future cooperation that has been institutionalized for several years up
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to the cabinet level. The two countries have exchanged visits by top military officials
and have spoken of jointly fighting regional threats. Turkish-Iranian ties will, however,
remain tense well into the future. Sectarian sentiments continue to influence political
practice, and no mechanism to overcome this has been established so far.
Turkey’s relations with the Iraqi central government are likely to remain tense.
While Baghdad and Ankara came together in 2017 to thwart the independence referendum by the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), they remain wary of each
other’s long-term intentions. In addition, there remains potential for conflict over the
enduring Turkish military presence near Mosul, the role of the Shi‘a Popular Mobilization Units, and the PKK presence in Sinjar in northwestern Iraq. Turkey’s leverage
over the KRG has increased since the fall of Kirkuk, but it remains to be seen whether
this will bolster their cooperation in countering the PKK in the post–Masoud Barzani
era. Washington expects Turkish policy toward both Iran and Iraq to often be at odds
with U.S. interests.
The Arab states to Turkey’s south have long looked to Ankara as a highly capable
Sunni partner in blunting the Iranian challenge to the regional order, a desire that has
become more acute with the growth of Iranian influence in Iraq and Syria. Ankara’s
more-pragmatic policies toward Iran and Syria have disappointed the Arab world, but
maintaining Turkey as a key partner remains a priority among Arab states. The AKP’s
embrace of the forces of change, particularly support for the Muslim Brotherhood, disrupted Turkey’s relationships with Egypt and the United Arab Emirates. In contrast,
Qatar and Turkey are building a genuine strategic partnership, based on a deepening
economic and military cooperation and a shared vision that political Islam play a crucial role in the region’s development. The complex relationships between Turkey and
the Arab states could improve or deteriorate under various scenarios but will constrain
what can be achieved in advancing U.S. foreign policy and security interests.
The overarching challenge for the United States is that the differing priorities
of Turkey and Arab states are likely to continue to create obstacles for Washington in
gaining partner support for regional initiatives, as happened in the efforts to assemble
the coalition to counter the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS). The second major
challenge for the United States stemming from intraregional competition is the impact
of Turkish involvement in the rift among the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states
(Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates) concerning Qatar. On the one hand, this involvement might have been beneficial insofar
as it helped deter the Saudi-led bloc from taking military action against its neighbor.
But on the other hand, Turkey’s involvement has prolonged the dispute among GCC
and other states because its support for Doha puts Qatar on closer parity with its GCC
challengers—allowing Doha to avoid concessions that might otherwise resolve the dispute. U.S. leaders have been anxious to resolve these issues in order to restore unity
among Gulf Arab states and present a united front against Iran. Erdoğan is likely to
remain assertive in Arab Gulf affairs over the next five years.
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Israeli-Turkish relations have always been linked to developments on the ArabIsraeli and Israeli-Palestinian fronts. After a long period of close economic, diplomatic, and military ties, bilateral relations between Israel and Turkey soured during
the 2000s. The second Palestinian uprising, the AKP’s more confrontational stance
toward Israel, the Second Lebanon War, and clashes over Israel’s Gaza policies exacerbated tensions, culminating in a six-year rift between the countries from 2011 to
2016. Their partial reconciliation in mid-2016 encouraged stakeholders in each country eager to resume aspects of collaboration, but little progress has been made, and the
prospects for the next few years remain dim. Improved Israeli-Turkish relations face
formidable obstacles, primarily deep mistrust between the current political leadership
in each country and fundamental divergences on the Palestinian issue and the status of
Jerusalem. Palestinians celebrated Erdoğan’s 2018 reelection, rightly anticipating continued Turkish activism on their behalf. Israel’s efforts to expand energy and defense
cooperation with Cyprus and Greece as a counterweight to Turkey and support for
Kurdish independence reflect further differences with Ankara. Given this volatility,
Washington could use its leverage to encourage Israel and Turkey to insulate pragmatic
cooperation on mutual interests from ideological differences; encourage both countries
to avoid escalatory rhetoric on sensitive issues; and enlist both countries’ complementary efforts to stabilize the Middle East in the aftermath of the war in Syria, counter
Iran’s regional aspirations, and combat terrorism. Israel’s new association with NATO
is another avenue for U.S.-Turkish-Israeli cooperation that is in Washington’s interest
and hinges on continued Turkish consent. The United States has geostrategic and economic interests in realizing an Israeli-Cypriot-Greek gas deal and in avoiding a conflict
among allies in the Eastern Mediterranean. Turkey’s ties with Hamas could, at some
point, be helpful to the United States and its other allies in the region in advancing an
Israeli-Palestinian peace process.
Russia, the Caucasus, and Central Asia

Turkish-Russian relations historically have been defined by competition for influence
and power across the Black Sea region. A circumspect warming in relations since the
end of the Cold War has been driven in large measure by mutual interests in expanded
economic and energy ties. Today, the two governments claim to be pursuing a strategic
partnership but are pulled between elements of cooperation and potential for conflict.
Examination of five key elements of the Turkish-Russian relationship—economic
and energy ties, Western institutions, authoritarian domestic politics, Black Sea issues,
and Middle East ambitions—indicates that, although some convergent interests may
continue to draw the two countries together in the coming years, there are also significant points of friction and divergent interests. Deepening energy and economic
ties, including a new TurkStream gas pipeline under the Black Sea; close personal ties
between Erdoğan and Russian President Vladimir Putin; recent bilateral diplomatic
and military coordination in Syria; and Turkey’s purchase of Russian S-400 air and
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missile defense systems represent tangible manifestations of improved relations. The
surge in Russian ambitions and relative military power in the Black Sea region, enduring differences between each country’s policies and goals in the Middle East (especially
in Syria), and the tension between Turkey’s enduring interest in retaining a NATO
security guarantee and Russia’s efforts to lure Ankara away from the Alliance and
diminish its unity present sizable impediments to a deep bilateral partnership.
The crisis of 2015–2016, which came after Turkey shot down a Russian bomber
that violated Turkish airspace, demonstrated that economic and leadership ties, while
currently strong, have failed to prevent volatile shifts in bilateral relations. Whether
Russia and Turkey are able to reach a new modus vivendi or will continue to muddle
through in a mix of cooperation and conflict by managing important differences will
likely depend on Russia’s stance on Kurdish autonomy and military presence in Syria
and on Turkish willingness to acquiesce to expanding Russian ambitions and accept
growing energy dependence. Even if Turkey is willing to accommodate Russia on many
issues, unintended conflict in any one of the five areas could well derail a long-term
rapprochement. Nevertheless, U.S. policymakers should expect Turkey to remain an
unpredictable ally that is more willing to work with Russia at cross purposes to NATO
when its shifting national interests dictate.
Turkey’s aspirations to become a more influential force in the Caucasus and Central Asia and a hub for regional energy and trade routes are likely to continue to be constrained by resource limitations, domestic turmoil, and other priorities. Turkey remains
committed to advancing integration in the South Caucasus through its cooperation
with Georgia and Azerbaijan to strengthen and protect the east-west economic and
energy transit corridor and limited bilateral and trilateral security cooperation. Turkey’s efforts help bolster the sovereignty and independence of these states, thereby
supporting U.S. and European interests in the region. Ankara’s appeal to Georgia and
Azerbaijan as a bridge to Euro-Atlantic political and security frameworks has, however,
been diminished by Turkey’s strained ties with the EU and its NATO allies, as well
as its cooperation with Russia. Tbilisi and Baku still look to Ankara as a partial counterbalance to Moscow’s power in the region, but Ankara will continue to approach
regional security with some circumspection, aware that it cannot afford to be too confrontational with its powerful neighbor.
Ankara’s early 1990s vision of reviving cultural and economic links among Turkic
peoples in Central Asia and the Caspian to form a Turkic Union that would enhance
regional development and expand Turkey’s influence has not been realized. Nevertheless, the Turkish government and various nongovernmental organizations have provided considerable development and educational assistance to Central Asian countries,
and commercial trade, investment, and construction projects have grown considerably
over the past decade. Turkey has also supported modest bilateral security and defense
cooperation efforts with several Central Asian governments, as well as NATO Partnership for Peace exercises in Central Asia and training for regional forces. Governments
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in the region value Turkey’s engagement with them but also have to balance relations
with Moscow, which retains and has not hesitated to exercise significant leverage over
those governments and their relations with Turkey. A moderately increased level of
Turkish outreach to the region is likely in the coming years, characterized by constrained resources, limited commitment, and uneven appetite for new engagement.
Turkey’s Ties with Europe, the European Union, and NATO

Turkey’s relations with the EU have reached an acrimonious, 30-year low point that
threatens the collapse of membership accession talks, stalled since 2005 and effectively
frozen since the April 2017 constitutional referendum. How successful Turkey and
the EU are at managing differences on migration, travel, counterterrorism policies,
NATO and EU cooperation, and Cyprus will determine the longevity of the accession
process and the development of alternative futures for the relationship. The two sides
have sparred over implementation of the 2012 deal in which Turkey agreed to slow the
number of refugees coming from Syria and provide temporary relief to them in return
for EU humanitarian assistance and visa liberalization for Turkish citizens. Turkey has
taken a strident stance since the failed July 2016 coup, as Europe’s concerns about
Erdoğan’s authoritarian rule, restrictions on civil and political rights, and various foreign policy moves have deepened. Although Ankara made gestures in early 2018 that
suggest that it may be seeking a reset of relations in the midst of its of growing isolation,
a broad reconciliation is improbable. EU-Turkish relations are likely to become even
more transactional and focused narrowly on free trade, immigration, and counterterrorism, but even this model will be hard to establish in the near future given lingering
differences on these issues.
If the EU refuses to implement visa liberalization for Turkish citizens because
Turkey fails to meet EU benchmarks on domestic reforms, Erdoğan may threaten to
break off accession talks, but he is unlikely to risk the domestic downsides of pursuing this course. Concern about the authoritarian developments in Turkey could push
a majority of EU member governments to suspend the talks as well. A full collapse of
Turkey’s EU membership negotiations would have profound economic and political
costs to both sides and would be detrimental to U.S. interests. It would mark a significant failure of the EU’s ability to bolster policy reforms in third countries (i.e., non-EU
countries) as a means of projecting stability and would make it both more urgent and
more difficult for Washington to engage Turkey directly on several sensitive issues.
The enduring stalemate on Cyprus between the Greek and Turkish communities (which have suspended United Nations negotiations since July 2017) and Ankara’s
hard line on security issues, both of which are likely to persist, make resolution of the
Cyprus dispute elusive for the foreseeable future. In addition, Turkey’s disputes with
Cyprus and Greece over maritime and energy development claims in the Aegean and
Eastern Mediterranean regions, as well as Turkey’s concern about its neighbors’ growing military cooperation with Israel, are adding to regional tensions. Given this context,
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Ankara is unlikely to support further institutionalization of EU-NATO cooperation,
and Turkish leaders are also less inclined to join EU missions as a way of anchoring
their country to the West. These positions will not only reduce Ankara’s engagement
with the EU but also continue to drag bilateral conflicts into NATO, thus undermining Alliance cohesion.
At the same time, there are many elements of continuity in Turkey’s engagement
in NATO. For example, the Alliance still plays a central role in Turkey’s national security strategy and plans for defense against high-intensity threats. NATO membership
provides Turkey a seat at the North Atlantic Council, where key policy decisions on
Euro-Atlantic security are developed. Turkey remains actively engaged in other Alliance political institutions, the integrated military structure, and exercise programs
and continues to make substantial contributions to current operations, standing
forces, and the NATO Response Force. Turkey hosts forces from other NATO countries at its İncirlik and Konya air bases, forces from the NATO Allied Land Command
in Izmir, and the U.S. early-warning radar in Kürecik that is part of the European
Phased Adaptive Approach to missile defense. When regional tensions have risen in
recent years, Turkey has promptly turned to the United States and other NATO allies
for military support.
However, doubts among the Turkish public and political elite about the reliability
of NATO’s collective defense commitment and the Alliance’s relevance in addressing
the country’s most-immediate security threats—countering terrorism and separatism
at home and in Turkey’s neighborhood—have grown in recent years. Most Turks also
see the policies that the United States and other allies have been pursuing in Syria as
inimical to Turkey’s security. The Eurasian vision—that is, disengaging from NATO
and pursuing deeper cooperation with Russia, Iran, and other major powers to address
Turkey’s security challenges more effectively—has gained resonance in political and
academic circles, particularly following the U.S. decision in May 2017 to provide heavy
weapons to Syria’s People’s Protection Units (Yekîneyên Parastina Gel [YPG]). Advocates of this reorientation have reportedly gained bureaucratic influence as they have
assumed some positions in the foreign ministry and armed forces vacated by Atlanticists purged in the wake of the coup.
Moscow has been adept at exploiting and amplifying these fissures within Turkey
and among allies—including through an active media influence campaign—to cast
itself as a more reliable political and security partner. At the same time, Moscow has
made clear to Ankara that its military buildup in the Black Sea region and upper hand in
the Syrian conflict give it considerable leverage. Lingering unease in Ankara about Moscow’s long-term intentions and growing military capabilities have limited the effectiveness of this appeal. Turkey has reacted to geopolitical realities and the duality of Russian
strategy by trying to balance relations with its longtime allies and newfound partner.
Allied governments have also been increasingly dismayed by some of Ankara’s
confrontational rhetoric and periodic brinkmanship, as well as the fact that it regu-
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larly requires top-level political intervention with President Erdoğan to gain Ankara’s
assent to important NATO operational and policy decisions. The acrimony between
Berlin and Ankara led Germany to redeploy its military personnel and aircraft supporting the counter-ISIS coalition from İncirlik to Jordan in 2017, when the Turks
barred German lawmakers for the second time from visiting their forces. The United
States and other allies are not without significant leverage over Ankara and should not
be reluctant to use it in seeking to manage policy differences. Turkish leaders know
that NATO remains the most reliable framework for maintaining their security. U.S.
and allied leaders will need strategic patience and steady engagement to manage those
differences as Turks seek to sort out their internal political differences and cope with
their deteriorating security situation. This engagement could, over time, lead future
Turkish governments to pursue more-convergent foreign and security policies. Given
Turkey’s geostrategic position and regional influence, it is far better to have Turkey
inside NATO than actively seeking to thwart allied efforts from the outside.
Implications for U.S. Foreign Policy, Defense Planning, and the
U.S. Army
Table S.1 provides a summary of our assessment of where Turkish interests are convergent, divergent, or in conflict with those of its key neighbors, the United States, and
other allies. Turkey, the United States, and other NATO allies still have many convergent strategic interests, including countering terrorism, promoting peace in the Middle
East, constraining the growth of Russian and Iranian power, and expanding energy
transit corridors. However, differences over the policies to best advance these interests
have become more pronounced and exacerbated by deepening mutual suspicions. The
trends described in this report suggest the following four potential futures for Turkey:
1. Difficult ally: Turkey continues to be a difficult and sometimes wavering U.S.
and NATO ally but remains committed to NATO missions and reliant on the
Alliance’s collective security guarantees.
2. Resurgent democracy: An opposition leader or coalition is able to defeat Erdoğan
after 2023, walk back some of the constitutional changes approved in the 2017
referendum, and resume a more Western-oriented foreign and security policy.
3. Strategic balancer: Turkey moves to more openly balance its ties with its NATO
allies and those with its emerging partners in Eurasia (particularly, Russia, Iran,
and China), sometimes supporting Western positions but often forming shifting coalitions.
4. Eurasian power: As tensions with Europe and the United States reach a breaking point, Turkey moves to formally leave NATO and pursue closer cooperation
and various alignments with partners in Eurasia and the Middle East.

Table S.1
Alignment of Turkish Interests with Neighbor and Partner Interests
Neighbor or
Partner
Iran

Converging Interests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Iraq

•
•

Arab Middle
East

•
•

Israel

•
•

Expanded trade in goods and energy;
economic cooperation
Opposition to the development of
Kurdish mini-states in Iraq and Syria
Limited influence of outside actors
Border security
Caution toward Russia
Turkish facilitation of Iranian sanctions
avoidance
Turkish support for Qatar in disputes
with GCC and other Arab states

•

Opposition to the development of
Kurdish mini-states in Iraq and Syria
Trade and energy transit

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Iran’s political and military ties to
Baghdad
Approach to Kurdish separatism
Settlement in Syria (Turkey wants to
limit Iranian influence)
Relations with the United States and
Europe
Counterterrorism
Iranian regional activities and influence

Conflicting Interests
•
•
•
•
•
•

In Syria: Iranian cooperation with the
PKK to achieve an energy transit corridor
Religious differences between the Sunni
and Shi‘a denominations
Turkey’s NATO membership
Iran’s nuclear program
Resettlement of depopulated areas in
Syria and Iraq
Turkish support to Sunni Islamist and
jihadist groups

Influence of Iran and Shi‘a militias in Iraq •
Relations with the KRG, particularly on
energy flows
•

Turkish military presence in northern
Iraq
Turkish ties to Sunni separatist Turkmen
in Iraq

Opposition to Iranian regional influence, •
although the Arab Gulf states question
Turkey’s commitment
Opposition to Syria’s Bashar al-Assad
•
regime, although the Arab states were
concerned that Turkey has been more
focused on countering the YPG than
•
aiding the Sunni-Arab opposition; the
states were also concerned with Turkey’s
support to jihadis and the Free Syrian
Army

The endgame and settlement terms in
Syria, which are affected by Turkey’s
dealings with Iran and jihadi groups
Palestine: Turkey has ties to Hamas and
the Muslim Brotherhood; others have
ties to the Palestinian Authority
Turkey’s cross-border operations against
the PKK and the YPG, which raise
sovereignty concerns

•

Muslim Brotherhood: Turkey and Qatar
support the group; others oppose
Turkish support of other Islamist groups
in Syria and Libya, as well as its enabling
of some jihadist groups
Turkey’s deepening ties to Qatar
Rift with Egypt over Muslim
Brotherhood and Palestinian issues
Management of shared water resources

Trade
Possible development of the Leviathan
natural gas field as a driver of
reconciliation
Humanitarian relief in the Gaza Strip
Limited Iranian influence

Political, economic, and security
relations with countries in the wider
Middle East
Israeli facilitation of U.S. regional
presence and involvement

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Palestine: statehood, East Jerusalem,
Gaza closure, and Hamas
Israel’s support for Kurdish autonomy
Israeli cooperation with Egypt’s Abdel
Fattah al-Sisi government
Growing Israeli partnership with Cyprus
and Greece
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•
•

Diverging Interests
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Russia

Converging Interests
•
•
•
•
•

Caucasus

•
•
•

Diverging Interests

Trade expansion
Energy cooperation (Russian gas
supplies; nuclear plant)
Tensions with the EU and West
Arms trade
Illiberalism and authoritarian
governance

•
•
•

Development of connectivity and
infrastructure for trade and energy
Facilitation of wider economic links with
Europe
Turkey’s alignment with Azerbaijan on
the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict

•

•

•
•

Conflicting Interests

Energy transit corridors
Counterterrorism issues
Russian role in the Middle East, the
Caucasus, and Central Asia
Relations with the United States

•
•

Baku’s and Tbilisi’s efforts for closer
political and security ties with Europe
Georgia’s desire for stronger support
against Russia
Turkish deference to Russia in the Black
Sea region

•

•
•

•

Endgame and Russian presence in Syria
Russian engagement with Syria’s
Democratic Union Party (Partiya Yekîtiya
Demokrat [PYD]) and the YPG
Russian military buildup in the Black Sea
Turkey’s NATO membership, especially
its missile defense site and other
deployments
Differences between Turkey and
Armenia on the Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict and whether to refer to Turkey’s
actions in 1915 as genocide
Armenian provision of military basing to
Russia

Central Asia

•
•

Some trade and development ties
Minor security cooperation

•
•

Alignment with Russia
Turkic integration limited by Central
Asian nations’ quest to deepen national
identity

•

Official secularism versus Islamism

EU

•
•

Trade and energy
Economic ties

•
•

Migration crisis
Counterterrorism and the flow of
foreign fighters
EU visa liberalization

•
•
•
•

Democratic backsliding in Turkey
Turkish diasporas in Europe
Syria policy
European asylum to Gülenists and coup
suspects
Irregular detention of EU citizens in
Turkey
Turkey’s competing maritime claims with
Greece and Cyprus in the Mediterranean
and Aegean Seas

•

•
•

NATO

•
•
•

Solidarity against threats to Turkish
territorial integrity
Turkish role in Afghanistan
Denial of Russian dominance in and
power projection from the Black Sea

•
•
•

Democratic backsliding in Turkey
Approach to Russia
Restrictions on Incirlik Air Base, which
affect U.S. and German operations

•
•

Acquisition of non-NATO defense
systems
Aggressive Turkish challenges to Greek
and Cypriot maritime claims, which risk
conflict
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Table S.1—Continued

Table S.1—Continued
Neighbor or
Partner
United States

Converging Interests
•
•
•
•

Solidarity against threats to Turkish
territorial integrity
Turkish role as energy supplier to Europe
Turkish role in Afghanistan
Concerns about Russian efforts to
dominate and project power from the
Black Sea

Diverging Interests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Democratic backsliding
Approach to Russia
Iran sanctions
Approach to foreign fighters and
Islamist groups in Syria
Restrictions on Incirlik, which affect U.S.
operations
Wider Turkish role in the region and
Muslim world
Turkish desire for increased defense
industrial self-sufficiency

Conflicting Interests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Syria policy
U.S. tactical engagement with the YPG,
the PYD, and Syrian Democratic Forces
Extradition of Gülen
U.S. court case against gold trader Reza
Zarrab, who implicated Erdogan in
criminal activity
Anti-U.S. propaganda in Turkish
government rhetoric and in official and
semi-official press
Turkey’s acquisition of non-NATO
defense systems, particularly Russia’s
S-400 system
Turkey’s detention of U.S. citizens
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Either continuation of current trends (the difficult ally possible future) or the
emergence of one of the third or fourth futures (strategic balancer or Eurasian power)
will lead to Turkish foreign and defense policies that are contrary, in varying degrees,
to the interests of the United States and other NATO allies and that further undermine
long-standing aspects of defense and security cooperation. This volatile situation warrants a considered reassessment of U.S. and European strategy toward Turkey, preparations for disruptive developments in all aspects of relations, and initiatives that could
maintain and restore long-standing ties if current trends are reversed.
The developments in Turkey’s domestic politics, foreign and defense policies, and
military posture have significant implications for U.S. defense planning and the U.S.
Army, particularly with respect to three of the most-pressing regional security challenges: stabilizing post-ISIS Syria and the evolving counterterrorism struggle in the
Middle East, containing Iranian influence in the Middle East and the Persian Gulf,
and counterbalancing Russian influence and military activities in the Black Sea region
and beyond.
State of Bilateral Military-to-Military and Defense Industrial Relations

The U.S. and Turkish militaries have a long history of close cooperation, which has
evolved in light of shifting priorities. Relations suffered a major setback after 2003,
when the Turkish Parliament denied the U.S. request for the 4th Infantry Division to
use Turkish territory to launch operations into Iraq, and the United States subsequently
declined the Turkish government’s offer to send 10,000 troops to Iraq as members of
the coalition. Differences over U.S. policies in Iraq after the fall of Saddam Hussein
led to further strains and limited senior contacts. Relations improved after 2007, as
cooperation on countering the PKK improved, and they have continued to function
fairly well in recent years, with a few bumps in the road.
The TSK has demonstrated that it wants to work effectively with U.S. forces;
however, our interlocutors confirm that the relationship has retained a transactional
character. Turkey’s minister of defense and chief of the Turkish General Staff (TGS)
have met regularly with their U.S. counterparts in recent years. The pace and nature
of the TSK’s engagement with U.S. counterparts had been improving before the 2016
coup, and although the pace slowed somewhat in the immediate months after the
coup, most planned operations and activities with United States Army Europe forces
are continuing. The depth of U.S. military-to-military interactions with the TSK
has varied by service. Cooperation with the Turkish Air Force has been consistently
strong over the years, including continuing operations at İncirlik and regular exercises. Considerable interaction between the two navies takes place in NATO operations and exercises, as well as regular staff talks. For many years, there was very little
interaction between the U.S. Army and the Turkish Land Forces. The first-ever talks
between the U.S. Army Staff and the TGS took place in January 2009 and led to
a plan of exercises and unit-level exchanges. Cooperation among special operations
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forces also saw marked improvement after 2008 and has continued for operations in
Afghanistan and Syria.
In addition, the United States and Turkey maintain a long-standing defense trade
relationship. This has included a consortium between U.S. and Turkish aerospace firms
to coproduce most of Turkey’s 240 F-16s in Turkey during the 1980s and 1990s and a
similar $3.5 billion deal finalized in 2014 to produce 109 Turkish-version Black Hawk
helicopters in Turkey. Turkey was also a level-3 partner in the Joint Strike Fighter program, committed to purchasing 116 F-35A Lightning aircraft. However, the Department of Defense suspended Ankara from the program following the delivery of Russian S-400 air defense units to Turkey in July 2019, and Russia-related U.S. sanctions
are likely to be imposed on Turkey—barring a presidential waiver. Turkey entered into
negotiations with the United States in 2011 and 2012 to purchase and coproduce the
Phased Array Tracking Radar to Intercept of Target (PATRIOT) Advanced Capability (PAC)-3 air and missile defense system, but the talks collapsed at that time because
of costs and disagreements over technology transfers.1 This was an important factor in
Turkey’s decision to seek alternatives. Despite these efforts to achieve diversification of
supply and self-reliance, the TSK will remain heavily dependent on U.S.-origin military equipment for at least the next decade, which is another positive factor in sustaining the military-to-military relationship.
Stabilization of Syria and Future Counterterrorism Efforts

Differences between the United States and Turkey over the goals, strategy, and tactics
for ending the Syrian civil war have grown more pronounced. Ankara’s top priority has
been to prevent the Syrian PYD and its YPG militias, which Ankara views as integral
elements of the outlawed PKK, from gaining control of the entire length of Turkey’s
500-mile-long southern border with Syria. The Turks have viewed the 2015 U.S. decision to train and equip the YPG, and then to supply them with heavy weapons and
equipment two years later in advance of the assault on ISIS in Raqqa, as the equivalent of an ally arming an enemy. Discontent with U.S. policy led Erdoğan to launch
Operation Olive Branch against YPG forces in Afrin in early 2018. The Turkish move
into Afrin brought into stark relief the contradictions and limitations of U.S. policy
in Syria. U.S. forces advising and assisting YPG forces near Manbij and other places
east of the Euphrates River were at risk of being attacked by their Turkish treaty allies.
The June 2018 agreement between Washington and Ankara on a Manbij roadmap
avoided a crisis but created new demands on the Army to maintain security in northern Syria, and the risk of clashes between Turkish and YPG forces elsewhere remains.
Defusing the current and future confrontations over Syria will require agile U.S. dip-

1

Discussions between the United States and Turkey on the purchase of the PAC-3 system were revived in 2018
and 2019, but their outcome was uncertain at the time of publication.
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lomatic engagement with its Turkish allies and Kurdish partners and likely further
policy adjustments.
In conducting operations to prevent the reemergence of ISIS and stabilize Syria
and Iraq, the U.S. Army will need to remain mindful of the tensions with Ankara
concerning the Kurds and other elements of U.S. policy. As diplomatic and civilian
stabilization initiatives in Syria and Iraq unfold, Army training efforts and operations
could support a sustainable end state by
• ensuring that security force training programs are as inclusive as possible so that
areas with mixed Kurdish and Arab residents develop a more diverse force, as has
happened in Manbij
• working with the TSK to mitigate tensions along east-west lines of control in
northern Syria between those dominated by the YPG and those under control of
the Turkish-backed Free Syrian Army
• providing security and support to U.S. State Department and Agency for International Development personnel working in northern Syria with the United
Nations, partners in the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, and various non
governmental organizations to help local and regional authorities restore essential
services in liberated areas and establish an environment conducive to resettlement
of refugees
• taking steps to enhance U.S. Army cooperation with the Turkish Land Forces
and special operations forces, which are likely to also be operating in Syria to protect safe zones and monitor border areas
• initiating a focused dialogue with TSK counterparts—in addition to whatever
efforts are taken to sustain the Global Coalition—on how regional efforts to
combat terrorism should unfold following the defeat of ISIS.
The Black Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean

Both Russia and Turkey have long sought to limit maritime operations by nonlittoral
powers in the Black Sea and develop a cooperative approach to regional security. Russian aggression against Georgia and Ukraine, as well as efforts to strengthen Russia’s
position in the Black Sea and ability to project maritime power, have strained this
cooperative approach. The deployment of new reconnaissance assets, submarines with
Kalibr cruise missiles, new aircraft, and the Bastion coastal defense missile system
have given Moscow an even more robust anti-access/area denial capability against
NATO navies and air forces and have strengthened Russia’s ability to project power
into the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East regions. Russia’s improvements in
the size and readiness of ground forces in its Southern Military District, continuing
patronage of the breakaway Georgian province of Abkhazia, and enhancements of its
military presence in Armenia have strengthened Russian ground and air power in the
Black Sea region.

Summary

xxvii

Turkish perceptions have shifted with the recognition that Russia has again
become Turkey’s most formidable military threat, and there remains a deep wariness about Russia’s military capabilities and intentions. Nevertheless, because of Turkey’s vulnerability to Russian military and economic pressure, its balancing strategy
between NATO and Russia is likely to continue. A future contingency in which Russia
uses its military might to intimidate Turkey or undermine its security interests in the
Black Sea or the Middle East would likely be the true test of how this shifting regional
military balance will affect the future course of Turkey’s relations with its NATO allies
and Russia. This balancing strategy has the following implications for U.S. defense
and security cooperation plans:
• The U.S. Army and other services should continue to deepen their engagement
with Turkish counterparts in the development of NATO’s tailored forward presence in southeastern Europe and in U.S. European Command’s Black Sea exercise program, particularly the Saber Guardian and the Sea Breeze series.
• Given uncertainty about how the TSK might respond in a period of heightened
tensions with Russia, the U.S. Army should design and deploy flexible logistic
options to support any NATO peacetime deterrent or crisis flexible deterrent
options for Bulgaria and Romania.
• If Turkey proceeds with deployment of Russian S-400s, the U.S. Army, as the
owner and operator of the PATRIOT and Terminal High Altitude Area Defense
surface-to-air missile systems, will have to evaluate the risk and manage any integration of those systems with non-NATO surface-to-air missile systems.
• Turkish cooperation with the Russian Navy, as well as the fact that Turkey’s navy
is not a top priority of the Turkish political leadership, may have an adverse effect
on cooperation with the United States and NATO in Black Sea maritime operations. However, U.S. and NATO forces’ continued engagement with Turkish
naval and marine forces can help counterbalance these influences.
Other Force Planning and Regional Issues

Turkey will continue to seek to balance concerns about Iran’s expanding influence
in the Middle East and improving military capabilities, including a nuclear breakout capability, with Turkish interests in deepening economic and energy cooperation
and in finding ways to defuse volatile elements of Sunni-Shi‘a tensions. The Turkish
government does not assess Iran’s nuclear program and testing of long-range ballistic
missiles as an imminent threat. Erdoğan and other officials have repeatedly defended
Iran’s right to develop a nuclear-fuel cycle, accepted that the program is peaceful, continued to support the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, circumvented sanctions against Iran, and vowed to ignore 2018 U.S. sanctions on Tehran for its regional
aggression. That said, Iran’s prospective acquisition of nuclear weapons is inimical to
Turkey’s security and is another reason that Turkey has continued to support NATO
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European Phased Adaptive Approach missile defense programs and efforts of the
nuclear dimension of Alliance deterrent capabilities. An Iranian move to break out of
the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action could bring Turkey closer to the United States
and NATO on countering this threat.
Turkey’s political and military support to Qatar in the dispute with GCC and
other countries is likely to remain strong, potentially inviting a situation in which the
United States is forced to choose between competing constellations of Middle East
partners. In a worst-case scenario, perceived U.S. favoritism toward one of those camps
could lead to denial of U.S. military access in the nations of the other camp, complicating response to a military contingency in the U.S. Central Command’s area of
responsibility, such as a naval escalation with Iran in the Persian Gulf. Given the U.S.
Army’s major role in the military’s forward presence (and rapid reinforcement) in the
Persian Gulf region south of Iraq (to hedge against Iranian regional aggression and to
assure Israel and other regional partners), Army planners will need to be cognizant of
these tensions that could disrupt current contingency plans.
Given the volatility of relations with Turkey, U.S. defense planners need be prepared to deal with the loss of access to İncirlik Air Base and other U.S. and NATO
facilities in Turkey. The implications of this loss to sustain Operation Inherent Resolve
(to counter ISIS) and other operations in Southwest Asia would be enormous, and
alternative facilities in the region have substantial limitations.
With respect to military-to-military relations, further efforts should be taken to
deepen dialogues between U.S. military and TGS leaders and to revitalize the U.S.Turkish High-Level Defense Group, taking into account the increased importance of
the Turkish minister of defense. Finally, the U.S. Army and other services could seek
to assist Turkey with the development of curricula at its new National Defense University and could encourage the TSK to continue to send officers to schools in the United
States. These steps could help improve civil-military relations in Turkey and influence the future course of the TSK in ways that could strengthen bilateral and NATO
cooperation with Turkey over the long term.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction
Stephen J. Flanagan

A strategic partnership with the Republic of Turkey has been a central element of U.S.
strategy toward Eurasia and the Middle East for more than six decades. This partnership was forged in the early years of the Cold War in response to Soviet territorial
demands on Turkey. Turkish leaders turned to the United States for economic, political, and military assistance, which formally began with the enunciation of the Truman
Doctrine in 1947. The expansion of U.S. defense ties with Turkey paved the way for
Turkey’s eventual incorporation into the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
in 1952. Turkey served as a critical bulwark against the expansion of Soviet power into
the Mediterranean and the Middle East throughout the Cold War.1
The end of the Cold War did not diminish Turkey’s strategic importance to the
United States. Turkey remains a powerful NATO ally at the nexus of three regions that
have become increasingly important to U.S. security since the end of the Cold War: the
Levant, the wider Middle East and Persian Gulf, and the Caucasus and Central Asia.
In all three areas, Turkey is seeking to play a larger role and has significant capacity to
influence events. It controls (in accordance with international conventions) the straits
of the Bosporus and the Dardanelles, which link the Black Sea with the Mediterranean. The United States and Turkey have long cooperated on a range of global issues,
including countering terrorism and violent extremism, preventing the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction, enhancing energy security, and promoting prosperity
and development.
Managing a Troubled Partnership
This partnership has become strained in recent years because U.S. and Turkish interests and assessments of various challenges are not as aligned as they once were, and
significant disagreements have emerged on policies to address many of these chal1

For a discussion of the development of the partnership, see F. Stephen Larrabee, Troubled Partnership:
 .S.-Turkish Relations in an Era of Global Geopolitical Change, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation,
U
MG‑899-AF, 2010, pp. 3–7.
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lenges. U.S.-Turkish relations have gone through cycles of close cooperation and deep
mistrust.2 Differences over dealing with Syria and the Kurdish question, tensions in
Turkey’s relations with its neighbors, an escalating terrorism threat, and deepening
U.S. concerns about the authoritarian drift in Turkish politics under President Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan have combined in recent years to constrain cooperation and undermine mutual confidence. Anti-American sentiment has deepened, as have doubts
about the reliability of the U.S. commitment to Turkey’s stability and security—both
exacerbated by inflammatory statements by Erdoğan and other Turkish leaders. Internal strife over the past decade had largely been confined to poorer southeastern provinces but has spread to the western parts of Turkey, including Istanbul and Ankara.
Turkey’s regional security situation has also deteriorated as a consequence of the Syrian
civil war, the growth of the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), the failure of the Arab
Spring, and Sunni-Shi‘a frictions.
Methodology
In light of these developments, we (the authors of the various chapters of this report)
assess the key challenges confronting the U.S.-Turkish strategic partnership over the
coming decade and recommend possible courses of action to sustain it during what is
likely to be a turbulent period. With our combined expertise on Turkey, the Middle
East, Europe, Russia, Eurasia, and defense policy, we undertook a systematic assessment in 2017 and 2018 of trends in Turkey’s domestic situation, external relations,
and defense policy and strategy. We drew insights from an extensive literature review,
including a substantial body of previous RAND Corporation reports on Turkey and
its neighbors; semi-structured dialogues with more than 100 civilian officials, military leaders, scholars, and journalists in Turkey, Europe, Israel, and the United States;
international conferences; and several seminars at RAND’s Arlington, Virginia, office.
To provide a long-term, strategic perspective, we used an analytic framework of
comparative national interests. The research focused first on the political, social, and
economic trends that are changing Turkey’s internal dynamics and global interests. We
then assessed how the leaders of Turkey’s neighbors and two institutions—the European Union (EU) and NATO—perceive Turkey’s evolving international role and policies in relation to their own major interests. Next, we compared how Turkey’s evolving
interests and those of these neighbors and institutions converge, diverge, or are in conflict, which helps identify the forces that will likely shape the course of these bilateral
and multilateral relations over the coming decade. Summaries of how these interests
2
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compare are provided at the end of each regional chapter (Chapters Three through
Eight), and they are aggregated as Table 9.1 in the final chapter (Chapter Nine). The
final chapter also advances four potential Turkish futures—that is, plausible geostrategic orientations for Turkey over the coming decade based on a simplified scenario-axes
analysis of the most-significant driving forces in Turkish domestic and external affairs.
Organization of This Report
The report begins with an analysis of Turkey’s volatile internal situation (Chapter
Two), including deep political divisions, growing nationalism, the development of
authoritarian rule under the Justice and Development Party (Adalet ve Kalkınma Partisi [AKP]) government, the aftermath of the July 2016 attempted military coup, the
revived Kurdish insurgency, and escalating terrorism problems.
We then explore Turkey’s changing relations with key neighbors, including Iran
and Iraq (Chapter Three), the Arab world (Chapter Four), Israel (Chapter Five), and
Russia (Chapter Six), as well as Turkey’s ambitions in the Caucasus and Central Asia
(Chapter Seven) and interactions with the EU and NATO (Chapter Eight). We project
that Turkey’s relations with most of its neighbors in Eurasia and the Middle East will
remain uncertain or strained, with limited alignment of national interests and some in
sharp conflict. We argue that Turkey’s strategic interests and those of the United States
and its other NATO allies still converge in several areas, including countering terrorism, promoting peace in the Middle East, preventing the emergence of Russian or Iranian regional hegemony, and expanding energy transit corridors. Differences over the
policies to best advance these interests have, however, become more pronounced and
exacerbated by deepening mutual suspicions. We conclude that domestic political and
social upheaval and fundamental shifts in Turkey’s governance, together with regional
turmoil, will lead to Turkish foreign and defense policies that are contrary, in varying
degrees, to the interests of the United States and other NATO allies and that undermine long-standing aspects of defense and security cooperation.
In Chapter Nine, we assess the implications of these trends for U.S. foreign policy,
defense planning and the U.S. Army, given Turkey’s enduring geostrategic importance.
We identify initiatives to prepare for disruptive developments in the partnership with
Turkey and restore its previous scope if and when there are favorable changes in Turkish policies. Finally, we suggest steps to manage differences with Turkey in addressing
three critical regional security challenges: stabilizing post-ISIS Syria and the evolving
counterterrorism campaign; containing hostile Iranian influence in the Middle East;
and deterring Russian aggression in the Black Sea region and beyond.

CHAPTER TWO

Turkey at a Crossroads
Stephen J. Flanagan, Magdalena Kirchner, and F. Stephen Larrabee

Turkey is undergoing profound political and social upheaval and fundamental shifts
in governance. The likely continuation of current trends will lead to Turkish foreign
and defense policies that are contrary, in varying degrees, to the interests of the United
States and other NATO allies and that undermine long-standing aspects of defense
and security cooperation. This situation warrants a considered reassessment of U.S.
and European strategy toward Turkey, preparations for disruptive developments in all
aspects of relations, and initiatives that could maintain and restore long-standing ties
if these trends are reversed.
Deepening Authoritarianism and Instability
Under the leadership of Erdoğan and his AKP, democratic and civil rights have steadily
declined since 2012, a trend dramatically accelerated by emergency rule, ongoing since
July 2016. Through constitutional change, Turkey is being transformed from a parliamentarian system with strong checks and balances into an authoritarian state in
which political power is fully concentrated in the hands of an executive president and
the dominant party. These constitutional amendments, approved in an April 16, 2017,
national referendum and implemented following the June 24, 2018, general elections,
substantially removed powers from legislative and judiciary bodies. Executive decisions
have diminished political pluralism, democratic institutions, and civil society and are
expected to go further. The closeness of the voting on both the referendum (51.4 percent for and 48.5 against, with an 87.4 percent turnout) and the presidential election
(52.6 percent for Erdoğan and 46.3 percent for the three main opposition parties, with
86.2 percent turnout), even with the government’s manipulation of the processes and
domination of the media, are indicative of the deep polarization of Turkish society.1
In this chapter, we examine Turkey’s volatile internal dynamics. We begin with
a review of Turkey’s domestic political development since 2002 under AKP govern1 “The Latest: Turkey Releases Official Referendum Results,” U.S. News and World Report, April 27, 2017; and
“Turkey’s Supreme Election Board Announces Final Results in June 24 Elections,” Daily Sabah, July 4, 2018.
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ments, the drift toward an authoritarian political system, growing nationalism, and
the aftermath of the July 2016 attempted military coup. We then examine tensions
between the government and the Kurdish population, the failed peace process with
the Kurdistan Workers Party (Partiya Karkerên Kurdistanê [PKK]), the revived insurgency, and the uptick in other terrorist activity. Next, we assess the implications of
these dynamics for Turkey’s foreign policy decisionmaking, civil-military relations,
and likely future course. Subsequent chapters explore major trends and driving forces
in Turkey’s relations with its neighbors, the EU, and NATO and the implications for
U.S. national security and defense planning.
An Enduring Battle of Two Visions
Traditionally, fissures in Turkish politics reflected deep and enduring tensions between
two contending ideologies or visions of Turkish identity: Kemalist secularism and
political Islam. In recent years, however, this division has been at least partially overshadowed by the AKP’s efforts to form a new nativist-nationalist alliance against both
liberal forces challenging the country’s drift into authoritarianism and those perceived
as outsiders—including Kurds and other minorities, as well as Syrians. The merger of
those two once-opposed visions was manifested on March 10, 2018, in the southern
Turkish city of Mersin, when President Erdoğan first saluted attendees at a rally with
the ultranationalist “Bozkurt” gesture and only minutes later with the four-fingered
with thumb bent “Rabia” gesture, aligning himself with the Muslim Brotherhood.
Given the fact that the AKP’s domination of political life in Turkey since 2002
coincided with Erdoğan’s accumulation of power within the party, these fundamental
cleavages have sharpened into an irreconcilable division between his supporters—
a coalition of conservative, center-right, Islamist, some right-wing nationalist, and
nativist forces—and his opponents—secular liberals and leftists, many nationalists, followers of Fethullah Gülen, and the majority of Kurds.2 This polarization has
been exacerbated by a deteriorating internal security situation and tensions with most
neighboring states.
Kemalism, named after the first President of the Republic Mustafa Kemal Atatürk,
had been the dominant ideology since the founding of the Turkish Republic in 1923. It
is based on six main pillars as articulated in the constitution since 1937: republicanism,
statism (envisioning a strong state role in developing industry, regulating the economy,
and supporting social welfare), populism, rigid secularism, nationalism (emphasizing
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domestic assimilation and nonaggression; “Peace at home, peace in the world”), and
modernizing reformism to adapt Western practices to Turkish conditions.3
Atatürk extolled these principles as the pathway to assure the transformation of
the multireligious, multi-ethnic, but—as he saw it—backward Ottoman Empire into
the secular, modern, unitary Turkish Republic that would be competitive in every field
with the most-advanced nations in the world. Although modeled on the French concept of laïcité (secularism), which is also designed to keep religion out of governmental and political affairs, Kemalist secularism went further by creating (1) strict rules
regulating religious expression in the public sphere and (2) a Directorate of Religious
Affairs (Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı) to provide firm state supervision and regulation of
religious practice and teaching. Kemalists also rejected the concept of multiculturalism
in favor of deepening Turkishness.
Since the early days of the republic, the Turkish military has played a major role as
the self-proclaimed guardian of the Kemalist system. After a military coup in 1961 and
a subsequent constitutional change, the Turkish General Staff (TGS) assumed a persistent role in politics through the newly formed National Security Council. Further
coups in 1971 and 1980, as well as constitutional amendments under respective periods of military rule, expanded this system of “military tutelage,” which also included
sweeping autonomy with respect to promotions, appointments, military education,
and reform.4
While the military, government bureaucracy, and urban elites embraced the
Kemalist path, the citizens in the Anatolian heartland clung to old traditions and the
Kurds resisted assimilation, which left enduring cultural and ethnic gaps that have
grown over time to undermine the Kemalist construct.5 In the 1970s and 1980s, various Islamist parties struggled to gain a footing, such as the National Salvation Party
(Millî Selâmet Partisi), which reflected the pan-Islamist and anti-Western ideology
3

Sina Akşin, “The Nature of the Kemalist Revolution,” PAGES of the United Nations Association of Turkey,
Vol. 2, No. 2, October 1999.
4

The 1961 constitution made the TGS answerable directly to the prime minister, rather than through the
Defense Ministry. It also established the National Security Council, which included leading members of the civilian government and the TGS, to serve as an advisory body (later a more directive one) to the Council of Ministers. The Turkish Armed Forces Internal Service Law No. 211 of January 1961, Article 35, states, “The duty of
the Turkish Armed Forces is to protect and preserve the Turkish homeland and the Turkish Republic as defined
in the constitution.” This article has been cited as granting the military the right to remove civilian governments
that violate the constitution. See Gareth Jenkins, “Continuity and Change: Prospects for Civil–Military Relations in Turkey,” International Affairs, Vol. 83, No. 2, 2007, pp. 341–342; Koray Caliskan, “Explaining the End
of Military Tutelary Regime and the July 15 Coup Attempt in Turkey,” Journal of Cultural Economy, Vol. 10,
No. 1, 2017; and Giacomo Fantini, “The Coup and the Referendum: Ascent and Decline of Military Influence
on Turkish Constitutionalism,” Lista Dei Working Paper, March 2017.
5

M. Hakan Yavuz, Islamic Political Identity in Turkey, Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press,
2003, pp. 265–274; and Philip H. Gordon and Ömer Taşpınar, Winning Turkey: How America, Europe, and
Turkey Can Revive a Fading Partnership, Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2008, pp. 11–15.
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espoused by its founder Necmettin Erbakan and the National Outlook (Milli Görüş)
movement. Aligned with Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood, these Islamist parties advocated strengthening Islamic values at home and turning away from the negative influences of the Western world in favor of closer relations with Muslim countries.
The political, social, and economic reforms begun under former Prime Minister
and President Turgut Özal after 1983 led to the emergence of a prosperous, middle
class of entrepreneurs in the Anatolian heartland. These “Anatolian tigers” are actively
engaged in the global economy but are conservative in social and religious practices.6
With the backing of this new middle class, the Islamist Welfare Party (Refah Partisi),
led by Erbakan, came to power as the senior partner in a 1996–1997 coalition government. After Erbakan was forced to step down as prime minister in a bloodless military coup in 1997 and the Welfare Party was banned in 1998, Turkey’s Islamist forces
split into two wings. In contrast to the traditionalist Felicity Party (Saadet Partisi)—
which was established and led by Erbakan—Erdoğan, Abdullah Gül, and others concluded that retaining power and challenging the strictures of Kemalist secularism
would require a new form of political mobilization. Hence, they formed the AKP, a
Muslim version of a European Christian democratic party, embraced certain market
and social reforms, support for small and medium-sized enterprises, and a commitment to EU and NATO membership. Subsequently, Erdoğan, the charismatic former
mayor of Istanbul, who was briefly jailed in 1999 and thus banned from political
office, led the AKP in winning nearly two-thirds of the seats in the Grand National
Assembly (hereafter referred to as Parliament) in the November 2002 general elections. He then became prime minister in March 2003—after his ban was lifted by
Parliament—of the first single-party government in a decade. The AKP held this
majority in Parliament for 13 years, lost it in June 2015, and regained it in the snap
election of November 2015. Erdoğan stepped down as prime minister when he won
the first direct elections for president in 2014 with about 52 percent of the vote for a
five-year, renewable term.
Coming to power after a succession of weak coalition governments, war with
the Kurds, religious controversy, and economic turmoil during the 1990s (known as
the “lost decade”), the AKP focused initially on sustaining an economic recovery and
trying to initiate accession negotiations with the EU. This agenda enabled the AKP
to widen its appeal across the political spectrum, including liberal elements of society.
In addition, the party has benefited from the weakness of the main opposition parties: the center-left Republican People’s Party (Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi [CHP]); the
ultranationalist Nationalist Movement Party (Milliyetçi Hareket Partisi [MHP]); and,
in recent years, the pro-Kurdish Peoples’ Democratic Party (Halkların Demokratik
Partisi [HDP]).
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The AKP and the “New Turkey”
Four main cleavages have dominated Turkey’s domestic political landscape since 2002,
at times mutually reinforcing each other: long-standing divisions over the role of religion
and the secularist nature of Turkish society and the public sphere; the transformation
of the political system from a parliamentarian one into an executive presidency, securing ultimate power to Erdoğan; the ongoing marginalization of the Kurdish minority and the related armed insurgency by the PKK; and the power rivalry within the
“pious” camp (Erdoğan’s term) between the AKP leadership and the Gülen movement.
Suspicion in the Kemalist establishment that conservative and especially religious
parties pose a threat to the state principle of secularism, and hence to modernism and
orientation toward the West, remains widespread. This has been especially the case
since 2012, when Erdoğan declared that his political ambition was “to raise devout
generations.”7 He elevated the status of the Directorate of Religious Affairs and has
reportedly used it for political patronage and to encourage government-friendly sermons in mosques. At the same time, the aforementioned cultural and political marginalization of Turkey’s religious communities has instilled a constant fear of violent
overthrow among the AKP leadership under the pretext of securing the secular order.8
In the early years of AKP rule, this concern focused on state institutions, especially the
military and judiciary. However, since widespread anti-government protests in summer
2013, the concern has shifted to criticism from the media and civil society, which have
often been accused of being agents of hostile external forces.9 From 2007 to 2011, there
was substantial escalation in the power struggles between (1) the AKP and (2) F
 ethullah
Gülen and the followers of his Islamic Hizmet (service) movement (the AKP’s then-key
ally), as well as between (1) the AKP and (2) the military and state bureaucracy.10
Gülen, a Sufi imam who has resided in northeastern Pennsylvania since 1999
because he feared arrest after the 1997 military coup, was an early supporter of Erdoğan
and the AKP. Gülen and the AKP leadership are both mainstream Sunni Muslims,
and they shared a vision of Islamic modernism and many common goals, particularly promoting a more pious society and protecting it from shared political enemies.11
They differed, however, in their approach. The AKP, just as the Welfare Party and
other Islamist party predecessors, engaged directly in the political process and achieved
7
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electoral success. Gülen and his followers emerged from the Nursi movement, which
emphasizes faith and shied away from political Islam.12 Gülen has sought to increase
his influence in Turkey and abroad by enlisting followers in overtly and covertly affiliated businesses and nongovernmental organizations, particularly schools in Turkey,
Central Asia, and Africa. Gülen denied having a political agenda, but on the eve of his
departure from Turkey, ostensibly for medical treatment, he advised his followers to
“move in the arteries of the system, without anyone noticing your existence, until you
reach all the power centers.”13 Gülen’s followers did exactly that and gained significant
influence in the police force, the judicial system, the education sector, and the media.
They also amassed significant financial resources.
In April 2007, many secularists took issue with the AKP’s nomination of then–
Foreign Minister Abdullah Gül as successor to Turkey’s staunch secularist President
Ahmet Sezer, especially because Gül’s wife was publicly wearing a headscarf. Moreover, his election would also allow the AKP to hold three key levers of political power
in Turkey: the posts of prime minister, president, and the speaker of Parliament. The
nomination sparked large-scale public demonstrations and a blunt warning posted on
the website of the Turkish Armed Forces (Türk Silahlı Kuvvetleri [TSK])— referred to
as the e-memorandum—declaring that the military was the “absolute defender of secularism” and that the TSK “maintain their sound determination to carry out their duties
stemming from laws to protect the unchangeable characteristics of the Republic of
Turkey.”14 The TSK message was viewed by many Turks as a veiled threat of a military
coup, yet it backfired when the AKP refused to back down and won an overwhelming
victory in early elections in July 2007, gaining 46.6 percent of the vote—12 percent
more than in 2002. Gül’s subsequent election marked a watershed in Turkish politics
but did not end the secularist-religious confrontation.15
Erdoğan’s decision in late autumn 2007 to lift the ban on women wearing the
headscarf in universities was seen by the secular establishment as a direct assault on
core principles and a step toward the Islamization of Turkish society. Under growing
12
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pressure from the military and secular elements, the chief prosecutor initiated legal
proceedings in the Constitutional Court in March 2008 to ban the AKP. The indictment called for the closure of the AKP and political bans of 71 party members, including Erdoğan and Gül, for violating the principles of secularism under Article 2 of the
Turkish constitution.16 The motion was eventually rejected but deprived the AKP of
significant state party funding and forced it to put key governmental priorities on the
back burner for five months.17
Having survived what they deemed first a military and then a judicial coup, AKP
leaders, in collaboration with prosecutors and police who were members of the Gülen
movement, struck against their common enemies. A police raid in 2007 that discovered an illegal weapon stockpile led to a series of investigations and trials between 2008
and 2013 of hundreds of civilians and military personnel—including a former chief of
the TGS—on charges of being members of a purported ultra-nationalist group called
Ergenekon that planned to precipitate a military coup by fomenting unrest and widespread violence throughout the country.18 In early 2010, prosecutors initiated a related
investigation into an alleged 2003 military plan, known as Balyoz (sledgehammer),
to undertake violent acts that would serve as a pretext for a coup d’état against the
AKP government. Balyoz resulted in lengthy prison sentences for 230 officers, including 11 four-star generals, in September 2012—all of which were annulled in 2015.19
During this period, Erdoğan also gradually eroded the TGS’s bureaucratic autonomy
and started an unprecedented—and unchallenged—interference in the military’s promotions, retirements, and internal discipline. In the face of these challenges and in
the wake of the arrest of two top generals in the Balyoz case in February 2011, the
commanders of the Ground Forces, Navy, and Air Force resigned in protest en masse
hoping to engender public support to stop the process. This gambit failed badly. The
16
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military’s reputation was already tarnished, and the resignations allowed Erdoğan to
appoint a new, more compliant chief of the TGS and other military leaders and to
further strengthen civilian control of the TSK. Milliyet columnist Asli Aydıntaşbaş
declared these events “the symbolic moment where the first Turkish republic ends and
the second republic begins.”20
On the judicial front of this power struggle, Erdoğan was able to secure strong
support (58 percent of the vote) in a 2010 referendum for a package of constitutional
amendments—including several progressive measures—that the AKP billed as democratizing the civilian courts and curbing the power of the military courts. The goal
(and the net effect) of the measures, however, was to upend the secular establishment’s
domination of the civilian courts and give the government greater political control over
the entire judicial system.21
The Authoritarian Drift Deepens Under Growing Nationalism
As it has moved to consolidate power, the AKP government has also restricted media
freedom and forcefully repressed several flare-ups of dissent from civil society. The
AKP’s initial support for enhanced freedom of expression has stalled and steadily
declined with the prosecution of more than 250 journalists, publishers, and activists
since 2007. The Committee to Protect Journalists regularly names Turkey the world’s
leading jailer of journalists—73 in 2017—and Freedom House had declared the status
of Turkey’s press as “not free” since 2014, especially due to a crackdown on media outlets during and after the Gezi Park protests.22 In summer 2013, authorities brutally
evicted a group of environmental activists who were protesting the loss of green space
as the result of government plans, backed personally by Erdoğan, to construct a shopping center in a section of Taksim Gezi Park in central Istanbul. The actions against
the protesters triggered anti-government demonstrations by more than 3 million people
across Turkey that were also forcefully repressed by police. By the end of August, eight
people died, at least four as a result of police action, and about 8,000 were injured.23
Although the government agreed to halt the construction, many of those who had sup-
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ported the protests lost their jobs, and some faced criminal charges.24 Though unprecedented in scale, the protests neither galvanized Turkish and Kurdish critics of the AKP
to form a unified opposition nor turned into a sustainable political power.25
Since the Gezi Park protests, authorities have broken up numerous demonstrations, and the police have been granted more legal powers to use force against protesters.26 The AKP also undertook an intense campaign to undermine critical media
outlets and establish new, more-pliant ones that would echo the party line. The AKP
continued its polarizing efforts to transform Turkish society, and its commitment
to political and economic reforms diminished markedly. As we discuss in Chapter Eight, the lack of progress in accession negotiations with the EU further diminished the incentives to pursue reforms.27 As with corruption charges that surfaced
in late 2013, the Gezi Park protests focused not on the AKP and the government
as an institution but on Erdoğan personally. Some interlocutors have suggested that
Erdoğan has since begun to see his power position as essential to his physical survival.28 When the AKP failed to gain a supermajority in the June 2015 general elections, which would have allowed Erdoğan to consolidate presidential power through
constitutional changes, it underlined that he could not count on the party’s ongoing
success at the ballot box to achieve this key goal. This set the stage for another turning point in Turkish politics.
Beyond Turkey’s drift toward authoritarianism, the June 2015 parliamentary
elections coincided with a new strategy by Erdoğan to secure his political survival. As
the HDP was running on its own and on a platform explicitly against Erdoğan’s presidential ambitions, polls indicated even before the general elections that a liberal stance
toward the PKK would lose him more votes in the Turkish nationalist camp than
could be gained in the Kurdish and liberal one.29 Erdoğan had previously played the
nationalist card prior to the June 2011 elections, ordering the destruction of the Statue
of Humanity on the Turkish-Armenian border, which local authorities had commissioned as a symbol of dialogue and reconciliation.
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Voting patterns in the 2015 election reflected the deepening political polarization. The AKP and the MHP dominated in the provinces of the conservative, nationalist Anatolian heartland; the CHP held on to its base along the Aegean and parts
of the Mediterranean coast and urban areas; and the HDP won most provinces in
the Kurdish southeast. One of the big winners of the June 2015 elections had been
the MHP, which won more than 1.1 million votes away from the AKP.30 The party’s
leader, Devlet Bahçeli, had announced in March 2015 that he would not recognize
Erdoğan, whom he accused of “constitutional crimes” and corruption as the president
of Turkey and resisted joining a coalition with the AKP after the June 2015 vote.31
But by shelving the peace process with the PKK and siding with Bahçeli when he
came under attack from MHP dissidents challenging his leadership in 2016, the AKP
secured Bahçeli and his followers as important allies for the 2017 referendum proposing a new constitution (discussed later) and the 2018 presidential and parliamentary
elections. Although the army’s position as a guardian of the political republican status
quo eroded, especially after the July 15, 2016, military coup attempt, it has regained
public support as a source of national pride in Turkey’s military operations in northern Syria and Iraq, indicating closer coordination between the political and military
leadership.32
Erdoğan’s nationalistic stance not only is an outcome of political alignment with
the MHP but also reflects an outlook that is growing among other political leaders and
the public. In January 2018, Erdoğan called on Turkish youths to learn “what we once
were” by studying the life of Abdul Hamid II, the Pan-Islamist 34th Ottoman Sultan.
Also named the “Red Sultan,” Abdul Hamid II ordered the massacre of thousands of
Armenians in the late 19th century, suspended the constitution in 1878, and cracked
down on press freedom and political dissent under the pretext of keeping the empire
intact.33 Invocations of Abdul Hamid II’s era in AKP and MHP rhetoric and popular culture also emphasize the threats stemming from foreign powers—and the West
in particular, often laced with anti-Semitic conspiracy theories—to Turkey’s integrity
and survival.34 In 2018 polls, 84 percent of Turks surveyed agreed that “global eco30
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nomic and political elites have too much power over Turkey and should be resisted.”35
While AKP and MHP leaders continuously stress that Turkey is a country under siege,
they also strive to link contemporary policy and military successes to the “Golden Age”
of the late Ottoman Empire.36
The resumed escalation of Ankara’s counterinsurgency efforts in southeastern
Turkey, northeastern Syria, and northwestern Iraq; the marginalization and outright
persecution of the HDP and other dissidents; and the state of emergency declared following the failed July 2016 coup have increased nationalist sentiments, polarization,
and citizens’ tolerance for restrictions on the political freedoms of others.37 The AKP’s
failure or abandonment of its earlier emphasis on religious kinship over ethnic cleavages has been accompanied by growing nativist and anti-Syrian sentiment. In nationwide polls in late 2017, more than two-thirds of respondents saw Turkey’s “moral
values and traditions” under threat as a result of Syrian immigration, more than
70 percent would not want to have a Syrian refugee as a neighbor, and 86 percent
agreed that all Syrians should go back once the war is over.38 This became a contentious issue in the 2018 elections, with opposition parties criticizing that the enormous
resources spent on refugees could be better applied to other domestic priorities and
urging prompt repatriation to Syria.39
The Gülen Movement and the Impact of the July 15, 2016, Coup Attempt

On July 15, 2016, a renegade faction of the TSK launched a relatively well-planned, but
hastily implemented, coup attempt, including synchronized air and ground attacks in
Istanbul and Ankara, as well as a commando raid to capture or assassinate Erdoğan,
who was on vacation in the resort city of Marmaris. The plotters planned to run the
country through a “Peace at Home Movement.”40 Putschist-operated aircraft attacked
and damaged the Turkish Parliament and the headquarters of the Turkish National
Intelligence Organization (Millî İstihbarat Teşkilatı [MİT]), while land forces closed
the Bosporus bridges in Istanbul and fired on civilians who had been encouraged by
35
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Erdoğan to protest the blockade. The decision of top military leaders to remain loyal
to the government and the rapid mobilization of the AKP’s societal base, among other
factors, led to a quick faltering of the coup attempt, which nevertheless cost the lives of
up to 290 people—among them more than 100 alleged coup plotters—and left more
than 1,400 others injured.41 While investigations are still underway, there are credible reports that the coup attempt was mounted so haphazardly because the plotters
became aware of government plans for imminent mass arrests of suspected Gülenists
within the TSK in connection with an ongoing espionage investigation. These reports
indicate that Erdoğan had approved the prosecutor’s plan to make the arrests before
the August 1–4 meeting of the Supreme Military Council (Yüksek Askerî Şûra [YAŞ])
and to possibly launch a massive purge of the ranks during the Council.42
The coup attempt came as a profound shock to the Turkish public, which believed
that the days of periodic military intervention in politics were over, and appears to have
also caught Erdoğan and the AKP leadership by surprise.43 Most Turks had assumed
that the reforms undertaken in the previous decade had established a solid barrier
against the intervention of the military in Turkish politics. Hours after the failed coup,
Erdoğan and AKP leaders blamed Gülen and the followers of his movement in the
military, security forces, and civil service for orchestrating the coup.
The AKP-Gülen alliance dominating Turkish politics since 2002 had begun to
fray when Erdoğan, seeking to prevent the Gülen movement from becoming a rival
power center, refused to include dozens of Gülenists in AKP electoral lists for the June
2011 parliamentary elections.44 There were also growing policy differences. Gülen
opposed the government’s negotiations with the PKK during confidential talks in Oslo
and efforts to normalize relations with Iran. He also criticized Erdoğan’s handling of
the Turkish-Israeli flotilla crisis (see Chapter Five) and the Gezi Park protests. In early
2012, leaks proved that the Oslo talks had been illegally taped, and when prosecutors
linked to the movement sought to question the head of MİT, Hakan Fidan (who was
a close confidant of Erdoğan), about his role in the talks, tensions between the two
camps escalated further. Relations reached a breaking point in November 2013 as
Erdoğan announced government plans to close Gülenist education centers. In turn,
followers of Gülen in the judiciary and police force pursued investigations of alleged
widespread corruption within the AKP involving the sons of several ministers (who
subsequently resigned), as well as an inquiry into the business activities of Erdoğan’s
41
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sons Bilal and Burak, which was reportedly thwarted. In the wake of this episode,
Erdoğan publicly accused Gülen and his followers of operating a parallel state; dismissed alleged members from government positions, especially from the police and
judiciary; closed Gülenist preparatory schools and media outlets; and seized companies
owned by Gülen supporters.45 On May 26, 2016, Turkey’s National Security Council
designated the Gülen movement as a terrorist organization—calling it the Fethullah
Terrorist Organization (known as FETO).46
In the aftermath of the July 2016 coup attempt, and through the state of emergency invoked shortly thereafter and extended seven times at three-month intervals,
the AKP government closed civil society outlets; accelerated its massive crackdown and
systematic purges of alleged Gülenists from government institutions; and seized, as of
July 2017, assets worth $11 billion of some 1,000 companies linked to the movement
and its followers.47 More than 150,000 people were dismissed from their jobs between
July 2016 and January 2018. This figure includes about 110,000 civilian government
officials, military personnel, university academics, teachers in state schools (40,000 of
whom Turkish authorities claim have since been reinstated), and teachers in private
schools whose licenses were revoked. Ministries where the Gülenists were alleged to
have gained strong footholds experienced the biggest purges; these included civil servants in the Ministry of Education (33,629, many of whom were teachers), Ministry
of Justice (6,168, plus 4,463 judges and prosecutors), Security General Directorate
(24,419), Ministry of Interior (5,210), and Ministry of Foreign Affairs (813).48 As of
January 2018, more than 78,000 people had been arrested, with 54,000 released pending trial and 24,660 still in pre-trial detention. In the year following the attempted
coup, the Turkish Ministry of Justice reported that more than 169,000 people were the
subject of legal proceedings.49 Approximately 1,500 civil society institutions, including
associations, private schools, universities, and research institutions, have been closed.
More than 319 journalists have been arrested, at least 150 of whom remain in prison,
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and 189 media outlets have been shuttered. The purges continue to threaten to reach
the higher echelons of the AKP, which had been closely aligned with Gülen for years.50
Public support for the initial anti-Gülen purges was strong: According to one
poll, 65 percent of Turks surveyed believed Gülen was behind the coup.51 Many
people in the private and public sector—including interlocutors in the Turkish Foreign Ministry—claim to have directly or indirectly experienced Gülen affiliates being
promoted faster or favored over various colleagues.52 Many secular Turks resented the
Gülenists for the unwarranted turmoil they caused in orchestrating the Ergenekon conspiracy trials, and these Turks feared that a successful coup might have led to the establishment of an Islamist state with even more purges. In the coup’s aftermath, many
Turks saw Erdoğan as a stabilizing figure who prevents mob violence, among other
things, against the Alevi religious minority, and many were also relieved that the economy proved resilient.53 As the purges turned increasingly into a systematic crackdown
on any form of opposition, however, popular support declined. Many Turks across
the political spectrum have been alarmed with how the state of emergency accelerated
trends toward centralization of power and how AKP officials bluntly used the coup
attempt to bully potential rivals to embrace its domestic agenda—above all, the transformation of the political system.
The 2017 Referendum and the Path to the Executive Presidency

Since 2012, the overarching political goals of President Erdoğan and the AKP have
been to enact constitutional changes that would transform Turkey’s governance from
a parliamentary system into a strong executive presidency and to achieve a cultural
orientation that reflects the values of the AKP’s religiously conservative constituencies.54 There has been broad political consensus in Turkey that the 1982 constitution
imposed by the military should be replaced with one oriented toward civilians and
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democratic principles. Erdoğan declared his interest in a presidential, yet constitutionally amended, system in 2010.55 After the 2011 general election, parties agreed to
form a constitutional commission and to a partial draft, but the commission was dissolved in 2016 after the CHP flatly rejected the AKP’s push for a presidential system.
The AKP set out to draft a constitution on its own but lacked the requisite two-thirds
majority in Parliament to approve it. The AKP then sought a parliamentary vote to
present the draft constitution to a national referendum, which stalled until after the
July 2016 coup attempt, when MHP leader Bahçeli announced his support for a strong
executive presidency on the condition that the first four articles of the existing constitution (which reaffirm secularism and Kemalist nationalism) remain intact.56
The April 16, 2017, referendum, held under emergency rule and the AKP’s domination of the media, was heavily weighted to ensure passage of the government’s proposed constitutional amendments.57 The closeness of the vote despite these advantages
reflects deep divisions along political, class, and ethnic lines and confirmed the predictions of many political observers that it would be difficult for Erdoğan to gain sufficient public support for the constitutional changes, given the sluggish economic conditions at the time. As Figure 2.1 illustrates, conservative voters in the AKP’s stronghold
in the Anatolian heartland voted for the referendum, while areas where the secular
opposition remains strong—Istanbul, Ankara, and along the Aegean coast—and the
predominantly Kurdish provinces in the southeast voted against. Because of irregularities in the voting process, the CHP and the HDP called for annulment of the referendum, without success.58
AKP Rifts Widen, Opposition Is Diminished in and Outside of Parliament

Erdoğan’s growing centralization of power and authoritarianism have also affected
the AKP itself. The 2007 presidential election led to destruction of the political equilibrium within the AKP leadership. As Gül assumed the nonpartisan presidency, his
fellow AKP co-founder Bülent Arınç simultaneously ended his term as the speaker of
Parliament. The duo had acted as balancing and moderating influences on Erdoğan
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Figure 2.1
Results of the April 18, 2017, Constitutional Referendum
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SOURCE: “Turkey Referendum: The Numbers That Tell the Story,” BBC News, April 17, 2017. Used with
permission.

within the party.59 A heavily personalist style of party and government leadership
emerged, accompanied by purges first of allies of Gül and Arınç and, in 2013, of Gül
himself and later Foreign Minister Ahmet Davutoğlu, through reshuffles in the cabinet and party ranks.60 Specifically, the 2013 corruption scandal was a stress test for
the AKP’s cohesion, and it resulted in the dismissal of several cabinet members yet no
formal investigation. Gül began to distance himself from Erdoğan during the Gezi
Park protests, by publicly defending the right of protest and later by expressing his
preference for a reform of the existing parliamentary system. He was denied a formal
return to politics when his term ended the same year.61
In August 2014, Erdoğan, who “appears to regard himself as the embodiment of
the national will,”62 assumed the officially nonpartisan position of president and was
thus forced to pass official party leadership to the prime minister. However, Erdoğan
continued to heavily and effectively influence cabinet and party politics by, among
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other things, enhancing societal polarization and mobilizing conservative nationalists
against Kurds, Alevis, and secular intellectuals.63 Erdoğan’s personal dominance of
political life has intensified and has diminished the independence of state institutions,
pluralism, and intraparty democracy. This has weakened the functioning of political
and economic institutions to the point where even formally independent bodies, such
as the Central Bank, refrain from making important decisions without the president’s
consent. Moreover, because the 2017 constitutional amendments allow the president
to remain affiliated with a political party, Erdoğan resumed the position of AKP chair
during an extraordinary party congress in May of that year and started shifting personnel and reshaping electoral lists.64
Despite these rifts within the AKP, the aftermath of the 2016 coup attempt has
put the party in a much more comfortable position over any opposition, including
legally and politically. Parliament is no longer functioning as an effective overseer of
the government, and opposition parties have been largely neutralized. The secular,
social-democratic CHP, the second-largest party in Parliament, had been marginalized
in the political discourse in recent years, in large measure by a nearly constant media
presence of government officials and the president. Representatives of both the CHP
and the HDP have come under legal attack, particularly since the AKP won approval
of constitutional amendments in 2016 to lift immunity for more than one-third of the
members of Parliament.65
Despite the fact that the MHP won only 11.9 percent of the vote in the 2015 parliamentary elections and endured substantial intraparty strife, the party and Bahçeli
turned out to be big winners in the coup attempt, the subsequent Yenikapı consensus,
and the 2018 elections.66 Prior to the 2017 referendum, Bahçeli had been seen by many
as Erdoğan’s “kingmaker,” and the MHP had functioned as an informal coalition partner since it helped assure the AKP’s control of government in 2015.67 Although many
63
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prominent members of the MHP split from the party to form a new center-right party
opposing the executive presidency in October 2017, Bahçeli maintained his position
as party leader.68 The government announced plans to fill some 60,000 new positions
in the state bureaucracy in 2017, most of them in the Ministries of Defense, Health,
and Interior, as well as in the police forces. According to one interlocutor, one-third of
these positions likely will be staffed with MHP cadres in return for the party’s support
for introducing the presidential system.69 The MHP also has helped mobilize pro-AKP
demonstrators through its ties to the Islamist National Outlook (Milli Gorüş) and
ultra-nationalist Grey Wolves organizations.
Representatives of international nongovernmental organizations report that civil
society has been demobilized and silenced in a situation where system conformity to
new social norms is no longer a guarantee of security. Especially the state of emergency
empowered the government to ban or restrict any form of gathering and rallies and to
declare certain public and private areas off limits—especially in the Kurdish areas in
Turkey’s southeast.70
A Short-Lived Opening to the Kurds
The AKP’s historic anti-secularist stance and the decline of political and civil liberties
in the past decade have shaped its policies toward Turkey’s largest minority, the Kurds.
Close to 20 percent of the population identifies themselves as Kurdish, and although
these Turks are heavily concentrated in southeastern provinces, significant numbers
now live in cities across the country. Many Kurds had resisted Atatürk’s concept of
assimilation from the outset and staged major uprisings in the 1920s and 1930s that
were forcibly suppressed. Violence flared again in 1984 when PKK founder Abdullah
Öcalan launched a terrorist insurgency, focused on southeastern Turkey and supported
from safe havens in Iraq and Syria, to establish a separate Kurdish state. The terrorist campaign and government countermeasures have continued over the past three
decades with several ceasefires, resulting in an estimated 30,000–45,000 fatalities,
including 6,000 Turkish military and police forces and many Kurdish civilians. Thousands of Kurdish villages have been destroyed, and hundreds of thousands of Kurds
have been displaced from their homes.71 After his capture in 1999, Öcalan proposed to
68
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help the Turkish government settle the conflict. He directed that PKK militants implement a ceasefire and committed to using political means to gain cultural rights, constitutional changes, and freedom of expression. Turkey’s designation as a candidate for
membership in the EU that same year led to the elimination of laws restricting teaching and broadcasts in the Kurdish language and of the death penalty—which saved
Öcalan’s life. After the fall of Saddam Hussein in 2003, the PKK took advantage of
the changed situation to renew its campaign in southeastern Turkey from safe havens
in Iraq’s Qandil Mountains. The Turkish military responded forcefully, including after
a further uptick in 2007, with air attacks and a major ground operation into northern
Iraq.72 In the second half of that decade, Turkey’s security establishment recognized
that a purely military solution was impossible. In light of this assessment, the National
Security Council authorized secret contacts with the PKK in 2007, accelerating internationally supported mediation efforts since 2005, the so-called “Oslo talks.”73
By 2009, the AKP declared openly that it was pursuing a process with the goal of
resolving the Kurdish question. The AKP’s initial strategy was to achieve disarmament
of the PKK in return for democratic reforms and recognition of the Kurds’ cultural
and political rights.74 The AKP resorted to a more nationalist stance, however, after
suffering a setback in the 2009 municipal elections and after several incidents between
the PKK and security forces undermined public support for the process.75 While the
MHP argued that such a process would lead to the partition of the country, the CHP
issued mixed messages and demanded that the National Assembly, rather than the government, lead the process. HDP and PKK leaders voiced support for the process as a
chance to deepen democracy in Turkey but cast the government’s actions as inadequate
and wavering. The PKK committed to several ceasefires and sought to use the process
to transform from an internationally outlawed terrorist organization to a legitimate
political power within Turkey. The reconciliation process faced many challenges from
the start and faltered amid the June 2011 general elections, after which the negotiations
broke down again.76
lapse of the two-and-a-half-year ceasefire in July 2015, the International Crisis Group has maintained an interactive website with the latest tallies of the human cost (see International Crisis Group, “Turkey’s PKK Conflict: A
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Following another cycle of conflict that ended in stalemate, a further round of
talks between the Turkish government and the PKK took place between early 2013
and summer 2015, during which both sides declared that a framework accord was in
reach. While the AKP was assuming a sustained ceasefire would be beneficial in critical elections in 2014 and 2015, especially amid deteriorating relations with the Gülen
movement, the PKK’s military attention had moved southward when the Syrian civil
war appeared to provide a historic opportunity to establish an autonomous Kurdish
state in northern Syria.77
Even prior to their collapse in 2015, the talks failed to produce substantial results
for a variety of reasons.78 Ankara’s hostile policy toward the PKK’s Syrian offshoot, the
Democratic Union Party (Partiya Yekîtiya Demokrat [PYD]) and its militias, created
additional discontent among the Kurdish public. This was particularly true when the
conflict between Syrian Kurds and Islamist anti-Assad rebels, many of them assumed
to be backed by Turkey and its allies, escalated and peaked with ISIS’s October 2014
siege of the Kurdish border town Kobanî.79 More than 50 people died in protests
against the government’s unwillingness to assist Kobanî and other areas in southeast
Turkey where subsequent clashes broke out. The crisis demonstrated not only Ankara’s
disregard for Turkish Kurds’ concerns regarding their Syrian kin but also the perpetual failure of the AKP to develop a comprehensive Kurdish policy at home and in
the region.80
Despite the failings of the government’s strategy, nearly two-thirds of Kurdish
voters in Turkey (about 16 percent of the electorate) supported the AKP in national
elections in 2002, 2007, and 2011, as well as in the municipal elections in 2004 and
2009.81 Although this electoral dominance in the Kurdish region had been substantially
challenged by the HDP’s success in the June 2015 general elections, the AKP managed to regain 1 million Kurdish votes in the November 2015 snap elections through a
massive campaign against resumed PKK violence in the southeast and mass arrests of
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HDP officials.82 While this strategy proved to be successful for the AKP also regaining the parliamentary majority that it had lost in the June national elections, Erdoğan’s
personal campaign against the HDP continued. According to HDP sources, 8,711
of its members and supporters were detained and 2,705 arrested between July 2015
and early 2017.83 In November 2016, the party’s then co-chairs, Selahattin Demirtaş
and Figen Yüksekdağ, and 11 other members of Parliament were arrested, and they
remained in jail as of mid-2019.84 Although the government made no move to actually ban the party, the sweeping disenfranchisement of the HDP’s leadership and voter
base destroyed most of its political leverage.85 Surprisingly, the party was able to garner
11.7 percent of the vote in the 2018 election, crossing the 10-percent threshold required
to be seated in Parliament. Nevertheless, the HDP remains marginalized in a chamber with diminished authority, where two-thirds of parliamentary colleagues are from
nationalist parties. The HDP’s seating in Parliament also allows the AKP to argue with
international critics that Kurds are not denied a voice in politics.86
Implications for Civil-Military Relations and Military Capabilities
Because of mutual suspicions, Erdoğan’s relations with the TSK were tense during the
first five years of his tenure.87 The AKP was able to build support among a broad political coalition to implement several reforms that brought civil-military relations more in
line with democratic norms, particularly by linking them with other domestic reforms
required to enhance the country’s candidacy for EU accession negotiations. The aforementioned 2007 e-memorandum crisis gave Erdoğan a stronger hand in dealing with
the military and led to a new modus vivendi with the TSK.88 Since 2010, the government has strengthened its authority over the YAŞ substantially—for example, vetoing
the appointment of officers detained in the Ergenekon and Balyoz cases and imposing
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its own list of promotions and retirements.89 Following the resignation of the top military leadership in July 2011, Erdoğan appointed a new, more compliant military leadership.90 Since then, and especially after the Gülen-AKP conflict erupted and the collapse of the peace process with the PKK, relations between the top commanders of the
TSK and AKP leadership have improved substantially under a more compliant TSK
leadership and following the success of the 2018 military campaign in Afrin, Syria.
The TSK ranks have been significantly reduced by post-coup purges. Eleven highranking officers from the Army, Navy, Air Force, Gendarmerie, and Coast Guard were
discharged in the immediate aftermath of the failed coup. Of 325 general and flag
officers in the Army, Navy, and Air Force, 150 (46 percent) have either been cashiered
or involuntarily retired.91 In the seven months after the attempted coup, there was
also approximately a 20-percent reduction in commissioned officers, from 32,451 to
25,728; an elimination of 1,400 staff officers (77 percent of the total); and the abolition of the staff officer system in August 2016.92 A total of 16,409 cadets at all levels of
professional military education were also dismissed by the end of 2017.93 The reformed
military academies and officer schools have produced students to replace those purged,
but in early 2018, the number of officers (27,000) and the number of noncommissioned officers (67,000) who had graduated were insufficient to restore the TSK’s precoup force levels.94 In January 2018, the TSK announced plans to recruit 42,938 personnel, including 3,755 officers, 5,375 noncommissioned officers, 13,213 specialized
sergeants, and 20,595 contracted rank and file personnel.95 Defense Minister Aker
stated in December 2018 that 15,154 personnel, including 7,595 officers—of whom
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150 were generals or admirals—had been dismissed from the TSK over their links to
the Gülen movement since 2016.96
Because the military purges were focused on senior leadership and on officers
involved in staff positions and personnel management, the Turkish government likely
assessed that the Gülenists first sought to gain influence over recruitment and promotions, as has been alleged in the Foreign Ministry and other civilian agencies. The
government case appears to be that, once that goal was accomplished, the Gülenists
were able to infiltrate sympathizers into headquarters staffs and military specialties
that could prove decisive operationally, as well as the military intelligence, judicial,
and health systems, to advance their hidden agenda.97 This assessment undoubtedly
influenced the significant post-coup reforms and restructuring that gave the president
and the ministers of defense and interior new authorities over the TSK. An emergency
decree-law promulgated on July 31, 2016, initiated a historical overhaul in Turkish civil
military relations.98
First, under the decree-law, the Land Forces, Naval Forces, and Air Force commanders have come under the immediate control of the civilian minister of defense,
reducing the authority of the chief of the TGS. Under the new constitution, the president can receive information from and issue orders directly to service commanders.
The Gendarmerie General Command and Coast Guard Command had earlier been
brought under the control of the Interior Ministry. The Parliament’s role in oversight
of the TSK has not figured in public discussions of the reforms.
Second, the government established a National Defense University, which should
serve as “an umbrella body encompassing all educational institutions of the Turkish Army”; at the same time, the government closed all existing military academies,
which had been “crucial incubators of the armed forces’ distinctive culture.”99 In October 2016, without consulting the military, Erdoğan appointed a head of the National
Defense University; he selected Erhan Afyoncu, a historian without prior military—or
relevant academic—experience.100 In addition, under the decree-law, the number of
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contract officers, who graduate from civilian universities instead of military academies,
has increased substantially.101
Third, the structure of the YAŞ, the forum for all decisions regarding military
promotions, retirement, and disciplinary measures, is now subject to greater civilian
influence. Prior to 2016, the prime minister headed the YAŞ, and the only other civilian joining all 15 four-star generals and admirals had been the minister of defense.102
The YAŞ’s new composition includes the deputy prime minister and the foreign, justice, and interior ministers. At the same time, the number of generals and admirals had
been significantly reduced—to just the chief of the TGS and the service commanders. Most prominently, the Gendarmerie commander will no longer be a member of
the YAŞ, and the defense minister assumed the role of YAŞ secretary-general from the
deputy chief of the TGS.103 At the August 2, 2017, YAŞ meeting, Erdoğan approved
new commanders for the Land, Naval, and Air Forces while retaining the chief of the
TGS. These leadership changes reflect the increasing politicization of military promotions and Erdoğan’s desire that the armed forces focus on succeeding in Syria, combating terrorism, and rooting out Gülenists. This was the first meeting of the YAŞ since it
was restructured following the failed July 2016 military coup, and both the president
and prime minister appear to have played major roles in developing and finalizing the
promotion lists; these lists had previously been shaped in secrecy by the senior military
leadership before the YAŞ and routinely approved as presented.104 There was a major
shake-up in the leadership of the Turkish Navy, which left the service with a commander who has the lowest seniority among his fellow chiefs. The YAŞ also extended
the terms of an unusual number of senior officers who qualified for retirement, and
others were promoted to one-star rank. These actions may be designed to help deal
with the effects of purges after the coup, which created a significant gap between the
number of four-star and one-star generals and flag officers and has likely diminished
the readiness of some units.
The purges and military reforms appear to have adversely affected the TSK’s
readiness, capability, and morale, as well as civil-military relations. Informed observers
report that the organizational reforms, driven by political considerations, have clouded
the chain of command, increased inter-service rivalry, reduced the TSK’s tactical and
strategic capacity, and led to a politicization of the officer corps. The purges have been
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most damaging to the Air Force and have led to a substantial shortage of trained pilots
(see Chapter Nine). The TSK has attempted to reactivate some retired officers, but
only a small number appear to have returned to active military service thus far. More
than 200 mid-level officers, many of whom had received advanced education in the
United States and were involved in work on military transformation projects, were
purged in 2016, which could slow modernization efforts.105
Unusual political activity by the military leadership and a general decline in professionalism have alienated lower ranks of the TSK. Mid-level officers are reported to
be extremely frustrated with the military leadership. Some observers believe that this
discontent might even lead to another coup attempt at some point. Public trust in the
military, previously seen as the guardian of order and the secular state, has eroded, but
it has been restored somewhat following the success of the TSK’s operations in 2018
against Kurdish forces in Syria’s Afrin province.106
Throughout this turmoil, Hulusi Akar has remained a key interlocutor for the
U.S. and other foreign militaries. His retention of his position as TGS chief in 2017
and subsequent appointment as Minister of Defense in July 2018 in the first presidential decree under the new executive presidential system suggest that he will continue to
be the leading figure in Turkish defense affairs for some time.107
Gendarmerie

The security-sector reforms after the coup attempt also included transferring control of
Turkey’s paramilitary police force, the Gendarmerie, from the TSK to the Ministry of
Interior.108 Until March 2015, the TGS had decided promotions and dismissals inside
the formally Ministry of Interior–controlled Gendarmerie General Command.109 The
European Commission’s Turkey 2015 Report commended the transfer “of authority to
105
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appoint, suspend and supervise gendarmerie personnel in the provinces” to the Ministry of Interior, because it “widened civilian oversight of the law enforcement duties of
the gendarmerie.”110 Those opposing the reform, however, anticipate (1) an AKP plan
to fill Gendarmerie ranks with AKP partisans and to create a force loyal only to the
party and (2) an expected $7 billion in additional costs if civil servants would replace
unpaid conscripts.111 From a security perspective, increased political influence could
reduce discipline and professionalism in the Gendarmerie, as well as the morale of
personnel. In the fight against terrorism, where the Gendarmerie and the TSK have
cooperated closely in the past, command and control problems could occur at the
operational level, and the military would be deprived of the experience and networks of
the Gendarmerie and, in case of a war, would have 150,000 fewer troops readily available.112 Although new legislation after the coup attempt transferred procurement and
logistics authorities and especially education from the TSK to the Ministry of Interior,
the “civilianization” of the Gendarmerie remains incomplete: It continues to be commanded by a four-star general, and the staff at General Command headquarters largely
hail from military backgrounds.113
National Intelligence Organization

Despite the apparent infiltration of MİT by Gülenists, the organization and its chief,
Hakan Fidan, appear to remain highly influential in security policy.114 In early November 2016, an executive decree created two new MİT departments—one charged with
coordination among state institutions and one for special operations (a paramilitary
operations unit with military functions)—in addition to the existing strategic intelligence department in charge of foreign intelligence-gathering and analysis.115 These
reforms indicate that MİT is moving more toward external operations in the context
of the new security concept, discussed later in this chapter, and that it will have less
involvement in domestic politics; these shifting responsibilities point toward Turkey
founding a new domestic intelligence agency.116
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Police, Neighborhood Guards, and Private Security Companies

Assumed to be also heavily infiltrated by Gülenists, the police force had been subject to nearly constant purges for years, and, in response to the 2013 protests, it was
heavily militarized and granted extensive authorities to suppress domestic and particularly urban dissent.117 The arrests of at least 40,000 personnel, expanded counterterrorism operations, and several targeted attacks on its cadres added to the pressures
on remaining police forces.118 The uptick in domestic terrorism in 2015 and 2016
made security of cities a major issue.119 During the re-escalation of tensions with the
PKK in the southeast, provincial governors started to hire more than 2,300 “neighborhood guards” (sometimes called “city guards”), who work with local police forces.
After the coup attempt, the guards also appeared in Turkey’s western cities.120 A decree
in October 2016 broadened these guards’ authority, announcing that they would be
issued heavy weapons and equipment, would be paid a minimum salary, and would
have social security benefits.121 By March 2017, the number of guards had reportedly
increased to 5,400 men in 20 provincial centers, and they were mostly armed with
pistols and AK-47 rifles and paid a monthly salary of up to $700.122 The Ministry of
Interior had also announced plans to boost the number of these guards to 12,500 in
Istanbul alone in 2017.123
Finally, private security firms have become increasingly important in Turkey,
with up to 350,000 personnel and revenue of $300 million in 2015.124 In early 2017,
several executive decrees authorized private security guards to use guns while on duty
and local administrators to outsource security to such guards (e.g., for nuclear facilities,
airports, or conference and sports venues). The decrees stipulate that, if the administrators feel that the state authorities are overstretched by counterterrorism and other
tasks, the administrators must declare the facilities to be of strategic importance before
authorizing the private security guards.125
Since 2016, Turkey’s security sector has experienced fragmentation, and purges and
shuffles have further strengthened nonmilitary forces. Given an urgent need to fill thou117
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sands of vacant positions in this sector quickly and insufficient recruits from the AKP
base, the government turned to secularist and ultranationalist forces—among them,
military officers convicted in the Ergenekon and Balyoz trials, as well as the Eurasianist
and socialist Perincek Group. Because this alignment is based on shared hostility toward
the Gülen organization, Turkish nationalism, and anti-Western sentiment, the mediumand long-term political reliability of police and military forces remains a headache for
the government and could put the AKP leadership at odds with its religious base.126
A prominent indication of the growing importance of informal security providers
is the August 2016 appointment of Adnan Tanrıverdi—head of the military consulting and training firm SADAT and a former one-star general expelled from the Army
in 1996 because of concerns over his religiosity—as military adviser to the president.127
But on the heels of recent espionage claims, including by German authorities, that
MİT has targeted Gülenists and PKK affiliates abroad, SADAT’s pan-Islamist outlook
(which, according to some observers, is even sympathetic to Salafi-Jihadism) and command of well-trained and experienced personnel has raised concerns about possible
extrajudicial targeting of the AKP’s political enemies in Turkey—and abroad.128
Old and New Security Threats at Home
The growth of the AKP’s domestic strength has been accompanied by a serious deterioration of Turkey’s internal security environment because of increased political violence
and instability. Initially, the violence was mainly confined to the less developed parts of
southeastern Turkey. It has, however, spread to the more modern, Westernized parts of
Turkey, particularly Istanbul and Ankara, and has included increasingly frequent suicide bombings. This situation has created growing anxiety among the Turkish public
about the ability of the government and security forces to counter diverse threats.
Several factors have contributed to this situation. The first is the growing strength
of the PKK as the Syrian civil war unfolded.129 The Syrian Kurds initially refrained
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from joining the insurgency in Syria when the unrest first broke out in March 2011.
When the Syrian government troops withdrew from the Kurdish-inhabited areas in
mid-2012, the PYD took over the administration of these towns and prevented any
armed Kurdish presence other than that of its own YPG. Given the high number
of Syrian Kurds who had joined the PKK—especially throughout the 1990s, when
they had made up some 30 percent of the group’s fighters—and the dramatic decline
in Syrian border security measures, alarm bells rang in Ankara that these developments could provide the PKK with an unprecedented level of strategic depth in northern Syria.130 It is well established that the PKK and the PYD regularly provide each
other with personnel and weapons across borders and that the PKK military command
provides strategic direction to the YPG, so the latter’s growing strength has been a
grave concern for Ankara.131 While challenged politically and military by the PKK
along three red lines (nation state, national unity, and territorial integrity), Ankara
found itself in the uncomfortable situation of confronting this situation without traditional allies in Damascus, Tehran, and Baghdad. In the past year, however, Ankara
responded with a more assertive policy, pressing the PKK on three fronts—in southeastern Turkey, northern Syria, and northern Iraq—and restoring working relations
with regional states on containing Kurdish nationalism.
In the fight against ISIS in northern Syria and northern Iraq since mid-2014,
transnational sentiments and links among Kurdish communities in the region, as well
as the international standing of their militias as highly capable ground forces of the
Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, grew stronger. Turkey’s fears have been exacerbated
by the growing cooperation between the United States and the YPG in efforts to defeat
ISIS in northern Syria. Turkish officials vehemently objected to the U.S. decision to
provide additional arms and equipment to the YPG for the assault on the then–ISIS
capital of Raqqa, and Erdoğan made a personal plea to U.S. President Donald Trump
to reverse the decision during their May 2017 meeting, arguing that the action was
inconsistent with bilateral strategic cooperation. Erdoğan was not appeased by reported
assurances by the United States that it would provide the YPG just enough weapons
and ammunition to take Raqqa and would prevent the YPG from remaining in control of Raqqa once ISIS was expelled. Turkey’s most important security objective in
Syria is to prevent the YPG militias from gaining control of the territory west of the
Euphrates River, which would give the Kurds control of nearly all of Syrian territory
along its southern border. Although Trump, according to Turkish officials, assured
Erdoğan in November 2017 that the United States would stop arming YPG once ISIS
was defeated, there was little trust among Turkish policymakers that “pending adjust130
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ments to the military support provided to our partners on the ground in Syria” would
completely cease cooperation between Washington and the YPG.132
The second crucial factor contributing to the upsurge of violence and instability in Turkey was the collapse of the peace negotiations between the AKP and the
PKK in July 2015 and the resurgence of attacks by the PKK on the Turkish military and security forces. The PKK and its offshoot group the Kurdistan Freedom Falcons (Teyrêbazên Azadiya Kurdistan) are deemed responsible for some 450 incidents
in Turkey and Western Europe between mid-2015 and late 2016; these attacks left
more than 570 security forces and civilians dead and nearly 2,000 injured.133 Two car
bombings, in central Ankara in February and March 2016, claimed the lives of nearly
70 civilians and security personnel. On December 10, 2016, twin bombings near the
football stadium in Istanbul’s Beşiktaş neighborhood killed 48, mostly police officers,
and injured 166 more. The Kurdistan Freedom Falcons later claimed responsibility
for these and several other attacks.134 At the same time, a looser chain of command in
the Kurdish insurgency transferred the battle from the mountains and countryside to
larger cities through the PKK’s youth wing, the Patriotic Revolutionary Youth Movement (Yurtsever Devrimci Gençlik Hareket), presenting the TSK with urban warfare
challenges.135 Between 2015 and mid-2017, the International Crisis Group estimated
that the ongoing cycle of violence had killed three times as many people as the 2011–
2012 escalation did.136 The military escalation in southeastern Turkey, including curfews and dragnet security operations, is reminiscent of operations conducted during
the civil war in the 1990s.
The 2016 coup attempt, which galvanized the conservative-nationalist AKP-MHP
alliance, led to a hardening and further militarization of Ankara’s Kurdish policy. The
government has also initiated a campaign to rejuvenate the “village guard” system, planning to equip loyalist Kurds with machine guns, rocket-propelled grenades, and armored
vehicles and increase their number from about 67,000 to 90,000.137 At the same time,
executive decrees ended the temporary status of the guard system and made the village guard force a “permanent entity within the Turkish security apparatus” under the
132
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control of the Ministry of Interior.138 By February 2017, village guards made up more
than 20 percent of pro-government armed forces in the Kurdish regions, increasing the
risk of casualties, exposing civilians to PKK counterattacks and human rights violations committed by unprofessional guards that continue to be met with impunity, and
thus creating new societal problems in the area.139 Besides the PKK’s frustration over
the standstill in the peace process and the government’s Syria policy, it was Ankara’s
inability to address the threat of jihadist terrorism, particularly targeting secular Kurds
in Turkey, that contributed to the PKK’s decision to de facto end the ceasefire in 2015.
Since 2012, reports about Turkish support for the armed opposition in Syria,
as well as its open border policy, coincided with the growing importance of Salafist
and even jihadist insurgents in northern Syria and with the influx of foreign fighters
through Kilis and other border crossings from Turkey.140 In September 2013, the liberalleftist Turkish newspaper Radikal pointed out several cases of Turkish ISIS fighters and
authorities’ inaction after reports from families.141 In January 2014, the Gendarmerie
stopped four trucks in Hatay and Adana that were reportedly escorted by MİT officers; the trucks contained ammunition and arms, including missiles, mortars, and
anti-aircraft ammunition, which the Gendarmerie confiscated.142 Erdoğan and Interior Minister Efkan Ala claimed that the prosecutors who ordered the search were
Gülenists and then had them and the officers conducting the investigation arrested on
suspicion of espionage, thus portraying the search as part of the Gülenist attempt to
overthrow the government.143
In the run-up to the June 2015 general elections and amid the YPG’s successful
campaign to oust of ISIS from the strategically important town Tel Abyad in northern
Syria, ISIS launched several mass casualty attacks in Turkey.144 Throughout 2016, ISIS
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conducted attacks against the wider Turkish public and international targets, reflecting
a substantial ISIS presence in the country, the lack of a comprehensive framework of
dealing with foreign or local ISIS fighters, and a growing ISIS hostility toward Turkey
since it joined the anti-ISIS coalition in July 2015.145 Although there were no major terrorist incidents in Turkish cities between January 2017 and the writing of this report
in mid-2018, the staggering number of terrorism-related incidents in 2017 (19,759 by
the PKK, and 4,522 by ISIS) highlights that terrorism remains a key security issue and
major challenge for Turkey’s police forces and judiciary.146
Foreign and Defense Policy: From “Zero Problems” to “Precious
Loneliness”
During its early years in office, the AKP government actively pursued a course toward
European integration that was shaped by Abdullah Gül, who served as foreign minister from 2003 to 2007. AKP strategists, particularly Ahmet Davutoğlu, who was
an adviser to Erdoğan and later himself foreign and prime minister, advanced the
argument that Turkey’s Western ties should be complemented by deeper engagement
with partners elsewhere, particularly in the Middle East and the wider Islamic world.
Davutoğlu contended that Turkey possesses “strategic depth” because of its geographic
location and positive elements of the Ottoman legacy that could be leveraged to form
a new synthesis in foreign and domestic policy. He envisioned Turkey as a central
hub in regions of the Sunni Muslim world where Ottoman culture and influence
were once strong—the Middle East, Central Asia and the Caucasus, and the Balkans.
Davutoğlu forecasted that Turkey could emerge as a leader of the Islamic world and
a bridge to other regions. To advance this concept, he articulated the policy of “zero
145
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problems” that would seek to build good relations with all neighbors through active
engagement, leveraging Turkey’s economic strength and Islamic heritage. Although
Davutoğlu’s thinking was often-dubbed “neo-Ottoman,” one analyst who studied his
writings closely has argued that his thinking was actually pan-Islamist.147
The AKP’s foreign policy continues to reflect a wariness of globalization and a
resurgent nationalism that sprung from the widespread beliefs that Turkey had paid
too high a price economically and politically for supporting the United States in the
Gulf War and that Europe, despite declaring Turkey a candidate for membership in
the EU in 1999, continues to hold it at arm’s length and is not serious about integration.148 As policy differences with nearly all of Turkey’s neighbors and allies have
mounted in the wake of the Arab Spring and the Syria crisis, leaders of the AKP and
the MHP have argued that Turkey must be more self-reliant in protecting its interests.
Presidential adviser Ibrahim Kalın has commented that Turkey needs to be prepared
to accept a “precious loneliness” in taking principled stands to defend its values and
national interests.149
Institutional Shifts in Foreign Policymaking

The Foreign Ministry is widely assessed to have lost influence in policy formulation since Mevlüt Cavuşoğlu took over the position as minister in 2014 from Ahmet
Davutoğlu. Under Davutoğlu’s tenure as prime minister (2014–2016), his office
became the center of gravity of Turkish foreign policy. Since Davutoğlu was pushed
out of office by AKP leadership in May 2016 in a power struggle with Erdoğan and
succeeded by then–Minister of Transport, Maritime and Communication Binali
Yıldırım, the epicenter of foreign policymaking has been the president’s office, steered
by his closest and most loyal advisers—İbrahim Kalın and Berat Albayrak. Albayrak,
Erdoğan’s son-in-law who currently serves as minister of treasury and finance and previously served as energy minister, has been a rising figure in the cabinet since 2015 and
was one of the candidates for prime minister after the ousting of Davutoğlu. Kalın, the
president’s chief adviser and spokesman, is reported to have played a leading role in the
new national security concept, has assumed a higher profile in articulating and defend147
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ing the president’s policies, and is a possible future foreign minister. Turkey’s highly
regarded career foreign service has also experienced diminished influence, with 10 percent of ambassador-level posts now held by those who are not career diplomats.150
Impact of the AKP-Gülen Conflict on Foreign Policy

In addition to its relative decline in the decisionmaking process, the Foreign Ministry has also experienced significant purges of alleged Gülenists, with possible impact
on the ministry’s orientation and operations. As of December 2017, between 394 and
671 career diplomats and between 96 and 200 technical and administrative personnel in the ministry had been fired. The 394 figure represents almost one-third of the
career diplomatic cadre, and this situation has reportedly led to a major overstretch
in embassies abroad. Three prominent former ambassadors were also detained: One
had been a senior adviser to President Gül and to Davutoğlu, while two others were in
charge of personnel management.151
The internal conflict with the Gülen movement has had an impact on aspects
of Turkey’s external relations. The European Commission and European governments expressed concern that the state of emergency and the nature and scope of the
purges and arrests are inconsistent with due process of law and European human rights
norms, which added another strain to accession talks.152 On the other hand, Turkish
officials criticized the United States and Europe for what they perceived as belated and
circumspect denunciations of the coup. Ankara pressed officials in Pakistan, Central
Asia, and Africa to allow the Maarif Foundation, established by the Turkish government in 2016 with funding from Saudi Arabia and the Islamic Development Bank, to
take over administration of educational institutions operated by the Gülen movement
in those areas.153 The breach with Gülen may have had a positive effect on TurkishIranian relations because the Gülen organization was unable to establish a substantial presence in Iran and had strongly denounced the AKP’s rapprochement with the
Iranian government.
It remains unclear whether Gülen and his followers’ positive stance toward the
West has been genuine or instrumental in achieving the movement’s political goals.
Nevertheless, the removal of alleged Gülenists from the Foreign Ministry since 2013
has led to recruitment of MHP loyalists and more Eurasianists, who are skeptical of
150
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Ankara’s reliance on the United States and NATO and support a closer relationship
with Russia and Middle Eastern neighbors. This trend has been accelerated by the
coup and subsequent purges.154 With regard to the overall direction of foreign policy,
there is growing convergence between the MHP and the AKP especially. The MHP
remains critical of support for Islamist parties abroad, skeptical toward the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) in Iraq, and cautious in its assessment of Iran. But it
favors the recent rapprochements with Russia and Israel, as well as the commitment to
protect Turkmens in Iraq.
New Security Concept

In 2016, Turkish officials announced a new security concept that they contend will
better address the complex challenges the country confronts and neutralize emerging threats beyond the country’s borders. The concept, which puts emphasis on prevention and preemption, was developed in 2015 and 2016 by presidential staff and
military leaders. As Erdoğan stated in a speech in January 2016, “Instead of playing
defense, as Turkey had been doing up until very recently, in the future, Turkey will
take preemptive and preventive measures designed to forestall threats before they can
get underway.”155 The concept calls for restructuring the military to improve foreign
operational capabilities and establishing new military bases abroad. Indeed, in April
and September 2016, Turkey established new military bases in Qatar and Somalia,
respectively.156 These come in addition to the controversial Bashiqa base in northern
Iraq, established in late 2015, and the Cyprus Turkish Peace Force Command, present
in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus since 1974. The strategic concept also
mandates reconfiguring the MİT to concentrate on foreign intelligence and to support the domestic defense industry; however, the organization’s covert operations are
expected to remain an important national security tool.157
The 2018 and 2019 Elections and Turkey’s Future Course
On April 18, 2018, following a meeting with MHP leader Bahçeli, Erdoğan surprised
the nation by calling for snap parliamentary and presidential elections on June 24,
2018—17 months before they were due. Erdoğan said that the shift to the new system
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of government had become more urgent in order to address regional security threats—
a thinly veiled reference to the Kurdish question—with strength.158 It was an apparent
effort to limit the ability of opposition parties to organize and to have voting completed before the projected economic downturn deepened or any adverse developments
in Syria materialized.159 There were indications in the months right up to election day
that Erdoğan was vulnerable or could at least be forced into a second-round runoff.
A Flawed but Participatory Democratic Process

During summer 2017, CHP leader Kemal Kılıçdaroğlu led a peaceful “justice march”
from Ankara to Istanbul over 25 days, protesting the post-coup government crackdown. Tens of thousands of citizens walked for miles, and 100,000 attended the closing mass meeting in Istanbul. These were the largest anti-government demonstrations in Turkey since the ones triggered by the repression of the Gezi Park protests in
2013.160 When the snap elections were announced, Kılıçdaroğlu took himself out of
the running for president and designated Muharrem İnce, a member of Parliament
since 2002 who twice challenged Kılıçdaroğlu for party leadership, as the CHP candidate.161 İnce, a compelling orator with an affable demeanor, emerged as an inspirational campaigner who energized the CHP base and reached out to pious conservatives
and Kurds, avowing that he would be an inclusive and impartial president who would
struggle for democracy and fight against terrorism and corruption—a message that
resonated with a wide range of voters, including many women and young people.162
HDP leader Demirtaş was ruled eligible to be on the ballot but was forced to campaign
from prison to diminish his impact on the race.
Meral Akşener, a dissident former MHP member who campaigned against the
constitutional referendum in the face of intimidation by the AKP, formed the new
Good Party (İYİ Parti [İP]) in late 2017. Akşener, a charismatic politician and former
interior minister with appeal to conservatives and secularists, was seen as a formidable
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threat to Erdoğan running as a right-of-center, nationalist, rule-of-law candidate.163
Former President Gül also briefly explored the possibility of running for the presidency
as a consensus candidate of those tired of one-man rule, but he withdrew.164
In March 2018, the AKP-controlled Parliament passed legislation implementing
controversial changes in election procedures; for example, parties had been required to
receive 10 percent of the votes in national elections in order to take seats in Parliament,
and under the new legislation, the 10-percent threshold applies to the sum of the votes
received by all parties in an alliance.165 At the time the legislation was passed, AKP
and MHP leaders announced the formation of a “People’s Alliance,” out of concern
that the latter party might fail to cross the 10-percent threshold to enter Parliament
after supporting Erdoğan’s re-election, thereby jeopardizing the AKP’s control of the
legislature. In early May, the CHP joined with the İP, the right-wing Democrat Party
(Demokrat Parti), and the small Islamist Felicity Party in forming the “Nation Alliance,” pledging to defeat the People’s Alliance, dilute the AKP’s parliamentary majority, and support several common principles.166
With İnce, Akşener, Demirtaş, and several other candidates in the presidential
race, it seemed unlikely that Erdoğan could earn the requisite 51 percent of votes to
win in the first round—even if there were substantial cheating. The key question at
the time was whether the Nation Alliance parties would back a single candidate in the
second round. In the end, despite vigorous campaigns by opposition parties, Erdoğan
and the AKP proved unstoppable, given their domination of the media and a distorted electoral process under a state of emergency that offered them every advantage.
Erdoğan won a decisive first-round victory with 52.59 percent of the vote; however, the
AKP parliamentary totals fell from 49 percent to 42.56 percent, forcing the party into
an informal coalition with the MHP. İnce had a stronger-than-expected showing with
30.64 percent, and his tally might have been higher if the announcement of his candidacy had not been delayed 16 days into the two-month campaign. The CHP fared
less well in Parliament, winning 22.65 percent of the vote, with polling indicating that
the party lost seats to İP candidates. Demirtaş received 8.40 percent of the presidential vote, and the HDP won 11.70 percent of the seats in Parliament, a 1-percent gain.
Akşener ran a strong campaign and won 7.29 percent of the presidential poll, while her
163
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İP achieved 9.96 percent of the parliamentary vote, which was an impressive achievement for a first-time party.167
The preliminary report of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe’s International Election Observation Mission concluded that the elections
afforded voters “a genuine choice despite the lack of conditions for contestants to compete on an equal basis.” The report cited several factors that made the elections far
from fair, including the skewed media coverage of Erdoğan and the AKP; restrictions
on freedoms of assembly, association, and expression; and hastily adopted changes to
the election legislation that removed safeguards for election day procedures. Nevertheless, Turks demonstrated their commitment to democracy by participating in large
numbers in campaign rallies and by an 86-percent turnout of eligible voters.168 Despite
clear irregularities, none of the opposition parties felt that they were significant enough
to contest the results.
The vote reflected the continuing polarization of the country along ethnic and
social lines. Voting patterns were very similar to the June 2015 general elections.
Figure 2.2. illustrates that, in the presidential election, Erdoğan dominated in the
provinces of the conservative, nationalist Anatolian heartland; İnce held on to the
CHP base along the Aegean and European Istanbul; and Demirtaş won most provinces in the Kurdish southeast. The fact that the three leading opposition parties garnered 46 percent of the 2018 presidential vote and 44 percent of the parliamentary vote
illustrates that Erdoğan and the AKP are not invincible.
One of the key political developments to watch is whether the Nation Alliance,
which İP leaders decided was no longer needed after the elections, can be reunited in
a future election or whether another political leader or party can emerge that would
bring together a coalition of pious conservatives, liberals, and Kurds, along the lines
that Özal did with the Motherland Party in the 1980s.169 İnce attempted to open the
door to such a coalition in 2018 but did not have sufficient time, and the CHP remains
divided over its future leadership and strategy. Deeper cooperation between the CHP
and the HDP, based on common social-democratic, liberal values, has sometimes been
discussed but would likely encounter strong resistance from CHP traditionalists and
suspicion among Kurds about the CHP’s Kemalist-nationalist legacy. However, by cultivating cross-party support, including from the HDP, CHP candidates were elected to
167
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Figure 2.2
Results of the 2018 Presidential Election

Candidate with the most votes by province
June 2018 presidential election

Erdogan (AKP)

Ince (CHP)

Demirtas (HDP)

SOURCE: “Turkey’s Elections Explained in 100 and 500 Words,” BBC News, June 25, 2018. Used with
permission.

be mayors in six of Turkey’s ten largest cities in 2019. Ekrem İmamoğlu’s inclusive politics and decisive victory as mayor of Istanbul have led to his emergence as Erdoğan’s
most formidable challenger in the 2023 national elections.170
Domestic Implications

Erdoğan will be president through 2023 and is eligible for a third, five-year term thereafter, having led the country since 2003. The new constitution, which went into effect
after the 2018 elections, created an authoritarian system with a powerful executive
presidency and eliminated most checks and balances. The prime minister’s office was
abolished, and two vice president positions were created. Elections for president and
Parliament will happen on the same day every five years, instead of the current fouryear term of the Parliament. The president became the head of the executive branch
and is allowed to retain leadership of the dominant political party. The president can
appoint and dismiss ministers and the chief of the TGS directly—as Erdoğan did
in July 2018—and has broad authority over the appointment of the high council of
judges and prosecutors. Under the new constitution, military commissions and mili-
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tary courts will be abolished. In addition, Parliament lost its right to interpellation of
government actions, limiting oversight of the presidential administration.171
Turkey’s internal political, security, and economic situations will likely remain
volatile for some time. President Erdoğan is likely to double down on his efforts to
consolidate power, reign in the military and security services, and step up the counterinsurgency and counterterrorism campaigns.
The state of emergency declared after the failed July 2016 coup, which was subsequently extended with Parliament’s consent seven times for three-month intervals,
remained in place through the 2018 elections. Erdoğan pledged during the campaign to
lift the state of emergency, and a few days after the elections, he and the MHP’s Bahçeli
reached agreement to do so. Bahçeli reportedly extracted a major concession, however,
in that the AKP and the MHP introduced new antiterrorism and internal security
legislation, quickly approved by Parliament, which opposition parties said effectively
extends emergency rule for three years.172 The two leaders also agreed to establish a
commission on national consensus to coordinate legislative and electoral strategies, but
the potential for policy differences remains.173 Erdoğan, the AKP, and the MHP ran
in the 2018 election on a platform focused on eliminating both the PKK and the YPG
militias in Syria. Harsher measures to combat the PKK, the YPG, and other terrorist
groups are certain, and there is little prospect that Erdoğan will revive the peace talks
with the PKK, pursued between 2008 and 2015, in the foreseeable future.
Erdoğan’s project to raise “pious generations”—more in a loyalist than religious
sense—through substantial changes in the educational sector is creating further social
and political tensions. Religious indoctrination even at an early age is spreading, academic standards are deteriorating, and both civic inaction and brain drain effects
are rising.174 These developments are eroding civil society and could, over time, stifle
growth and innovation.
The Turkish economy had been hampered by slower growth and remains vulnerable to a steep decline in foreign direct investment, as well as the flight of hot
money—that is, short-term investments in treasury bonds and stock shares. Turkish
capital flight has not yet reached a significant level. Economic experts assess that the
Turkish economy is stuck in the middle-income trap, particularly given the lack of
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substantial institutional reform since 2007.175 The Turkish growth rate declined from
an unsustainable 8 percent in 2014 to 3.2 percent in 2016—which was close the average annual rate over the previous decade. It bounced back to 7.1 percent in 2017 as
a result of increased government spending and expanded exports. The Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development forecasted growth of about 5 percent
in 2018 and 2019. The exchange rate remains highly volatile, and in the first five
months of 2018, the lira depreciated 20 percent and inflation grew by 11 percent.176
Increased youth unemployment, high private-sector debt, a persistently high current
account deficit, and a reliance on speculative foreign capital flows all point to continuing economic volatility, which could be affected negatively or positively by domestic
and regional geopolitical developments.177
Implications for Foreign and Defense Policy

As Turkish leaders survey the country’s regional environment, wherever they look, they
are faced with upheaval and change that complicate their strategic choices. Within Turkey’s own backyard, the situation looks particularly gloomy. Iraq and Syria are failed
states, to varying degrees, with continuing dangers of spillover of unrest and terrorist
attacks on Turkish territory. Relations with Europe and the United States are at historic low points. Erdoğan’s combative diplomacy toward allies reflects his assessment
that the West has growing enmity toward Islam and that the United States and Europe
are actively seeking to undermine Turkey’s security. Erdoğan has been more openly
embracing conservative nationalism as his guiding ideology, with a foreign policy and
defense posture focused on securing national interests and sovereignty from the “reactionary and exclusionary actions of states.”178 He is also seeking, with mixed success, to
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build Turkey’s stature in the Islamic world and Eurasia. This strategy reflects the realist, hard side of “precious loneliness”—a worldview shared by Bahçeli.
Erdoğan, with the urgings of his MHP partners, is likely to pursue even moreassertive foreign and defense policies. Turkey will continue to press the United States
to help it clear YPG militias from the Syrian border. The Turkish government declared
that it would not support the additional sanctions the United States imposed on Iran
in May 2018 to press Tehran for further constraints on its nuclear program and to end
its regional interventions. Further afield, Erdoğan is intent on continuing his activism
on the Palestinian issue and using Turkey’s military presence in Qatar and Djibouti, as
well as an agreement with Sudan, to expand Turkey’s regional influence. Despite allied
concerns and threats of U.S. legislation that would block the transfer of F-35 aircraft
to the TSK, Ankara shows no signs of backing off its deal to purchase Russian S-400
air defense systems. These issues are discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters.
If a viable opposition leader or coalition were to emerge in Turkey and dislodge
Erdoğan and the AKP from power after 2023, one could expect a more conciliatory
approach from Turkey, based on the fact that the three leading opposition parties
in the 2018 elections ran on platforms calling for revitalizing relations with NATO
allies and the EU. Nevertheless, deep public suspicion of the United States and Europe
would constrain the pace and scope of a future rapprochement. In an October 2017
survey conducted by Istanbul Economics, 68 percent of Turks expressed certainty that
Turkey’s Western alliance with Europe and the United States was breaking; more than
71 percent were in favor of Turkey entering a political, economic, and security alliance
with Russia.179
As we will illustrate in subsequent chapters, although Turkey and its long-standing
allies still have many convergent strategic interests, including countering terrorism,
promoting peace in the Middle East, constraining the growth of Russian and Iranian
power, and expanding energy transit corridors, differences over the policies to best
advance these interests have become more pronounced and exacerbated by deepening mutual suspicions. The trends outlined in the analysis in this chapter suggest four
potential futures for Turkey:
1. Difficult ally: Turkey continues to be a difficult and sometimes wavering U.S.
and NATO ally but remains committed to NATO missions and reliant on the
Alliance’s collective security guarantees.
2. Resurgent democracy: An opposition political leader or coalition is able to defeat
Erdoğan after 2023, walk back some of the constitutional changes approved in
the 2017 referendum, and resume a more Western-oriented foreign and security
policy.
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3. Strategic balancer: Turkey moves to more openly balance its ties with its NATO
allies and those with emerging partners in Eurasia (particularly Russia, Iran,
and China), sometimes supporting Western positions but often forming shifting coalitions.
4. Eurasian power: As tensions with Europe and the United States reach a breaking point, Turkey moves to formally leave NATO and pursue closer cooperation
and various alignments with partners in Eurasia and the Middle East.
Either continuation of current trends (the difficult ally potential future) or the
emergence of one of the third or fourth futures (strategic balancer or Eurasian power)
will lead to Turkish foreign and defense policies that are contrary, in varying degrees,
to the interests of the United States and other NATO allies and that further undermine
long-standing aspects of defense and security cooperation. This volatile situation warrants a considered reassessment of U.S. and European strategy toward Turkey, preparations for disruptive developments in all aspects of relations, and initiatives that could
maintain and restore long-standing ties if current trends are reversed. These plans and
options are addressed in Chapter Nine, following the analysis in the next six chapters
of how Turkey’s relations with its key neighbors and allies are likely to develop over the
coming decade.

CHAPTER THREE

Turkey’s Relations with Iran and Iraq: Enduring Rivals or a
New Modus Vivendi?
Alireza Nader

The Turkish-Iranian relationship is unique in the Middle East. The two countries are
historic nation-state rivals dating back five centuries to conflicts between the Ottoman
and Safavid empires over Mesopotamia and the South Caucasus. Despite lingering
mutual suspicions and deep religious and political differences, the two governments
have demonstrated over the past 20 years an openness to a more pragmatic engagement if mutual national interests are at stake. The Syrian war has created a wide gulf
between Tehran and Ankara, but the apparent near-total victory of the Assad regime
over its foes and the rising threat to Turkey of the PKK and an autonomous Kurdish region in northern Syria (Rojava1) have translated into a warmer relationship. In a
nearly unprecedented move, the two countries have exchanged visits by top military
officials and have spoken of jointly fighting regional threats. The defeat of ISIS has
opened Iraq and the Levant to additional Iranian influence—a fact of enduring concern to the Erdoğan government as it attempts to restore security on Turkey’s borders.
An expanding Iranian economy and Turkey’s interests in its neighbor’s energy reserves
are helpful to better ties. But Turkish-Iranian ties will be defined by tensions well into
the future. Turkey views itself as the protector of the Turkmen (many of them Shi‘a)
and resents Iranian influence in northern Iraq.
Turkey also had much better relations with the KRG than with the Iraqi central
government until then–Kurdish President Masoud Barzani called the September 2017
independence referendum. A future conflict between Baghdad and the KRG could
draw in Iran and Turkey on opposite sides. And although Turkey has accepted the
existence of the Assad regime without precondition, it is wary of Iranian influence in
Syria and the Levant. It would not be surprising to see Turkey and Iran both clash and
cooperate with each other on various issues in such places as Iraq. But Washington can
count on Turkey to, at times, pursue relations with Iran and Iraq in ways that may not
suit U.S. interests. Cooperation among Turkey, Iran, and Iraq in crushing the KRG’s
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bid for independence demonstrates that these countries can overcome mutual distrust
when it suits their individual interests.
Iranian Interests Fueling Rivalry and Cooperation with Turkey
Turkey’s main objectives with regard to the unrest in Iraq and Syria are to maintain
security on its borders, counter the PKK, and staunch Iranian influence in the region.2
Ankara’s approach to the conflicts is influenced by its belief that Iran, in encroaching
toward the Mediterranean, is attempting to revive the Persian Empire.3
For its part, Iran seeks to prevent a strong Iraq from emerging that could act as a
counterweight to its regional ambitions. It also wants to ensure that parts of Iraqi and
Syrian territory can serve as a land corridor to Hezbollah, as well as the Mediterranean
coast. Iran sees Turkey’s activities as attempts to recreate the Ottoman Empire.4
Iranian Influence over Baghdad

Since the U.S. overthrow of Saddam Hussein, Iran has amassed great influence over
the Iraqi government—a power that was enhanced following the fall of Mosul to ISIS
in 2014. To achieve its objectives, Iran has, since 2003, pursued a strategy of propping up Shi‘a political organizations while simultaneously creating multiple Shi‘a militant groups that can pressure politicians and prevent the Baghdad government from
becoming too stable and independent.5
Often playing a role in creating crises, Tehran then steps in as an indispensable
actor in resolving them. Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Qods Force Commander
Qassem Soleimani, who has emerged as the implementer of Iran’s Iraq policy, has been
at the center of many of the Baghdad government’s major decisions.6 In 2006, for example, Soleimani sneaked into Baghdad’s Green Zone to help achieve the deal that made
Nouri al-Maliki Iraq’s first post-Saddam prime minister. Two years later, Soleimani
brokered a ceasefire between Iraqi forces and Moqtada al-Sadr’s Jaish al-Mahdi forces,
which were engaged in fighting that threatened to tear the country apart. And in
2012, Soleimani helped resolve tensions between Baghdad and the KRG by convincing Maliki to stand down in his dispute with Erbil, the capital city of Iraqi Kurdistan,
following Erdoğan’s historic March 2011 visit there. And when the ill-prepared Iraqi
2
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forces melted away in the face of the ISIS takeover of Mosul in 2014, Iran immediately
stepped in to fill the vacuum—assistance that was highlighted by Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi while also noting that U.S. military assistance was slower to arrive.7
Years of building up multiple militant organizations also has paid off for Tehran,
as groups loyal to Iran’s supreme leader, such as the Badr Organization, Asaib Ahl
al-Haq, and Kataib Hezbollah, have played prominent roles in the anti-ISIS campaign.8 Iran-allied groups, assisted by the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps, were
instrumental in early and high-profile victories, taking back eastern Iraqi cities, such
as Tuz Khurmatu and Jurf al-Sakhar, in 2014.
However, as the battlefront moved west, Turkey became increasingly sensitive to
Iran’s prominent role in the anti-ISIS fight. The city of Tal Afar in Nineveh province
provides one example. The area has a Shi‘a Turkmen–majority population, and Turkey
and Iran competed over who should be considered the area’s protector.9 In October
2016, Erdoğan said that the “Turkmen city of Tal Afar is a matter of great sensitivity to
us.”10 Badr Organization leader Hadi al-Amiri replied that “Tal Afar will be the cemetery of Turkish soldiers should Turkey attempt to take part in the battle” to liberate
it.11 In February 2017, as fighting in Mosul was underway, the Turkish foreign minister
warned that “Iran wants to turn Syria and Iraq into Shi‘ite” areas, prompting Iran to
summon the Turkish ambassador to Tehran.12
Meanwhile, Turkish-Iranian tensions have not interfered with the Baghdad government’s military cooperation with Tehran. In December 2016, Iran and Iraq conducted a joint naval exercise in the Shatt Al-Arab waterway, which was overseen by the
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps.13 The exercise marked the first such activity since
the 2003 U.S. invasion. At the exercise, Iranian Border Guard Commander Brigadier
General Qassem Razayee announced, “These maneuvers confirm that the two countries will not allow any third party to intervene in the security affairs of the region, to
sow the seeds of discord and division between our countries.”14
In addition to strengthening military ties, Iran and Iraq are continuing to deepen
their economic and energy relations. The two governments signed a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) in February 2017 to explore the construction of an oil pipeline
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from Kirkuk to Iran, and they agreed to commission a feasibility study the following
July.15 The latter announcement, coming weeks before the independence referendum
in Kurdistan, was denounced by the KRG as a ploy to deny it revenue and increase
the Iraqi central government’s leverage in preventing secession. After the fall of Kirkuk
to Iraqi forces in October, however, the KRG lost control of the disputed oil fields,
which accounted for 70 percent of the KRG’s daily oil production and a major source
of its revenue.16 Iran and Iraq have also discussed the feasibility of shipping Iraqi oil
to a refinery in Abadan, Iran, with Iran returning byproducts to Iraq, and reached an
initial agreement in July 2017 to settle a dispute over joint oil fields that straddle their
border—a dispute in which Iranian extraction from the shared fields had cost Iraq billions of dollars.17 After a four-year delay resulting from the security situation in Iraq,
Iran started exporting natural gas to Iraq in June 2017 under two contracts—one for
Baghdad power plants and the other to Basra. Iran already supplies electricity to Iraq.18
Iran does, however, face challenges in Iraq. First, Iran’s backing of Shi‘a militias and its support for the Assad regime in Syria have decimated support for Iran
among Iraqi Sunnis. Meanwhile, Iran’s form of governance is not popular, even among
Iraqi Shi‘as.19 Moreover, Iraqis in general have bristled from Iran’s interference in their
domestic politics.
Iranian Overtures to the Kurds

Iran’s strategy with regard to the Iraqi Kurds is shaped largely by its competition with
Turkey for influence in Iraqi Kurdistan. Tehran’s major objectives are to prevent the
rise of a Kurdish state on its border that would spawn separatism among Iranian Kurds
and be under the orbit of NATO ally Turkey. (See Figure 3.1 for a map of the Kurdish
areas in the region.) This concern is not unfounded: During the 1990s, Turkey provided weaponry to the Kurdish Democratic Party of Iran (Hîzbî Dêmukratî Kurdistanî Êran [KDPI]), a dissident group based in Iraqi Kurdistan.20 Also, in the event that
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Figure 3.1
Map of Kurdish Areas of Iraq, Syria, Turkey, and Iran
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the Iraqi government breaks free from Iran’s hold, the Iranians would want influence
over the KRG in order to counterbalance Baghdad.21 Therefore, Tehran has sought to
gain a political and economic foothold in Iraqi Kurdistan.
Just as it has with the Baghdad government, Iran has tried to play the various
Kurdish parties off of each other and ultimately serve as a mediator of intra-Kurdish
disputes.22 Since the Islamic Revolution, Iran has maintained close ties to the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan (Yekêtiy Niştîmaniy Kurdistan [PUK]), an Iraqi Kurdish party
that rivals the Kurdish Democratic Party (Partiya Demokrat a Kurdistanê [KDP]),
which dominates the KRG. Iran still provides the PUK with weapons that are not
being adequately supplied to it by the KRG.23 Moreover, in 2013, Iran was instrumental in deciding the successor to PUK leader Jalal Talabani.
But Iran also has improved its ties with the KDP in recent years. Qasem Soleimani
is rumored to get along well with KRG Prime Minister Nechirvan Barzani, who is the
nephew of KDP head and former Kurdish President Masoud Barzani.24 The KDP also
has been keen to improve relations with Tehran in order to convince it to back away
21
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from the PUK and the PKK.25 In January 2014, KDP and PUK leaders asked Iran to
intervene to help resolve a deadlock in the formation of the KRG. And in April 2017,
Soleimani traveled back and forth between Baghdad, Erbil, and Kirkuk to resolve
a dispute over the Kirkuk provincial council’s raising of the Kurdish flag alongside
the Iraqi flag.26 Ultimately, Soleimani proved to be pivotal in convincing the PUK to
withdraw its troops from Kirkuk, allowing Baghdad to recapture Kirkuk and all of the
disputed territories.
In addition, Iran is seeking to compete with Turkish businesses in Iraqi
Kurdistan—especially in the fields of energy and construction—in order to increase
its leverage over the KRG. Iran has been known to close the border between Iran
and Iraqi Kurdistan, slowing commercial traffic, as a means of political pressure.27 It
has also threatened the KRG that, if the Kurds act against Iranian interests, Tehran
could build a Kirkuk-Iran pipeline that would bypass KDP-controlled areas.28 At the
same time, Iran has pursued economic opportunities with the KRG that have upset
Baghdad. In 2014, Tehran and Erbil reportedly signed an agreement to build an oil and
gas pipeline from Iraqi Kurdistan into Iran.29 However, Iran faces an uphill battle in
its competition with Turkey. As of 2015, Iranian-Kurdish trade was $6 billion, which
amounted to only half of Turkey’s trade with Iraqi Kurdistan.30
Several other factors also could improve Turkey’s hand over Iran with regard to
the KRG. Following the completion of the anti-ISIS campaign, the Kurds and Shi‘a
militias could come into conflict over territory, which would complicate Tehran’s
relations with the KRG. Erbil, and especially the KDP, likely supports the Turkish
troop presence in Bashiqa as a hedge against future Shi‘a militia attempts to push
Peshmerga forces out of Nineveh.31 Also, the Kurdish populace is frequently angered
by Tehran’s attacks on Kurdish groups in Kurdish territory. For instance, Iran was
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accused of planting improvised explosive devices at the KDPI headquarters in Koya
in December 2016.32
Iran has also played a double game in countering Kurdish terrorist groups. The
PKK and its Iranian affiliate, the Kurdistan Free Life Party (Partiya Jiyana Azad a
Kurdistanê [PJAK]), have long used the rugged Qandil Mountains region in northern
Iraq as a base for launching their attacks into Turkey and Iran, respectively. As the
Iraq War wound down, Turkey was frustrated that U.S. forces had not taken moreeffective actions in combating the PKK. Although the PJAK is not as big a threat to
Iran as the PKK is to Turkey, Iran was interested in developing a partnership with
Turkey and saw countering Kurdish terrorism as an opening. In 2008, Ankara and
Tehran signed an MOU on security cooperation, subsequently shared tactical intelligence about o ngoing operations, and conducted coordinated air strikes against Kurdish insurgents.33 However, recent contacts between Tehran and the PKK are a concern
for Turkey. In December 2016, Turkish pro-Erdoğan media outlets accused Iran of
hosting three PKK camps inside its territory and claimed that Soleimani was meeting
with PKK leaders in Baghdad and Halabja.34 Tehran would have several reasons for
collaborating with the PKK. First, the PKK could help rein in anti-Iranian Kurdish
groups, including the PJAK. In 2015, PKK fighters may have even stopped some KDPI
fighters from entering Iran.35 Iran may also want the PKK and its affiliated Syrian
Kurdish group, the YPG, to secure a land bridge through Iraq and Syria to the Mediterranean. Ankara is also worried that Tehran seeks PKK control over Iraq’s oil route
to Turkey.36 The PKK has a history of disrupting the flow of energy resources into
Turkey. In July 2015, in response to Ankara’s killing of PKK-affiliated fighters in Syria
and Iraq, the PKK attacked a pipeline in Turkey that brought natural gas from Iran.37
Given this checkered history, it seems likely that policy related to Kurdish groups
and territory will remain contentious in Turkish-Iranian relations. For now, Turkey
and Iran have coordinated their policies on the KRG, but each country has had a long
history of using various Kurdish groups to protect its own interests. For more on the
Syrian civil war, see Box 3.1.
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Box 3.1
The Syrian Crucible
Jeffrey Martini
The Syrian civil war is a particularly destructive microcosm of broader regional power competition. This one conflict encompasses Arab-Iranian rivalry; Turkish-Kurdish posturing; jihadism;
and U.S., Russian, and Iranian plays for influence. The result is more than eight years of fighting
that has killed hundreds of thousands of Syrians and displaced half of the remaining population.
In early 2018, it appeared that the Syrian civil war was winding down as the regime consolidated
its control over the majority of the country’s more densely populated western spine, and the PYD
exercised de facto authority in sections of the country’s north and east. As for the Syrian opposition,
it has been relegated to a series of noncontiguous enclaves in the south, Idlib governorate, and suburbs east of Damascus. ISIS holds no major population centers. By mid-February, fighting spiked
in several areas as the regime sought to expand its control and leading powers intensified military
actions to advance their competing regional interests.
Stakeholders have been moving to make accommodations with the perceived winners (the regime
and its backers) while laying out their minimum conditions for supporting an eventual settlement.
The actors that have shown the most flexibility and that have the leverage for Damascus to seek
their accommodations are Turkey, the PYD, and the United States.
The basic quid pro quo that could generate Turkish support for a political settlement to the conflict
has been clear since Turkey became a sponsor of the Astana process and guarantor of one of the
de-escalation zones it produced—namely, that Turkey could support a settlement on Damascus’s
terms as long as Ankara’s interest in blunting Kurdish autonomy is protected. And because Turkey
is critical to cutting off the supply routes (particularly Bab al-Hawa) and foreign sanctuary that was
sustaining the insurgency, there is reason for Damascus to seek Turkish buy-in.
The PYD has the opposite calculus of Turkey, but it also has the interest alignment and leverage
to cut a deal with the regime. The PYD seeks what Turkey fears—sanctuary in northern Syria
that will allow the PYD to continue its experiment in self-government via the so-called Autonomous Administration while also having room to advance Kurdish aspirations inside Turkey via
the PKK. Although the Syrian regime is unlikely to grant the entirety of this ask, the PYD holds
enough territory, including strategic areas that contain a share of the country’s water and energy
resources, that it may have the leverage to secure a measure of autonomy in Kurdish-majority
areas while still recognizing the state and deferring to it on sovereign portfolios (e.g., defense and
foreign affairs).
As for the United States, its core objective, the defeat of ISIS’s physical caliphate, has already been
achieved. Its remaining interests are to prevent the conditions that would give birth to ISIS 2.0
and to keep Iran from exercising control over a swath of territory stretching from Tehran to Beirut
that passes through Syria. To accommodate those interests, the Syrian regime would need to show
some commitment to reconciliation with Sunni Arabs or decentralization in opposition-held areas.
Damascus would also need to be willing to rely on Russia—rather than Iran—as its main external
security provider and to keep residual Iranian forces away from the so-called land bridge and the
Israeli border. Damascus should care about these interests because the United States could choose
to empower the PYD to pursue more-maximalist objectives or could regularly intervene in eastern
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Syria (likely via air strikes) to target men or material bound for Hezbollah. This would pose an
escalation risk for the regime and would become an embarrassing roadblock to Damascus recovering its sovereignty.
Should the Syrian regime and its patrons be willing to accommodate a share of these demands, it
appears that there could be a settlement in the offing that would effectively recognize the regime’s
victory and table discussion of a genuine political transition. This would not satisfy the “revolution”
or provide a measure of justice for those killed or displaced in the war. But what it might do is end
the fighting so that the country’s humanitarian needs can finally be addressed.

Views from Baghdad and Erbil on Relations with Turkey
Although Turkey’s strategy in the past decade has been to play Baghdad and Erbil off
of each other, in the end, Turkey has clear incentives to tilt in favor of the Kurds.38
Turkey’s position as the main trade partner with the KRG provides it with powerful
leverage. Ankara used its economic power to kill the KRG’s bid for independence
and is now more influential than before, given the KRG’s loss of Kirkuk’s abundant
oil resources.39
Moreover, Turkey’s Ottoman legacy makes Iraqi Arabs—especially Shi‘as—
sensitive to Ankara’s political activities in their country. Before the Sunni-dominated
Baghdad government was put in place by the British in 1921, the Ottomans had been
marginalizing Iraqi Shi‘as for centuries.40 Iraq was part of the Ottoman Empire from
the 16th century until the end of World War I and was divided into the vilayets of
Mosul, Baghdad, and Basra.41 Turkish nationalists claim that the British cheated the
Turks out of Mosul. They hang on to the argument in the Turkish National Pact—
the final decisions made by the Ottoman Parliament in 1920—that all land still held
by the Ottomans at the time they signed the 1918 armistice with the Allies should
belong to Turkey.42 This would include Mosul. Furthermore, in 2016, Erdoğan complained that the Treaty of Lausanne, signed between Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and
the British in 1923, had left Turkey too small.43 Erdoğan’s rhetoric has been a mix of
38
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nationalism and sectarianism, also speaking about protecting Turkey’s “Sunni Arab
brothers” in Mosul.44
Baghdad-Ankara Relations Post-Saddam

Since the overthrow of Saddam, relations between Iraq and Turkey have been uneven,
wavering from tense to cooperative. Shortly after the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq, the
Turks became involved in Iraqi politics by forging close ties among the Iraqi Turkmen
population.45 Although Turkish leaders claimed that these closer ties were to protect
their Turkish brethren, some suspected that this was simply an excuse to meddle in
Iraqi affairs—especially to prevent the Kurds from taking over Kirkuk.46 By 2007,
Turkey was seen as so influential over Turkmen and some Sunni politicians that Prime
Minister Maliki reached out to Ankara to help resolve a parliamentary dispute that
had Sunni members threatening to resign (the Sunni-dominated Iraqiya Party is especially close to Turkey).47 That same year, Baghdad and Ankara signed an MOU allowing Turkish troops to enter Iraq to pursue PKK insurgents.48 This greatly angered the
KRG, which argued that the MOU gave Turkey an excuse to invade Kurdish territory
at will. However, by 2012, relations were on a downward trajectory, with Erdoğan
accusing Maliki’s government of stoking sectarianism.49 Specifically, Maliki’s issuance
of an arrest warrant against the Sunni Vice President Tariq al-Hashimi and Turkey’s
subsequently providing him with a safe haven damaged relations.50 In December
2015, Turkey established a military base in Bashiqa, Nineveh province, sending in
1,000 Turkish soldiers and 20 tanks without Iraqi permission.51 Turkey claimed that
it was invited into the area by the KRG, which requested that Turkish forces train the
Peshmerga in preparation for fighting in Mosul.52 For its part, the KRG claimed that
it had facilitated only the troop transfer and that it had been conducted with Baghdad’s consent.53 The Iraqi Parliament disagreed and, in October 2016, demanded that
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the Turkish troops leave Bashiqa.54 Baghdad also called for an emergency session of
the United Nations Security Council to discuss the situation.55 The rapprochement
between Baghdad and Ankara following mutual actions to quash the September 2017
Kurdish independence referendum has diminished Iraqi concerns. In late 2017, the
two governments agreed to undertake combined military actions against terrorist organizations in the Qandil and Sinjar areas of Iraq (long-standing PKK safe havens), and
officials indicated that the campaign could begin in mid-May 2018.56
Turkey’s close ties with the Sunni Nujaifi family in Nineveh is also a concern for
Baghdad. Osama al-Nujaifi is Turkey’s main ally in Baghdad.57 As one of three vice
presidents, he is pushing for a Sunni autonomous region similar to that of the Kurds.
Baghdad fears that this would bring Nineveh province under Turkey’s orbit.58 Meanwhile, Nineveh province’s former governor, Atheel al-Nujaifi, has created his own
Sunni militia, the Hashd al-Watani, which is being trained by Turkey.59
Despite periods of tension, economic interests have helped stabilize bilateral relations. By 2012, Iraq had become Turkey’s second-most-valuable national destination
for exports after Germany, reaching $10.8 billion (7 percent of total Turkish exports).60
Turkish goods had a larger presence in Baghdad’s markets than Iranian goods did.
In January 2015, a session of the Iraqi-Turkish Joint Economic Commission was held
for the first time since 2006.61 The Turkish energy minister and the Iraqi oil minister
agreed at the meeting that the Kirkuk-Ceyhan pipeline would be the only oil export
route from Iraq to Turkey. This was a welcome gesture to Baghdad, which had been
angered by previous oil shipment agreements between Ankara and the KRG that had
been made without Baghdad’s consent.
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Turkey’s Opening to the Kurdistan Regional Government
In the mid-2000s, relations between Turkey and the Iraqi Kurds, long strained over
Ankara’s concerns that the KRG might push for independence and was not taking sufficient actions to restrict PKK terrorist operations in Turkey from bases in Iraqi Kurdistan, began to improve. What eventually became a “180-degree turn” in Ankara’s
policy toward the KRG was driven by various factors.62 Turkey realized that it needed
to shift strategy in preparation for the eventual withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq;
forging close ties with the KRG could serve as a balance against what would likely be
Iran’s increased influence over Baghdad. Furthermore, closer ties with the resourcerich Iraqi Kurds would allow Turkey to diversify its energy sources away from Iran
and Russia.63 Helping the KRG gain greater autonomy from Baghdad would allow the
Kurds to sell oil and gas directly to Turkey without any challenges from Baghdad or,
by extension, Iran. Finally, a KRG under Turkey’s orbit could be pressured to take proactive steps to prevent the PKK from operating inside Iraq and could undermine the
PYD’s influence in Syria. As of 2008, the KRG was reining in PKK activities in Iraq
in an effort to improve ties with Ankara. The next year, when President Abdullah Gül
visited Iraq—marking the first visit to the country by a Turkish leader in 30 years—he
met with KRG Prime Minister Nechirvan Barzani in Baghdad.64
Turkey has been willing to put its ties with the Baghdad government at risk in
order to pursue this strategy. Since 2008, Ankara has helped mitigate Baghdad’s withholding of payments to the KRG by occasionally paying KRG employee salaries and
providing loans to the Kurds.65 In 2009, the KRG began trucking its oil directly into
Turkey.66 This was contrary to Iraq’s wishes: Baghdad claims that it is illegal for Kurdistan to export oil through any entity other than the State Organization for Marketing
of Oil.67 In 2011, Iraqi Prime Minister Maliki called Turkey a “hostile state” because
of its direct connections to the Kurds and Arab Sunni politicians.68 This did not deter
the Turks, who in May 2012 signed a deal with the KRG to construct two oil pipelines
and one gas pipeline from Iraqi Kurdistan to Turkey.69 The next year, KRG Prime
Minister Nechirvan Barzani announced that the KRG had signed a secret agreement
62
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with Ankara that involved cooperation for 50 years on a variety of issues.70 The agreement apparently calls for the KRG to help bring a peaceful resolution to the AnkaraPKK dispute. It also seeks to boost the direct sale of Kurdish oil to Turkey. There may
also have been a section pledging Turkish support to the KRG in the event of a future
conflict between the Kurds and Baghdad, although Turkey later supported Baghdad’s
recapture of Kirkuk. By 2014, the KRG was piping its oil directly to Turkey.71 In January 2016, the KRG announced plans to export natural gas to Turkey as early as 2019.72
And in January 2017, Iraqi Prime Minister al-Abadi accused the KRG of secretly shipping oil to Turkey.73 The Iraqis also accused a KRG minister of offering Turkey several
oil fields for $5 billion.
Between Baghdad and the KRG, the latter has served as the more lucrative trade
partner for Turkey. As of 2013, there were 1,500 Turkish companies operating in
Iraqi Kurdistan, constituting three-fifths of all foreign companies there.74 In 2014,
the $8 billion in trade between Turkey and Iraqi Kurdistan constituted two-thirds of
Turkey’s overall trade with Iraq.75 The Kurds have benefited greatly from direct oil
sales to the Turks. In 2015, the KRG earned $630 million per month from such sales
to Turkey, covering almost 75 percent of its budgetary needs.76 It had been predicted
that Turkey-KRG trade would reach $20 billion by 2023, but the KRG’s loss of the oil
fields in Kirkuk will no doubt diminish this prospect.77
The KRG’s increasing reliance on the Turkish economy has dragged it into the
Turkey-PKK dispute. In December 2016, Prime Minister Nechirvan Barzani called for
the PKK to resume its ceasefire with Ankara.78 However, this has also made the KRG
vulnerable to retaliation. In July 2015, the PKK attacked an oil pipeline in Turkey
that brought in oil from Iraqi Kurdistan.79 Although the attack was claimed to be
a response to Turkish targeting of PKK forces in Syria and Iraq, according to one
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a nalyst, it was “directed as much toward fellow Kurds as it was against Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan.”80
Turkey’s Future Relations with Iran and Iraq
Relations with Iraq Following the Campaign to Retake Mosul

There is the potential for a flare-up between Ankara and Baghdad following the liberation of Mosul and its surrounding areas from ISIS. In October 2016, Erdoğan said,
“After liberating Mosul from [ISIS], only Sunni Arabs, Turkmens and Sunni Kurds
should stay there.”81 However, in a January 2017 meeting between Iraqi and Turkish
officials, Turkish Prime Minister Binali Yıldırım hinted that Turkey would withdraw
its troops from Bashiqa once Mosul is liberated.82 This may hinge on whether Shi‘a
militias loyal to Iran stay out of the area. Keeping troops in the area could hurt Turkey’s bottom line; in October 2016, amid the dispute with Iraq over Turkish troops in
Bashiqa, several Iraqi provincial councils threatened to boycott Turkish companies. It
has been estimated that such a boycott would cost Turkey $11 billion in trade.83
Relations with Iran Following the Syrian War

Although Turkey’s agreement to the so-called Moscow Declaration in December 2016
suggests that Ankara will no longer push for Assad to step down, this means that
Turkey will focus heavily on what it sees as the Kurdish threat on its southern border,
as discussed in Chapter Two.84 Meanwhile, Iran’s desire to create a military supply and
oil pipeline corridor through parts of Iraq and Syria to the Mediterranean is a concern
for Turkey because this corridor would run along its border.85 Specific areas of contention along this route would be Sinjar and Tal Afar in Iraq, as well as Kobanî and
Qamishli in Syria.86 This objective could bring Tehran and the PKK closer together
because the PKK wants to maintain control over Sinjar in order to smuggle goods to
the PYD in Syria.87 Moreover, Iran may be concerned that a PYD-controlled region in
80
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Syria outside of Iran’s orbit could become a base for Western military and intelligence.88
A potential Iran-PKK corridor would cut across Iraq’s north-south pipeline to Turkey.
As one respected analyst noted, “A disruption of the pipeline by Iran or the PKK would
have consequences for Iraqi Kurds, for Turkey, and for European consumers—leverage
that could potentially be a strategic asset for Iran in time of war.”89
Furthermore, with closer ties to the PKK, Iran could convince the organization to
rein in the activities of PJAK.90 This is especially critical for Iran because PJAK fighters
received valuable combat experience fighting alongside the PKK and the YPG against
ISIS.91 A potential uptick in Iranian Kurdish attacks on Iranian forces would make this
all the more imperative; in March 2017, the resistance group Komala announced that
it was joining with five other Iranian Kurdish groups to cooperate over “joint military
activities.”92 One of the groups, the Kurdistan Freedom Party (Parti Azadi Kurdistan),
claims to have received military training from U.S. forces in 2015 as part of the antiISIS campaign.93 For now, the PJAK has not joined that coalition.
Finally, Russia’s recent cooperation with Turkey in Syria could cause tension
between Tehran and Ankara. In December 2016, the Russians provided air support to
Turkish ground troops, rather than the YPG, in the battle to take back al-Bab.94
Relations with the Kurds

Ankara and the KRG are mostly aligned over their desire to weaken the PKK’s influence in Iraq and Syria. In December 2016, Kurdish Prime Minister Nechirvan Barzani
warned that the KRG was willing to use force to remove the PKK from Sinjar.95 The
KRG has also trained around 5,000 Syrian Kurdish fighters, generally referred to as
the Rojava Peshmerga, to counterbalance the strength of the PYD.96 In early 2017, the
KRG deployed 500 of these fighters to the KRG-Syrian border area near Sinjar. In
March 2017, the Rojava Peshmerga attacked a PKK base in Khanasur.97 Several fighters on both sides were killed.
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However, if Turkey were to step up its attacks on the PKK in the Kurdish region,
it could lead to a backlash from the local population. In August 2015, there was public
outrage over civilian deaths caused by a Turkish air strike on what Turkey believed
were PKK positions in the Qandil Mountains.98 Increased attacks on the PKK could
also lead to fissures within the KRG, because the PUK has a history of relations with
the PKK.99 Already, in January 2017, Najmaldin Karim, the Kirkuk governor who is
part of the PUK, suggested creating a new province (including Sulaimaniyeh, Halabja,
Kirkuk, and Khanaqin) that would weaken the KDP’s control over all Kurds.100 All of
this could push the PUK closer to Iran. Karim also has proposed construction of an oil
pipeline from Kirkuk to Iran that would go through PUK-controlled Sulaimaniyeh.101
The KDP held an independence referendum on September 25, 2017.102 Turkey’s
reaction was harsh, and Erdoğan contended that Barzani had “betrayed” Turkey. The
Kurds may have counted on their special relationship with Ankara to buttress their
independence bid, but Turkey’s shared interests with Iran and Iraq to prevent Kurdish
independence and preserve other elements of their cooperation, coupled with the threat
of combined military action, ensured that the KRG goals were thwarted.103
Table 3.1 provides a summary assessment of where Turkish interests are convergent, divergent, or in conflict with those of Iran and Iraq.
Conclusion and Implications for the United States
Turkey and Iran appear to have become closer over two important regional issues: the
Syrian civil war and the KRG’s independence drive. Ankara has realized that Assad
will remain Syria’s ruler and has worked with Iran and Russia to de-escalate the war.
Turkey and Iran also worked together to thwart Kurdish independence in northern
Iraq. This does not mean that Ankara and Tehran are friends. Rather, Turkey and
Iran can be expected to cooperate on specific issues when it suits their respective interests, and perhaps at times to the detriment of U.S. interests. But Turkey may have
helped expand Iranian power in both Syria—through its engagement with Iran in
the Astana process to resolve the Syrian conflict—and northern Iraq—by collaborat-
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Table 3.1
Alignment of Turkish Interests with Iranian and Iraqi Interests
Neighbor
or Partner
Iran

Converging Interests
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Iraq

•
•

Diverging Interests

Expanded trade in goods
and energy; economic
cooperation
Opposition to the development of Kurdish ministates in Iraq and Syria
Limited influence of outside actors
Border security
Caution toward Russia
Turkish facilitation of Iranian sanctions avoidance
Turkish support for Qatar
in disputes with GCC and
other Arab states

•

Opposition to the development of Kurdish ministates in Iraq and Syria
Trade and energy transit

•

•
•
•
•
•

Iran’s political and military ties to Baghdad
Approach to Kurdish
separatism
Settlement in Syria
(Turkey wants to limit
Iranian influence)
Relations with the United
States and Europe
Counterterrorism
Iranian regional activities
and influence

Conflicting Interests
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Influence of Iran and Shi‘a •
militias in Iraq
Relations with the KRG,
•
particularly on energy
flows

In Syria: Iranian cooper
ation with the PKK to
achieve an energy transit
corridor
Religious differences
between the Sunni and
Shi‘a denominations
Turkey’s NATO
membership
Iran’s nuclear program
Resettlement of depopulated areas in Syria and
Iraq
Turkish support to Sunni
Islamist and jihadist
groups
Turkish military presence
in northern Iraq
Turkish ties to Sunni separatist Turkmen in Iraq

ing with Tehran to prevent the KRG independence referendum.104 The United States
appears to be a relatively minor player in both places; even an enduring presence of
some U.S. troops in liberated areas of Syria is unlikely to serve as an effective buffer
against Iran, given the confluence of interests and policies among Syria, Turkey, Iran,
and Iraq. All four countries, in addition to Russia, aim to eradicate ISIS and prevent
the re-emergence of a similar Sunni Jihadi group. For now, Turkey and Iran see a need
to cooperate. However, the future is likely to bring new sources of tension.
Turkey confronts some enduring challenges in Iraq. The Kurds have noted that,
when ISIS fighters approached Erbil, it was Iran and not Turkey that came to their
aid.105 Furthermore, the faction within the Iraqi Parliament that is close to Ankara is
not very large; as of October 2016, the alliance between Masoud Barzani and Iraqi
Vice President Osama al-Nujaifi had only 35 of the 328 parliamentary seats.106 Meanwhile, some Arabs in Nineveh have been angered over the Nujaifi alliance with the
Kurds, putting such a coalition on shaky ground.107 Finally, because at least 50 per104
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cent of Iraqi Turkmen are Shi‘a, there does not appear to be an overwhelming desire
to come under Ankara’s control.108 In fact, some Turkmen are wary that Erdoğan’s
feuding with Baghdad puts them in a bad light.109 While Baghdad and Ankara came
together in thwarting Kurdish independence, they remain wary of each other’s intentions, and the potential for conflict over the enduring Turkish military presence near
Mosul persists. These tensions between Ankara and Baghdad could complicate U.S.
efforts to enhance security, Sunni-Shi‘a reconciliation, and economic development in
Iraq after the defeat of ISIS. Turkey’s leverage over the KRG has increased since the
fall of Kirkuk, but it remains to be seen whether this will bolster their cooperation in
countering the PKK in the post–Masoud Barzani era and whether Ankara will push
the KRG closer to Baghdad or continue to deepen Turkey and the KRG’s mutually
beneficial economic and political ties. If Ankara overplays its hand in strikes against
the PKK, it could be counterproductive and exacerbate fissures within the KRG that
could be detrimental to Turkish interests.
Turkey will continue to welcome U.S. efforts to counter Iran’s drive for regional
hegemony, but specific Turkish policies toward Iran, Iraq, and Syria will often be at
odds with U.S. approaches. For example, Ankara supports the unity of Iraq but has
lingering impulses to intervene in Iraqi politics and harbors territorial claims. Ankara
also shares U.S. support for maintaining the territorial integrity of Syria, but its priority there is to prevent the emergence of a Kurdish mini-state along Turkey’s southern
border, which it sees as being fostered by U.S. support for the YPG. Ankara also shares
U.S. and European concerns that Iran plans to develop a military supply and oil pipeline corridor through parts of Iraq and Syria to the Mediterranean that would run
along that same border. And Turkey shares the U.S. and European interest of limiting
Russian influence in Syria and the Eastern Mediterranean, even as Turkey has been
forced to deal with both Moscow and Tehran in trying to end the conflict.
The biggest arena for future tensions and cooperation will likely continue to be
Syria. Iran and Turkey have cooperated on Syria since 2017, especially because they are
both concerned about Kurdish irredentism. For example, both countries coordinated
their joint pressure campaign against the KRG after its independence referendum. But
the entry of pro-Syrian forces into the Afrin fight may complicate the up and down
nature of Turkish-Iranian relations. Tehran and Ankara cooperate when convenient
for both, and although their strategic interests may be aligned currently, any tensions
or even armed conflict between their respective camps may end what appears to be
increasing strategic cooperation.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Turkey and the Arab World: Mixed Views and Interests
Jeffrey Martini

This chapter examines the perspectives of key Arab states toward Turkey, focusing
on the extent to which the interests of these states and Turkey’s align and diverge.
From the Arab state side, the research focuses on Egypt, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia,
and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The choice of these countries is based on their
importance to the regional security architecture, which is undergirded by strong security cooperation with the United States. Interest alignment is used both to explain the
recent pattern of state relationships between these Arab countries and Turkey and to
set plausible bounds for the evolution of these relationships over the next ten years.
The analysis is intended to help the U.S. national security community factor intraregional alliances and competition into U.S. Central Command activities, ranging from
reassurance of partners to defense planning for military contingencies.
Arab State Perspectives of Turkey
Although the United States’ key Arab partners do not possess a uniform view of
Ankara, there are clear patterns among them. For Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Jordan,
Turkey represents both an opportunity and a threat. The opportunity is that this large
and militarily capable Sunni-Muslim state will assist its fellow Sunni-Arab states in
containing Iranian influence. The threat is that Turkey will serve as a champion of the
Muslim Brotherhood and its affiliated political parties, backing what these Arab capitals see as the strongest challenger to their legitimacy and internal stability.
The two other Arab partners considered in this chapter are outliers. The first,
Egypt, generally aligns with the Riyadh–Abu Dhabi–Amman perspective, but with a
calculus tinged by Egypt’s recent upheavals. Given Cairo’s distance and relative security from Iranian threats and the fact that the ancien régime in Cairo was overturned
by a Muslim Brotherhood–led government that Turkey backed, Egypt’s current order
places less value on Turkey as a partner in Iranian containment and instead focuses on
Turkey as a threat to the regime’s security based on Turkey’s support for internal opposition. Added to the fear and frustration with Ankara is Egypt’s clinging to an under-
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lying order—military control—which President Erdoğan upended in Turkey over the
past decade as he achieved tight civilian control of the military (see Chapter Two).
The other outlier in the Arab state perspective of Turkey is Qatar. Doha is the
regional partner that possesses the strongest relationship with Turkey and does not
share Egypt’s view of the threat posed by the Muslim Brotherhood. Turkey and
Qatar do share common ideological backgrounds (e.g., support for political Islam),
have taken similar stances on key issues (e.g., backing the Islamist opposition in the
Syrian civil war), and have stood side by side when their positions have been challenged
in the post–Arab Spring backlash that has targeted these two countries. The most
recent crisis—the GCC-Qatari rift—has deepened Qatar’s dependence on Turkey and
increased the military dimension of their partnership.
Interest Convergence Between Turkey and the Arab States
Several factors tend to draw Turkey together with its Arab neighbors to the south. Since
the Iranian Revolution in 1979, the most important factor is the Arab states’ hope that
Sunni solidarity will translate to Turkey blunting Iranian influence and fighting for
the preservation of the existing regional order that Iran challenges. This is not to say
that the Turkish state is as Sunni-sectarian in its identity as several of the GCC states
or that Ankara is committed to the containment of Iran as comprehensively as the
Saudi-led bloc is.1 But in Ankara, U.S.-aligned Arab partners see the potential for a
Sunni check on the political and security threats posed by their adversary. Like Iran,
Turkey is populous, rooted in a coherent nation-state, technologically advanced, and
militarily capable. As a result, Arab states see Turkey as potentially contributing to the
Sunni balance of Iran, a need that has become more acute since the overturning of the
Sunni-led regime in Baghdad and the growth of Iranian influence in Iraq and Syria.
Turkey has not always lived up to Arab aspirations in this regard. Ankara’s expressions of the shared threat posed by Iran, such as President Erdoğan’s rebuke of “Persian expansionism,”2 are the embodiment of the hope. But because those statements
are often belied by a more pragmatic foreign policy in which Turkey attempts to stake
out a middle ground and preserve political and economic relations with Iran,3 most
GCC states question the depth of Turkey’s commitment to roll back Iranian influence.
However, from the Arab state perspective, Iran is too much of a threat, and Turkey
1
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too important a regional partner, to give up on Ankara playing this role. One attempt
to more closely bind Turkey to the Sunni-Arab states was Saudi Arabia’s initiative in
January 2016 to form a “strategic cooperation council” to better enable the two powers
to address “negative Iranian interventions in the affairs of the region.”4 Like many initiatives before it, the strategic cooperation council has not led to greater coordination
between the two capitals, but it does signal Saudi effort in cultivating Turkish support,
even if that cooperation has not always been forthcoming.
The Arab hope that Turkey’s Sunni identity makes it a potential partner is manifested not only in the Iran issue but also in the related issue of the Syrian civil war.
On Syria, Turkey was seen in Arab capitals as the tip of the spear in the battle to overthrow the Assad regime and, with it, break a critical node of Iranian influence in the
Levant. From the Arab state perspective, Syria’s relationship with Iran provides Tehran
the key enablers it needs to project regional influence. Namely, it offers supply routes
for equipping Hezbollah and a site from which to provide material support and grow
its relationship to Hamas. For this reason, Riyadh saw the initial uprising in Syria as
an opportunity to cleave the Damascus-Tehran axis and coax a post-Assad Syria back
into the Arab fold.5
Thus, in the early years of Syria’s civil war, the Saudi-led bloc was pleased to see
Turkey challenge the Assad regime, rhetorically by calling for its removal and practically by opening Turkey’s border with Syria to oppositionists of all stripes. This was
advantageous to Jordan, which was relieved from having to use its border as a haven for
the insurgency, mitigating the risk of regime retaliation against Amman or blowback
in the form of Syrian armed groups turning against their patron. It was also advantageous to the Arab Gulf states, which had a clear channel for backing the opposition.
Even more appealing to those states, it was Ankara, and not themselves, that was the
main recipient of U.S criticism over enabling foreign fighters to reach the battlefield.6
But like in the Iran case, in which Arab states see the execution of Turkish foreign
policy as falling short of the ideal, there have been Arab critiques of Turkey’s implementation of its Syria strategy. Reflecting the evolution of the Arabs states’ views of
the conflict, there are internal contradictions within their three main critiques. The
first concern is Turkey’s dubious commitment to champion Sunni-Arab oppositionists rather than protect Turkey’s narrower interest in preventing an autonomous and
contiguous Kurdish region led by the PYD along Turkey’s 500-mile-long southern
border with Syria. Specifically, in the Astana process, which grew out of a Russian-
4
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Turkish-Iranian initiative, some Arab capitals fear that Turkey will concede SunniArab demands in return for checks on PYD gains. A second, and somewhat contradictory, concern is that Turkey is enabling the growth of jihadi groups inside Syria,
including Hayat Tahrir al-Sham (HTS) (an umbrella group that includes the former
Nusra Front). This fear is most commonly expressed by Egypt and the UAE, which
are concerned about genuine jihadi groups (e.g., HTS), as well as Turkish championing
of the Free Syrian Army, which they see as dominated by the Muslim Brotherhood.
The third concern is in direct contradiction to the first: It is frustration that Turkey is
prolonging the Syrian civil war, placing pressure on such refugee hosts as Jordan and
Lebanon, when the former champions of the Syrian opposition have all but given up on
the war and are looking for an off ramp that trades the benefit of regional stability for
the perceived cost of reinforcing Russian and Iranian influence inside Syria.
Interest Divergence Between Turkey and the Arab States
Although Turkey is seen by most Arab states as a potential Sunni bulwark against
Iranian influence, this interest convergence is partially offset by areas of interest divergence between Ankara and its Arab counterparts. The most glaring is a perception in
Arab capitals that Erdoğan and the AKP share the same political project as the Muslim
Brotherhood, which has been designated a terrorist organization by Saudi Arabia, the
UAE, and Egypt. This leads all three states—but the UAE and Egypt in particular—
to accuse Turkey of backing a movement that they view as a threat to their own security and the broader political status quo in the region.
Although these Arab states are prone to exaggerating the case against Ankara,
it is true that Turkey has supported the Muslim Brotherhood in its post–Arab Spring
moment and subsequent struggles. Riyadh, Abu Dhabi, and Cairo accuse Turkey of
backing Mohamed Morsi and the Freedom and Justice Party during the heady days
after the January 25 Revolution in Egypt that brought the Muslim Brotherhood to
power in 2011. During the July 2013 rollback that occurred in Egypt, it was Turkey
(and Qatar) that provided refuge for Muslim Brotherhood leaders. And it was President Erdoğan who expressed strong opposition to the incarceration of President Morsi
after his removal by the Egyptian military.7 For the Arab states opposed to the Muslim
Brotherhood, Egypt was the most serious case of Turkish meddling, but it was not the
only one. Arab states also accuse Ankara of arming Islamist groups in Misrata and
Benghazi, Libya. And in Turkey’s efforts to break the blockade of Gaza, Arab states
see Ankara legitimizing Hamas (a Muslim Brotherhood affiliate) and outbidding Arab
leaders on one of the issues that has historically resonated most in the Arab street.
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One example that illustrates Turkish involvement in the Israeli-Palestinian dispute raising the ire of the traditional frontline states in the conflict (e.g., Egypt and
Jordan) is the 2017 Temple Mount crisis. In that incident, discussed in detail in Chapter Five, Ankara was aligned with Hamas and the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood and
was opposed by Jordan, Egypt, and the Palestinian Authority. Turkey’s attempt to
insert itself into the situation was seen by regional players as a neo-Ottoman attempt
to assert Turkish prerogatives and challenge the core stakeholders’ leadership.8
In addition to diverging perspectives on the Arab Spring and views of the
Muslim Brotherhood, there are more-enduring tensions that manifest themselves in
Arab states’ relationships with Turkey. The first is the management of shared water
resources: Turkey has a geographic advantage in capturing these resources before they
reach Turkey’s neighbors. Because both the Tigris and Euphrates rivers originate in
Turkey before flowing to Syria and Iraq, Turkey has a strong incentive to dam the
rivers, both for agricultural and hydroelectrical use. Conversely, Syria and Iraq are
heavily dependent on these same waters and would obviously prefer Turkey to allow
the resources from the two rivers to reach them in an unimpeded fashion to support
agriculture and electricity generation.
Not surprisingly, Turkey has pursued a self-interested approach, extensively damming the rivers at their head waters.9 Turkey’s approach to riparian management has
created tensions between Ankara and its Arab neighbors, but, thus far, it has not led
to direct military conflict.10 This is partly because Turkey’s military is stronger than
Iraq’s and Syria’s; its advantage particularly strengthened after 1991, when the impact
of the Gulf War and no-fly zones greatly limited Iraq’s military capabilities. A second
explanation is that, despite Turkey’s attempts to exploit the water resources, most of the
Tigris’s flow still reaches Iraq, mitigating Baghdad’s concerns. And the third reason is
that Syria has aggressively dammed the Euphrates River before it reaches Iraq’s western border, dividing Baghdad’s attention over which neighbor is most responsible for
eating into what Baghdad perceives as Iraq’s share of these resources.
A second enduring issue that creates chronic tensions between these same states is
Turkey’s counterinsurgency campaign against the PKK, which raises sovereignty concerns. Turkey not only has reserved the right to pursue PKK fighters that retreat within
Turkey’s borders but also has unilaterally gone after PKK sanctuaries in neighboring
territory. In the first decade of the 2000s, these actions were focused in Iraqi Kurdistan, and more specifically the Qandil Mountains, which are viewed by Turkey as a
8
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PKK sanctuary and thus have been a frequent target of Turkish military operations.
More recently, Turkey has focused on the gains made by the Syrian PYD in the context of that country’s civil war. As a result, Turkey has expanded its objectives beyond
limiting sanctuary to ensuring that the PYD cannot control the Azaz corridor (an area
west of the Euphrates) that would link the PYD’s cantons into a Kurdish-dominated
contiguous zone on the Turkish border.
Over the long term, Syria’s Assad regime shares Ankara’s objective of limiting PYD
influence.11 However, Damascus sees itself as the authority responsible for realizing this
objective, and Turkey’s efforts to overthrow the Assad regime in the preceding years
will not soon be forgotten. The Syrian regime is also pursuing short-term objectives—
defeating the Sunni-Arab insurgency—for which PYD cooperation is arguably useful.
For those reasons, Syria opposed Turkey’s incursion in Jarabulus and al-Bab (Operation Euphrates Shield), particularly because the local surrogate that Turkey is working through to cut off Afrin from Kobanî is the very Sunni-Arab opposition that the
regime has prioritized defeating. This poses an escalation risk because Turkish-backed
opposition groups are operating in proximity to regime forces, each of which is seeking
to consolidate territory east of Aleppo that was previously held by ISIS.12
Special Cases of Egypt and Qatar
Although this chapter of the report primarily addresses Turkey’s relationships with five
Arab states (Egypt, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE), two of the five require
additional treatment. This is because Egypt and Qatar are outliers in their relationships with Ankara. Cairo and Doha fall on opposite ends of the spectrum: Egypt’s
relationship with Turkey is nearly uniformly negative, whereas Qatar has embarked on
a genuine strategic partnership with Turkey.
Today’s relations between Egypt and Turkey are defined by the events of July
2013, when the Egyptian military removed then-President Mohamed Morsi from
power after large-scale protests against his rule. What followed, however, was not the
deposing of a single figure but a broad-based, state-led crackdown on the Muslim
Brotherhood, which included incarcerating its leadership, outlawing its political wing
(the Freedom and Justice Party), shuttering its social welfare activities, declaring it a
terrorist organization, and criminalizing membership in it. Not content with stamp11
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ing out the Brotherhood at home, the new regime also looked to stop its momentum
elsewhere and deny its leadership refuge abroad. To that end, Cairo has backed an
anti-Islamist offensive in neighboring Libya led by General Khalifa Haftar. And it has
coordinated with like-minded GCC states—most notably, the UAE—to pressure the
Brotherhood in the Persian Gulf and deny it sanctuary in Qatar.
In 2014, Egypt and several of the GCC states succeeded in forcing Doha to
expel some Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood leaders, who quietly left for Istanbul.
Another demand from the anti–Muslim Brotherhood bloc was that Doha shut down
its broadcasting of Al Jazeera Mubasher, an Egypt-based television station operated
by Qatar that Cairo accused of providing a platform for the Brotherhood to incite
efforts against the military-led order. Although Doha largely capitulated to the anti-
Brotherhood demands, Turkey was undeterred and continued to host Muslim Brotherhood leaders and direct criticism at the conduct of the Egyptian security forces on
the heels of the revolution.13
Relations between the two countries regressed to the point that Egypt expelled
the Turkish ambassador from Cairo in November 2013. In the absence of bilateral
diplomacy, Egypt and Turkey found myriad issues to squabble over. For example,
Cairo has been a strident critic of Turkey’s approach to Syria, accusing it of undermining a regional military that, if added to the removal of the former Iraqi regime, would
leave the Arab world bereft of its traditional military powers (except for Egypt). In
addition, Turkey saw Egypt as rooting on the attempted military coup against Erdoğan
in 2016.14 And relations were dealt a further setback when the Egyptian Parliament
proposed a measure in 2016 to recognize the Armenian genocide, a step seen by Turkey
as a deliberate provocation.15 Egypt has previously also opposed Turkish construction
of a Gaza port because it would be considered a symbol of sovereignty over Gaza and
an ultimate prize for Hamas. In addition, Egypt opposes any other Turkish political
involvement in the Palestinian sphere, including in the Gaza Strip. From Cairo’s perspective, Erdoğan’s and the AKP’s deep ties with the Muslim Brotherhood disqualify
them from any political role in the region.16 The intra-GCC dispute over Qatar—in
which Turkey sided with Doha in defiance of the so-called Arab Quartet of Bahrain,
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, and Egypt—further cemented the recent trend of EgyptianTurkish hostility.
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On the other end of the spectrum is Doha, the Arab state that has developed
the strongest partnership with Turkey and a relationship that appears to be gaining
further momentum, given Qatar’s threat perceptions of its Arab neighbors. Warm
ties between Qatar and Turkey are not new, but the relationship has progressed considerably in the post–Arab Spring period. In the early days of the transitions, Turkey
and Qatar shared a similar vision in which political Islam would serve as a crucial
part of the region’s political development. To that end, Doha and Ankara celebrated
the victories of Islamists in early elections in Egypt and Tunisia that brought the
Muslim Brotherhood and its affiliate Al-Nahda, respectively, to power. Qatar was
a major financial benefactor of the Muslim Brotherhood–led government in Egypt,
while Erdoğan and the AKP postured to take credit for what they characterized as the
movement’s moderate impulses.
The Islamist star faded quickly, and, by 2013–2014, the Muslim Brotherhood
was in retreat in Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya. Despite the Brotherhood’s declining popularity, Turkey and Qatar continued to bet on this political current. For example, Qatar
backed Islamist fighters in Syria—most notably, Ahrar al-Sham,17 whose political
office is based in Doha. Turkey backed similar groups, offering its border as a crucial
node to arm and supply insurgents of all persuasions. And helping to relieve pressure
on Qatar, Turkey took in Muslim Brotherhood leaders when Qatar was forced to expel
them to placate Egyptian and GCC pressure.
Turkish-Qatari relations received a further boost in summer 2017, when Ankara
came to the defense of Doha after it was politically and economically isolated by its
GCC neighbors. Declaring that Qatar was in breach of the 2014 Riyadh agreement,
a Saudi-led bloc cut off diplomatic relations and moved to close Saudi Arabia’s border
with Qatar. This action threatened to strangle Qatar’s economy, given that the country’s only land border abuts Saudi Arabia. In this moment of Qatari vulnerability,
Turkey offered support that effectively broke the siege. Specifically, Turkey provided
Qatar with food exports to replace its reliance on its neighbors. Turkey also increased
flights in and out of Doha, providing an important window for Qataris to be able
to travel abroad. And most importantly, in a strong signal of commitment to Sheikh
Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani and his ruling family, Turkey launched joint exercises
with the Qatari Armed Forces and bolstered its military presence in the country.
A 2014 defense cooperation agreement between Doha and Ankara allowed
Turkey to establish military bases in Qatar.18 As the intra-GCC crisis deepened, the
Turkish parliament approved the deployment of several hundred forces to Qatar in sev-
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eral tranches during 2017 to augment an existing presence of 150 soldiers.19 In terms
of equipment, Turkey has deployed armored vehicles (ACV-15) and artillery (T-155
Fırtına).20 Turkey has announced its intentions to deploy as many as 3,000 ground
forces in Qatar in a show of support for its Arab ally. Ankara and Doha have also
agreed on the deployment of Turkish naval and air forces in Qatar. Turkey intervened
on behalf of Qatar in the face of strong resistance by the anti-Qatar Arab Quartet.
Indeed, one of the 13 demands issued by the boycotting states was that Qatar expel
Turkish forces from military bases in the country.21 Rather than comply with this
demand, Turkey added to its forces inside Qatar and announced plans with Doha for
future increases.
Future Outlook for the Arab States’ Relationships with Turkey
Although core interests endure, the Middle East regional system is rife with examples
of states cultivating relationships, falling out with partners, and even flipping sides
in their basic orientations toward regional and extra-regional powers.22 With that as
background, it is not prudent to assume a straight-line trajectory in which the current
relationships between key Arab partners and Turkey will mirror those relationships
over the next decade. There are two main mechanisms by which the character of relations could change. First, Arab states and Turkey could regress to the norm in areas in
which their traditionally strong interest alignment might have been temporarily lost
during the upheavals and crises in the region. This would lead to some improvement in
relations between the countries. The other mechanism for change is the prioritization
of state interests, which will evolve based on shifts in the structure of regional economics, politics, or security and thus change how these states see one another. This second
mechanism could lead to either an improvement or a deterioration in relations depending on the shift in underlying conditions.
In the first instance, there is reason to believe that the shock of the 2011 uprisings
threw Turkey’s relationships with its Arab neighbors into disarray, and if the regional
system settles into a more stable political condition, that will lead to a mellowing of
relations between Turkey and the Arab states currently most wary of it (i.e., Egypt and
the UAE). The idea is that, as Arab states feel less threatened by the Muslim Brother19
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hood and as Turkey is forced to accept that movement’s declining influence, Turkey
and the anti-Brotherhood bloc will be better able to bracket this disagreement and
focus on areas of mutually beneficial cooperation. One path by which this could occur
is if Ankara pursued confidence-building measures designed to placate its Arab neighbors. Hypothetical examples include Turkey expelling Muslim Brotherhood leaders
from Istanbul or pressuring Qatar to accede to a portion of the Quartet’s demands.
A rapprochement could also occur around a symbolic issue involving Iran,
which is the issue of greatest importance to the Saudi-led bloc. For instance, the 2016
arson attacks on Saudi diplomatic facilities in Iran were followed by condemnation
of the events at the subsequent meeting of the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
in Jidda, Saudi Arabia. The meeting was used by Saudi Arabia to isolate Iran and to
test the solidarity of Muslim-majority countries. Countries that were viewed by Saudi
Arabia as insufficiently pro-Saudi in their reaction to the event, such as Lebanon
and Iraq, were labeled suspect and had fallouts in their relationships with the Saudis.23 In contrast, the countries that enthusiastically condemned Iran and ignored the
Saudi actions that precipitated the attacks were recognized for their solidarity. In a
future moment like this, Turkey could show Saudi Arabia that it prioritizes their relationship over a more neutral foreign policy that seeks cooperation with all regional
players—including Iran.
In the second instance of potential change mechanisms, a shift in underlying
structural conditions could lead to either an improvement or deterioration in relations between Turkey and Sunni-Arab states. One possible change in the underlying
security structure would be the development of Saudi Arabia and the UAE into moreself-reliant security actors in the Persian Gulf. This trend line is already underway as
those two states lead the military campaign in Yemen and intervene elsewhere in an
independent fashion (e.g., UAE air strikes in Libya via bases in Egypt, without prior
U.S. coordination). Should Saudi Arabia and the UAE continue down this path, they
will need to overcome manpower shortages, given their small populations. This is a
particularly limiting factor for the UAE, which has a population of roughly 1.5 million native Emirati citizens. The UAE has partially offset this limitation by adopting
national service (i.e., conscription) and by relying on defense cooperation with populous Arab countries, including Egypt and the Sudan.
Turkey is attractive as a potential partner in defense cooperation because it possesses a large armed force—albeit with a background in defending its borders and
combating an internal insurgency but not a strong background in external operations.
However, over time, states with smaller population bases but high-end military capabilities (e.g., the UAE) could see Turkey as a partner that provides (1) access to the Levant
and Iranian land border and (2) a complementary force in the sense of compensating
for the smaller country’s manpower limitations. The increasingly assertive national23
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ism of the Arab Gulf states could also bring these states into greater alignment with
Turkey in terms of political culture, feeding a drive for Middle East ownership over the
regional security structure rather than reliance on an external security guarantor.
Conversely, changes in structural conditions could also lead to greater divergence
between Turkey and the Arab states. For example, an acceleration of the trend away
from fossil fuels would further erode the influence of the GCC states and leave morediversified economies in a stronger position relative to their extractive counterparts.
Under such conditions, Turkey may see little value in deepening cooperation with the
Arab Gulf states. Moreover, when balancing relations between these states on the one
hand and Iran on the other, Turkey may come to see the latter as a better long-term bet,
given that Iran’s natural-resource economy is better supplemented by a stronger base in
science and technology. And in this case, unlike in the former example in which the
political culture of the Gulf sheikhdoms trends toward Turkey, it may be that Turkey
and Iran view each other as more aligned because they have non-Arab ethnic identity, republican forms of government, and coherent national identities. This could lead
Turkey to deprioritize relations with the Arab states and opt to explore greater alignment with Iran in an outside-in approach to the Middle East.
Table 4.1 provides a summary assessment of where Turkish interests are convergent, divergent, or in conflict with those of the Arab Gulf states and Egypt.
Table 4.1
Alignment of Turkish Interests with Key Arab State Interests
Neighbor or
Partner
Arab
Middle East

Converging Interests
•

•

Opposition to Iranian
regional influence,
although the Arab Gulf
states question Turkey’s
commitment
Opposition to Syria’s
Assad regime, although
the Arab states were
concerned that Turkey
has been more focused
on countering the YPG
than aiding Sunni-Arab
opposition; the states
were also concerned
with Turkey’s support
to jihadis and the Free
Syrian Army

Diverging Interests
•

•

•

The endgame and
settlement terms in Syria,
which are affected by
Turkey’s dealings with
Iran and jihadi groups
Palestine: Turkey has ties
to Hamas and the Muslim
Brotherhood; others have
ties to the Palestinian
Authority
Turkey’s cross-border
operations against
the PKK and the YPG,
which raise sovereignty
concerns

Conflicting Interests
•
•

•
•
•

Muslim Brotherhood:
Turkey and Qatar support
the group; others oppose
Turkish support of other
Islamist groups in Syria
and Libya, as well as its
enabling of some jihadist
groups
Turkey’s deepening ties
to Qatar
Rift with Egypt over
Muslim Brotherhood and
Palestinian issues
Management of shared
water resources
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Conclusion and Implications for the United States
As U.S. policymakers and defense planners engage with the Middle East, the complex
relationships between Arab partners and Turkey will constrain what can be achieved to
advance U.S. foreign policy and security interests. The overarching challenge is that the
differing priorities of Ankara and Arab capitals create obstacles for the United States in
gaining partner support for regional initiatives. Indeed, this dynamic—disagreements
among Ankara, Abu Dhabi, Amman, Cairo, Doha, and Riyadh—is holding back U.S.
efforts today, and there is every reason to expect this situation to continue.
The most obvious example of this was the U.S. effort to assemble and lead a
counter-ISIS coalition to address common threats to partner security and the U.S. and
European homelands. At first blush, this issue seemed ripe for cooperation because all
the states that are the subject of this chapter agreed that ISIS posed a threat to their
security. But although the members of the coalition agreed that ISIS was a threat, their
perceptions of how ISIS fit within their overall threat environments differed dramatically. Ankara has prioritized containment of Kurdish autonomy over ISIS rollback,
whereas the United States has prioritized the rollback of ISIS even at the risk of abetting
Kurdish ambitions. Turkey has attempted to peel off HTS fighters judged by Ankara
as Syria-focused—rather than transnational jihadists—to use as a force in confronting
Kurdish control of Afrin. Egypt quietly roots for the preservation of the Syrian state,
not wishing to lend momentum to the impulse for regime change that only recently
targeted Cairo. Riyadh initially saw an opportunity to weaken Iran, whereas Doha
saw an opportunity to back Islamists. Amman is understandably anxious about being
inundated by refugees, given the delicate balance there, in which those of Palestinian descent already have a numeric advantage over East Bankers. The result is that,
although these countries have been nominally part of the U.S.-led coalition to counter
ISIS, each pursues its own strategy, and those strategies often operate at cross purposes.
This challenge will continue to cast a shadow over post-ISIS caliphate counterterrorism efforts. For instance, the United States will confront a transnational jihadist
threat in Syria in the form of HTS after the defeat of ISIS’s caliphate. Just as in the preceding example, Turkey and key Arab partners differ in the prioritization of that threat
relative to other national interests. Qatar may also be tempted to back elements of HTS
to maintain a viable Syrian opposition force that Doha can influence. Other regional
states that are ideologically opposed to Islamists (Egypt and the UAE, most notably)
will staunchly oppose any support to HTS or inclusion of the group in a negotiated
settlement. And Saudi Arabia, as the leading Arab Gulf power, is likely to want any
residual opposition force to have its loyalties rest with Riyadh, for which Ghouta-based
Jaysh al-Islam is the obvious candidate. This leaves the United States with counterterrorism partners that are conflicted in their views of HTS and that see the group as a
mechanism for advancing their parochial interests, complicating any future counterterrorism campaign against them.
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The second challenge for the United States stemming from intraregional competition is the impact of Turkish involvement in the intra-GCC rift. On the one hand,
Turkey’s role is beneficial insofar as it may deter the Saudi-led bloc from military action
against Qatar. On the other hand, it will almost certainly prolong the dispute because
Turkey’s support for Doha puts Qatar on closer parity with its GCC challengers, allowing it to avoid concessions that might otherwise resolve the dispute, albeit on the Saudiled bloc’s terms. The stakes of that conflict are likely to further bind Qatar and Turkey,
potentially inviting a situation in which the United States is forced to choose between
competing constellations of Middle East partners. In a worst-case scenario, perceived
U.S. favoritism toward one of those camps could lead to denial of U.S. military access
in the nations of the other camp, which could complicate response to a military contingency in the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility, such as a naval escalation
with Iran in the Persian Gulf.
The potential opportunity for the United States in the current alignment is that
intraregional competition will limit the risk of chain-ganging—a scenario in which one
country drags an ally into war—because fissures among the Sunni-Arab states prevent
the emergence of a coalition strong enough to mount an offensive against Iran that
would fuel a larger regional war that the United States would feel compelled to enter.
The logic here is that the more unified the Sunni states are, the more likely they would
calculate that they could win an offensive against Iran that would defang Tehran militarily or even lead to a change in the country’s regime. And although the United States
does have an interest in Sunni support for Iranian containment, Washington does not
have an interest in a Sunni offensive against Iran that is not coordinated with Washington. Although, given the current military balance, such an offensive is unlikely, it
would force the United States to enter the conflict.

CHAPTER FIVE

Wary Partners: The Future of Israeli-Turkish Relations
Shira Efron

Turkey and Israel have long been considered natural allies. For decades, they have collaborated episodically at different levels to advance some shared interests and counter
common regional enemies. However, since their initiation in 1949, bilateral relations
have been volatile and extremely sensitive to developments on the Arab-Israeli front.
Turkey has downgraded its diplomatic relations with Israel three times. After a period
of close economic, diplomatic, and military cooperation in the 1990s, bilateral relations soured during the 2000s. The second intifada (Palestinian uprising), the AKP’s
rise to power, the Second Lebanon War, and clashes over Israel’s Gaza policies exacerbated tensions, culminating in a six-year rift between the countries from 2011 to 2016.
Turkey and Israel partially reconciled in mid-2016, based on a realpolitik assessment by stakeholders in both countries that certain economic and geostrategic interests
might allow resumption of elements of their decades-old, multilayered collaboration.
But the incentives that brought the two countries together in 2016 have, for the most
part, dissipated. The two countries remain deeply divided on central issues—most
notably, the status of Palestine and its people, independence for Iraqi Kurdistan, and
the composition of a post-war Syria. Turkey’s divisions with the United States and
its Arab-Sunni allies, with which Israel shares important objectives, have only compounded these differences. In addition, Israeli and Turkish leaders, particularly Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan, deeply mistrust
each other. This and a spate of mutual recriminations continue to make it hard to put
differences aside and focus on some shared interests.
In May 2018, another diplomatic crisis between Israel and Turkey ensued when
Israel Defense Forces (IDF) killed dozens of Palestinians and injured more than 2,000
in violent protests in Gaza. Turkey recalled its ambassador to Israel; Israel followed suit
and expelled the Turkish consul in Jerusalem, who represents Turkey to the Palestinian Authority. The expulsions were accompanied by public humiliations of diplomatic
staff on each side.1

1 Michael Bachner, “Turkey, Israel Humiliate Each Others’ Envoys in Escalating Diplomatic Tiff,” Times of
Israel, May 16, 2018.
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This chapter examines Israeli-Turkish relations, with special insights on official
and expert Israeli thinking drawn from extensive discussions in Israel; the prospects for
those relations over the next decade; and the implication for U.S. interests. It briefly
reviews the history of Israeli-Turkish relations and the six-year reconciliation process. It
then discusses the status of bilateral relations covering key dimensions—economy and
trade, energy, security cooperation, and political and diplomatic ties. The last dimension is inseparable from the Palestinian issue, and thus Turkish-Palestinian relations
are explored in detail. Finally, the chapter concludes with an assessment of possible
challenges and opportunities for future Israeli-Turkish relations and their implications
for U.S. interests in the Middle East.
A History of Ups and Downs in Bilateral Relations
Turkey and Israel, two non-Arab Middle Eastern powers, have long been considered
natural allies and have collaborated at various times on shared interests. Despite this
longtime cooperation, their relationship was transformed into strategic partnership
only in the 1990s.
1949–1990: Limited and Covert Ties

Turkey was one of the first countries, and the first Muslim-majority country, to recognize the state of Israel in 1949.2 It subsequently followed a more cautious approach,
keeping its engagement with Israel mostly secretive for fear of Arab backlash.3
In 1958, then–Israeli Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion and then–Turkish Prime
Minister Adnan Menderes met secretly to form the basis for their countries’ partnership, agreeing on the “peripheral pact,” which would involve intelligence-sharing, joint
public-relations campaigns to influence their constituencies at home, and mutual support to strengthen their respective militaries.4 After the Six-Day War in 1967, Turkey
joined the Arab countries in calling Israel to withdraw from the lands it occupied in
the war; however, Ankara refrained from joining the other countries in referring to
Israel as an “aggressor state.” Nevertheless, in 1979, Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
traveled to Ankara to open an office for the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO),
which was then considered a terrorist organization by Israel, the United States, and

2
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other countries.5 In 1980, Turkey downgraded its diplomatic relations with Israel to
a symbolic level, citing Israel’s annexation of East Jerusalem.6 Throughout the 1980s,
Turkey showed no intention of repairing relations. It was only after the Madrid peace
process in 1991 that Turkey reengaged with Israel at the ambassadorial level, and it concurrently elevated its diplomatic ties with the Palestinian Authority to the same level.7
1990s: Marriage of Convenience Transforms into Strategic Ties

In the 1990s, capitalizing on the post–Cold War environment and regional
developments—including the Madrid peace conference, the first Gulf War, and the
Oslo Accords8 —ties between Turkey and Israel deepened quickly, transforming from
primarily economic relations to a strong security partnership.9 The basis for the strategic Turkish-Israeli alliance in the 1990s was “a marriage of convenience for both sides,
sustained partly by the mutual perception of Syria as a security threat.”10
Seeking to modernize its military to better address multiple security challenges,
Turkey benefited from Israeli willingness to supply it with weapons that were otherwise unavailable. Israel, in turn, gained as Turkey became a lucrative market for its
defense industry.11 Simultaneously, tourism and trade grew between the nations, and
Turkey was considered one of Israel’s closest friends on multiple levels. After a massive
earthquake hit Turkey in 1999, Israel quickly offered official and private assistance that
reportedly saved many Turkish lives and engendered goodwill in Turkey.12 In 2000,
Israel and Turkey signed an agreement that allowed Israel to purchase water from
Turkey, as well as a first MOU for promoting scientific cooperation.13 Overall, what
began as a marriage of convenience between Israel and Turkey in earlier decades was
celebrated as a honeymoon from 1992 to 2000.
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2000s: The End of the Israeli-Turkish Honeymoon

The outbreak of the second intifada in late 2000 and the images of Israeli soldiers
suppressing violence by Palestinian youth had a negative influence on Turkish public
opinion toward Israel.14 Still, substantial military and civilian cooperation was maintained.15 The AKP’s 2002 election victory shook this alliance as then–Prime Minister Erdoğan became more vocal about his anti-Israel sentiment. Relations were not
strained until 2004, when, after Israel assassinated Hamas leader Sheikh Ahmed
Yassin, Erdoğan denounced the killing as a “terror act”16 and said more generally that
Israel conducts “state terror” in Gaza.17 Nevertheless, diplomatic ties were sustained, as
were civil and military cooperation.
Considering Israeli plans to withdraw from Gaza, Erdoğan even visited Israel in
May 2005—his first and only visit—and invited then–Israeli Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon to visit Ankara. In September, Turkey brokered the first public, official talks
between Israel and Pakistan, an effort seen as part of Turkey’s overall pursuit of a
regional mediator role. The continued multilevel Israeli-Turkish partnership illustrated
that, although Erdoğan did not sympathize with Israel, he was pragmatic.18
However, Hamas’s victory in the Palestinian legislative elections in 2006, and
the subsequent meeting between Hamas leaders and Turkish government officials at
AKP headquarters, upset the Israeli-Turkish balance. Escalation of violence in Gaza
and the Second Lebanon War led to anti-Israel rhetoric and widespread protests in
Turkish cities. Still, even during these times, Israeli-Turkish ties were sustained, and
in 2007–2008, Turkey officially mediated highly sensitive and secretive talks between
Israel and Syria, which reportedly were on the verge of being fruitful.19
A watershed moment in Israeli-Turkish ties came in December 2008. Only three
days after then–Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert visited Ankara to discuss Turkish mediation efforts with Syria, Israel launched Operation Cast Lead in Gaza. The
14
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operation not only ended the Israeli-Syrian peace process but also transformed IsraeliTurkish relations. Not informed of Israel’s plans, and having a strong emotional tie
with Gaza and its leadership,20 Erdoğan saw this as both a personal insult and, more
generally, a blow to Israeli-Turkish bilateral ties.21 Shortly afterward, then–Israeli President Shimon Peres and Erdoğan clashed publicly on stage at the World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland.22 The heated rhetoric influenced leaders on both sides.
The Israeli deputy foreign minister threatened to recognize Turkey’s actions against
Armenians during and after World War I as genocide if Turkey continued to refer to
Israel’s actions in Gaza as genocide.23
In October 2009, after a few months of attempts on both sides to soothe the
groundbreaking animosity, including a meeting of the foreign ministers,24 Erdoğan
blocked Israel from participating in the Anatolian Eagle military exercises. The United
States and Italy pulled out of the exercises in protest, which led to their cancelation,25
but Erdoğan did not budge, choosing to exacerbate bilateral tensions and domestic
outrage with anti-Israel actions, including harsh rhetoric.26 Israel did not settle for traditional diplomatic protest. Then–Deputy Foreign Minister Danny Ayalon publicly
humiliated the Turkish ambassador Oğuz Çelikkol, whom he summoned to protest
anti-Israeli television programs in Turkey.27 Despite a formal apology, the incident led
to further deterioration of relations.28
20
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The Mavi Marmara incident in May 2010, the first violent conflict in the 60-year
history of bilateral relations, weakened the already frayed ties. Purchased by the
Humanitarian Relief Foundation (İnsani Yardım Vakfım [İHH]), a Turkish Islamic
nongovernmental organization, the Mavi Marmara was the largest ship taking part in
the Gaza Freedom Flotilla seeking to break Israel’s naval blockade on Gaza. After the
ship did not heed Israeli navy warnings, IDF commandos raided the ship, leading to
the death of ten Turkish activists (one of whom was a dual U.S.-Turkish citizen), as
well as injuries of other activists and IDF soldiers. The incident is still controversial.29
Following several months of attempted reconciliation efforts, pushed vigorously by the
U.S. government,30 Turkey again downgraded its ties with Israel to the second secretary level—30 years after the last downgrading following Israel’s annexation of East
Jerusalem. Israel withdrew its ambassador to Turkey, and the two countries entered a
turbulent six-year period of estrangement.
Normalization Achieved After a Six-Year Process
The Mavi Marmara incident exacerbated an ongoing crisis in Israeli-Turkish relations
that has resulted in enduring damage to all levels of ties and influenced public opinion in
both countries. Since the 2010 crisis, the United States attempted to broker a reconciliation of these two U.S. allies, but neither side was in a rush to make the first step. Ankara
demanded three conditions for reconciliation—an Israeli apology, compensation for the
Mavi Marmara victims, and the lifting of the blockade on Gaza. Of the three conditions, the apology did not come easy for Israel, despite sustained U.S. pressure.31
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Although Israel did not officially apologize, it embarked on several confidencebuilding measures in 2012–2013 that helped pave the way for later reconciliation.32
In March 2013, U.S. President Barack Obama visited Israel, where he facilitated and
eventually joined a phone conversation between Netanyahu and Erdoğan in which,
according to an official statement, Netanyahu apologized and “agreed to complete the
agreement for compensation.” Turkey, for its part, agreed to cancel all the legal proceedings against IDF officers and soldiers that were opened in the wake of the Mavi
Marmara flotilla incident. Furthermore, the two leaders agreed to normalize relations
and return their respective ambassadors.33 Despite this breakthrough, the diplomatic
promises to restore relations did not materialize, partly because of Erdoğan’s inflammatory rhetoric regarding Israel.34 Negotiations continued, and even though the two
sides could narrow their differences, the reconciliation process stagnated.35 Turkey
insisted that Israel lift the blockade on Gaza, and Israel demanded that Ankara shut
down Hamas’s offices in Turkey.36
Several major shifts in the region since 2015 have helped facilitate rapprochement
between Israel and Turkey. The first shift came via the countries’ shared interests in
stabilizing Syria, including mitigating adverse spillover effects and outcomes of the
civil war. At the outset of the Syrian uprising, both governments advocated regime
change but tempered this goal as it became clear that Assad was winning the civil war
in Syria and that a complete collapse of the regime could wreak wider instability.37
The two governments now have distinct objectives in Syria. Turkey’s highest priority,
as elaborated in Chapter Two, is to prevent the emergence of a Kurdish autonomous
region in Syria that would provide safe haven for terrorist operations in Turkey and a
building block for an independent Kurdish state. Israel wants to ensure that Iran and
Hezbollah do not emerge with a stronghold along its northern border to sustain the
“rejectionist front” against Israel.38
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Second, Turkey and Israel were brought back together by a shared anxiety over
Iran. Both countries have long been worried about Iran, and several interlocutors indicated that this feeling reached a new high in 2015 as it became clear that Tehran could
fulfill its regional aspirations in both Syria and Iraq. The nuclear agreement with Iran
and what has been perceived as a U.S. retreat from the region have further exacerbated
Israeli and Turkish concerns.39
Finally, developments related to natural gas interest in each country were the ultimate game changers leading to Israeli-Turkish reconciliation. The event that spurred
Turkey to renew ties with Israel was the aftermath of Turkey’s downing of the Russian
bomber that violated its airspace in November 2015. Turkey imports approximately
60 percent of its gas from Russia. The subsequent crisis, discussed in Chapter Six,
reminded Ankara of the need to diversify its energy sources away from Russia and to
seek other allies in the region. This opened the door again to Israel, which, as elaborated later, is poised to become an exporter of natural gas. Some Israeli officials agree
that, although the shared interests with Turkey over Syria and Iran were indeed important, the natural gas interest was the main catalyst for reconciliation.40 On the Israeli
side, the main advocate for renewal of ties was Energy Minister Yuval Steinitz. Steinitz’s rationale developed as follows. After an international arbitration court ordered
Egypt in December 2015 to pay a fine of almost $1.73 billion to Israel over gas that was
supplied to Egypt through a Sinai pipeline, the Egyptian government ordered its oil
and gas companies to freeze all business related to Israeli gas.41 Worried about the loss
of the Egyptian market for its newly discovered gas fields, Israel felt the need to turn
to the other potential large market in the region—Turkey. Fewer than ten days after
the Egyptian announcement, Turkish and Israeli delegates signed a preliminary normalization deal, which included an agreement over a compensation fund of $20 million for the Mavi Marmara victims and Turkey’s extradition of a senior Hamas leader
based there.42
In late June 2016, the reconciliation agreement was signed. It stipulated that,
in addition to the compensation, Israel would enable Turkey to set up infrastructure
projects in Gaza (e.g., a hospital, a power station, and a desalination facility).43 Israel’s
39
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gain from the agreement, in addition to rapprochement with its long-time ally, was
that Ankara committed to passing a law that would bar and prevent claims against
IDF personnel. Also, Ankara vowed that Hamas would not carry out any terrorist or
military activity against Israel from Turkish territory and promised to seek the return
of two Israeli citizens and the remains of two soldiers held in the Gaza Strip.
Turkey later waived its demand that Israel remove the blockade on the Gaza Strip,
and Israel came to terms with continued Hamas presence in Turkey. Pragmatism and
shared interests made both parties set aside their key demands—the same demands
that allegedly forestalled the reconciliation for six years.44
Post-Reconciliation Status of Israeli-Turkish Relations
The normalization of ties between Israel and Turkey in late 2016 represented an important milestone. Whether the two countries can sustain and deepen the rapprochement
in the long run is unclear. In the months after the rapprochement, both governments
sought to gain from the renewed ties on multiple levels—the economy, energy, security cooperation, and even diplomacy vis-à-vis post-war Syria. Since then, some of the
key incentives, including economic incentives, that brought Ankara and Jerusalem
together have dissipated. The relationship still faces multiple obstacles, particularly
the mistrust between political leaders and the public in both countries and substantial
differences on the Palestinian question. A deepening divide over Kurdish independence and Israel’s growing strategic and energy cooperation with Cyprus and Greece
designed to counterbalance Turkey could further limit the scope of ties. This section
explores the main areas in which bilateral developments are most meaningful both in
the present day and in the short term.
Expected Economic Gains in Tourism and Trade

Israel and Turkey have, for the most part, been able to separate economic from strategic-
security relations. Despite their diplomatic freeze between 2010 and 2016, bilateral
trade during those years increased.45 However, there was a decrease in the number of
Israeli companies operating in Turkey during those years, and 33 percent of the Israeli
companies that operated in Turkey before the flotilla incident have stopped work-
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ing there.46 Because of fears of instability and the anti-Israel climate, Israeli investors
viewed Turkey as risky.47
Following the normalization of ties, bilateral trade has been on the rise. In 2017,
total trade volume grew by 10 percent, and Israel was one of the top ten export markets for Turkey.48 Ankara is interested in continued expansion of trade to support the
AKP’s economic growth goals, and the advancement of Turkish business interests is a
high priority for Erdoğan. Thus, the Israeli market matters.49 Turkey is Israel’s fifthlargest trading partner after the United States, the United Kingdom, China, and the
Netherlands.50 With 75 million consumers in Turkey, Israeli economists estimate the
potential bilateral trade at $8 billion per year, approximately twice the 2016 amount.51
Another Israeli economic interest is reaching an agreement that would reopen the
Turkish aviation market to Israeli airlines. An initial agreement, which was drafted in
2009, was tabled after the Mavi Marmara crisis and then revisited. However, Israeli
carriers remain locked out of the Turkish market, mostly because of differences over
security procedures. Despite various hurdles, resuming flights by Israeli carriers to
Turkey would provide substantial economic benefits for Israel.52 Turkey also has an
interest in establishing Qualifying Industrial Zones with Israel, like those that exist
in Egypt and Jordan.53 Israeli officials are disinclined to offer this benefit unless there
is progress with Turkey on the aviation agreement or restraint in Turkey’s Palestinian
engagement, and the Turkish government has not pursued the issue since 2016.
One area of possible improvement in Israeli-Turkish relations is tourism. Israelis
did not stop visiting Turkey entirely during the crisis years, but the number of visi46
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tors did plunge to about 80,000 annually in the worst times (after the Mavi Marmara
incident); by 2013, the number had increased to 164,917. In 2016, prior to the reconciliation, 200,000 Israelis visited Turkey, and the number jumped to close to 300,000
by the end of the year.54 Although the number of Israelis visiting Turkey is currently
relatively small—in better times, 560,000 Israelis visited annually, compared with millions of visitors from Germany and Russia—such tourism is important for certain
Turkish cities, such as Antalya, that have traditionally drawn most Israeli visitors.55
Concerns about terrorist attacks in Turkey have also slowed the revitalization of tourists from Israel. Turkey, for its part, wants Israel to make it easier for Turkish citizens
to travel to Israel. However, Israel is unlikely to do so, because security risk assessments concerning Turkish citizens visiting Israel have not changed dramatically since
the normalization agreement.56 Turks do not visit Israel in large numbers, but because
of the civil war in Syria, Israel’s Haifa Port turned into a key transit point for Turkish
exports to Jordan, which could no longer be shipped by truck through Syria. In 2018,
some 30–40 trucks arrived in freighters to the port every week and, from there, traveled through Israel to Jordan.57
Israel and Turkey have generally been able to separate their economic interests
from diplomatic tensions; however, in May 2018, following the dispute over Gaza and
the U.S. embassy in Jerusalem, commentators in Israel warned that this separation
could be at risk.58
Waning Bilateral Interest in Energy Trade

Whether energy trade will be a key factor in sustaining limited Israeli-Turkish reconciliation over the coming decade will turn on complex political, economic, and technical
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factors involving several other governments with stakes in the development of natural
gas in the Eastern Mediterranean.59
The 2010 discovery of the Leviathan gas field off Israel’s coast, which is estimated
to hold between 470 billion and 620 billion cubic meters of natural gas, has the potential of transforming Israel into an energy-exporting country.60 Realizing the potential
of Leviathan, which lies within Israel’s maritime exclusive economic zone, depends on
developing the field, which could cost some $4 billion.61 This large investment hinges,
in turn, on identifying a substantial export market in the region—a prospect constrained by Israel’s geopolitical situation.62 Israeli proponents assess that the Turkish
market is technically viable and would be lucrative financially. Despite its improved
relations with Russia and Iran, Turkey has an enduring, albeit diminished, interest
in diversifying its gas supply. Skeptics question whether gas from Leviathan would
be competitive with Russian and other gas in the Turkish market, and they cite the
estimated $2 billion–$4 billion cost of constructing the undersea pipeline to Turkey,
challenges of securing the pipeline, and potential for political clashes with Turkey to
disrupt energy flows. In early 2017, with diplomatic support from the Obama administration, the companies developing Leviathan approved a $3.75 billion investment
and declared that a new, 300-mile pipeline could be conveying Israeli gas to southern
Turkey by the end of 2020.63
Another major factor in the construction of an Israeli-Turkish pipeline is Cyprus.
Cypriot officials have made clear that they would not allow this pipeline to pass
through their exclusive economic zone unless the conflict with Turkey is resolved and
Israel supports the Cypriot position.64 With the collapse of the Turkish-Cypriot peace
talks in July 2017, discussed in Chapter Eight, the political impediments to the IsraeliTurkish pipeline have hardened. Russia has substantial influence in Cyprus and might
59
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also press the Cypriot government to slow the approval process to protect Moscow’s
market interests, particularly its gas exports to Turkey.65
Israel is actively pursuing alternatives for Leviathan development that would not
involve Turkey.66 Israel’s relations with Cyprus and Greece have been deepening since
Israeli-Turkish ties soured following the Mavi Marmara incident.67 Jerusalem signed
an agreement in December 2017 with Cyprus, Greece, and Italy, with financial support from the EU, to explore construction of the 1,200-mile EastMed Pipeline Project. While politically less risky than the Turkish deal, this pipeline is of questionable
feasibility because of its estimated $6 billion cost, and Turkey could create obstacles
through its control of Northern Cyprus.68 Israel has also been exploring arrangements
with Jordan and, in light of improved bilateral relations, Egypt to develop Leviathan,
but these also face financial and political challenges. Turkey and Israel had explored
development of a gas pipeline, but as of mid-2019, chances of a deal were remote.
These other options, coupled with strains in bilateral relations, make near-term progress highly unlikely.69
Once the Bedrock of Bilateral Ties, Security Cooperation Unlikely to Grow Soon

Although security and defense ties were historically the bedrock of Israeli-Turkish
relations, cooperation on those issues is now limited because of the two countries’
divergent policies and interests concerning Palestinian issues, Syria, Iran, and the
Eastern Mediterranean. Under former Israeli Defense Minister Avigdor Lieberman,
all defense deals with Turkey were blocked. The only exception has been intelligencesharing pertaining to terrorism, which continued even during the six-year crisis
between the two countries.70 Israelis, for the most part, do not see Turkey as a security
threat but consider Erdoğan an unreliable partner and expect that his Islamist agenda
will become stronger.71
Furthermore, Israel is deeply concerned about Ankara’s ties with Hamas. Unless
Turkey terminates those ties, a robust security relationship—including combined exer65
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cises, weapon trading, and knowledge exchanges—with Israel is out of the question.72
For Erdoğan, the Palestinian cause and the relationship with Hamas are important
emotional issues that represent an area where ideology competes with his pragmatism.73
In the past, Israeli-Turkish security cooperation aimed at rolling back Iranian
influence and achieving mutual regional objectives. But because of Turkey’s engagement with Iran (and Russia) on Syria, such cooperation is not viable in the near term.
Ankara’s engagement with Tehran has exacerbated Israeli suspicions that the Turks
have passed Iran information detrimental to Israeli intelligence services.74 The Turkish
military may value Israel’s ability to disrupt Iranian military activities in Syria and to
keep pressure on Assad, and those benefits could give Turkey a reason to restore some
defense cooperation. However, such a move would not advance Erdoğan’s domestic
political agenda and therefore seems unlikely.
Some Israelis still contend that the two countries’ shared interests and Turkey’s
actions—including sending an airplane to help Israel extinguish an outbreak of wildfires in November 201675 —prove Ankara’s pragmatism.76 Some experts believe that,
despite Israel’s current veto on advancing defense ties with Turkey, security cooper
ation between the two countries could resume if conditions change. These experts
project that counterterrorism cooperation could grow and that Israel and Turkey will
elaborate their strategic dialogue on regional issues, where their interests regarding
Syria and Iran are somewhat aligned.77
Although official Israeli policy blocks weapon sales to Turkey, the defense industries in both countries are eager to collaborate again, and the strong defense lobby in
Israel is likely to pressure the Ministry of Defense to be more lenient in its Turkey
policy if relations improve.78 In terms of weapon sales and training, the TSK would
be interested in purchasing Israeli reconnaissance and surveillance systems, including
sensor suites, to modernize their F-4 fighter aircraft and additional Heron unmanned
aerial vehicles.79 The Turks are also interested in acquiring Israeli cyber technologies
and the Iron Dome missile defense system. In the past, Israel has provided Turkey with
72
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technologies that the United States was not ready to sell, and Ankara may again seek
to purchase such technologies from Israel.80 The Turkish military is also interested in
learning from the Israeli experience in urban warfare and apply these lessons to Turkey’s fight against Kurdish insurgents.81
Given the tense state of relations, bilateral military exercises between Israel and
Turkey are unlikely to resume anytime soon. This is not a major loss for Israel because
the IDF have been conducting a growing number of combined air, ground, and naval
exercises with both Cyprus and Greece, and these exercises provide the freedom to
maneuver and varied terrain that cooperation with Turkey previously afforded.82 This
cooperation is becoming multidimensional. The heads of the Israeli, Cypriot, and
Greek governments have met several times to discuss energy, defense, and other elements of cooperation, which might reflect an effort to establish a new geopolitical bloc
in the Eastern Mediterranean, partly as a counterweight to Turkey. Israeli officials
give high importance to maintaining close ties with Cyprus and Greece because both
countries help Israel in managing tensions with the EU.83 In 2015, Cyprus ordered a
coastal patrol vessel from Israel Shipyards, with an option to buy three more, to protect
the country’s exclusive economic zone and Aphrodite gas field in the Eastern Mediterranean.84 Turkish officials have expressed concerns about the implications of this new
trilateral security cooperation, and Ankara has undertaken military exercises in the
Eastern Mediterranean to demonstrate resolve and challenge Cypriot energy claims.85
Cyprus was concerned about Israel’s rapprochement with Turkey and has been wary of
past Israeli weapon sales to the Turks. Israeli restraint on military sales to Turkey is one
way of keeping Cyprus as a reliable partner.86
Israeli officials have varying views on how the United States should handle its
Turkey policy, and the officials try to find a balance between Turkey’s geostrategic
80
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importance and what they see as Erdoğan’s ideology and unreliability. On one hand,
Israelis advise Washington to be very cautious and even to restrict certain aspects of
defense cooperation with Turkey.87 Other Israeli officials believe that the United States
should work to strengthen its alliance with Turkey and keep Ankara as a balancing
Sunni counterweight in the conflict between Shi‘a and Sunni extremists.88 These officials argue that Turkey’s size and location make it too important to lose, and they
fear that a change in policy toward Ankara may push it into Russia’s arms. As long as
NATO exists, they contend, Turkey should remain a member. Some Israeli officials
assess that Turkey’s membership in NATO, particularly the nuclear deterrent mission
and the Nuclear Planning Group, serve to prevent Turkey from seeking to acquire its
own nuclear weapons.89
Limited Israeli-Turkish defense cooperation could emerge in the context of
NATO. Drawing closer to NATO has been a high Israeli priority for many years.
Turkey enabled its formal ties with the Alliance to advance in 2016 when it removed its
veto over the establishment of an Israeli mission at NATO headquarters in Brussels.90
An important milestone was a meeting between Turkey’s then–Chief of the General
Staff Hulusi Akar and IDF Deputy Chief of Staff Yair Golan on the margins of a
meeting of NATO military leaders in January 2017, a first such meeting since before
the Mavi Marmara incident. Although the meeting was reportedly symbolic, its mere
existence was interpreted as a sign of warming security relations.91
Washington has traditionally relied on these two longtime allies to work together
to foster regional stability, but significant Israeli-Turkish defense cooperation is likely
to remain on hold in the near term.
Precarious Political Ties Stemming from Disagreement on the Palestinian Issue

Turkish-Palestinian relations are long-standing and complex, partly because the Ottoman Empire ruled Palestine for 400 years before the British Mandate that followed
World War I. Although Turkey remained a champion of the Palestinian cause over the
years, it balanced its positions carefully to maintain close ties with Israel. The ups and
downs in relations between Turkey and Israel have always been linked to developments
on the Israeli-Palestinian front. This was true before the AKP came to power, but tensions have escalated more quickly and intensely under AKP rule. Intra-Palestinian factional rivalry between Fatah and Hamas has further complicated Turkish-Palestinian
relations and added another layer of complexity to the Turkish-Israeli-Palestinian tri87
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angle. Turkish-Israeli disagreements concerning the Palestinians concentrate in two
main arenas—Gaza and East Jerusalem. The IDF killing dozens of Palestinians in
violent protests in Gaza—which occurred at the same time as the opening of the U.S.
embassy in Jerusalem in May 2018—hit those two exposed nerves.
One of Turkey’s demands during its rift with Israel was to lift the blockade on
Gaza. Israel demanded that Turkey stop sheltering leaders of Hamas’s military wing
in its territory. Even though Turkey expelled some Hamas military leaders, Israel is
worried that this demand has not entirely been fulfilled. The AKP’s ties with Hamas
and the affiliated Muslim Brotherhood are strong, long-standing, and multifaceted.
These ties are worrisome to Israel and other countries in the region, especially Egypt
and Jordan, because they are not necessarily based on interests but rather a reflection of
shared ideology and desire to assert a Turkish dominance in the region.92 In addition,
some Israeli officials believe that members of Hamas’s military wing continue to operate in Turkey and that Hamas receives financial support from organizations affiliated
with the AKP.93 Turkey has, at times, separated its ideological ties with Hamas from
dealings with Israel, but it has linked the two relationships in other times.94
Israel and Turkey share some objectives related to Gaza. Both countries want
to prevent a humanitarian disaster there, and Israel welcomes Turkey’s reconstruction efforts.95 Turkey’s current assistance to Gaza is less ambitious than it was before
the reconciliation, presumably because it is stretched thin on the Syrian front, but
that assistance is still significant.96 While Israel seeks to prevent further deterioration of living conditions in Gaza and welcomes Turkey’s assistance, it is worried that
too much support would strengthen Hamas’s position in the Palestinian arena and
undermine the Palestinian Authority, which is Israel’s negotiation partner. As noted
in Chapter Four, Egypt, which pressured Israel not to reconcile with Turkey, has its
own redlines on Turkish involvement in Gaza. The diplomatic retaliation and vitriolic
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exchanges between Erdoğan and Netanyahu following the May 2018 clashes in Gaza,
for example, suggest that this issue could lead to another serious crisis in relations.97
Although Gaza was Ankara’s main reason for not reconciling with Israel earlier,
Turkey’s focus in the Palestinian arena is now East Jerusalem. The Turkish media
constantly discusses Jerusalem, and the popular narrative is that Israel seeks to change
the status quo in Jerusalem and around the Temple Mount. Turkey is also politically
active in supporting Islamic groups in East Jerusalem, again upsetting not only Israel
but also Jordan.98 Erdoğan has increased Turkey’s involvement in East Jerusalem and
the Muslim holy sites and strengthened ties with Palestinian citizens and residents of
Israel—including with the northern branch of the Islamic Movement, an affiliate of
the Muslim Brotherhood that is outlawed in Israel. In May 2017, Erdoğan lashed out
at Israel in response to the Israeli Parliament’s passing of a law restricting early-morning
Muslim calls to prayer.99 A terrorist attack on the Temple Mount on July 14, 2017, and
Israel’s response led to escalation in Israeli-Turkish tensions over Jerusalem.100 Perhaps
more than any other Muslim leader, Erdoğan was the most vocal in his opposition
to the U.S. recognition in December 2017 of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. Erdoğan
rebuked both Israel and the United States and recognized East Jerusalem as the capital
of an independent Palestine. In turn, Prime Minister Netanyahu denounced Erdoğan
and Turkey’s policies toward the Kurds, internal dissent, and terrorism. After the May
2018 opening of the U.S. embassy in Jerusalem and the deadly May 2018 protests in
Gaza, Turkey recalled its ambassadors to the United States and Israel. Unlike in the
past when Israel often restrained its response, Israel’s post-rapprochement strategy has
been to pungently attack Erdoğan personally. Turkey’s behavior on such a sensitive
issue may have pushed Netanyahu to be the first world leader to announce support for
the Kurdish independence referendum.101
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Ankara’s ability to mediate between Fatah and Hamas is hampered by its tense
relations with regional players; in addition, the Palestinian Authority does not see
Turkey as a fair broker because of Erdoğan’s ideological alignment with Hamas.102 Nevertheless, ties between Turkey and the Palestinian Authority have been solid. Ankara
was very active in helping the group push for recognition at the United Nations, and
there are current and planned Turkish projects in the West Bank, including industrial
zones. When United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres visited the Palestinian territories in August 2017, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas canceled his
meeting with Guterres and instead went to Turkey to meet with Erdoğan. It is not
clear whether the visit to Ankara indicates closer ties with Turkey or expression of dissatisfaction with both the United Nations and Egypt.103 Nevertheless, improvement
of ties between Ramallah and Ankara seems more plausible after Erdoğan became the
key champion against the recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital; the Palestinian
Authority’s main allies (Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Egypt, and the UAE) were seen as only
paying lip service by objecting to the announcement.
Some in Israel’s diplomatic corps do see a role for Ankara as a mediator between
Israel and Hamas, but that is not something Israeli officials discuss publicly.104
Reports about an attempt at such mediation surfaced in March 2017 when Turkish
Foreign Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu announced during a meeting in Washington
that his country had “pressured Hamas to shift away from armed resistance” and
negotiate with Israel; he also stated that Hamas showed willingness to recognize
Israel. Hamas’s negative response followed quickly with both an official statement
dismissing the report and an anonymous Hamas source on an Iranian website denying caving into Turkish pressure on Israel.105 The Iranian link is important because
it might indicate that Turkey’s ability to bring Hamas closer to Israel’s position is
diminished. Indeed, Turkey still shelters elements of Hamas’s military wing, but its
support for Hamas is more on the political front, which is becoming less influential
relative to its military wing. The key backer of the military wing is Iran, and as the
military wing becomes stronger, so does Iran’s ability to influence the movement at
the expense of Turkey.
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Israeli-Turkish Ties Face Formidable Challenges
Israeli-Turkish relations since the June 2016 rapprochement have been fitful. The first
11 months after the agreement were characterized almost solely by positive trends,
mainly in improving economic connections but also in restoring and maintaining
diplomatic ties; there were also signs of initial military discussions, primarily about
NATO. Since then, however, diplomatic tensions have arisen reflecting that fundamental differences remain between these two former partners. In multiple recorded
incidents, Erdoğan lashed out at Israel after the latter instituted controversial policies
related to the Palestinians. Israel responded harshly, attacking Erdoğan’s autocratic rule
and treatment of the Kurds—two sensitive issues in Turkey.
Israel’s policy on the Kurdish issue remains a wild card in the relationship. Israel
has maintained discreet military, intelligence, and business ties with the Kurds since
the 1960s, partially to create a buffer against common Arab adversaries (primarily
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq) and Iran. In June 2014, Netanyahu was the first world leader
to express support for the establishment of an independent Kurdish state in northern
Iraq. Although earlier support for Iraqi Kurds was not overly troubling to Ankara, that
changed when Netanyahu strongly endorsed the KRG’s independence referendum
just two weeks before the September 25, 2017, vote. When Netanyahu realized that
Washington opposed the referendum, he toned down the rhetoric, but this gambit
stimulated further recriminations from Erdoğan, and Turkish media reported that
Kurdish groups signed a secret agreement with Israel to gain their independence by
resettling Jews in the region.106
The personal nature of Israeli responses to Erdoğan is not coincidental. In Israeli
eyes, the once multifaceted Turkey is now ruled completely by its unreliable, autocratic, and possibly anti-Semitic president. The outcome of Turkey’s April 16, 2017,
constitutional referendum granting sweeping powers to Erdoğan (discussed in Chapter Two) only reaffirmed Israel’s suspicions. The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs was
relieved that, unlike in previous cases when Turkish campaigns invoked issues with
Israel to rally support, Israel was not even mentioned in the referendum campaign.107
For Israel, decisions by the ever-more-empowered Erdoğan, combined with the countries’ several domestic and foreign challenges, will have implications for Israeli-Turkish
ties in all areas—the economy, energy, security cooperation, and diplomacy. In the
short run, economic ties could grow and the two countries could still pursue some
energy trade, but cooperation on these and more-sensitive issues (specifically, security
and diplomacy) are not forecasted to improve meaningfully anytime soon.
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Over the next decade, notwithstanding multiple shared interests in again deepening diplomatic, economic, and security cooperation, several questions remain about
how Israel and Turkey handle their rapprochement. These questions concern broad
regional dynamics, including Turkey’s ties with Jordan, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia; the
aftermath of the war in Syria; the Israeli-Palestinian conflict; and domestic politics in
both Israel and Turkey. Thus, although the issues at hand in both countries are broader
than the bilateral relations and both have an interest in working toward some shared
goals, their bilateral ties could be affected by other developments. Table 5.1 provides a
summary assessment of where Turkish and Israeli interests are convergent, divergent,
or in conflict.
Moreover, whereas Israel previously had almost no alternative to Turkey as an
economic, diplomatic, or security partner in the region, the situation is different now.
Greece, Cyprus, and other countries have replaced Turkey in joint and combined military exercises after Turkish airspace was closed to IDF flights. Furthermore, although
Turkey was an important export market for the Israeli defense industries during the
1990s and most of the early 2000s, other, larger markets are now available and offer
lucrative opportunities.108 In addition, Turkey was historically Israel’s only Muslimmajority ally, but Israel now enjoys back-channel relations with Saudi Arabia and the
UAE.109 Ties with Egypt and Jordan, with which Israel has peace agreements, have
been steadily improving.110 Turkey’s relations with these countries have been declining.
Table 5.1
Alignment of Turkish Interests with Israeli Interests
Neighbor or
Partner
Israel

Converging Interests
•
•

•
•

Trade
Possible development
of the Leviathan natural
gas field as a driver of
reconciliation
Humanitarian relief in
the Gaza Strip
Limited Iranian
influence

Diverging Interests
•

•

Conflicting Interests

Political, economic, and •
security relations with
countries in the wider
Middle East
•
Israeli facilitation of U.S.
regional presence and
•
involvement

Palestine: statehood,
East Jerusalem, Gaza
closure, and Hamas
Israel’s support for
Kurdish autonomy
Israeli cooperation with
Egypt’s Abdel Fattah
al-Sisi government
• Growing Israeli
partnership with Cyprus
and Greece
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Greece and Cyprus have substituted for Turkey as nearby affordable tourism
destinations for large parts of the Jewish population, and, while Israel and Turkey
were initially interested in a gas deal, Israel is examining other alternatives, such as
the EastMed pipeline being negotiated with Cyprus, Greece, and Italy. Jerusalem and
Ankara have been historically effective at separating economics from politics, but the
“poisonous” political atmosphere between the two countries adds political risks that
investors and businesspeople may wish to avoid, possibly hampering progress on the
economic front.111
All of these factors do not mean that Israel and Turkey no longer share some
common interests. But if the seven-decade-old record of bilateral ties teaches one
lesson, it is that Israeli-Turkish relations in the short to medium term will be linked primarily to developments on the Israeli-Palestinian front. Presumably, if present trends
continue, ties will remain the same: Political and security relations will stay cold, while
business sectors work to expand relations. Periodic outbursts related to the Palestinian
issue are expected. Under this scenario, the relationship may not break down completely, although threats to cut ties and mutual expulsion of each other’s envoys are
certainly unhelpful.112
Israel and Turkey will continue to share common objectives and should find ways
to agree on an approach to rehabilitate Gaza. Both countries are interested in preventing a humanitarian disaster in Gaza, and Israel continues to welcome Turkey’s
reconstruction efforts.113 One of the challenges for Israel is that Turkey’s aid to Gaza is
channeled through several governmental and nongovernmental organizations, including the İHH, which has been linked to support for Hamas.114 Israel and Turkey have
previously found ways to handle such disagreements delicately when working toward
a shared objective.115
The June 2017 crisis over the Temple Mount was also an example of possible
mitigation approaches that Turkey and Israel may adopt. Following their mutual
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slander over the holy site, Erdoğan requested to speak with Israeli President Reuven
Rivlin instead of his counterpart head of government Netanyahu. Rivlin took the call
despite objections from the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs,116 as well as political
rhetoric suggesting that Israel should retaliate with a review of relations with Turkey,
recognition of an independent Kurdistan, and acknowledgement of the Armenian
genocide.117 This phone conversation illustrated that Israel and Turkey can maintain diplomatic ties even during the height of a crisis, helping eventually to lower the
flames—until the next time.
A substantial change, for good or bad, in the Israeli-Palestinian arena could shift
Israeli-Turkish relations in one of two directions. Another war in Gaza between Israel
and Hamas is only a matter of time.118 From Israel’s perspective, bilateral relations
could endure as long as Ankara separates its strong ideological and practical ties with
Hamas and support for the Palestinians from its pragmatic bilateral ties with Israel.
This may not be that simple. Israelis in the defense realm have feared that, in the
next round of fighting, Turkey would withdraw its ambassador and ties would freeze
again. This prediction materialized in May 2018. At the time of writing this report,
it is unclear whether this estrangement is permanent; however, it is evident that negative developments on the Palestinian front will continue to pose formidable obstacles
to Israeli-Turkish ties, especially if it comes down to a more extreme scenario of a third
intifada or Israeli annexation of parts of the West Bank, as proposed by some members
of government.119 The already fragile trust that exists between Jerusalem and Ankara
will shatter, affecting public opinion.
Alternatively, it is safe to assume that a meaningful breakthrough in the IsraeliPalestinian peace process would lead to changes in Turkey’s approach toward Israel
and help bring the two countries closer together. As with the Madrid peace conference
in 1991, the Oslo Accords, and Israel’s disengagement from Gaza, Ankara is likely
to respond positively to progress on the Palestinian front and strengthen its ties with
Israel. Furthermore, having sought a mediator role in the past, Ankara is still interested
in mediating talks between Israelis and Palestinians and helping advance a two-state
solution to the conflict.120
Absent a meaningful development on the Israeli-Palestinian front or substantial
political changes in Israel, Turkey, or the region—none of which seems likely in the
near future—Jerusalem and Ankara need to be more motivated to sustain and improve
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relations. Although the anti-Israeli rhetoric has become a standard operating procedure
on Erdoğan’s part, this is not something Jerusalem is willing to get used to. Its rebukes
of Erdoğan, however, may not be the most effective way of stopping the slander. Despite
lower incentives for cooperation, seven decades of bilateral relations have shown that,
when Israel and Turkey want to collaborate, they find ways to do so, despite divisions.
Conclusion and Implications for the United States
The United States was pivotal in achieving Israeli-Turkish reconciliation after the sixyear rift. After the Obama administration attempted, unsuccessfully, to prevent the
downgrading of diplomatic ties,121 it facilitated confidence-building measures during
the crisis years.122 In 2013, it worked diligently with both sides to arrange an apology
by Netanyahu to Erdoğan.123 What could explain U.S. efforts to mediate between
Jerusalem and Ankara? Clearly, the nature of Israeli-Turkish relations has several implications for the United States. First, good Israeli-Turkish relations could enable a trilateral strategic U.S.-Israeli-Turkish dialogue to enhance regional stability (or, at the
very least, not add an additional strenuous component to a complicated region) and
promote shared economic interests. The three countries have traditionally had mutual
interests regarding Iran, Syria, and counterterrorism. Israel’s new association with
NATO is another avenue for trilateral cooperation, which serves U.S. interests and
hinges on continued Turkish consent. The first U.S. permanent military base in Israel,
an air defense facility established in September 2017 under U.S. European Command,
is another indication of the importance the United States attributes to security ties
with Israel in the context of the Middle East, Europe, and (by extension) NATO.124
The United States also has geostrategic and economic interests in the emerging
Israeli-Cypriot-Greek gas deal. From a U.S. perspective, a NATO member (Greece), an
EU partner (Cyprus), and an important ally (Israel) could be the beneficiaries of Mediterranean gas discoveries at the expense of Russia and Iran. Economically, the Texasbased Noble Energy, Inc. is the second-largest partner in the Leviathan gas field, with
holdings of 39.7 percent.125 Moreover, despite notable challenges, Turkey’s ideological
and pragmatic ties with Hamas could be helpful as the United States and its other allies
in the region seek to promote an Israeli-Palestinian peace process.
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Ankara has traditionally played a balancing game, maintaining close ties with the
United States and other NATO allies and cooperating, to varying degrees, with Iran,
Syria, and Russia. However, recent developments suggest that the balancing act has
become less delicate. The strident Turkish response to the U.S. recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital and the withdrawal of Turkey’s ambassador to the United States
after the opening of the new embassy in Jerusalem suggest possible further deterioration of U.S.-Turkish ties.
In the long run, however, the United States also sees Turkey as an important
regional player—large, populous, technologically advanced, and militarily capable—
that can contribute to the Sunni balance of Iran. Better Israeli-Turkish ties in this context would be important for advancing regional stability and rallying a regional coalition that includes both countries to roll back Iranian influence. Although Ankara’s
ties with both Washington and Jerusalem are at a low point, the United States still has
leverage over Israel and Turkey and can use it to continue facilitating positive interactions between the two sides on multiple levels. If it chooses to do so, the U.S. government can push the two sides to separate their ideological differences from their pragmatic ties and to avoid escalatory rhetoric on sensitive issues—be it the Temple Mount
or Kurdish independence. In addition, the United States can help shape Israeli-Turkish
relations in the long term by pursuing a serious Israeli-Palestinian peace process. If history is any indication, improvement in Israeli-Palestinian relations will be followed by
improvement in Israeli-Turkish relations.

CHAPTER SIX

The Russian-Turkish Bilateral Relationship: Managing
Differences in an Uneasy Partnership
Anika Binnendijk

The relationship between Turkey and Russia has historically been turbulent, defined
by competition for influence and power across the Black Sea region. A circumspect
warming in relations that began in the waning days of the Cold War—driven, in part,
by common interests in trade and energy—has periodically left observers speculating
about prospects for a deep and durable partnership. Today, the states remain pulled
between interests that induce cooperation and those that induce potential conflict.
To Russia, Turkey represents a geopolitically important neighbor and major
energy market, and it presents opportunities to expand gas routes to Europe, constrain
the influence of NATO and the EU, bolster another increasingly autocratic government, and strengthen Russia’s position in the Middle East. Recent bilateral military
and diplomatic coordination in Syria, joint exercises in the Black Sea, a planned gas
pipeline through Turkey to Europe, and a Turkish purchase of Russian air and missile defense systems represent tangible manifestations of improved relations. However,
persistent areas of friction continue to threaten the scope and longevity of the RussianTurkish relationship.1 The Turkish government’s relationship with Russia proceeds
from a recognition that Russia is the more powerful partner intent on using all its
instruments of national power to dominate the Black Sea region. To Turkey, Russia is a
leading trade partner, energy supplier, business customer, and source of tourist revenue.
Potential flashpoints could emerge from divergent interests and several contentious
areas of interaction, such as the recent surge in Russian ambitions and relative military
power in the Black Sea region, enduring differences over each country’s approach to
the Middle East (especially Syria), competition for energy transit routes from Central
Asia and the Caspian Basin, and a tension between Turkey’s NATO identity and Russia’s desire to undermine the Alliance. This chapter examines areas of cooperation and
conflict through the lens of several key interests in the bilateral relationship between
Russia and Turkey.
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Historical Context
Turkey and Russia engaged in intense regional rivalries over much of their modern
history. Competition during the Ottoman and Russian empires over control of territories across the Black Sea, Caspian, and Balkan regions led to more than a dozen
wars between the two powers between the 16th and 20th centuries. In the 1768 RussoTurkish war for control of the Black Sea, the Russian empire under Catherine the
Great annexed Crimea, bringing the peninsula—and its Turkic population—under
Russian rule until the breakup of the Soviet Union. During the 19th century, Russian influence over Slavic populations in southeastern Europe and Russian-Ottoman
competition in the Balkans roiled the relationship even as the Ottoman Empire grappled with its own gradual decline. Bilateral competition within the Black Sea had not
abated by the eve of World War I: Russia’s ambition to control the strategically located
city of Constantinople (now Istanbul) was a driving force behind its entry into the war,
and—perhaps unsurprisingly—the Ottoman Empire’s first move during World War I
was an October 1914 naval assault on Russian positions in Odessa and Sevastopol.2
Post-imperial internal dynamics in both countries—as well as shared suspicions
about the Western powers—led to a March 1921 friendship treaty between Turkey and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). In the wake of Russia’s 1917 revolution, a new Bolshevik government had supported Mustafa Kemal Atatürk during and
after the Turkish war for independence. Despite this fresh start, conflicts over regional
ambitions ultimately prevailed. Beginning in the mid-1930s, Soviet claims on Kars and
Ardahan provinces in northeastern Turkey and assertive policies in the Bosporus eventually led to the Turkish Straits crisis in 1946, prompting a Turkish backlash against
the Soviet Union and a turn to the United States for assistance. Then–U.S. President Harry Truman concluded that the United States could not let the straits come
under Soviet control because it would give the USSR a major strategic gateway between
the Black Sea and the Mediterranean and possibly lead to a Communist takeover of
Turkey. The resulting U.S. military support to Turkey and strengthened security ties
under the Truman Doctrine, culminating with the entry of Turkey and Greece into
NATO in 1952, led the Soviet Union to view Turkey largely as a client of the United
States throughout the Cold War.3 For its part, the United States considered Turkey to
be a critical bulwark against Soviet expansionism and penetration of the eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East.
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The waning of the Cold War presented new opportunities for improved bilateral
relations, as the countries’ economic interests increasingly converged. Complementary
energy interests paved the way: Turkey needed a reliable source of energy, and the
USSR was seeking additional export markets for its natural gas resources. The first
deliveries of natural gas to Turkey began flowing in June 1987 through the TransBalkan pipeline, under a contract that called for export of up to 6 billion cubic meters
of gas annually through 2011.4 A 1988 bilateral gas swap deal that permitted Turkey
to pay for 70 percent of its gas imports with goods and services helped to double bilateral trade into the early 1990s.5 Tourism also took off, as Soviet vacationers began to
flock to affordable Turkish beaches and resorts. For both countries, a need to prioritize
domestic challenges constrained any broader regional ambitions. Moscow grappled
with Russian economic and political weakness after the breakup of the USSR, and
Ankara had to deal with a volatile economy, a deepening counterinsurgency against
Kurdish separatists, the growth of political Islam, and periodic backlashes from the
Turkish military during what became known as the “lost decade” of the 1990s.
While economic relations remained strong, Turkey’s support for Islamist groups
in the Caucasus fueled continued distrust by a Russian government battling an
Islamist insurgency in Chechnya. The Russian government accused Ankara of supporting Chechen separatists in 1996 during the First Chechen War, and a classified
Russian Special Services White Book that year reportedly described Turkey as an
aspiring regional power with “pan-Turkic ideas” that maintained support for “Muslim
movements.”6
Trends in the relationship since Turkey’s 2002 election of the AKP to office
have generally been positive, especially in light of Prime Minister and then President
Tayyip Recep Erdoğan’s prioritization of trade, investment, and limited security cooperation with Russia.7 By 2008, Russia had become Turkey’s leading national trade
partner (after the EU), and a 2010 visa-free travel agreement further bolstered tourism
ties. Warm personal relations between Erdoğan and Russian leader Vladimir Putin
appeared to seal the strengthening ties, which were codified with great fanfare in a
4
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2010 strategic partnership agreement that called for annual summits and established a
High-Level Cooperation Council and multiple subordinate bodies to advance a wide
range of bilateral cooperation.8
However, the relationship remained more transactional than strategic, and conflicting regional priorities—this time to the south—once again roiled relations, as festering differences over the war in Syria came to a head after Turkish air forces shot down
a Russian Su-24 fighter-bomber in November 2015. Amid inflammatory diplomatic
rhetoric and media coverage on both sides, Russia responded with damaging sanctions
on Turkey and threats to annul the 1921 friendship treaty. In June 2016, after seven
months of economic sanctions and political isolation, Erdoğan was forced to apologize
to Russia in return for rapid restoration of diplomatic and trade relations.9 Although the
Turkish and Russian governments currently enjoy a positive r elationship—and are pursuing diplomatic and military cooperation in Syria—their mutual history and persistent
points of friction suggest that the exiting state of harmony cannot be taken for granted.
A Lasting Partnership?
The extent to which the current rapprochement will endure over the longer term is
likely to hinge on the convergence or divergence of several critical Turkish and Russian
interests and the prioritization that each government gives to disparate interests.
This chapter considers the prospects for a lasting partnership through the lens of
five key interests in bilateral relations and those interests’ role as drivers of future relations. The first is Russia’s interest in expanding bilateral trade and energy ties, including access to Turkey as an additional transit country for sending energy sources from
Russia to Europe. The second Russian interest, articulated in the rhetoric and actions
of Putin over the past decade, is in presenting an alternative to traditional Western
institutions, such as NATO and the EU. A third factor that could influence Russia’s
future relations with Turkey is the autocratic character of the current Russian government, as well as Putin’s interest in consolidating domestic rule. Russia’s enduring
interest in preserving regional autonomy in the Black Sea region constitutes a fourth
factor—one that has historically proven a source of conflict but has more often led to
cooperative ventures. Finally, a recent surge in Russia’s interest in expanding its influence in the Middle East has highlighted some fundamental differences in Russian and
Turkish policy objectives but has also yielded opportunities for diplomatic and operational collaboration.
8
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Each of these interests has some conjunction with key Turkish interests and has
the potential to drive Turkey and Russia closer together. However, each could also
yield friction points for the partnership. Turkey is committed to deepening economic
and energy ties with Russia, but it also wants to diversify its energy sources and serve
as a regional hub for energy from sources in the Caspian Basin and Eastern Mediterranean, which compete with Russia for market share. Ankara remains wary of growing
Russian assertiveness and growing military power in the Black Sea and sees the collective defense commitments of Turkey’s NATO allies as an essential check on potential
Russian aggression. The following sections consider both sides of the ledger, as well as
potential future flashpoints for the relationship.
Economic Ties
In recent decades, Turkish analysis has frequently cited the strengthening economic
relationship between Russia and Turkey as the major reason why a return to a contentious regional rivalry is unlikely to occur.10 Both countries maintain economic interests in a positive energy relationship. However, energy has also served as a source of
competition at times, as Russia has sought to expand its energy monopoly in southern
Europe and Turkey has sought to leverage its geographic position to become a critical
energy transit hub, particularly for natural gas from the Caspian Basin and Central
Asia. Although the broader trade and tourism relationships between the two countries
are strong—and have continued to grow substantially over the past 30 years—Russia
has demonstrated a willingness to jeopardize these ties to advance its political or military objectives, as evidenced by its efforts to restrict trade with Turkey during the 2008
Georgia War and its imposition of broad sanctions against Turkey in 2015 following
Turkey’s downing of a Russian bomber aircraft.11
For Turkey, Russia represents a critical source of natural gas, providing about
one-third of Turkey’s overall consumed energy.12 In 1998, Turkey’s state-owned energy
company BOTAŞ signed a long-term contract to increase gas imports from Russia by
an additional 8 billion cubic meters per year via the Trans-Balkan pipeline through
2022. And in 2003, gas started flowing directly between Russia and Turkey through
the Blue Stream pipeline under the Black Sea, with a maximum annual capacity 16 billion cubic meters. With around 55 percent of Turkey’s gas imported from Russia today,
the Turkish government has periodically sought to diversify gas imports in order to
10
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reduce its dependence.13 However, analysts have noted that the TurkStream p
 roject—a
second pipeline being constructed under the Black Sea with landfall on Turkey’s European coast north of Istanbul, which will help reduce gas prices for Turkish consumers—
reflects a growing comfort within the Turkish government with Russia’s role as its
primary gas supplier.14 Russian gas exports to Turkey reached a nine-year high in 2016–
2017.15 Russia was once the largest single-country source of Turkey’s crude oil imports,
but this percentage has been declining and stood at 11 percent in 2015 as a result of
Turkish diversification efforts and Russia’s focus on Asian export markets.16
Turkey offers Russia its second-largest individual gas export market (24 percent
share in 2016) after Germany.17 Perhaps more important is Turkey’s potential role as
a transit country from Russia to western and southern Europe—particularly after the
failure of the Gazprom-funded South Stream project for a pipeline under the Black
Sea to Bulgaria.18 The South Stream project had unraveled following the Ukraine
crisis, and President Putin attributed its breakdown to European opposition.19 During
a state visit to Turkey in December 2014, Putin announced Russia’s intent to build a
gas pipeline to Turkey after the cancellation of South Stream.20 Formal negotiations
began shortly after Turkey and Russia signed a memorandum during that 2014 visit.21
Following Turkey’s November 24, 2015, downing of a Russian bomber aircraft,
progress on TurkStream talks temporarily halted. Both Turkey and Russia claimed to
be the side that had put the project on hold.22 The Russian government attributed the
13
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halt to the downed jet, and Erdoğan claimed that the project had run aground prior
to the incident and emphasized that Turkey could find alternative suppliers for its oil
and gas, a point punctuated by senior Turkish leaders visiting Qatar and Azerbaijan.23
After Erdoğan’s June 2016 letter of apology and the restoration of mutual economic relations, the TurkStream project was resumed, and the project reportedly was
a topic of discussion during the August 2016 meeting between the Putin and Erdoğan
in St. Petersburg.24 Construction on the pipeline began in May 2017, as did Russian
discussions with Bulgaria and Greece regarding a potential entry point to Europe for
TurkStream, which is expected to come on line in late 2019.25
In addition to gas and oil, Russia has become the Turkish government’s exclusive
partner in its plans to have three nuclear power plants operating by 2023, the centennial of the Turkish Republic.26 In 2013, Turkey commissioned Russia’s state-owned
company Rosatom to build four 1,200-megawatt nuclear reactors in a $20 billion project.27 Turkish energy officials expressed some uncertainty about the project’s future
immediately after the 2015 downed plane incident, but during a February 2017 visit
to the Akkuyu plant’s construction site, then–Energy and Natural Resources Minister
Berat Albayrak announced plans to have the plant in service in 2023.28
Despite the countries’ significant mutual interests in the realm of energy, Russia’s desire to dominate regional energy transit has caused some frictions with Turkey.
Even as Turkey has sought to establish itself as a critical route for gas flows from the
Caspian Basin and Central Asia to points west and south, Moscow has warned that
projects such as the Trans-Caspian pipeline—which Turkey has strongly supported
but which circumvents Russia—run counter to its interests.29 To curb the diversification of energy routes, Russia has offered commercial incentives to enhance bilateral
energy cooperation with Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan and
23
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demonstrated to Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan its readiness to leverage control over
major export routes in order to ensure energy dominance and force price concessions.30
More broadly, economic ties between Turkey and Russia have been steadily expanding since the end of the Cold War. By 2015, Russia had become Turkey’s third-largest
trading partner, and Russian direct investment—including by Gazprom, Lukoil, and
Sberbank—had established Russia’s presence in Turkish markets.31 Although Turkish
companies have sold as much as $6 billion of food, chemicals, textiles, and other goods
in Russian markets, a perennial trade imbalance—Turkey registered a trade deficit
close to $7 billion with Russia in 2005—has reportedly been a persistent area of concern among Turkish economic officials.32
Moscow and Ankara have used the bilateral High-Level Cooperation Council
noted earlier as a vehicle to deepen economic, political, and cultural cooperation.33
Presidents Putin and Erdoğan co-chaired the sixth such council at the Kremlin in
March 2017. The meeting focused on advancing trade and economic ties, and the
leaders endorsed a 2017–2020 program of cooperation, along with an agreement to
establish a Russian-Turkish sovereign investment fund. The governments also signed
MOUs on training of diplomatic personnel and intellectual property and agreed to
cooperation in the small and medium-sized business sector and between their official news agencies, TASS and Anadolu. Erdoğan said the session, his fourth meeting
with Putin in a year, “finalized normalization of bilateral relations,” and he urged that
remaining economic restrictions be removed so that the two countries could realize
their goal of raising total annual trade volume to $100 billion.34 Trade volume has yet
to top $38 billion in any year and fell to $17 billion in 2016.
Beyond trade, construction has long represented a major area of economic cooperation between Turkey and Russia, with Turkish contractors reaching approximately
$65 billion business volume in 2015, nearly 20 percent of Turkey’s $350 billion abroad.35
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Tourism—an industry that accounts for more than 10 percent of Turkey’s gross
domestic product—has also been a major pillar of bilateral economic relations. According to one Turkish news source, about 3.65 million Russians visited Turkey in 2015
and 4.5 million visited in 2014; during Russia’s ban on travel to Turkey (following the
downed plane incident), this number dropped dramatically to 866,256 overall, but it
rebounded in 2017.36
These economic ties have fostered some political cooperation. In 1992, Russia
and Turkey established the Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation
(BSEC) and later collaborated to limit U.S. participation.37 Although the forum has
not been particularly dynamic—and initially was stymied by a Russian reluctance to
participate—foreign ministers have recently met more regularly, as was the case at the
July 2016 BSEC meeting in Sochi.38
The imbalance in the economic relationship and Turkey’s relative energy dependence on Russia have translated into Russian leverage in the political and diplomatic
arena. Turkey’s refusal to join the U.S. and EU sanctions against Russia in response
to Russian military aggression in Ukraine after Russia’s 2014 invasion—and Turkey’s
muted response to the suppression of the rights of the sizable population of pro-Turkish
Tatars in Crimea—can be seen as a willingness to prioritize economic interests over
other regional considerations. However, the Turkish government’s decision to shoot
down the Russian Su-24 bomber in November 2015 indicated a willingness to put
those ties at risk. Similarly, Russia has demonstrated that it is willing to sever such ties
in order to coerce Turkey to comply with its political and diplomatic prerogatives. In
response to the 2015 downed bomber incident, Russia put an embargo on many Turkish agricultural imports, restricted Russian tourism to Turkey, ended visa-free travel for
Turkish citizens, and ceased construction of the TurkStream gas pipeline.39 The impact
of the Russian sanctions against Turkey was significant: Turkish news reports cited loss
of tourism revenues ranging from $5 billion to $10 billion, and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development estimated that, had the sanctions stayed in place for
a year, it would have reduced Turkey’s gross domestic product by 0.7 percent in 2016.40
Erdoğan’s letter of apology, though a bitter pill to swallow, flowed partly from domestic
pressures to protect Turkish interests in the areas of tourism, trade, and energy.
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Although economic ties with Russia appear to have influenced some Turkish foreign policy positions, this approach could potentially backfire in the future. Efforts by
Moscow to use gas prices or trade to manipulate Ankara could provoke Turkish backlash and lead to Turkey’s renewed efforts to diversify its markets and energy sources to
reduce its dependence on Russia.
Russian Efforts to Undermine Western Institutions
Russia’s efforts to undermine NATO and the EU and establish alternatives to Western
institutions—particularly those dominated by the United States—represents a second
major Russian interest that is a source of tension in the relationship, given Turkey’s
interest in NATO security guarantees and integration into Europe. In recent years,
Russia has increasingly played to Turkey’s troubles with Western partners—as well
as its enduring Eurasian ambitions—to seek to drive a wedge between Turkey and
its NATO allies in what one team of analysts dubbed the “axis of the excluded.”41
Although shared frustrations with Western institutions and governments appear to
have contributed to certain aspects of political and security cooperation between
Turkey and Russia, frictions have endured and could intensify if Turkey aligns closely
with NATO allies (as happened during 2015–2016 crisis) or becomes an obstacle to
Russia’s efforts to assert regional hegemony. Putin has also publicly warned about the
potential difficulties that could arise if Turkey joins the EU.42
Turkey has sometimes taken positions in opposition to U.S. and Western policies, which Russia has welcomed or shared. Turkey’s traditionally strong relations with
the United States were undermined by overwhelming public opposition to the 2003
U.S. invasion of Iraq. Turks feared that the war would be devastating to their economy
and lead to an independent Kurdish state, which resulted in the Turkish Parliament’s
refusal in March 2003 to allow U.S. troops to launch military operations into northern
Iraq from Turkish territory.43 Frustration with failure to gain significant traction on its
EU accession process has contributed to increased ambivalence within Turkey about
the EU as an institution. Turkish leaders, like their Russian counterparts, have bridled
at criticism by Western allies of the authoritarian drift of internal political developments, which has led to strains in cooperation with Germany and other NATO countries, as outlined in Chapter Eight.44
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The trend has been reinforced by an unfulfilled desire within Turkey and Russia
for recognition as European great powers—likely a remnant of both states’ former
imperial status. The Russian government regularly cites its desire to preserve an active
role in global affairs, and Turkey has emphasized its unique position as a crossroads
between Europe and the Middle East.45 A common observation by Turkish officials that
Russians “treat us with respect” underscores the significance of status from the Turkish perspective.46 Within Turkey, this perspective is perhaps most explicitly articulated
in the pro-Russian Eurasianism espoused by the small but vocal Turkish Homeland
Party, which advocates an alliance with Russia akin to Atatürk’s early anti-imperialist
collaboration with the Soviet Union.47
The partnership also offers practical benefits to the two countries in the absence
of EU membership. For Turkey, strong economic ties with Russia present an important alternative to European markets, particularly for Turkey’s agricultural products
and construction services. Although the EU maintains a customs union with Turkey,
that union covers only industrial goods and stipulates requirements for Turkish trade
policy reform.48 For Russia, collaboration with Turkey on the TurkStream gas pipeline
allows it to circumvent EU regulatory hurdles that had banned a Gazprom monopoly
on the abandoned South Stream project and, ultimately, to undermine EU energy
independence goals.
Russia has also sought to court Turkey through enhanced defense cooperation
and arms sales. Growing security cooperation between Turkey and Russia has elicited concerns within NATO—an upshot almost certainly not lost on Moscow. Joint
Russian-Turkish Black Sea exercises in April 2017 offered Moscow the opportunity to
demonstrate that a NATO ally was willing to work individually with it on regional
security cooperation, despite isolation after annexing Crimea.49 In July 2019, Turkey
acquired Russian S-400 air defense systems—a move that has raised deep concerns in
the United States and NATO because the S-400 is unable to integrate with NATO
common air defense systems and poses intelligence risks to advanced NATO aircraft.50
In a development that would herald new levels of cooperation between Russia and a
45
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NATO ally, Rosoboroneksport (the Russian company responsible for defense-related
imports and exports) announced in May 2017 that it was discussing joint arms development and production with Turkey’s Ministry of Defense.51
While common skepticism of Western-led institutions and policy disputes with
the United States and Europe may currently serve as a source of cohesion between Russia
and Turkey, the two governments are far from forming an unbreakable bond. Ankara
continues to manage important policy differences with Moscow and remains wary of
the Kremlin’s long-term intentions. Turkish leaders have demonstrated that they still
see the United States and NATO as their most reliable security partners. During Turkey’s 2015 diplomatic crisis with Russia, for example, Erdoğan urged a stronger NATO
commitment to maintaining security in the Black Sea region. Erdoğan is also one
of the few NATO leaders to invoke the North Atlantic Treaty’s Article 4 within the
Alliance,52 and Turkey’s defense establishment remains heavily dependent on NATO
equipment and is likely to remain closely tied to the U.S. and NATO defense industry for at least a decade to come.53 A Turkish decision to join NATO allies in taking
actions against significant Russian interests, such as restricting transit of the Black Sea
fleet through the Turkish Straits in the context of a future contingency in Syria or the
Eastern Mediterranean, could fundamentally rupture the bilateral relationship with
Moscow. Conversely, a Turkish decision to support the Russian action in such a crisis
could cause significant strains in relations with NATO allies.
Consolidation of Domestic Power and Mutual Support for
Authoritarianism
Putin’s concerns about potential threats to his domestic power have been well examined by Western analysts.54 In Turkey, Erdoğan’s gradual consolidation of power and
crackdown on Turkish media and opposition forces has brought him closer to autocracy. In both states, highly centralized governmental decisionmaking with consistent
state leadership make the personal relationships between Putin and Erdoğan all the
more significant. Both leaders view political opponents and popular protests through
an authoritarian lens, and the two have provided one another with mutual support
against Western pressure for democratic reform. However, domestic political agendas
in both states could also prove a source of friction.
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A friendly personal relationship between Putin and Erdoğan has, at times, been
celebrated as an assurance of a robust bilateral bond. During the year following Putin’s
December 2004 visit to Turkey—the first by a Russian head of state in 32 years—the
two leaders met no fewer than four times, including a seven-hour private meeting in
Sochi.55 In the 13 months following Erdoğan’s June 2016 apology for downing the aircraft, the two leaders met five times, including at the much-touted March 2017 meeting of the High-Level Cooperation Council. In both Russia and Turkey, traditions of
strong central governments and highly personalized leadership styles make the individual ties between Putin and Erdoğan all the more significant.56 Consistent efforts by
both leaders to cripple domestic civil society organizations that could serve as a check
to executive leadership further accentuate this factor.
Each leader has sought to strengthen his control over domestic governance amid
Western criticism for undemocratic practices and human rights abuses. Both are concerned about the potential for popular revolt. In Russia, Putin has made his antipathy
toward “color revolutions” a guiding principle of his domestic and foreign policy, and
Erdoğan’s reactions to the Gezi Park protests demonstrate his own concerns about the
potential for sudden regime change.57 Notably, Erdoğan followed the Russian public
line during Ukraine’s Maidan protests in late 2013 and early 2014.
Ultimately, mutual support for authoritarianism helped repair the bilateral rift
during the last diplomatic crisis. Following the July 15, 2016, coup attempt in Turkey,
Putin and Russia nearly immediately expressed solidarity with the Turkish government, while Turkey’s western allies were slower and more qualified in their responses.
Unconfirmed reports circulated in Russian media that Russia had even warned Turkey
of the coup prior to its unfolding (see Box 6.1).58
However, domestic considerations within both states could also contribute to tensions in the relationship. Diplomatic fallout from the shootdown crisis of 2015 demonstrated the potential downside of centralized leaderships that take populist positions
with few institutional constraints on power. Following critical rhetoric from Putin in
which he characterized the event as an “enemy act” and a “stab in the back,” the Russian press and public became highly critical of Turkey and Erdoğan personally, with
one Levada Center poll showing Turkey among the top three enemies of Russia, along
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Box 6.1
Russia’s Use of the Media and Information Operations to Support Its Foreign Policy
Goals in Turkey

Katherine Costello
Russian media have sought to undermine Turkey’s political and security cooperation with the
United States and Europe by exacerbating mutual skepticism and highlighting policy differences.a
In Turkey, Russian media efforts have contributed to anti-American discourse and have reinforced
and informed the Turkish government’s own propaganda pursuits. This section describes how, following three key events in Turkey, Russian media responses employed the propaganda strategies
of amplifying existing uncertainty, creating opportunistic fabrications, and using multiple contradictory narratives.b These strategies supported Russian foreign policy objectives, including sowing
discord within NATO, disrupting Turkey’s relationship with its Western allies, and making Turkey
a more compliant partner for Russia.c
Amplification of Existing Uncertainty: Allegations of Turkish Sponsorship of ISIS After the Downing
of a Russian Plane

After Turkey shot down a Russian bomber on November 24, 2015, Russian media began aggressively portraying Turkey as a supporter of terrorism that funded ISIS through illegal oil purchases.d
With these allegations, Russian media amplified a genuine, preexisting uncertainty: Credible Western and Turkish domestic media sources had already questioned Turkey’s commitment to combating ISIS.e Russian reports after the plane incident then added new allegations to this reporting
trend by claiming that Erdoğan and his family had links to ISIS oil smuggling.f In doing so, Russian media may have sought to generate curiosity and fuel further discussion beyond just Russian
outlets. Indeed, U.S., European, and Turkish outlets then amplified Russia’s desired message by
reporting about the new Russian accusations.g These legitimate reports, even when they acknowledged that Russian claims were false, still gave the claims further publicity. Thus, they added to the
existing international and domestic discourse that cast doubt on the Turkish government’s dedication to counterterrorism and to security—and that, by extension, questioned its commitment to its
allies and to its public.
Opportunistic Fabrications: Anti-U.S. Disinformation Following Turkey’s Coup Attempt

After the July 15, 2016, coup attempt in Turkey, Russian media crafted conspiracy theories alleging U.S. and Western involvement in the failed coup. These opportunistic fabrications included,
for example, a false report by a Moscow-based website alleging that the late former U.S. National
Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski had acknowledged U.S. backing of the Turkish coup
attempt.h The piece widely circulated on Turkish social media.i This and other Russian conspiracy theories alleging U.S. involvement in the coup target Turkish public opinion. They attempt
to direct negative attention toward the United States and away from Russia in order to enable the
Turkish-Russian cooperation that followed the countries’ reconciliation.j Yet, although the ability
of Russian disinformation to infiltrate Turkish news reports and social media feeds is cause for
concern, Turkish-origin conspiracy theories alleging U.S. plots have been mainstream in Turkey
for decades. Thus, negative and false Russian and Turkish media narratives about U.S. policy
reinforce one another.
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Multiple Contradictory Narratives: Various Insinuations of Blame After the Assassination of the
Russian Ambassador

Following the assassination of the Russian ambassador in Turkey on December 19, 2016, an op-ed
published in RT titled “Who Profits from Turkey’s ‘Sarajevo Moment’?” offered a representative
example of the primary—and contradictory—interpretations of the event promoted by Russian
media.k It pointed out that three groups—the Gülen network, Islamic terrorists, and Western
powers—all had something to gain from the event (thus insinuating that any one of those groups
could be responsible for the act), while Turkey did not. These points focused potential blame away
from failures of the Turkish police and security services and offered more-sinister, alternative explanations based on the three insinuations offered, each of which held appeal for a different audience.
The RT narrative provided a context that supported the Russian government’s decision to continue
its rapprochement with Turkey, despite this damaging incident, which it portrayed as caused by
forces that want to disrupt the relationship.
Implications

Russian media and information operations seek to sow discord in NATO and to manipulate discussion in Turkey, the United States, and Europe. The media activities associated with the three events
described in this box are part of what is an ongoing, wide-reaching, and opportunistic propaganda
effort. Russian media take action whenever a Turkey-related subject can be shaped or an event
exploited to Russia’s advantage.
In Turkey, Russian media efforts have contributed to anti-American discourse, which some Turkish politicians employ for their own purposes and popularity.l Turkish leaders can also use this
discourse to justify foreign policy decisions that disrupt U.S.-Turkish security cooperation. Such a
situation occurred when Turkish politicians cited strong public opposition as a key reason behind
the 2003 Turkish parliamentary decision that failed to allow U.S. troops access to Iraq through
Turkey.m Similar dynamics could influence future Turkish decisions relating to NATO and İncirlik
Air Base. Former Turkish military adviser and Al-Monitor columnist Metin Gurcan wrote that he
has “frequently been hearing in Ankara an increasing dose of ‘Isn’t it time for Turkey to withdraw
from the military wing of NATO?’”n Russian media are hard at work to inspire and reinforce such
trends and to promote the idea that Turkey’s most valuable ally is actually Russia.o
Finally, Turkish government efforts to create propaganda may emulate well-honed Russian practices. In the aftermath of government shutdowns of opposition media and continuing intimidation,
surviving Turkish news outlets offer increasingly one-sided and sometimes blatantly false reports
favorable to the government. The Turkish government has also developed its own propaganda arm,
TRT World, a television channel of the Turkish state broadcasting corporation that resembles RT
in many respects.p In March 2017, Putin and Erdoğan endorsed an agreement between their two
countries’ official news agencies, TASS and Anadolu, to exchange information and photos, with the
prospect for expanded cooperation.q Although it is too soon to tell exactly where these initiatives
will lead, enhanced understanding of state-supported Russian and Turkish media efforts could help
safeguard Turkey’s ties to NATO and impede the efforts of those who would like to disrupt the
long-standing U.S.-Turkish alliance in favor of stronger Turkish-Russian ties.
a
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articles from other Russian broadcasts, and Russia-based websites. For a fuller discussion of the issues in this
box, see Katherine Costello, Russia’s Use of Media and Information Operations in Turkey: Implications for the
United States, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, PE-278-A, 2018.
b For an analysis of overall characteristics of Russian propaganda, the effects this propaganda might have, why
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with the United States and Ukraine.59 Erdoğan’s initial refusal to apologize for the incident may also have reflected his need to continue to project strength to domestic audiences. The incident highlighted how the domestic political dynamics of authoritarian
or semi-authoritarian governments can risk creating a spiral effect during moments of
diplomatic downturn, as well as the danger of inadvertent conflict given both governments’ use of state propaganda to demonize adversaries.
Erdoğan’s political power base in moderate political Islam presents another potentially complicating domestic factor. Erdoğan’s public image as an authentic conservative
could also push him to take steps that would be of concern to Putin, who has long been
concerned about an Islamist separatist movement in the Caucasus.60 The Russian and
Turkish governments made a breakthrough in the early 2000s when Turkey agreed to
cease permitting Chechen and other separatists to operate from Turkey and Russia shut
down PKK offices within its borders.61 Putin’s tough actions against radical Islamist
groups in the Russian Federation have sometimes proven embarrassing to Erdoğan in
relations with his base. Turkish support for Islamic groups in Syria have also led to tensions with Russia; after the 2015 aircraft downing, some Russian news sources even
suggested that Erdoğan’s government had provided covert assistance to ISIS.
Finally, Russia’s willingness to meddle in Turkish domestic affairs could provoke
a backlash from Erdoğan, particularly if such meddling threatened Erdoğan’s domestic priorities. For example, Russia permitted the Syrian Kurdish PYD, which the AKP
views as a terrorist group, to open an office in Moscow with great fanfare during the
nadir of the relationship in 2016—a move that, as analysts noted, demonstrated that
the Russian government was willing and able to exacerbate Turkish internal problems
if it so desired.62 Should Russia seek to interfere domestically to destabilize Turkey
during a future diplomatic crisis, it could create a rift that would be difficult to repair.
Uneasy Partnership in the Black Sea
Russia and Turkey have significant and somewhat convergent security interests in the
Black Sea, a commonality that has been, at times, a source of cooperation but more frequently an arena of competition. Russia is interested in working with Turkey—albeit
as a junior partner—to limit other NATO forces in the Black Sea, and Russia currently seeks to ensure eased transit for its Black Sea fleet to support Russian operations
in the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East. Concurrently, Russian rhetorical
59
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bluster and military buildup in the Black Sea appear to demonstrate Russian desire to
assert dominance across the Black Sea region and beyond. Unsurprisingly, this stance
has regularly created frictions with Turkey and could well lead Turkey to increasingly
return to NATO for regional security needs.
Both Russia and Turkey have long resisted attempts by outside powers to penetrate the region.63 A revealing illustration of this mutual interest was the creation of
the Black Sea Economic Council and Turkey’s decision not to support U.S. candidacy,
which ultimately had to be championed by other Black Sea littoral states.64 Militarily,
the multinational force of the Black Sea Naval Cooperation Task Group has periodically been cited by Moscow and Ankara as evidence that a NATO presence is not necessary in the Black Sea.65 Within NATO, Turkey has generally advocated a minimalist
presence in the Black Sea, in an effort to avoid provoking Russia. Turkish policymakers
have sought to ensure Russian cooperation in the region because of a conviction that
“without Russia we cannot fulfill our objectives. Russia needs to be on board.”66 Turkish leaders appreciate that Moscow’s military might and substantial political and economic influence in the region can thwart Turkish ambitions.
From Russia’s perspective, Turkey’s legal rights, under the 1936 Montreux Convention Regarding the Regime of the Straits, to limit the passage of civilian and military ships through the Dardanelles and Bosporus straits provides a relatively compelling rationale for cooperation.67 According to the convention, Ankara has the right
to stop ships it suspects of carrying supplies to its enemies—a provision that could
include, for example, Russian logistics ships providing assistance to the Syrian government.68 Turkey can also deny the United States and other NATO allies access to
Black Sea coasts through strict application of the Montreux provisions when Turkey
feels threatened by the potential for war. Turkey employed this power following the
2008 Russian invasion of Georgia by refusing the passage of two U.S. Navy hospital
ships that were seeking to provide humanitarian relief but that exceeded the Montreux
Convention’s tonnage limitations.69
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In recent decades, some of Turkey’s emphasis on Black Sea cooperation has rested
on an assumption of relative Turkish strength. Since the 1991 collapse of the Soviet
Union and division and decline of the Russian Black Sea Fleet, no other littoral navy
has been able to maintain a robust and modern naval presence in the Black Sea.70 In
this vacuum, Turkey has sought to rely on its own naval superiority to initiate and
retain control over regional naval security cooperation frameworks.71
Recent Russian assertiveness and efforts to strengthen Russia’s relative position
in the Black Sea and ability to project maritime power could derail this cooperative
approach. In September 2016, Russian General Valeriy Gerasimov boasted, just before
a visit to Turkey, that the military balance in the Black Sea had already shifted toward
Russia “with the deployment of reconnaissance assets, submarines with Kalibr [cruise
missiles], new aircraft, and the Bastion coastal defense missiles with 350 km range in
Crimea.”72 In 2016, Russia announced that it intended to spend a further $2.4 billion
over the next four years to strengthen and modernize its Black Sea Fleet, including the
procurement of more-modern surface ships and submarines outfitted with advanced
cruise missiles, as well as integrated air defense and amphibious-landing capacities.73
There is debate among experts about whether Moscow can realize this naval modernization program on the timeline envisioned. In July 2017, President Putin approved a
new Russian naval doctrine, which declares that it is designed to counter the ambitions of the “United States and its allies to dominate the high seas, and to press for
overwhelming superiority of their naval forces.” The document identified strengthening the Black Sea Fleet and Russian forces in Crimea, as well as maintaining a constant naval presence in the Mediterranean, as the most critical geographic priorities for
future development of the Russian Navy.74 The enhancements to the Black Sea Fleet
that have already been achieved have strengthened Moscow’s ability to project power
in that region and expand its influence in the Eastern Mediterranean, the Balkans, and
the Middle East.
Russia’s annexation of Crimea, improvements in the size and readiness of ground
forces in the Southern Military district, continuing patronage of breakaway Georgian
province Abkhazia, and enhancements of Russian military presence in Armenia have
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strengthened Russian military posture and power projection capabilities in the Black
Sea littoral region. Russia’s 2014 intervention in Crimea provided it with full control of
Sevastopol, as well as three other former Ukrainian naval bases.75 In July 2016, Russia
unveiled plans for a new $1.4 billion Black Sea Fleet base near Crimea by 2020 that
will serve as Black Sea Fleet headquarters, with ships continuing to dock in Crimea.76
Some Turkish analysts have concluded that, “with the annexation of Crimea, Russia
became the greatest immediate military threat to Turkey once again, as it was during
the Cold War and in the previous two centuries.”77
Although Black Sea security considerations have not yielded frictions between
Turkey and Russia in recent years, growing Russian ambition and relative power in the
region, paired with Turkey’s tendency to turn to NATO during times of threat, could
well present a roadblock to deep and enduring bilateral security relations between the
two nations. Official Turkish statements during and after the 2015–2016 crisis in relations with Russia reflect a wariness about Russia’s military capabilities and intentions
that appears to persist.78 During the crisis, Erdoğan reversed his traditional reluctance
about a NATO presence in the Black Sea, lamenting that NATO is “absent from the
Black Sea. The Black Sea has almost become a Russian lake. If we don’t act now, history will not forgive us.”79 When NATO allies agreed at the July 2016 Warsaw Summit
to initiate a tailored forward presence for the Black Sea region, the Turkish Ministry
of Defense announced that it would contribute to the initiative—despite vocal Russian opposition.80 A future contingency in which Russia uses its military might to
intimidate Turkey or undermine its security interests in the Black Sea or Middle East
will likely be the true test of how this shifting regional military balance will affect the
future course of Turkey’s relations with its NATO allies and with Russia.
Middle East Ambitions
For Russia, a cooperative relationship with Turkey could serve as an important cornerstone as it seeks to expand influence in the Middle East. Divergent approaches by
each government to regional politics, however, seem likely to limit the scope of this
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partnership. Deep Russian concern about Islamist instability in the Caucasus and the
flow of fighters from that region to and from conflicts in the Middle East, as well
as the Kremlin’s penchant for autocratic partners, has underpinned Russian support
for status quo forces across the region, including support for Assad in Syria and for
military rule in Egypt and Libya. Turkey, on the other hand, has sided primarily with
forces for change and is far more comfortable with the forces of political Islam. Additionally, the relationship could suffer if Turkey’s enduring concerns about the potential
for an independent Kurdish statelet are ignored by a utilitarian Russian approach to
the Syria conflict.
Because of a convergence in regional perspectives and policies, prospects for
cooperation looked favorable during the first decade of the 21st century. Both Turkey
and Russia adamantly opposed the U.S. invasion of Iraq, an event that would dramatically shape the dynamics of the region.81 During Ahmet Davutoglu’s early tenure as
Turkey’s foreign minister, his “zero problems with neighbors” and “normalization with
the neighborhood” policies were consistent with the Russian emphasis on Middle Eastern stability.82 However, as Turkey took on a more assertive role in supporting forces of
political Islam during and after the 2011 Arab Awakening, Ankara’s regional agenda
increasingly came in conflict with Moscow’s priorities.83 This tension could be seen,
for example, in the two capitals’ support for opposing sides in the struggles between
the Muslim Brotherhood and military establishments in Egypt and Libya.
Syria has been the major source of bilateral friction since 2011, with Russian
support for Assad initially conflicting with Turkey’s policy favoring regime change
in Syria. For Moscow, the emphasis on maintaining the Assad regime stemmed from
a desire to maintain a close ally in the Middle East region—and specifically a Russian naval base in Tartus, Syria—as well as a preference for autocratic continuity over
regime change and genuine security concerns about the growth of radical Islamist
forces. In 2014, notably, ISIS identified the Caucasus region as a priority sphere of
interest.84 For Turkey, its initial impulse to convince the Assad regime to reform—an
impulse borne from two decades of engagement with Damascus that had led to normalization of relations—evolved into firm calls for regime change, direct support for
the Syrian opposition, and a willingness to permit fighters and weapon shipments to
pass through Turkish territory, which raised concerns both for Russia and for Turkey’s
Western allies. Turkey has also been critical of Russian military and political support
for Syrian Kurdish groups—including the PYD and its militias, which Ankara views
as closely linked to the insurgent PKK in Turkey. The November 2015 airplane inci81
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dent thus can best be understood as a manifestation of deep underlying differences
around the countries’ respective Syria policies.
Russian and Turkish coordination on Syria has been a major element of the recent
rapprochement between the two governments since the latter half of 2016. Following
the reconciliation, Turkey backed away from its position on the necessity of removing
Assad from power and has collaborated with Russia on military and diplomatic initiatives in Syria. Direct consultations on Syria—and bilateral coordination of military
operations—have yielded some concrete initiatives, including a May 2017 agreement
among Russia, Turkey, and Iran to establish four “de-escalation zones” in predominantly
opposition-held parts of Syria. Coming out of the discussions, Erdoğan announced that
Russia and Turkey “have very serious work on our shoulders and a very big responsibility. And I am sure that the steps we take together will change the destiny of the whole
region.”85 Russia remains the dominant power in Syria, and Ankara, which previously
had a relatively free hand, is forced to coordinate its Syria policies with Moscow.
Despite Erdoğan’s optimism, Turkish-Russian cooperation on the Middle East
may be tenuous. The accidental February 2017 killing of Turkish soldiers by Russian
air strikes in northern Syria demonstrated that incidents can take place when two
countries are backing opposing sides in conflict—even if they actively seek to deconflict and even collaborate. The future of regional collaboration could be threatened by
conflict end states that do not take into account Turkish interests, including potential
territorial empowerment of the PYD Kurds. Beyond Syria, Moscow has lately been
seeking to cast itself as a responsible actor in the region to maintain good relations
with all the current governments in the Middle East, including Israel—which have
welcomed Russian engagement.86 This contrasts sharply with Turkey’s recent support
for the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and elsewhere, tense relations with Israel, and
efforts to back Qatar in its conflict with the other Arab Gulf states. Additionally, if
Russia were to find hard evidence of Turkish support for radical Islamist groups—
particularly if these groups were connected to insurgent groups in Russia’s North Caucasus region—it would represent a major flashpoint for the relationship.
Table 6.1 provides a summary assessment of where Turkish and Russian interests are convergent, divergent, or in conflict. Trade and energy have recently been a
core area of cooperation—and the anticipated TurkStream project is likely to further
that trend. Given Russia’s desire to expand its control over European energy markets,
Turkey may need to manage its own ambitions for profit as an energy transit hub.
Internally, Turkey will also need to become more comfortable with its own energy
dependence on Russia, because the deal’s lower gas prices reduce market incentive to
diversify energy sources.
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Table 6.1
Alignment of Turkish Interests with Russian Interests
Neighbor
or Partner
Russia

Converging Interests
•
•
•
•
•

Trade expansion
Energy cooperation
(Russian gas supplies;
nuclear plant)
Tensions with the EU and
West
Arms trade
Illiberalism and authoritarian governance

Diverging Interests
•
•
•
•

Energy transit corridors
Counterterrorism issues
Russian role in the Middle
East, the Caucasus, and
Central Asia
Relations with the United
States

Conflicting Interests
•
•
•
•

Endgame and Russian
presence in Syria
Russian engagement with
the PYD and the YPG
Russian military buildup
in the Black Sea
Turkey’s NATO membership, especially its missile
defense site and other
deployments

Conclusion and Implications for the United States
Examination of five key elements of the Russian-Turkish relationship (expanding bilateral trade and energy ties, undermining Western institutions, supporting authoritarianism, preserving regional autonomy in the Black Sea region, and expanding influence
in the Middle East) indicates that, although some forces may continue to draw the two
countries together in the coming years, there are also significant points of friction and
divergent interests. Whether Russia and Turkey are able to reach a new modus vivendi
or will continue to muddle through in a mix of cooperation and conflict while managing important differences will likely depend, in large part, on Turkish willingness to
acquiesce to expanding Russian ambition in each of the five elements. Even if Turkey
is willing to accommodate Russia on many issues, unintended conflict in any one of
the five could well derail a long-term rapprochement. Nevertheless, U.S. policymakers
should expect Turkey to remain an unpredictable ally that is more willing to work with
Russia at cross purposes on certain issues when its shifting national interests dictate.
The developments in the energy relationship between Russia and Turkey run contrary to U.S. interests that Turkey and other European countries reduce their dependence on Russian energy, and they could limit the U.S. goal of developing multiple
pipeline routes for transmission of Caspian and Central Asian energy. Although the
Russian-Turkish trade relationship has benefited both parties—particularly Turkey—
Russia’s willingness to use trade sanctions as a punitive tool could lead Turkish exporters to look elsewhere for markets. These concerns and likely economic slowdowns in
both countries seem likely to keep total trade volume well below the $100 billion goal.
Russia’s desire to contest and undermine Western institutions presents another set
of opportunities and potential challenges for the relationship. While frustration with
a failed EU membership process and Eurasianist strains within Turkey may fuel nearterm cohesion with Russia, long-term strategic alignment would require that Turkey
take a permanent turn away from its NATO allies—or at least ensure that it did not
side with Western institutions against Russia. This would be a risky course at a time
when Russia is increasingly challenging European security norms and flexing its mili-
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tary prowess. Turkish leaders remain wary of Russian intentions and military capabilities and have repeatedly shown an inclination to turn to the United States and NATO
when times get rough—even though the response has sometimes been disappointing
to Ankara. If Turkey remains closely aligned with NATO policies, military plans, and
operations—particularly on Russia’s periphery—Russia will remain wary of Turkey as
a long-term partner.
A clear trend toward authoritarian rule in both countries has led to mutual support in the face of Western criticism and underscored the role of individual leaders in
determining the course of the bilateral relationship. To ensure that this factor continues to contribute positively to the relationship, Erdoğan—assuming he remains in
power—would need to continue to personally prioritize his relationship with Putin
and avoid the temptation to lash out rhetorically if and when diplomatic crises arise.
He might also need to pursue policies that are sensitive to Russian concerns about radicalism in the South Caucasus and independence movements in the North Caucasus.
However, as was seen during the shootdown crisis, both leaders’ propensity for nationalist rhetoric and an absence of checks on their judgment mean that any bilateral crisis
could quickly spiral should either leader believe that a confrontational stance would
strengthen his domestic position. In general, this development is damaging to U.S.
interests in strengthening democratic institutions in Turkey and combating Russian
efforts to undermine democratic institutions in Europe and the United States, and it
could reemerge as a future source of friction between the United States and Turkey.
Recent Russian investments in its Black Sea Fleet and territorial gains in the littoral region have tipped the Black Sea balance of power in Russia’s favor. Because of its
vulnerability to Russian military and economic pressure, Turkey has pursued a balancing strategy between NATO and Russia. This has led to continued bilateral exercises
with the Russian Navy in the Black Sea, as well as regular TGS and service staff talks.
In light of Russia’s desire to assert Black Sea regional hegemony, Turkey would need
to accept expanding Russian posture and continue to pursue a cooperative approach
to keep the U.S. and NATO presence limited. Such an approach could have tangible
implications for U.S. maritime access during a crisis, as was the case following Russia’s
2008 invasion of Georgia. Alternatively, Russian expansion of maritime military power
in the region could reignite a more zero-sum approach, prompting additional requests
from Ankara for NATO attention to the Black Sea.
Russia’s efforts to expand its influence in the Middle East have featured increasingly assertive policies in Syria while seeking to maintain good relations with governments across the region. To avoid allowing this to become an area of competition,
Turkey would need to accept that Russia’s fundamentally different priorities could
sometimes lead to policy outcomes that diverge from Turkey’s own regional p
 riorities—
and ensure that such differences are managed constructively. Such an approach could
be challenging, given the history of AKP support to political Islam across the region and
deep Turkish concerns about potential Kurdish autonomy. Specifically, Turkey would
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need to accept Russian support for status quo military leaderships in Egypt and Libya
and tread carefully with Islamist groups that Russia deems a security threat. Turkish connection to violent Islamist activity in the Caucasus could prove a deal-breaker
for the Russians. Russian support for a Kurdish state on Turkey’s borders could send
shockwaves through the relationship, although tacit Russian support for the Turkish
assault on Afrin, Syria, may indicate that, on this matter, Moscow prioritizes its relationship with Ankara. The overall relationship with Ankara is an important element of
Moscow’s larger strategy of expanding its influence in the Middle East and challenging
the U.S. predominance in the region.
Of the five elements of the relationship, potential competition in the Black Sea
and conflicting interests in the Middle East appear most likely to present roadblocks
to a deep and enduring partnership between Turkey and Russia. The shootdown crisis
of 2015 demonstrated that economic ties, while currently strong, initially did little
to constrain diplomatically escalatory steps by increasingly autocratic leaders unencumbered by domestic checks and balances. President Erdoğan’s public solicitation
of Western support in the Black Sea following the crisis provided evidence of Turkish
insecurity with Moscow’s naval buildup and instinctive turn toward NATO to counter
a perceived threat.
For the United States, warm, though turbulent, ties between Ankara and Moscow
have exacerbated fractures in a historically close alliance and raised questions about the
future of relations with an ally willing to conduct joint maritime exercises, coordinate
military operations in Syria, and purchase air defense systems from a potential NATO
adversary. But competing interests and potential flashpoints in Turkey’s relations with
Russia make it too early to consider this a new paradigm. As one of the few allies
to have invoked NATO’s collective security commitments in times of duress, Turkey
could well solicit Alliance support during a future crisis with Russia, leaving Washington with a set of policy challenges wholly different from those of today.

CHAPTER SEVEN

Turkey’s Relations with the Caucasus and Central Asia:
Unrealized Ambitions
James Hoobler

The Caucasus has often been an arena for imperial competition among regional powers.
The Ottoman, Russian, and Persian empires have been dominant at different points
in history, and today their successor states continue to compete for geopolitical influence and economic access. Throughout the Cold War, the Caucasus and Central Asia
remained largely closed off to Turkey, as Moscow worked aggressively to undermine
pan-Turkic sentiment and links, especially in such countries as Azerbaijan.1 The independence of former Soviet republics presented new opportunities for Turkish engagement in the region and fed anticipation that Turkey would move to fill some of the
vacuum left after the collapse of the USSR. These expectations were unmet, however,
and Turkey’s engagement in the 1990s and early 2000s remained surprisingly limited.2
Since then, historical legacies, resource constraints, and contemporary politics have
combined and continue to present significant obstacles to Turkish strategy in its eastern neighborhood (see Figure 7.1).3
Despite the governing AKP’s ambitious aspirations to become a major regional
and global power, broader Turkish foreign policy has experienced a series of profound
setbacks in recent years. Contentious relations with the EU and stalemated accession
talks, disagreements within NATO, squabbles with the United States, and backsliding
from democratic norms have all severely strained relations with the West. Turkey’s
regional policy after the Arab Spring and amid the Syrian civil war has been similarly frustrated. There is some evidence in this context that the Caucasus might present Ankara with an attractive neighborhood for redirected strategic attention, as it
appeared to do in the years following the collapse of the Soviet Union.4 Although the
1

Svetlana Savranskaya and Vladislav Zubok, “Cold War in the Caucasus: Notes and Documents from a Conference,” Cold War International History Project Bulletin, No. 14/15, Winter 2013–Spring 2014.

2

Fiona Hill and Ömer Taşpınar, Russia and Turkey in the Caucasus: Moving Together to Preserve the Status Quo?
Paris: Institut Français des Relations Internationales, Russie.Nei.Visions No. 8, 2006a.
3

For a fuller discussion of other factors complicating Turkey’s post-USSR engagement with Central Asia and
the Caucasus, see Larrabee and Lesser, 2003, p. 99.
4

For a broader discussion of rising schools of international security strategy in Turkey, see Gurcan, 2017c.
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Figure 7.1
Map of Turkey, the Caucasus, and Central Asia
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region might present a more benign environment for Ankara’s engagement than the
Middle East does, Turkey’s domestic turmoil and ongoing purges of the state bureaucracy will undermine capacity for sustained and coherent leadership, and Turkey’s economic slowdown and the deterioration of the rule of law may dampen appetites for
investment and eventually trade volume. Additionally, much of Ankara’s appeal to
Tbilisi and, to a lesser extent, Baku was as a bridge to Euro-Atlantic political and security frameworks. The more decisively Turkey turns its back on these ties, the less useful
it is to those in regional governments seeking closer relations with the West. The same
is true if Turkey continues to turn to Russia as a security partner.
At the end of the Cold War, then–Turkish President Turgut Özal envisioned
rekindling historic economic and cultural ties with the five newly independent Turkic
states in Central Asia and the Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan) and opening new trade and energy transit routes, with
Turkey potentially serving as a hub of a new Eurasian community. However, during
the 1990s and early 2000s, Turkey lacked the resources to advance these goals. The
economic, political, and infrastructural ties developed during the Soviet era gave
Russia a favored position in Central Asia at that time, and Russia sought to limit
Turkish inroads. Moreover, most Central Asian governments were focused on consolidating their sovereignty and national identities and were not eager to trade a Soviet
Big Brother for a Turkish one. Over the past decade, China has emerged as the most
dynamic trade and investment partner for Central Asian countries, with the capacity to realize its vision of One Belt and One Road as a modern version of the Silk
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Road.5 Indeed, the land component of this vision, the Silk Road Economic Belt concept encompasses billions of dollars of investments in connectivity and infrastructure
projects to facilitate China’s expansion into new markets and build relationships with
states across the region.6 Although Chinese projects are also viewed with suspicion by
many Central Asians, Turkey has neither the strategic vision nor the financial heft to
compete with Chinese engagement in the region.
Furthermore, despite the hostility of official rhetoric and frequent provocations,
Turkey’s relations with Europe, Russia, the Middle East, and the United States will
remain higher priorities. Thus, even with any attempts at strategic realignment, the
Caucasus and Central Asia will continue to be second- and third-tier theaters for
Turkey, respectively.
Domestic Forces Driving Regional Policy
As discussed in Chapter Two, President Erdoğan has sought to co-opt nationalist votes
to shore up his majority in Parliament. Courting the MHP has been limited,7 however,
even as Erdoğan has adapted his rhetoric and narrative to more readily incorporate conventional nationalist symbolism.8 To the extent that the AKP continues to rely more
heavily on MHP constituencies for a governing coalition, it is likely that these ethnonationalist strains of historical ideology will play a more prominent role in narratives
of Turkish history and identity—narratives that lend themselves well to expressions
of affinity with and overtures to the Caucasus and Central Asia. Indeed, the MHP’s
manifesto has emphasized the history, culture, and values that Turkey shares with the
Caucasus and Central Asia; Turkey’s role as a bridge to and leader in these regions; and
the commonality of interest and need for increased political and economic cooperation
with these neighboring nations.9 While this historical kinship and Eurasian vision is
thus likely to be cited with growing frequency and fervor in the short to medium term,
practical shortcomings and the reality of Turkey’s geopolitical situation mean that such
solidarity is likely to remain as much rhetorical as it is concrete.
5

Victoria Kelly-Clarke, “Why Is Central Asia Dumping Russia for China?” Global Risks Insights, May 23, 2016.
For the Chinese official exposition of the concept, see China Internet Information Center, “The Silk Road Economic Belt,” webpage, undated.

6

International Crisis Group, Central Asia’s Silk Road Rivalries, Brussels, Report No. 245, July 2017b. For an
assessment of the security implications, see Richard Ghiasy and Jiayi Zhou, The Silk Road Economic Belt: Considering Security Implications and EU–China Cooperation Prospects, Stockholm: Stockholm Peace Research Institute,
2017, pp. 19–43.
7 Blaise Misztal, Nicholas Danforth, and Jessica Michek, What’s Next for Turkey: Authoritarian Stability or
Chaos? Washington D.C.: Bipartisan Policy Center, May 2017.
8

Nicholas Danforth, “The New Turkey: One Nation, Indivisible, Under God,” War on the Rocks, June 24, 2017.

9

Nationalist Movement Party, Ülkenin Gelecegi [Future of the Country], Ankara, November 2015.
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Similarly, although Tbilisi and Baku look to Ankara as a partial counterbalance
to Moscow’s power in the region, Turkey will continue to approach regional security
with some circumspection, aware that it cannot afford to be too confrontational with
Russia. This was painfully clear to Tbilisi in 2008, when Ankara expressed tepid rhetorical support for Georgia following the Russian invasion of South Ossetia but also
sought to balance relations with Russia by advancing a vague regional stability dialogue and accommodating Russian security concerns in the Black Sea by limiting U.S.
access and even hosting a Russian commander aboard a Turkish Navy frigate.10 Morerecent developments, detailed in Chapter Six, have likely led Georgian officials to conclude that Turkey has neither the ability nor the intention to forcefully oppose Russian
preponderance in the region. Wariness over Moscow’s role is not misplaced: Crimea
and South Ossetia loom large in recent memory, and Russia continues to assertively
exercise hard and soft power in the region, arming both Armenia and Azerbaijan,
enhancing and possibly expanding its military presence in Armenia, and occasionally
stoking frozen conflicts to ensure that they remain unresolved.11
Nevertheless, Turkey remains committed to soft integration in the region and
development of an east-west economic and security axis. Georgia and Azerbaijan have
cooperated since the 1990s to maintain a corridor to Turkey that has facilitated the
development of (1) a range of energy and other infrastructure projects and (2) bilateral and trilateral security cooperation, described later in this chapter.12 Turkey’s trade
with Azerbaijan and Georgia has increased substantially over the past two decades.
In 1995, Turkey’s total annual trade volume was $183.1 million with Azerbaijan and
$118.3 million with Georgia. By 2014, this trade had increased to $3.2 billion and
almost $1.7 billion, respectively, making Turkey Azerbaijan’s fourth-largest and Georgia’s second-largest trading partner after the EU as a whole. Baku and Tbilisi do not
rank among Turkey’s top ten import or export markets, however, which underscores
the asymmetry of the countries’ economic relations.13 Turkish companies have also

10

See Aliriza, 2008. Erdoğan advanced a Caucasus Cooperation and Stability Pact, which included the two
combatants plus Armenia and Azerbaijan, as the main element of Turkish policy. The idea, consistent with Turkey’s “zero problems” strategy at that time, gained no support from either Moscow or the Caucasus governments.
As noted in Chapter Six, following the 2008 Russian invasion of South Ossetia, Turkish authorities denied a U.S.
request to transit two hospital ships, which exceeded Montreux Convention weight limits, through the Turkish
Straits, but the authorities did approve the passage of three smaller U.S. military vessels to provide humanitarian
relief to Georgia.
11

Ereli, 2016.

12

See Andrew C. Kuchins, Jeffrey Mankoff, and Oliver Backes, Azerbaijan in a Reconnecting Eurasia: Foreign
Economic and Security Interests, Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and International Studies, June 2016,
pp. 9–10.
13

European Commission, Directorate-General for Trade, “European Union, Trade in Goods with Turkey,”
June 11, 2018.
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undertaken major construction projects in Azerbaijan and been significant investors in
the tourism and manufacturing sectors.14
Several semi-overlapping, high-level dialogue platforms, trade initiatives, and
regional cooperation mechanisms have emerged in the Black Sea and Caucasus region
since the end of the Cold War, some of which have been heavier on process than
substance.15 Most prominent among them is BSEC, a Turkish government initiative
launched in 1992 with the goal of fostering a new era of economic cooperation, regional
integration, and stability. The member countries, including several energy suppliers and
transit countries, had realized significant growth between 2000 and the 2008 global
financial crisis, driven largely by expanding trade with EU countries.16 Although BSEC
and affiliated bodies have contributed to the expansion of intraregional commerce,
divergent political and economic interests of member states have limited integration,
and the institution played no role in either the Georgia or the Ukraine conflicts. Ahead
of Turkey’s hosting of the 25th BSEC summit in Istanbul in 2017, government media
highlighted the organization’s potential for Turkey in light of the “all-time low” in
relations with the EU and Turkey’s “search for alternatives to the EU.”17 However, the
heterogeneity of regional economies, unresolved conflicts, and competing Russian economic integration efforts seem likely to thwart those aspirations.
Russia has sought to use the Commonwealth of Independent States and the Eurasian Economic Union to promote regional economic integration with post-Soviet
states and to reestablish a dominant sphere of influence in the region. The Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), a military alliance of six post-Soviet states
(including Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, and Tajikistan), has
also been used by Moscow as a mechanism for advancing this agenda in the security
domain, including for regional peacekeeping missions.18
Russia has also used frozen conflicts in the region to reinforce these divisions,
particularly the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan in Nagorno-Karabakh. The
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe’s Minsk Process, launched in
1994 and chaired by Russia, France, and the United States, has failed to resolve the
14

Kemal Kirişci and Andrew Moffatt, “Turkey and the South Caucasus: An Opportunity for Soft Regionalism?” Regional Security Issues: 2015, April 25, 2016, pp. 74–75. All trade figures in this paragraph are in current
dollars.
15

For a list of the various forums, see Commission on the Black Sea, A 2020 Vision for the Black Sea Region,
Gütersloh, Germany: Bertelsmann Stiftung, May 2010, pp. 45–48.
16

Ludwig Schulz and Colin Dürkop, “The Organization of the Black Sea Economic Cooperation (BSEC)—
A Mechanism for Integration in a Geopolitically Sensitive Area,” Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung, Country Report,
November 10, 2014, pp. 3–4, 8.
17
18

“Black Sea Economic Cooperation Organization: Turkey’s Third Option,” Daily Sabah, December 15, 2016.

There was speculation in 2017 that CSTO exercises in Russia, Armenia, and Kazhakstan were preparing
forces for a peacekeeping mission in Syria (Joshua Kucera, “As Russian Military Exercises in Armenia, Is Syria on
Its Mind?” Eurasianet, October 10, 2017).
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conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan. There is little prospect of a peaceful settlement any time soon, and there have been recent flare-ups in violence along the lines
of contact. Although Turkey is a member of the Minsk Group, it has criticized the
platform for being too slow in helping Azerbaijan recover its lost territory, and Ankara
has played a secondary role in the negotiations.19 Over the past five years, Turkey has
increased military and defense industrial cooperation with Azerbaijan, discussed further later in this chapter.20
Turkey has also hoped to facilitate the transfer of Turkmen and Central Asian gas
to Europe across the Caspian and through Azerbaijan, lessening European reliance on
Russian gas and undermining Russian energy leverage. Thus far, however, these hopes
have been unmet: The only pipelines out of Turkmenistan are heading east to China,
and plans for the Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline have stalled due to costs, declining relevance and European demand, concerns about Turkmen reserves, and legal disputes
over the status of the Caspian arising from Russian and Iranian obstruction.21 Russia
has also pressured Turkmenistan by backing out of contracts and offering more-favorable terms to its neighbors, and Ashgabat’s situation is worsened by its debt to China,
the probable loss of Iran as a gas customer, and the likely insurmountable hurdles
facing a proposed Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India pipeline.22 The obstacles
facing the Trans-Caspian pipeline are thus profound, undermining Turkish efforts to
connect Caspian and Central Asian gas to European markets.
As discussed in Chapter Six, Moscow has thwarted development of the TransCaspian pipeline; offered commercial incentives to enhance bilateral energy cooperation with Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan; and used its control over major export routes to ensure energy dominance and force price concessions.23
Turkey and the Caucasus
Azerbaijan and Turkey: One Nation, Two States

Strong cultural, linguistic, and historical ties have contributed to the close political and
security alliance between Ankara and Baku. Turkey views Azerbaijan as a trade and
energy partner and link to the resource-rich Caspian and Turkic Central Asia, while
Azerbaijan looks to Turkey as a patron, major ally, and link to the Euro-Atlantic world.
19
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20
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These ties are as strong on the popular level as they are politically, and polls show that
more than 70 percent of Turks view Azerbaijan as their nation’s best friend.24
While eschewing substantive liberal reforms, Baku has sought closer ties with
the West to balance Russian support for Armenia and regional hegemony. In this
respect, Turkey’s illiberal backsliding may lead it to sense more affinity with Azerbaijan, because both countries seek to reap selective benefits of political and economic
alignment with the West while opting out of the democratic norms associated with full
integration. This like-mindedness, however, is somewhat qualified by the AKP’s growing religiosity and social conservatism—inclinations that Azerbaijan’s secular government does not share.
Ankara’s relations with Moscow have been tested in recent years. Although the
initial crises following the downing of the Russian jet in late 2015 and assassination
of the Russian ambassador to Turkey in late 2016 were subsequently addressed, they
did highlight to Ankara the importance of diversified energy sources, adding urgency
to the acceleration of domestic capacity and partnerships with Azerbaijan, such as the
Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline.25
More generally, such energy and connectivity projects continue to form the
broader bedrock of bilateral ties between Baku and Ankara, because the projects tend
to align with the countries’ geostrategic aspirations and economic incentives. Public
and private Azerbaijani firms also continue to invest extensively in strategic sectors of
the Turkish economy, further solidifying ties and influence.26
Though initially caught somewhat off guard by the progress of the Zurich Protocols in 2009, Baku moved quickly to ensure that Ankara did not normalize relations
with Yerevan in the absence of a satisfactory resolution to the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute. The restoration of the lost provinces of Nagorno-Karabakh remains the lodestar
of Azerbaijan’s foreign policy, and the issue remains the biggest stumbling block to
regional development and long-term stability. Despite whatever peacemaking ambitions Turkey might once have had,27 its ability to serve as a mediator is obviously complicated by its own fraught history with Armenia.28
Because of Moscow’s influential role with respect to the Nagorno-Karabakh issue
and in an effort to play a regional peacemaker, Azerbaijan has sought to balance relations with NATO members and Russia. The Azeris joined NATO’s Partnership for
24
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Peace in 1994 and have pursued limited military training and technology cooperation with Turkey since then. Baku also signed the Collective Security Treaty with
nine other post-Soviet states but did not agree to its extension in 1999. Dissatisfaction with the Minsk Process and deepening security cooperation between Russia and
A rmenia—including a 2010 agreement that extends Moscow’s lease on its military
base in Gyumri, Armenia, to 2044—moved the Azeris to deepen cooperation with
Turkey. In response to a bilateral defense agreement signed between Moscow and Yerevan a couple of months before that 2010 agreement, Baku and Ankara signed a symbolic but somewhat vague Agreement on Strategic Partnership and Mutual Support in
late 2010, in which they pledged to deploy “all possible means” to assist one another in
the case of armed aggression and pursue more combined exercises and expanded armaments cooperation.29 This did not, however, lead to deployments of Turkish troops
on Azerbaijani soil, reflecting both countries’ desire to not provoke Baku’s neighbors
excessively. Georgia also participates in some aspects of this cooperation, including trilateral security consultations and initiatives to protect critical infrastructure.30
Armenia

Armenia’s bilateral relationship with Turkey is dominated not just by the 1992–1994
war over Nagorno-Karabakh but also by the legacies of 1915. At the end of World
War I, the Turkish government massacred or forcibly expelled most of the Armenians
living in the Ottoman Empire, and Armenia, other governments, and most historians
consider these events to have amounted to a genocide.31 Historical memory in both
countries has since remained highly sensitive and politicized, and nationalist politics
have continued to complicate hopes for resolution and closure around the incidents.32
Following a limited opening in 2008, the two governments negotiated bilateral
protocols in Zurich in October 2009. These Zurich Protocols set out a pathway for
reestablishing formal diplomatic relations, opening the neighbors’ shared border, and
creating a joint history commission to address the issue of the Armenian genocide,

29
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but they were never ratified.33 The 2015 centennial highlighted the ongoing relevance
of this dispute: On the same day as Yerevan’s formal anniversary observance, Ankara
held commemorations of the Ottoman Empire’s success in the Gallipoli Campaign
during World War I, leading to dueling remembrances and the speculation by some
that Turkey was seeking to distract from the Armenian ceremony. This suspicion was
expressed candidly in Yerevan and was at least partly responsible for then–Armenian
President Serzh Sargsyan’s decision to withdraw the 2009 Zurich Protocols from parliamentary consideration.34 Though already then stalled, the talks had been part of
an initially promising effort at Turkish-Armenian diplomatic normalization that had
run aground largely over Azerbaijan’s protestations that the protocols did not precondition the restoration of diplomatic ties on the resolution of the Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict and on Armenian demands regarding the designation of the events of 1915.
Although the Turkish government has made some conciliatory statements around the
100th anniversary of 1915 and formally expresses its willingness to solve the ongoing
border closure and blockade dating to the Nagorno-Karabakh war,35 neither dispute
appears near solution, and bilateral ties remain suspended. The role of the Armenian
diaspora and nationalist politics in these issues has hardened Yerevan’s position and
made pragmatic diplomacy difficult, which complicates Armenia’s efforts to alleviate
its economic and strategic isolation.36
For its part, Ankara continues to link the restoration of diplomatic ties with
Yerevan to “improvement” in Armenian-Azerbaijani relations,37 and the resumption
of sporadic violence in April 2016 and January 2017 along the line of contact in the
disputed region suggests that such progress is unlikely in the near future. Indeed, the
security situation has declined markedly since 2016, and observers warn that the likelihood of escalation has increased significantly.38 Turkey remains closely aligned with
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Azerbaijan,39 and growing trilateral defense cooperation among Ankara, Baku, and
Tbilisi has led to increasing concern in Yerevan.40 Armenia also watches economic
slumps and political turmoil in Turkey and Azerbaijan with unease, fearing that instability in its unfriendly neighbors could increase chances of conflict arising from resurgent nationalism.41
Armenia’s economic and political isolation in the region following the Nagorno-
Karabakh conflict has left it heavily dependent on Russia for trade, energy, and security. This reliance is both evidenced and compounded by Armenian participation
in the Eurasian Economic Union and CSTO,42 despite attempts to balance engagement with the West and hedge against full dependence on Russia. As elsewhere in the
neighborhood of the Commonwealth of Independent States, Moscow’s policy toward
Yerevan involves a heavy mix of inducement and coercion and the maintenance of
political, economic, and security leverage over its former satellites. Turkey’s attempt at
normalization with Armenia in 2009 miscalculated the salience of several factors in
the regional balance, including Russia’s determination that Armenia’s strategic vulnerability remain acute.
This exposure is increased not just because Eurasian Economic Union and
CSTO membership are designed to be exclusive of broader Western integration but
also because Armenia has remained under a partial economic blockade since the end
of its war with Azerbaijan in 1994, with both the Turkish and Azerbaijani borders
closed. Armenia’s only open borders are with Iran to the south and Georgia to the
north. Although Armenia’s bilateral trade with both countries has grown in recent
years, it remains limited. Yerevan is seeking to serve as a broker for Iranian transit trade
with the Eurasian Economic Union; however, it faces competition from Baku, and
Tbilisi wants concessions from Russia on the breakaway issues before helping Armenia
develop this corridor.43 Armenia’s economic isolation is thus compounded by Iran’s
economic constraints and the volatility of Georgia’s relations with Russia.
Armenia’s defense ties with Russia also have continued to deepen in recent years,
including the sale of a joint air defense system and Iskander short-range ballistic missiles, as well as the establishment of joint ground forces in late 2016.44 Although the
39
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air defense system apparently does not cover Nagorno-Karabakh and the joint ground
forces remain operationally untested, these efforts clearly represent an attempt to build
on the arms sales and troop presence that have been the foundation of Russia’s security
relationship with Armenia since independence. Indeed, a weapon sale amounting to
$200 million was announced in early 2016, which included rocket launchers, anti-tank
guided missiles, anti-tank rockets, man-portable air defense systems, and electronic
warfare systems, as well as upgrades to various vehicles and tanks.45 Furthermore, some
5,000 Russian troops are posted at the Russian 102nd military base at Gyumri, a short
distance from the Turkish border and the city of Kars in Turkey’s northeast.46
Yerevan’s isolation is worsened by major infrastructure and connectivity projects
bypassing Armenia, including the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline,47 the Baku-TbilisiKars railway,48 and the International North-South Transport Corridor.49 Rival northsouth infrastructure projects, such as the proposed gas pipeline linking Georgia and
Iran through Armenia, have sputtered,50 failing to relieve the country’s economic
seclusion.
Georgia

Turkey values Georgia as a trade and energy partner and a crucial link to Azerbaijan,
through which it reaches the Caspian, Central Asia, and China. Georgia’s primary
geostrategic goal for some time has been NATO and EU accession and proactive alignment with broader Euro-Atlantic institutions. Georgia traditionally saw Turkey as a
link to this order and a bridge to Europe and the West. This has also been confluent
with Georgia’s energy and trade strategy, in which Georgia has sought to maximize
its role as an east-west transit corridor in such initiatives as the Interstate Oil and Gas
Transportation to Europe program, the Central Asian Regional Economic Cooper
ation program, the Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline, the Transport Corridor
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Europe Caucasus Asia program, the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan pipeline, and the BakuTbilisi-Kars railway.51
Ministers from both countries also work together closely in such forums as the
High Level Strategic Cooperation Council (a bilateral forum) and trilateral meeting
mechanisms with Azerbaijan. These relations add high-level impetus to working-level
diplomatic and defense coordination, strong trade and investment links, and regular
business interaction. The three governments initiated trilateral meetings of defense
ministers in 2012 and have held regular talks among their chiefs of defense staff and
several field training exercises. At high-level meetings in Georgia in May and October
2017, the three agreed to expand defense ties, including additional combined exercises and cooperation in defense industry, counterterrorism, military education, and
military medicine.52 In June 2017, special forces from the three countries conducted a
field training exercise in Georgia called Caucasian Eagle, which focused on protecting
regional energy pipelines and rail lines.53 Unlike the frequently negative coverage of
Ankara’s Western allies, the coverage from government-controlled media in Turkey is
often very positive about cooperation with Georgia, emphasizing the commonality of
interest and partnership between the countries.54
Although these extensive and diverse ties have helped Turkish-Georgian relations
remain strong on multiple levels, Georgia has also been disappointed to realize that
51
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Turkey, while always an indispensable neighbor, will not be a reliable security partner
against Russia and will likely be progressively less helpful as a link to the West.
In addition, bilateral ties are somewhat strained by lower-level concerns. For
example, some Georgians resent perceived Turkish economic dominance, and the presence of the others’ minority populations and cultural and religious heritage sites in
each country leads to occasional tension. Turkey’s continued contact with the de facto
government of separatist Abkhazia remains a sore point in Georgia, as well.55
Turkey and Central Asia
Turkish policy toward Central Asia has gone through several relatively distinct periods. After maintaining a largely deferential posture toward Moscow during the Cold
War, Ankara saw opportunities for expansion into the region after the fall of the Soviet
Union, partly enabled by ethno-linguistic ties and a sense of historical connection.
When the Central Asian countries gained independence after 1991, Turkish leaders
envisioned reviving cultural and economic links among Turkic peoples and forming a
Turkic Union that would enhance the sovereignty and development of their new partners and expand Turkey’s influence. President Özal convened a summit of the presidents of the five Turkic-speaking states in 1992 to initiate this cooperation. There were
nine more gatherings that issued declarations of goodwill and openness to cooperation,
but they produced few concrete results.
By the time of the AKP’s rise to power in the early 2000s, Turkey’s ambitions in
Central Asia moderated in the face of a reassertive Russia, and Ankara increasingly
prioritized the more proximate Caucasus and Caspian littoral states.56 Turkey’s diminished attentions in the 2000s may also have been due, in part, to the AKP’s prioritization of religious over ethnic affinity, leading to greater focus on the Middle East, where
Islam found greater political and social salience.57 The coolness of Turkey’s relations
with the region may also have resulted from the reluctance of the Turkic Central Asian
states to exchange Soviet tutelage for that of a Turkish “elder brother.”58
At the 2009 summit of the presidents of the Turkic-speaking states, the presidents of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Turkey signed the Nakhchivan
Agreement, which established the Cooperation Council of Turkic Speaking States to
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promote trade and investment among member states (Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan
chose not to join). While Özal’s vision has not been realized and these summits have
not undertaken grand initiatives, the Central Asian governments do appear to value
them as another forum where they have equal standing with a leading developed country in the context of deepening geopolitical competition in the region between Russia
and China.59
The Turkish government has provided considerable development assistance to
Central Asian countries, and several nongovernmental organizations, including the
Gülen movement, have been active in promoting education and civil society. Since
1992, the Turkish government has provided the Central Asian states with billions of
dollars of credit and financing support through TİKA, which was founded with the
express purpose of supporting development in these “ancestral lands.” TİKA’s assistance supported economic, social, and cultural programs in its early years and, since
1995, has concentrated on education and culture.60 Overall, Turkish official development assistance has grown substantially between 2002 and 2015, and total grants to
the five Central Asian states totaled $265 million in 2015.61 Turkey is not the only economic player in the region, however, and Turkish engagement is heavily outweighed by
Chinese investment. Beijing’s trade with Uzbekistan was worth $3 billion in 2015, and
its investment in Kazakhstan reached nearly $24 million in the same year. China’s military aid and energy investment in Turkmenistan has also been profound, and energy
ties in other Central Asian countries have grown similarly.62
Turkey’s relations with the Central Asian states have also ebbed and flowed in
response to Ankara’s relations with Moscow. The Central Asian states continue to
pursue a delicate balancing act in their own relations with Moscow. During the 2015–
2016 crisis in Turkish-Russian relations following the Turkish downing of a Russian
jet, Central Asian governments appeared concerned that they too could be subject to
sanctions. To Ankara’s dismay, at a December 2015 summit of the Commonwealth of
Independent States in Moscow, the Central Asian governments joined other members
in calling on Turkey to apologize to Russia for the incident. Moscow took other actions
to undermine Turkey’s relations with Central Asian countries, including suspending
negotiations with Ankara on establishing a free-trade zone with the Eurasian Economic Union and freezing transit permits to Turkish truckers, which disrupted Turkish exports to Central Asia.63
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Turkey has also pursued modest bilateral security and defense cooperation with
several Central Asian governments, particularly Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. Hundreds of military personnel from have been trained in Turkey, and Ankara has supported various law enforcement training efforts.64 Turkish military sales to Central
Asia are relatively modest, however, and Russia and Israel are much bigger suppliers.
With equal funding from their two governments, the Turkish defense company Aselsan concluded a $44 million agreement in 2013 with Kazakhstan Engineering to coproduce military equipment, including thermal imaging and night vision devices for
export, and the companies have been seeking contracts in helicopter maintenance.65
Turkey has also provided $13 million in military aid to Kyrgyzstan.
Turkish cooperation with Central Asian militaries is also pursued in multilateral settings. Turkey hosts one of the six NATO Partnership for Peace training centers, where Central Asian forces have engaged in exercises. Turkey also contributes in
the NATO-led exercise Steppe Eagle, which involves NATO and Central Asian partner militaries and takes place in Kazakhstan, despite its membership in the CSTO.66
Although these areas of cooperation and exchange contribute to some linkages, they
are heavily outweighed by Russian preponderance in the region’s security architecture.
Table 7.1 provides a summary assessment of where Turkish interests are convergent, divergent, or in conflict with those of states in the Caucasus and Central Asia.
Table 7.1
Alignment of Turkish Interests with Caucasian and Central Asian Interests
Neighbor or
Partner
Caucasus

Converging Interests
•
•
•

Central Asia

•
•

Diverging Interests

Development of connectivity and infrastructure
for trade and energy
Facilitation of wider
economic links with
Europe
Turkey’s alignment
with Azerbaijan on the
Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict

•

Some trade and
development ties
Minor security
cooperation

•
•

•
•

Conflicting Interests

Baku’s and Tbilisi’s
•
efforts for closer political
and security ties with
Europe
Georgia’s desire for
stronger support against
Russia
•
Turkish deference to
Russia in the Black Sea
region

Differences between
Turkey and Armenia on
the Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict and whether to
refer to Turkey’s actions
in 1915 as genocide
Armenian provision of
military basing to Russia

Alignment with Russia
•
Turkic integration limited
by Central Asian nations’
quest to deepen national
identity

Official secularism versus
Islamism
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Conclusion and Implications for the United States
Potential trajectories of Turkish involvement in the Caucasus and Central Asia can be
grouped into three broad scenarios.
First, continued erosion of ties with the West and a frustrated policy toward the
Middle East and North Africa could lead Turkey to turn eastward, reprioritizing its
neighborhood and investing in leadership with the states of the Caucasus and Turkic
Central Asia. This scenario might see ambitious Turkish courtship of economic partnerships and a reemphasis of pan-Turkic culture that would appeal to resurgent nationalisms and shared history while playing to Turkey’s regional strengths and strategic
geography to effectively exploit opportunities in trade and energy development.
A second scenario could see a moderately increased level of Turkish outreach,
characterized by constrained and limited commitment and uneven appetite for new
engagement. This reorientation would see mixed success, with its efficacy undermined
by structural factors, inconsistent execution, persistently low oil prices, and a somewhat
impaired capacity for strategic planning.
A third scenario could see a Caucasus and Central Asia policy of deep neglect and
inertia, in which Turkey is consumed by domestic instability and successive crises and
loses interest and capacity to achieve this strategic vision in its diplomacy. Hamstrung
by political infighting and micromanagement, a purged and sidelined foreign policy
apparatus would be incapable of sustaining a coherent policy or effective engagement.
There is little historical or present evidence to suggest the likelihood of the first
scenario. Turkey’s ambitions in these regions were disappointed even during the relatively permissive and opportune 1990s, and there is little reason to expect more success
as Turkey’s geostrategic position and relevant relationships have become only more
complex in the decades since.
Under current circumstances, the second scenario is most probable in light of
Turkey’s current trajectory, in which repeated setbacks and miscalculations have undermined Ankara’s regional strategy and tempered its aspirations. Increasing descent into
the third scenario also remains a significant possibility if Turkey’s domestic climate
continues to deteriorate and the national security establishment continues to suffer
from politicization and the sustained loss of human capital.
As is evident in Table 7.1, Turkey’s relations with the Caucasus and Central Asia
will likely remain secondary to its ties with Russia and the West. Given the extent to
which Ankara’s political and economic links with its eastern neighbors have been built
around connectivity to Europe, their relevance will likely decline further if Turkey’s
ability to bridge East and West continues to diminish.
Nevertheless, Turkey’s ongoing commitment to advancing integration among the
South Caucasus states through measured security cooperation with Georgia and Azerbaijan is confluent with U.S. and European interests in the region because it helps
bolster the sovereignty and independence of these states. U.S. and Turkish interests
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also remain aligned insofar as both still wish to see Turkey become an increasingly
important and strategic partner for European energy needs and grow in its role as an
east-west economic corridor.
Turkey’s continued, though limited, engagement in Central Asia broadly supports U.S. strategic interests, as articulated in the 2017 U.S. National Security Strategy,
of helping states in the region strengthen their integration into the global economy,
resist domination by Russia and China, and support global counterterrorism efforts.67
The development assistance provided by the Turkish government and various non
governmental organizations, along with growing commercial trade, investment, and
construction projects, can help diversify and broaden Central Asian economies and
their foreign policy orientations. Such broadening can then contribute to political stability and a gradual lessening of the nations’ diplomatic reliance on Russia and China.
Turkey also engages with its Central Asian partners in modest bilateral security and defense cooperation efforts, supports NATO Partnership for Peace exercises,
and assists in the training of Central Asian military and police forces. To the extent
that these contribute to the professionalization of these forces and their competence as
responsible security actors, these efforts will also be positive and constructive. Turkey
will not be an effective partner in encouraging democratic reforms in the Caucasus and
Central Asia, however, and Ankara’s approach to its southern border during much of
the Syrian civil war suggests that partnering in counterterror efforts may not be a high
priority in its engagement with Central Asian states.
Finally, Ankara’s long-standing political and cultural ties to Afghanistan are
likely to ensure its continued involvement in the NATO Resolute Support mission in
Afghanistan, as discussed in Chapter Eight.
Ultimately, although Turkish engagement in the Caucasus and Central Asia faces
profound obstacles, these are regions where most U.S. and Turkish interests are broadly
aligned, and the United States will seek to encourage Turkish success and the positive trends noted in this chapter. However, Ankara will continue to be considerate of
the fact that the regions are more central to the security calculations of Moscow than
those of Washington and that Russia remains more willing and able to bring to bear
sustained pressure on its neighboring regions.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Turkey’s Relations with Europe, the European Union, and
NATO: Reaching an Inflection Point
Magdalena Kirchner and Stephen J. Flanagan

EU governments have long viewed Turkey not only as one of the Union’s most important neighbors and trading partners but also as a membership candidate whose strategic relevance had been reconfirmed in recent years by the dramatically increased
challenges of migration and foreign terrorist transit. The question of whether Turkey
is a part, partner, or neighbor of Europe has been highly contested on both sides.
Hopes that EU membership would resolve this issue were frustrated by an accession
process that has stalled since 2005. Given developments over the past few years, many
experts now see this delay as Turkish EU membership’s deathbed (meaning formal
suspension). How successful Turkey and the EU manage differences on migration,
travel, counterterrorism efforts, NATO and EU cooperation, and Cyprus will determine the longevity of the accession process and the development of alternative futures
for the relationship.
Turkey’s security relationship with NATO allies has had its ups and downs over
the past six decades. Throughout the Cold War, Turkey’s European and North American allies saw it as a reliable and capable, albeit sometimes difficult, ally in a dangerous
part of the world and as the cornerstone of the southern flank against Soviet expansion and the spread of the Iranian revolution after 1979. This view has generally prevailed since 1989, as Turkey has made valuable contributions to NATO efforts to deal
with evolving Euro-Atlantic and global security challenges. However, shifting Turkish
interests and pursuit of policies that are sometimes at odds with the NATO consensus,
as well as the Alliance’s hesitancy about assisting Turkey in countering threats from
its southern neighbors, have triggered intermittent strains in Alliance relations. Some
circles in Turkey have also begun to question whether NATO is relevant in addressing
the country’s most pressing security concerns—countering terrorism and separatism—
and argue that Turkey engagement in Eurasian political and security arrangements
would better serve Turkish interests.
Turkey’s relationships with both the EU and NATO may be reaching critical
inflection points with important implications for U.S. interests and transatlantic
security.
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Relations with the European Union
Turkey’s Bid for Membership

Turkey’s relationship with an integrating Europe has followed a long and torturous
course over the past six decades. Turkey applied for associate membership in the European Economic Community in 1959. The two parties signed an association agreement
in 1963, and that cooperation framework led to the establishment of a limited customs union in 1995. The European Parliament conditioned ratification of the customs
union on Turkey’s pursuit of certain political reforms, which Ankara undertook. The
introduction of conditionality at the outset of the relationship helped set Turkey on a
reform course and ultimately paved the way for it to become an EU candidate country.1
The customs union covers all industrial goods but does not address agriculture
(except processed agricultural products), services, or public procurement. Certain bilateral trade concessions apply to agricultural, coal, and steel products. The EU countries have been Turkey’s leading trading and investment partner, by far, over the past
30 years. Of Turkey’s global trade, 41 percent is with the EU. Turkey’s exports to EU
countries have grown enormously, from 35 percent of volume in 1950 to more than
55 percent by the mid-1990s. As of 2019, 44 percent of Turkey’s exports are bound for
EU countries, making it the Union’s fifth-largest source of imports. About 38 percent
of Turkey’s imports today come from Europe, making it the EU’s fourth-largest export
market.2 More than 70 percent of foreign direct investment in Turkey has come from
EU member states in recent years.3
Although then–Turkish Prime Minister Turgut Özal applied for full membership
in 1987 and Turkey was declared eligible to join in 1999, it was not until 2004 that
EU leaders agreed to start accession negotiations on October 3, 2005. The negotiations
were to happen after Ankara completed additional reforms and extended its association agreement and customs union with the European Economic Community to the
EU’s ten new member states, including the Republic of Cyprus—a decision that was,
however, never ratified by the Turkish Parliament. In contrast to other enlargement
projects, the Turkish negotiations took a negative turn almost immediately after their
initiation.4 In October 2006, the EU’s enlargement commissioner Olli Rehn warned
that differences over Cyprus, Turkey’s record on human rights and media freedom,
and other issues could lead to a “train crash.”5 Two months later, the European Coun1
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cil decided to suspend negotiations on eight of 35 chapters because of Turkey’s refusal
to open its ports and airports to Greek Cypriot ships and aircraft in accordance with a
1970 protocol to the association agreement with the European Economic Community.6 Ankara had linked these actions to further steps by the EU and Greek Cypriots to
end the economic isolation of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.7
European leaders, including then–French President Nicolas Sarkozy and German
Chancellor Angela Merkel, became more explicit in articulating their opposition to
Turkey’s membership in the EU and suggested a “privileged partnership” as an alternative. Mounting doubts in Turkey about Europe’s willingness to ultimately offer membership led to a diminished commitment by officials and the public to pursue the
requisite reforms. In addition, the EU’s expectation that it would take Turkey a decade
or more to implement those reforms was at odds with Turkey’s expectations that it
should be granted membership quickly. Ankara’s frustration led to a series of rhetorical
excesses and brinkmanship.8 In the context of contentious debates in member countries
on enlargement following the 2008 European debt crisis and official statements from
Ankara that Turkey would be “proudly and pretentiously becoming a self-declared
regional power with no need of EU norms,”9 the European Commission launched a
so-called Positive Agenda to overcome stagnation in fields of mutual interests.10
Turkey made fitful progress on some of the acquis communautaire, with the Commission agreeing to open negotiations on one or two new chapters each year until
2013.11 Progress stalled, however, because of the ongoing Cyprus conflict and the
German and Dutch veto to the opening of Chapter 22 (regional policy and coordination of structural instruments) in June 2013 in response to Ankara’s violent repres-
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sion of domestic protests.12 As discussed in Chapter Two of this report, the authorities’ brutal eviction of participants in a sit-in protesting the development of Taksim
Gezi Park in central Istanbul triggered anti-government demonstrations by more than
3 million people across Turkey, and the demonstrations were forcefully repressed by
police. Ankara’s actions sparked harsh criticism in European capitals and from the
European Parliament.13
Both Turkish and European commitment for Turkey’s accession diminished
during this period, and the question of whether either side will walk away from the
negotiation table resurfaces frequently.14 In Turkey, those who perceive the accession
talks as an “annoying reminder of the country’s deficits as a liberal democracy” would
be eager to follow Erdoğan in his repeated call to “cut our own umbilical cord” if the
EU will not finally “make up its mind” on Turkey’s membership.15 Still, leaving the
EU track would have an impact on trade and investment policy and would be accompanied by economic costs that are not yet foreseeable. Experts assume that, if nego12
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tiations were suspended, at least some of the enormous European investments would
be redirected. In addition, the contractual basis for EU-Turkish economic relations
would be “scaled down from a customs union to a free trade agreement.”16 Being in
a customs union without the membership perspective would be highly disadvantageous for Turkey because Turkey would then be obliged to implement more than
50 free trade agreements that the EU has with other states, and regional organizations
without these entities would, in turn, be obliged to open their markets to Turkish
exports.17 Giving up on the customs union would untie Turkey’s hands in trade issues,
but economic experts are concerned that this would result in political interference in
the markets and incomplete structural reforms.18 It would be difficult for Turkey to
raise its standards of production, and its economy would face severe difficulties to
overcome the so-called middle-income trap.19 Given its lack of hydrocarbon resources,
Turkey would still have to seek ways to stay integrated in the global economy, and the
EU would likely continue to be the first economic partner of Turkey in an even more
asymmetric relationship.20
On the European side, experts agree that it is “hard to tell whether there is still a
Member State which genuinely supports Turkey’s membership today.”21 Although the
EU’s southern states, (Portugal, Italy, and Spain) fear that further enlargement could
drain some of the resources they need for economic recovery after the 2008 financial crisis, the scenario of mass immigration of Turkish labor to the United Kingdom
became a factor in the 2016 Brexit vote. Scandinavian members, especially Finland
and Sweden, dropped their earlier support for Turkish membership tacitly against the
background of Turkey’s creeping authoritarianism, and most eastern member states are
highly wary of Ankara’s collaboration with Russia.22
Amid the background of Turkey’s dramatic domestic developments (see Chapter Two), the European Parliament has turned especially critical of continuing the
accession process and called for a temporary freeze on November 24, 2016. In its
resolution, the Parliament invoked Paragraph 5 of the 2005 Negotiation Framework,
which stipulates that the European Commission could suspend negotiations if Turkey
should seriously and persistently breach the “principles of liberty, democracy, respect
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for human rights and fundamental freedoms and the rule of law.”23 The next day, European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker, reflecting the position of such key
member states as Germany, warned “Europe to refrain from giving lessons to Turkey.”24
Austria’s then–Foreign Minister Sebastian Kurz also faced criticism from both Berlin
and Brussels for his failed push to freeze negotiations during an EU foreign minister
meeting in mid-December 2016, but his efforts did secure a public statement that the
EU is not considering opening new chapters any time soon.25 In response to an unprecedented German-Turkish bilateral crisis, including the detention of at least 12 German
citizens in Turkey after July 2016, Berlin has been blocking the modernization of the
customs union with Turkey since August 2017.26 Germany also urged other members
in October 2017 to reduce the €4.5 billion pre-accession funds that the EU had allocated to Turkey to support rule of law, civil society, fundamental rights, democracy, and
governance for 2014 through 2020.27 On March 26, 2018, after talks with Erdoğan,
President of the European Council Donald Tusk, and Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko
Borissov, Juncker pledged to personally guarantee the survival of the accession process.28 However, on September 30, 2019, the European Parliament approved a nonbinding resolution calling on the European Commission and member states to officially suspend negotiations on Turkey’s EU accession, citing Turkey’s lack of respect for justice
and fundamental rights, including freedom of expression and the media.29
Despite mutual disillusionment, neither party has moved to suspend the accession talks or seems likely to do so in the near term. Other issues have dominated the
23
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bilateral agenda over the past few years, and discussions of a “new model” for the
relationship have gained traction. After the September 2013 German elections, Chapter 22 was opened in November, and a dialogue on readmission and visa liberalization
initiated.30 Although the agreement in late 2013 already pointed to a more transactional direction, this trend was reinforced in 2015 amid the flow of hundreds of thousands of asylum seekers to Europe via Turkey.
Migration

Migration from Turkey to the EU has been a key issue in bilateral relations for decades.
Beginning in 2002, the EU attempted to negotiate a readmission agreement with
Turkey that would commit it to take back third-country nationals who had entered
the EU illegally after transiting through Turkey. For several reasons, this agreement
was not realized until late 2013. Besides Ankara’s general mistrust of the European
Neighborhood Policy as a potential placebo for full membership, fears that a readmission agreement would turn Turkey into a buffer zone for unwanted migration, little
progress regarding visa liberalization, and concerns over Turkey’s border management
capacity slowed down negotiations.31
Joint Action Plan

In 2015, the Eastern Mediterranean route via Turkey and Greece became the center of
gravity for human smuggling and trafficking routes into the Schengen Area.32 Facing
the enormous pressure of the refugee crisis, EU members pushed for speeding up
negotiations and offered Turkey major financial assistance if the 2013 readmission
agreement would be implemented swiftly. In addition, both sides agreed to open new
chapters in the accession negotiations and to increase resettlement numbers of Syrian
refugees in Turkey to Europe.33 Under the EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan, which was
agreed ad referendum in October 2015 and formalized in March 2016, the two parties
pledged to address the root causes of the massive influx of Syrians, support Syrians
under temporary protection in Turkey and their host communities, and strengthen
bilateral cooperation to prevent irregular migration flows to the EU.34
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In addition, the plan aims at being consistent with the 2013 Visa Liberalization Dialogue (see European Commission, “EU-Turkey Joint Action Plan,” fact sheet, October 15, 2015a).
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On March 18, 2016, following intensive diplomatic efforts over the previous six
months, the EU and Turkey reconfirmed their commitment to the Joint Action Plan.
This plan requested Ankara to open domestic labor markets to Syrians under temporary protection, to introduce visa requirements for Syrians and other nationalities
entering Turkey from third countries, and to step up both border control efforts and
information-sharing. The EU committed to disburse €3 billion to projects under the
umbrella of the newly established Facility for Refugees in Turkey; move forward with
visa liberalization; and open new chapters of the accession process, such as Chapter 17
(Economic and Monetary Policy), which was opened on December 14, 2015.35 Ankara
had earlier agreed to readmit rejected asylum seekers who had entered Greece from
Turkey, as well as “all irregular migrants intercepted in Turkish waters.”36 Both sides
also pledged to further step up measures against trafficking, among other things, in
the framework of stronger EU-NATO cooperation.37
In light of this deal, both parties reconfirmed their commitment at that time to
reenergize the EU accession process. Their decision to open Chapter 33 (Financial
and Budgetary Provisions) was implemented in late June 2016.38 In addition to the
€3 billion allocated to the Facility for Refugees in Turkey in November 2015, the EU
announced its intent to mobilize an additional €3 billion to the facility up to late 2018,
once the resources initially provided were “about to be used to the full, and provided
the [other stated] commitments are met.”39 Despite little enthusiasm for this procedure
by Turkish authorities, the EU largely refused direct budget support, and the projects
funded by the Facility for Refugees were jointly identified—most of them in the areas
of health, education, infrastructure, food, and other living costs.40
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Turkish critics of the EU-Turkey deal condemned it as an unethical “bargaining
over an international humanitarian issue,”41 asserting that the benefits for Turkey were
both natural rights of EU candidates and part of Europe’s humanitarian obligations.
Human rights organizations have fiercely objected the EU’s disregard for the fact that
Turkey—just as Lebanon, Jordan, and Egypt, which have become secondary gate
keepers when Ankara imposed visa restrictions for Syrians traveling by air or sea in
January 2016—cannot provide all necessary support to refugees within its borders.42
This concerns not only access to education, health care, and lawful employment in
order to maintain livelihood but also timely registration and protection against exploitation or even refoulement.43
Has the Joint Action Plan Been a Success?

Despite the July 2016 military coup attempt, the massive crackdown by the Turkish
government on perceived coup plotters and alleged terrorism supporters (including parliamentarians, academics, and journalists), and daily recriminations from both sides,
the refugee deal has not collapsed because it serves the interests of the parties. When
arguing that the agreement has been successful, EU leaders frequently point to the
substantial drop of monthly sea arrivals to Greece from more than 67,000 in February
2016 to about 1,700 in May the same year.44 Daily arrivals had gone down to fewer
than 200 people by November 2017.45 By the end of December 2017, the full envelope
of €3 billion had been contracted, and €1.95 million had been disbursed to more than
72 projects.46 Despite Turkish complaints about the slow pace of the disbursement, EU
officials described this as fast and extensive compared with similar EU projects.47
On the other side, the European Commission evaluated the pace of returns to
Turkey as too slow, adding further pressure on crowded reception centers on the Greek
islands and, at times, triggering violent incidents.48 Cooperation was further slowed by
the attempted military coup in July 2016, which led Turkey to recall its liaison offi-
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cers on the Greek islands, and these officers were not redeployed until October 25.49
Among 1,484 migrants who were returned from Greece to Turkey between April 2016
and the end of 2017, only 236 were Syrian nationals.50 These numbers show that the
Syrian civil war is not the only root cause of displacement that needs to be addressed
by both partners. In December 2016, an EU report ascribed the overall slow pace of
returns to the frequent delay or even absence of a response by Turkish authorities to
Greek requests for return operations.51 Until December 31, 2017, 11,711 Syrian refugees were resettled under the deal to at least 15 EU member states.52
With regard to visa liberalization as a condition for the survival of the deal,
Turkey, as of mid-2019, had yet to meet all of the benchmarks required to achieve a
positive decision by both the European Council and the European Parliament.53 Most
observers see little room for progress on this front, especially with regard to the revision of Turkey’s terrorism legislation.54 Ankara’s attempts to engage in a public bargain over a quick implementation and threats to back out of the deal have also failed
so far and were met by demands from then–Austrian Foreign Minister Kurz (now
prime minister) that the EU should invest more in unilaterally protecting its external
borders instead of giving in to “blackmailing” by Turkey.55 Others, like Germany’s
then–Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble (now president of the Bundestag), called
for continued cooperation and emphasized Europe’s dependence on Turkey.56
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On the Turkish side, President Erdoğan and other leading AKP politicians issued
several ultimatums throughout 2016 to walk away from the agreement and to “open
the gates” if the EU would not implement the visa liberalization.57 Many observers
question both Erdoğan’s political will to end the refugee deal and his leverage. First,
because the Turkish government had been presented with clear benchmarks, the call
for ultimatums could backfire because it primarily pressures Ankara to meet them.58
Second, a 2017 survey underlined that the vast majority of more than 3.2 million Syrians prefer to stay in Turkey if returning to their home country would not be possible.59
Many have successfully integrated in the labor market there, and those who aimed for
Western Europe had mostly left Turkey in the past few years. In addition, the idea of a
life in Europe has been tarnished by reports of the hardships of reception and integration, while new Turkish visa restrictions make it difficult for Syrians to return once
they have received European papers.60 When comparing the situation in Turkey with
the economic and legal conditions in Lebanon and Jordan, many Syrians see Turkey as
their best option.61 Further incentives for refugees to stay in Turkey were created by the
Turkish government itself, which announced plans to grant citizenship to some 50,000
Syrians, and more than 36,000 had been naturalized in 2017.62
Counterterrorism

Discussions on terrorism and how to counter it encompass three sets of threats:
• radical jihadist groups, such as ISIS or al Qaida, with a special focus on the challenge of foreign terrorist fighters of European origin transiting to and from Syria
and Iraq through Turkey
• violent Kurdish nationalism, as represented by the PKK and the Kurdistan Freedom Falcons63
• the Gülen movement (often referred to as the Hizmet movement by its followers),
which has been designated a terrorist organization by Turkish authorities but,
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despite pressure from Ankara, has not been outlawed by any EU member state so
far (see Chapter Two).
The number of Europeans traveling to Syria to join jihadist militias and terrorist
organizations has increased dramatically, from up to 600 in mid-2013 to nearly 4,000
in early 2015, and has confronted the EU with the risk that internationally connected,
well-trained, and radicalized returnees would conduct attacks on European soil.64 In
2016, Europol reported that Turkey had been these recruits’ main transit country,
partly because EU citizens do not require visas to enter the country; in addition, there
were frequent reports and complaints, by U.S. President Obama and others, that Turkish authorities would turn a blind eye to the flow of thousands of fighters into Syria
and back.65 Ankara initially rejected these allegations and called on the EU to prevent the fighters’ departure in the first place; in May 2014, Turkey announced that
1,100 ISIS recruits had been deported to their home countries—a number that rose to
some 5,000 people by August 2017.66
Following the terrorist attacks in Paris on November 13, 2015, and in Brussels
on March 22, 2016, it was confirmed that a lack of information-sharing between EU
and Turkish authorities was key to the failure to arrest suspects in time. In both cases,
Ankara had warned French, Belgian, and Dutch services of several of the perpetrators,
among them European jihadists that had been detained in Turkey or even deported but
freed upon arrival in Europe.67 According to Turkish officials, EU intelligence services
had declined the officials’ demands in late 2012 to provide a “pooled list” of potential
radicals that could be banned from entering Turkey.68 In response to the foreign terrorist fighter challenge, Germany, for instance, established a bilateral task force with
64
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Turkey.69 In March 2016, Turkey and Europol signed a bilateral Liaison Agreement,
offering enhanced cooperation that would also provide Ankara with regular access to
Europol expertise and a wide network of more than 40 other liaison countries; Turkey
and the EU held a Counter-Terrorism Dialogue later that year.70 According to highranking EU officials, however, Turkey’s current data protection laws, preference for
bilateral arrangements with individual EU member states, and other frictions continue
to impede full implementation of the agreement.71
Another focus of cooperation and contention between Ankara and its European
partners had been the operations of the PKK, which has been designated a terrorist
organization by the EU since 2002. Given Turkey’s refusal to assist the PKK’s Syrian
affiliate the YPG in defending against ISIS’s attack on the mostly Kurdish populated
border town of Kobanî in September 2014 (as examined in Chapter Two) and the escalation of violence between the PKK and the TSK, consensus on cooperation eroded
rapidly since mid-2015. On the one hand, Ankara’s policy of military escalation in the
southeast in the face of increasing PKK attacks and an increasingly positive assessment
of the YPG in the campaign against ISIS led to a growing sentiment, especially among
European leftists, that the ban on the PKK should be lifted.72 On the other hand,
Turkish authorities have increasingly criticized the lack of cooperation on the part of
their European counterparts with regard to both the failure to rein in PKK activity in
their countries and the slow and limited responses to extradition requests by Turkey.
Germany—which had outlawed the PKK in 1994 and where, according to its own
domestic intelligence service, 14,000 active PKK members live—has become the focal
point of this criticism.73 German officials point to their commitment to joint prosecu-
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tion of the group and opening of more than 4,000 legal proceedings against alleged
PKK affiliates, as well as other steps.74
Ankara’s conflict with the Gülen movement and the failed coup attempt in July
2016 added another controversial issue to EU-Turkish counterterrorism efforts. Turkish requests for the extradition of potential coup plotters were met with little success.
Turkish media reported that, after the failed coup attempt, some 4,000 members of
the Gülen group had fled to Germany, which is home to at least 70,000 followers of
Gülen.75 Between July 2016 and October 2017, Ankara formally requested the extradition of 81 Turkish citizens, although it is unclear from public sources how many
of them were charged as members of the Gülen movement.76 Berlin granted asylum
to 196 Turkish citizens, among them a significant portion of the 615 diplomatic and
service passport holders and their families (including some previously stationed at
NATO bases in Germany) who had applied between July 2016 and August 2017.77
The rapid increase of asylum applications was accompanied by a rising number of
complaints by Gülenist schools and cultural centers in several European countries that
they face intimidation, death threats, and physical attacks on their property.78 By May
2017, Greek courts had rejected the asylum applications of seven of the eight soldiers,
including two majors, who had fled Turkey after the coup attempt, yet the courts also
subsequently blocked Turkish extradition requests.79 Turkish media and even Foreign
Minister Mevlüt Çavuşoğlu stated concerns that, based on the ongoing activities of
the movement in Albania, Bosnia, Macedonia, and Kosovo, those countries would
74
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have been “seized by Gülenists.”80 Although no EU member state, as of October 2017,
had responded to extradition requests or complied with Turkish demands to launch
an inquiry about the group, official statements about the MİT’s abduction of some
80 suspected Gülenists in 18 countries, including six men from Kosovo in March
2018, likely increased tensions.81
Turkey’s Security Cooperation with the European Union and NATO

From Ankara’s perspective, multilateral crisis management operations had been traditionally understood as useful to underline Turkey’s Western and European identity.
Even before Turkey and the EU formally agreed in June 2006 on a framework for
Turkey’s participation in EU crisis management operations, Turkey joined the EU’s
first military operation in Macedonia in 2003.82 Based on that framework, Ankara
deployed military and police forces to EU missions in the Western Balkans and the
Democratic Republic of Congo.83 By March 2017, Turkey had participated in at least
eight operations and been a major contributor to the European Union Force’s Operation Althea in Bosnia-Herzegovina, where Turkey’s 250 deployed ranked second in
number of troops.84
From the EU’s perspective, integrating Turkey into the EU’s Common Security
and Defense Policy (CSDP) security architecture comes with three important assets.
First, as the debate over İncirlik Air Base has demonstrated, Turkey’s geographic location is of high strategic importance, especially with regard to current and future theaters of EU stabilization missions, and Turkey’s political influence in these regions
can also contribute to conflict management and the success of reconstruction efforts.
Second, Turkey’s NATO membership and veto rights in the North Atlantic Council make it an indispensable player for any form of EU-NATO cooperation. Third,
despite the purges and subsequent decline in certain military capabilities, particularly
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air power, Turkey has one of the largest armies in Europe and a growing defense industry supporting its military operations.85
Turkey’s participation as a third party in CSDP missions is based not only on
hopes that this could speed up the accession process but also on Ankara’s own security interests in stabilizing both its neighborhood and areas to which it has developed
strong ties—such as Africa, where, in May 2019, the EU was involved in eight missions
and operations.86 Hence, even if the accession process were suspended, Turkey would
continue to have a genuine interest in security cooperation with the EU. Turkey has,
however, been highly skeptical about, and sometimes openly hostile toward, moreinstitutionalized EU-NATO cooperation in general terms and in the concrete case of
NATO’s support for the EU’s border agency Frontex in the Aegean Sea since February
2016.87 Turkey’s previous privileges in the Western European Union were not equally
transferred into the CSDP, where Turkey has not become a part of decisionmaking
and operation or mission structures and has been excluded from the European Defence
Agency.88 This, in addition to the unresolved crisis between Turkey and Cyprus, led to
a feeling in Ankara of exclusion and lack of trust, which was reflected in Turkey’s vetoes
of EU-NATO intelligence-sharing and of Cypriot participation in CSDP missions that
would involve NATO intelligence and resources.89 In 2007, Ankara blocked approval
of new activation orders for NATO’s missions in Kosovo because it involved support
to an EU mission, and Ankara took a similar stance against NATO-EU cooperation
in Afghanistan.90
Turkey’s current alienation from the EU and the uncertainty around its accession
prospects make it unlikely that Ankara would support significant steps to allow the
further institutionalization of EU-NATO cooperation, especially if the Cyprus conflict remains unresolved.91 Turkey did reluctantly agree in February 2016 to endorse
a German initiative to authorize the Standing NATO Maritime Group 2 to provide
85
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information to the EU’s Frontex, as well as to Greece and Turkish coast guards and
other authorities, in their efforts to staunch human trafficking and illegal migration in
the Aegean Sea.92 However, Turkey reportedly obstructed implementation of the EUNATO joint declaration at NATO’s Warsaw Summit in July 2016.93 Ankara’s willingness to grind NATO operations to a halt on this matter of principle has angered other
allies and could be damaging to Turkey’s long-term standing in the Alliance. This is
another reason for the United States and the EU to work urgently with Turkey and
other relevant parties to resolve the Cyprus issue (see Box 8.1).
NATO-Turkey Relations
Shifting Security Priorities and Hard Realities

There are many elements of continuity in Turkey’s relations with NATO. The Turkish government remains committed to NATO, which plays a central role in Turkey’s
national security strategy and defense plans. Turkey actively engages in Alliance political institutions, which provide it a unique forum to influence Euro-Atlantic security
policy deliberations.94 The TSK participate in NATO’s integrated military structure
and exercise program and continue to make substantial contributions to current operations, standing forces, and the NATO Response Force.95 Turkey hosts NATO forces
at its İncirlik and Konya air bases, the NATO Land Forces Command in Izmir, and a
U.S. early-warning radar system in Kürecik that is part of the European Phased Adaptive Approach to missile defense. The TGS created a Partnership for Peace Training
Center in 1998, which provides training to military and civilian personnel to enhance
interoperability of NATO’s partner nations, and inaugurated the NATO Centre of
92
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Box 8.1
Cyprus

Magdalena Kirchner
The decades-long division of the island of Cyprus between Greeks in the south (Republic of Cyprus)
and Turks in the north (Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus) has been a central impediment to
Turkey’s EU membership and integration into EU security structures, as well as aspects of EUNATO cooperation, especially since the Republic of Cyprus became a member of the EU in 2004.a
The AKP’s initially “proactive policy” toward a solution of the crisis slowed down substantially
when Greek Cypriots rejected the Annan Plan for reunification in a 2004 referendum and were
welcomed into the EU nonetheless.b This decision by the EU granted the Republic of Cyprus a veto
over all aspects of Turkey’s relations with the EU, eroded Turkish trust in the accession process, and
reinforced economic and political disparities between the two Cypriot communities.
Turkey continued to play a pivotal and active role as one of the three security guarantors of Cyprus
(along with Greece and the United Kingdom), including when United Nations–sponsored talks
resumed in late 2008 and again in 2015. The talks in 2015 opened with great promise because the
moderate leaders of two communities were committed to reunification. However, differences over
property issues and security arrangements on the island again proved intractable, and talks collapsed on July 7, 2017.c A major sticking point was Turkey’s refusal to disband the Cyprus Turkish
Peace Force Command and withdraw some 40,000 soldiers from the island, deployed there since
1974.d From its outset, the latest round of negotiations was undermined by growing nationalist sentiment in Turkey and by the AKP’s assessment that Turkey had little to gain from the negotiations’
success, especially with its own EU membership aspirations stalled.e Success of the talks would have
enhanced Ankara’s reputation and prestige as a capable conflict manager in its neighborhood and
would have benefited Turkey economically.f In October 2017, new tensions erupted with the European Commission over statements from Northern Cyprus and Ankara hinting at the establishment
of an “autonomous republic” quasi-annexed by Turkey.g
Given the enduring stalemate between the two communities on the island and Ankara’s hard line
on security, it appears that resolution will remain elusive for the foreseeable future and that the
Cyprus factor will continue to constrain effective Turkish-EU and NATO-EU security cooperation.
a Dursun-Özkanca,

2017, p. 904.

b The

Annan Plan, named for United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan, would have formed a federation of two constituent states joined together by a federal government apparatus. It would have allowed both
Greece and Turkey to maintain permanent military presence on the island, following phased force reductions
(Dursun-Özkanca, 2017, p. 904).
c Sara
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withdrawal remains highly unpopular among Turkey’s nationalist circles and could be interpreted as
surrender or sellout (Sara Stefanini, “Erdoğan Shadow over Cyprus Peace Bid,” Politico, February 2, 2016a;
Eric Maurice, “Turkey Holds Key at Last-Ditch Cyprus Talks,” EUobserver, January 9, 2017; Tocci, 2016,
p. 6; and former Turkish diplomat, discussion with the authors, Istanbul, November 2016).
e Maurice,
f Helena
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Excellence for the Defence Against Terrorism in Ankara in 2005. When regional tensions have risen in recent years, Turkey has turned to the United States and its other
NATO allies for military support.
However, doubts among the Turkish public and political elite about the reliability of NATO’s collective defense commitment and relevance in addressing the
country’s most-immediate security threats have been growing in recent years, and
particularly in nationalist circles. Turkey’s rapprochement with Moscow, military
cooperation in the Black Sea and Syria, and acquisition of the Russian S-400 missile
defense system have led to concerns in other NATO capitals that Turkey is seeking to
balance ties to the United States and Europe with new links to Russia. There is also
some evidence that advocates of a more fundamental foreign policy reorientation (the
Eurasian power option; see Chapter Two) have gained leadership positions in the Foreign Ministry and armed forces as a result of the purges that followed the June 2016
attempted military coup.96
Turks who doubt the solidity of NATO’s commitment cite several lessons over
the past three decades. First, on the eve of the Gulf War in 1991, several NATO allies
initially resisted but ultimately approved the deployment of NATO air and air defense
capabilities to deter Iraqi attacks against Turkey. In 2003, several allies refused a U.S.
request to undertake contingency planning to deter or defend against a possible Iraqi
threat to Turkey.97 And the lack of a coherent NATO response to the Georgia crisis in
August 2008 was also troubling to many Turks who wondered how the Alliance might
respond in the face of similar aggression against a member state. The episode was seen
as a partial justification for Ankara’s cautious response and limited consultation with
NATO allies in pursuing Turkey’s separate diplomatic engagement with Russia and its
Caucasus neighbors in the wake of the crisis.
Polling conducted by the German Marshall Fund from 2004 to 2014 found that
support for NATO in Turkey was among the lowest of any Alliance country surveyed.
The number of Turks who felt “that NATO is still essential for their country’s security”
dropped steadily, from 53 percent in 2004 to 34 percent in 2007, rising only slightly
to 37 percent in 2008 after the Russian attacks on Georgia. Some of this drop can be
accounted for by the wave of anti-American sentiment in Turkey in the aftermath of
the Iraq War. Support for NATO then rose to 49 percent in 2014 following Russia’s
illegal annexation of Crimea and intervention in Eastern Ukraine. When asked in 2014
what NATO should be doing, Turks were divided and somewhat conflicted. Fifty96
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seven percent supported NATO’s collective defense mission, and a 43 percent plurality
supported NATO’s work attempting to establish stability in such places as Afghanistan; however, a 42 percent plurality opposed its operating outside the North Atlantic
area, and a 47 percent plurality opposed its providing arms and training to other countries (41 percent if Ukraine was mentioned specifically).98 And in more recent years,
public support for NATO appears to have increased further. Annual national polling
conducted by Kadir Has University revealed that an average of 67 percent of Turks
surveyed between 2015 and 2017 thought that Turkey’s membership in NATO should
be continued, with a spike of 73 percent in 2016 during the crisis with Russia.99
Earlier research found that some in the Turkish national security policy community believe that NATO has been diluted by its expansion in the 1990s and that its
members’ military capabilities and willingness to meet commitments are not as serious as they used to be. Officials reported that invoking NATO obligations or commitments no longer carried the same weight they once did in Turkish policy deliberations.100 There is also a sense of ambivalence about NATO among some segments
of the Turkish military, particularly in the junior officer corps. Officers who have
served in NATO missions and command assignments are reportedly more likely to see
NATO’s enduring value. However, many of those whose service has focused on Turkey’s counterterrorism operations in the southeast see NATO as placing increasingly
costly demands for expeditionary operations on the TSK but providing few benefits to
Turkish security in return.101 Responding to concerns expressed by General Petr Pavel,
the chairman of NATO’s Military Committee, about Turkey’s plans to purchase the
Russian S-400 missile defense system, MHP leader Devlet Bahçeli responded, “We
can buy weapons from whoever we want, and we never have to justify this to NATO.
. . . We’re not looking at NATO but Qandil,” referring to the PKK’s safe haven in
northern Iraq. “We’re engaged in a life and death struggle with murderers. What measures did NATO take against [the Fethullah Terrorist Organization’s] July 15 coup
attempt, what preventive measures has NATO put into effect?”102
A political firestorm erupted in Turkey on November 17, 2017, when a Norwegian civil contractor used a picture of Turkey’s founding father Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
among “hostile leaders’ biographies” in a war game during NATO’s 2017 Trident Javelin exercise at its Joint Warfare Centre in Norway. The staffer also set up a dummy
chat account called “Erdoğan” for a collaborator with a “leader of an enemy state,”
98
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distributing anti-NATO messages. NATO Secretary General Stoltenberg, Norwegian
Defense Minister Bakke-Jensen, and the Joint Warfare Centre commander quickly
made formal apologies and announced disciplinary action against the staffer, whose
actions did not reflect the views of NATO.103 However, Turkish politicians across party
lines asserted that the episode belied a fundamental mistrust of Turkey within some
quarters of the Alliance or maybe even Gülenist subterfuge, and the demand “Let’s
leave NATO” (#NATO’ dan cikalim) was trending on Turkish social media for at least
a day. Erdoğan’s spokesman stated, “The case should not be covered up and NATO
should not allow anti-Turkey circles to affect the alliance.”104 These incidents have left
lingering doubts in Turkey about allies’ intentions and the depth of their commitments.
Recent NATO Operations

Turkey has participated in all NATO-led operations in the Balkans since 1995 and
continues to provide forces to NATO’s Kosovo Force mission and the EU’s Operation Althea in Bosnia-Herzegovina—under the mechanisms of NATO support to EU
operations.105 Turkey has also been a major contributor to NATO missions in Afghanistan since 2003. It led International Security Assistance Force VII in 2005 and has had
responsibility for the management of Kabul’s Hamid Karzai International Airport and
the command of the city’s Regional Command Capital for an extended period. Turkey
has also made major contributions to training the Afghan National Police. High-level
Turkish officials have twice served as NATO’s senior civilian representative in Afghanistan, and Turkey established two provincial reconstruction teams. Turkey is the only
NATO member state that did not reduce the number of troops in Afghanistan after
NATO’s combat mission ended in 2014. Rather, it expanded its military presence and
assumed a larger role in NATO’s ongoing Resolute Support mission to provide training, advice, and assistance to the Afghan security forces.106
On the other side, NATO allies have undertaken recent operations to defend
Turkey. After a Turkish F-4 reconnaissance jet was shot down by Syrian air defenses
on June 22, 2012, Ankara invoked Article 4 of the Washington Treaty, which allows a
NATO member to ask for consultations with other allies when its territorial integrity,
political independence, or security is threatened.107 NATO allies, as had been expected,
publicly condemned the attack as unacceptable, and Ankara refrained from invoking
the collective defense provisions in Article 5. Still, Ankara succeeded in putting the
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Syrian civil war on NATO’s agenda.108 When Syria’s shelling of the Turkish border city
of Akçakale killed five civilians on October 3, 2012, Ankara again invoked Article 4,
and NATO demanded the “immediate cessation of aggressive acts against an ally.”109
Despite fears, especially among European politicians, that NATO could be dragged
into the conflict or into the enforcement of a no-fly zone in northern Syria, which
Turkey had been advocating, allies responded positively to Turkey’s official request on
November 21, 2012, to augment its air defense capabilities.110 Beginning in February
2013, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United States deployed two Phased Array
Tracking Radar to Intercept of Target (PATRIOT) batteries each to one of three sites
in southern Turkey under NATO operational command and control.111 The Dutch
withdrew their batteries in January 2015 because of resource constraints, and those
two were replaced by a single Spanish battery. Because the U.S. PATRIOT batteries are
in high demand in other theaters and because U.S. officials assessed that the threat to
Turkey could be handled by other capabilities, including NATO aircraft based there,
the United States withdrew its batteries in October 2015, despite an appeal by Ankara.
Germany followed suit in January 2016. To reassure Ankara, NATO issued statements
that allies were prepared to send ground forces to defend Turkey. As of January 2017,
and after the withdrawal of the initial six deployed batteries, Italy and Spain were continuing to contribute one PATRIOT missile battery and one Aster Sol-Air Moyenne
Portee Terrestre (SAMP/T) battery each.112
Despite Turkey’s rapprochement with Russia since President Erdoğan apologized
in early 2016 for the downing of a Russian bomber in 2015, Erdoğan remains deeply
concerned about Russian military activities in the Black Sea region. On the eve of the
2016 Warsaw Summit, he lamented NATO’s lack of a visible military presence in the
region and called on allies to take steps to prevent the Black Sea from becoming “a
Russian lake.”113 In addition, Russia’s military buildup in Crimea since 2014, plans
for expanding its Black Sea Fleet, and military operations in Syria and the Eastern
Mediterranean, discussed in Chapter Six, have been a reminder to Turks of the value
of NATO’s collective defense commitment.
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Impact of Bilateral Political Tensions

Turkey’s strained bilateral relations with several NATO member states have also been
a difficult balancing act for the Alliance and have sometimes complicated operations
and cooperation with the EU.
At NATO’s 2016 Warsaw Summit, just days prior to the July 15, 2016, military
coup attempt in Turkey, members tentatively agreed to Erdoğan’s offer to hold the next
summit in 2018 in Istanbul.114 By late May 2017, however, German media reported that
at least 18 member states, among them Germany and Canada, opposed the summit
being held in Turkey based on bilateral tensions and to “avoid the impression that
NATO supports the Turkish government’s internal policy.”115 Although Ankara called
these claims unfounded, Secretary General Stoltenberg announced at the defense ministers meeting in June 2017 that the next summit would be held in Brussels.116
When Austria, a NATO partner country that has contributed more than 400 soldiers to the Kosovo Force since 1999, began calling for ending Turkey’s EU membership talks, Ankara started to veto NATO cooperation with Vienna in November 2016,
therefore effectively blocking all cooperation programs, including education, training,
and military exercises, with nonmember states.117 NATO members managed in May
2017 to lift the overall blockade on partnership through a technical amendment. Austria, however, continued to be excluded from partnership programs, which could cause
problems (e.g., for preparing missions in Kosovo).118
The German-Turkish bilateral crisis, simmering since the 2013 Gezi Park protests, negatively affected security cooperation prior to the coup attempt and escalated
further in 2017, putting NATO deployments in Turkey at risk. On June 2, 2016, the
Bundestag declared that the mass killings of Armenians by Ottoman Turks in 1915
amounted to a genocide. Three weeks later, Ankara denied German parliamentarians access to visit the 260 German soldiers supporting Tornado surveillance jets and
tanker aircraft at İncirlik Air Base; Berlin had deployed these troops in December
2015 under a bilateral agreement as a national contribution to the Global Coalition
to Defeat ISIS. Furthermore, Ankara stalled German plans to expand future deploy-
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ments at the İncirlik base.119 On-site visits to military missions are an important part
of the Bundestag’s constitutional function to monitor the government’s foreign and
security policy. Lawmakers were allowed to visit the base only in October 2016, after
the German government had publicly declared the Bundestag vote as nonbinding.120
Tensions over the air base flared up again in May 2017, when Ankara barred German
lawmakers again from visiting İncirlik, and on June 7, 2017, Berlin decided to redeploy
soldiers and aircraft to the Muwaffaq Salti Air Base in Jordan.121
Although Stoltenberg deemed formal NATO mediation unnecessary in the
İncirlik case, he cautioned against linking that case to NATO’s deployment of the Airborne Warning and Control System in Konya, where Germany provides 30 percent of
all personnel.122 When Berlin rejected Turkish efforts to remove individual lawmakers
from a delegation list to Konya in July 2017 and protested in Brussels under pressure
from parliamentarians who were calling for unilaterally withdrawing troops from the
mission, NATO took a formal mediation role and facilitated the visit of seven German
parliamentarians as part of a NATO delegation led by Deputy Secretary General Rose
Gottemoeller in September 2017.123
Policy differences between Turkey and the United States, particularly with respect
to the decision to train and equip the Kurdish YPG militias in the campaign against
ISIS in Syria and the U.S. refusal to extradite Fethullah Gülen, have led to concerns
that Turkey might evict U.S. forces and aircraft from İncirlik, thereby disrupting coalition air operations against ISIS. While there was a brief disruption of coalition air
operations following the June 2016 coup attempt, this fear has not been realized. Nevertheless, as Murat Yetkin, editor of Hürriyet Daily News, noted, the United States is
“the locomotive force of NATO,” and these disputes are “prompting both Americans
and Turks to question the long-running alliance between their countries.”124
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Table 8.1 provides a summary assessment of where Turkish interests are convergent, divergent, or in conflict with those of members of the EU and most other
NATO allies.
Conclusion and Implications for U.S. and Allied Interests
The unprecedented crisis between Turkey and the EU, including disputes with individual EU members, has major implications for Turkey’s membership aspirations,
bilateral and multilateral cooperation in several fields, and the domestic stability of
a long-standing U.S. strategic ally in Europe. The crisis in Turkey’s relations with
Europe, combined with Ankara’s deepening policy differences with the United States
and Canada, are also undermining the cohesion of NATO and effective defense and
security cooperation with Turkey during a volatile period in the Middle East and
Eurasia.
Although there is no formal agreement among EU members to formally suspend
Turkey’s membership bid, negotiations have been de facto frozen since Turkey’s 2017
constitutional referendum, and no EU member is expected to take the initiative to convince its peers to give Turkey, under the current conditions, another try. In contrast,
Table 8.1
Alignment of Turkish Interests with European Union and NATO Interests
Neighbor
or Partner
EU

Converging Interests
•
•

Trade and energy
Economic ties

Diverging Interests
•
•
•

Migration crisis
Counterterrorism and the
flow of foreign fighters
EU visa liberalization

Conflicting Interests
•
•
•
•
•
•

NATO

•
•
•

Solidarity against threats
to Turkish territorial
integrity
Turkish role in
Afghanistan
Denial of Russian
dominance in and power
projection from the
Black Sea

•
•
•

Democratic backsliding in
Turkey
Approach to Russia
Restrictions on Incirlik Air
Base, which affect U.S.
and German operations

•
•

Democratic backsliding in
Turkey
Turkish diasporas in
Europe
Syria policy
European asylum to
Gülenists and coup
suspects
Irregular detention of EU
citizens in Turkey
Turkey’s competing
maritime claims with
Greece and Cyprus in the
Eastern Mediterranean
and the Aegean
Acquisition of non-NATO
defense systems
Aggressive Turkish
challenges to Greek and
Cypriot maritime claims,
which risk conflict
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resumed debates in Turkey about reintroducing capital punishment could further isolate the country, because the necessary denouncement of the European Convention
on Human Rights would cost Ankara its seat in the Council of Europe. Hence, even
an alternative transactional model of EU-Turkish relations limiting cooperation to
free trade, immigration, and counterterrorism would be hard to establish in the near
future. This is particularly true since the EU in June 2018 conditioned initiation of a
new round of trade talks with Ankara on democratic reforms and the full restoration of
the rule of law in Turkey. In addition, Ankara is likely to continue to resist EU pressure
to make changes in its terrorism laws in order to gain visa liberalization for Turkish
citizens traveling to EU countries.
From a U.S. perspective, a full collapse of Turkey’s EU membership would demonstrate, on the one hand, the limitations of the EU’s efforts to anchor policy reforms
in third countries as a means of projecting stability. On the other hand, the collapse
would make it necessary, albeit more difficult, to engage Turkey directly on sensitive
issues in an extremely polarized environment.
Against this backdrop, foreign investors and credit rating agencies express grave
concerns about the effect of political developments in Turkey and the lack of economic
and legal reforms. In the months after the military coup attempt, S&P Global Ratings,
Moody’s, and Fitch have downgraded Turkey to noninvestment grades, citing a difficult investment climate, worries about the rule of law, risks from external financing,
and slow growth. Inflation reached a nine-year high of 11.9 percent in October 2017,
with the U.S. dollar hitting an all-time high against the Turkish lira at 3.9780 in late
November.125 An economic situation that volatile could easily spill over into politics,
especially as political leaders accuse the mentioned rating agencies of being part of an
external conspiracy against Turkey.
In terms of security cooperation, the bilateral crisis with the EU and the significantly lowered enthusiasm of Turkish decisionmakers to join Western missions
as a way of anchoring itself in the West could reduce Ankara’s readiness to deploy
troops to CSDP missions. Multiple incidents have also demonstrated both Ankara’s
and EU members’ willingness to drag bilateral conflicts into NATO, which publicly
undermines Alliance cohesion. This spillover has led to instances in which Ankara has
blocked consensus on important policy documents and on activation orders for NATO
missions in Kosovo and Afghanistan involving support to the EU.
While the Turkish government officially professes its continuing commitment to
the Alliance’s core missions and remains a significant contributor to operations and the
command structure, there is growing disillusionment with NATO in Turkey. Nevertheless, Turkish leaders still look to the collective defense commitments Alliance membership affords whenever they face a serious military threat and recognize that there is
125 Selcan Hacaoglu and Onur Ant, “Turkey Core Inflation Hits Its Highest Level in 13 Years,” Bloomberg,
November 3, 2017.
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no viable alternative. At the same time, NATO member governments are increasingly
fatigued by the transactional nature of the relationship in that it regularly takes highlevel political intervention and bargaining to gain Ankara’s assent to important operational and policy decisions. This suggests continuing frictions with Turkey in Alliance
management but no rupture in relations.
Voices in the Turkish political establishment and military leadership are openly
questioning how relevant NATO is to Turkey’s most-pressing security concern—
countering terrorism at home and in its immediate neighborhood; in addition, these
voices are concerned that, in the case of Syria, the United States and other allies are
pursuing strategies that are inimical to Turkish security. There is a small but vocal
number of Turkish political figures openly calling for Turkey to reassess its relationship with NATO and advocating deeper cooperation with Russia and Iran to deal
with regional security challenges. As discussed in Chapter Six, Moscow has been adept
in exploiting and amplifying these fissures and casting itself as Turkey’s more reliable
economic and security partner. Lingering unease in Ankara about Moscow’s recent
actions, long-term intentions, and growing military capabilities have limited the effectiveness of this appeal and left Turkey trying to straddle the fence between its longtime
allies and newfound partner. The outrage in Turkey over the Trident Javelin exercise in
Norway illustrates, however, how volatile the political situation has become in Turkey
and how quickly Russia can exploit these missteps to try to cause a crisis. There is little
doubt that Moscow is engaged in an intensive campaign to win the hearts and minds
of the Turkish political establishment and public and is steadily gaining ground.
The United States and Europe are not without significant leverage over Ankara
and should not be reluctant to use it in seeking to manage policy differences. At the
same time, better coordination is needed to prevent Ankara from playing its Western
partners against each other, especially with regard to bilateral security cooperation or
their citizens in Turkish detention. Despite differences over strategy, the United States
and Europe still share many common interests with Turkey in combating terrorism,
limiting Iranian influence, maintaining stability in the Middle East, and even deterring further Russian aggression. U.S. and allied leaders will need strategic patience and
steady engagement to manage those differences as Turkey sorts out its internal political
turmoil, copes with a deteriorating regional security situation, and charts a more effective foreign and security policy.

CHAPTER NINE

Implications for the U.S.-Turkish Partnership and the
U.S. Army
Stephen J. Flanagan and Peter A. Wilson

In this chapter, we consider the implications of the trends in Turkey’s internal affairs
and foreign and security policies (documented in Chapters Two through Eight) for
relations with the United States, particularly U.S. defense plans, military posture, and
the U.S. Army over the coming decade. We begin with a summary assessment of
the political and social forces that are likely to sustain Turkey’s internal turmoil. We
then outline how the likely developments in Turkey’s relations with its neighbors and
other key countries, based on earlier analysis of where national interests are convergent,
divergent, or in conflict, will affect U.S. strategic interests, particularly preventing the
development of a regional hegemon. We also summarize how U.S. and Turkish interests align or diverge and the likely points of friction and suggest ways to manage them
and sustain critical elements of bilateral and multilateral political, defense, and military cooperation. We close the chapter by postulating four plausible future geostrategic
orientations for Turkey.
Turkey’s Uncertain Trajectory
Domestic Polarization

As explored in Chapter Two, Turkey remains highly polarized on political, religious,
and ethnic lines as President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and the AKP move to implement
fundamental changes in governance and society that, if fully realized, will result in the
establishment of an authoritarian state with political power centralized in the president
and the dominant party. Erdoğan is more openly embracing ethnic Turkish nationalism as his guiding ideology while taking steps to enlarge the role of religion in public
life and to marginalize his opponents and a large segment of the population that still
supports the parliamentarian political system and secular order.
Erdoğan and the AKP retain an upper hand in political life, and the main opposition parties—the CHP and the HDP—have been marginalized by the government’s
domination of the media and legal challenges; furthermore, parliamentary oversight is
limited. CHP leadership demonstrated that it can still mobilize protests, and the party’s
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dynamic presidential candidate in the June 2018 presidential elections energized the
CHP base and forged an inclusive alliance with four opposition parties. On the political right, polls showed greater support for Meral Akşener and the İP, in opposition to
AKP rule, than for the AKP’s electoral ally, the MHP. Despite vigorous campaigns by
opposition parties, Erdoğan and the AKP proved unstoppable, given their domination
of the media and a distorted electoral process under a state of emergency that offered
them every advantage. Erdoğan won a decisive first-round victory with 52.6 percent of
the vote, and the MHP earned a critical 11 percent of seats in Parliament, allowing it
to play an influential role in future government policy initiatives. Nevertheless, these
results, as well as the 2019 election of CHP candidates to be mayors in six of Turkey’s
ten largest cities—particularly the decisive victory of Ekrem İmamoğlu in Istanbul—
illustrate that Erdoğan and the AKP are not invincible.
Turkey’s internal security situation will remain fraught (1) in the absence of a sustained effort to address the concerns of the Kurds and other national minorities and
(2) with the continuation of harsh measures to combat the continuing transnational
insurgency being waged by the PKK and other violent Kurdish groups. There is little
prospect of the AKP reviving the peace talks with the PKK, which continued on and
off since 2008 and collapsed in 2015, in the near future, especially as Ankara remains
focused on defeating the Kurdish YPG militias in Syria, to the dismay of many Turkish Kurds. In the first four weeks of Operation Olive Branch in early 2018, Turkish
authorities arrested 845 people on “terrorism propaganda” charges for participating
in protests against the operation or criticizing it in social media outlets.1 The threat
of mass casualty attacks in Turkey remains a major domestic concern in light of past
attacks and the substantial presence of ISIS affiliates and other terrorist groups. These
threats have placed increased demands on security and police forces, whose ranks have
been diminished by purges of alleged Gülenists and targeted attacks. Since the Gezi
Park protests of 2013, the police have been militarized and granted extensive authorities to suppress domestic dissent. To fill some gaps in police capabilities, local governments have increasingly turned to hiring heavily armed neighborhood guards and private security officers, who have limited training and whose firms have varying agendas.
Foreign and Defense Policy: From “Zero Problems” to “Precious Loneliness”

The AKP has moved away from the strategy of its first years in power, which gave priority to European integration, good relations with the United States, and the leveraging of Turkey’s economic strength and Ottoman heritage to build good relations with
all its neighbors—a policy that was dubbed “zero problems.” Erdoğan is now pursuing a realist balancing strategy in foreign affairs, seeking to leave open options that
will best advance his consolidation of power and Turkish national interests. Erdoğan’s
1
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often provocative actions and rhetoric that express his disappointment with Europe,
the United States, and Israel have further strained relations with these longtime allies.
Erdoğan is more focused on building the country’s stature in the Islamic world and
forging new ties with Russia and China. He has not given up on the West but appears
to hope that he can elicit favorable policy changes from allies and partners by demonstrating that he has options. Up until U.S. President Donald Trump announced his
decision to move the U.S. embassy in Israel to Jerusalem in December 2017, Turkish
officials expressed hopes that Trump would bring a fresh start in relations with Washington, and Erdoğan has been using his budding relationship with French President
Emmanuel Macron to bring a reset in relations with the EU.
Turkish leaders have tried to forge wary partnerships with historic rivals Russia
and Iran, particularly as these two gained control over the end game in the Syrian civil
war since 2015. Differences with Iraq, many Gulf states, and Egypt over the AKP’s ties
to the Muslim Brotherhood, policies in the wake of the Arab Spring, and stance on
Qatar have seemed to diminish the stature in the Arab world that Turkey had around
2010. As policy differences with nearly all its neighbors and allies have mounted, leaders of the AKP and the MHP have argued that Turkey must be more self-reliant in
protecting its interests and accept a “precious loneliness” in taking principled stands to
defend its values and national interests. The AKP’s foreign policy continues to reflect
an anticolonial nationalism borne of this period and a suspicion of globalization and
foreign influence widespread in all segments of Turkish society. Polls conducted in
November 2017 indicated that more than 84 percent of Turks overall agree at least
somewhat that global economic and political elites have too much power over Turkey
and should be resisted, and 83 percent of respondents stated that they hold unfavorable
views of the Unites States.2 If a viable opposition leader or coalition were to emerge in
Turkey and dislodge Erdoğan and the AKP from power after 2023, one could expect
a more conciliatory approach from Turkey, because the three leading opposition parties in the 2018 elections ran on platforms calling for revitalizing relations with NATO
allies and the EU. Nevertheless, deep public suspicion of the United States and Europe
would constrain the pace and scope of a future rapprochement.
Continuation of current trends over the next five to ten years likely will lead to
Turkish foreign and defense policies that are contrary, in varying degrees, to the interests of the United States and other NATO allies and that undermine long-standing
aspects of defense and security cooperation. This situation warrants a fundamental
reassessment of U.S. and European strategy toward Turkey, preparations for disruptive
developments in all aspects of relations, and initiatives that could maintain cooperation on abiding mutual interests over the next decade and help restore long-standing
ties if these trends are reversed.
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Impact on the Turkish Armed Forces

Erdoğan and the AKP have systematically strengthened civilian authority over the military since 2010 by gaining a decisive hand in the promotion and selection process, overseeing purges of military personnel, and increasing legal authorities for command and
control. The AKP seized on the 2011 resignations of the chief of the TGS and service
commanders, who were protesting show trials against their fellow officers, to appoint
more-compliant and loyal military leaders. The AKP has deepened political influence
over annual promotion decisions in the YAŞ and through the purge of almost half of
the general and flag officers since the failed July 2016 military coup. Under post-coup
reforms, the chief of the TGS now reports to the president, and service commanders come under the immediate control of the civilian minister of defense. Under the
approved constitutional changes, the president is able to issue orders directly to those
commanders, diminishing the authority of the TGS chief to more of a coordinator.
These organizational reforms have muddied the chain of command, increased interservice rivalry, and led to a politicization of the officer corps. Parliamentary oversight of the
TSK budget and posture is likely to diminish further under the constitutional changes.
As noted in Chapter Two, TGS Chief Hulusi Akar’s retention of his position in
the August 2017 YAŞ meeting and subsequent appointment as Minister of Defense in
July 2018 in the first presidential decree under the new executive presidential system
suggest that he will remain the leading figure in Turkish military affairs. Akar has
been a key interlocutor for U.S. and other foreign counterparts. At that same 2017 YAŞ
meeting, Erdoğan approved new commanders for the Turkish Land Forces and Air
Force, as well as a major shakeup in the leadership of the Navy, which left the service
with a commander who has the lowest seniority among his fellow chiefs. The 2017
YAŞ meeting also extended the terms of an unusual number of senior officers who
qualified for retirement, and others were promoted to one-star rank. These actions may
be designed to help deal with the effects of post-coup purges, which created a significant gap between the number of four-star and one-star general and flag officers. The
leadership changes make clear that Erdoğan wants the armed forces to focus on succeeding at operations in Syria, combating terrorism, and rooting out Gülenists, with
priority being given to the Turkish Land Forces and the Gendarmerie.
The TSK ranks have been severely reduced by post-coup purges. Of 325 general
and flag officers in the Army, Navy, and Air Force, 150 (46 percent) have either been
cashiered or involuntarily retired. By December 2018, 15,154 members of the TSK,
including 7,595 officers (about 23 percent of early 2016 totals), had been dismissed.3
The National Defense University, established after the 2016 coup attempt, is supervising all levels of professional military education and appears to have a mandate to
break down the TSK’s insular culture as guardians of secularism and ensure that morediverse recruits are being enlisted from civilian universities. However, as of early 2018,
3
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the number of cadets who had graduated from the university was insufficient to restore
the TSK’s pre-coup force levels.4 In January 2018, the TSK announced plans to recruit
42,938 new personnel to fill its depleted ranks, but we do not yet know the outcome
of this effort.5
The purges and military reforms have adversely affected the TSK’s strategic and
tactical capacity, readiness, and morale. The purges have been most damaging to the
Turkish Air Force and have created a substantial shortage of experienced combat pilots.
Before the failed coup, the Air Force had nearly two pilots for each of its 333 combatcapable aircraft. The dismissal of 280 pilots reduced that ratio to less than one pilot per
aircraft as of September 2017. By mid-2018, the Air Force reportedly had 400 combatready pilots (a 1.2 pilot-to-aircraft ratio), but knowledgeable officials and experts expect
that it will take at least three to five years to restore the Air Force’s combat readiness.
There also appear to be lingering shortages of Army helicopter pilots after the dismissal
of 40 personnel. These shortfalls create stresses on forces that are engaged in strikes
on the PKK, patrolling Turkish airspace, and supporting TSK ground operations in
Syria.6 There are also reports that many helicopter pilots and other commissioned and
noncommissioned officers in the Air Force’s elite Combat Search and Rescue unit, as
well commanders of the Navy’s Underwater Assault Unit, were dismissed on charges
of supporting the coup.7
As for the other services, one of the keenest Turkish observers of the TSK, Metin
Gurcan, has advanced the following assessment of the purges among the Turkish Land
Forces:
In the army, most of the purges are from the general staff and service command
headquarters in Ankara, and from corps and brigades in Istanbul and Ankara, as
those were the ones that overwhelmingly participated in the July 15 uprising. The
Second Army Command in Malatya, which is responsible for combating terrorism in the southeast, and soldiers who served in Turkish operations in Syria have
been the least affected so far, with a high probability of being purged later. This
speaks to the government’s pragmatic approach to de-Gulenification of the military. Today, about 20 brigades of the Second Army Command are operationally
active with new commanders.8

The Navy has been the service least affected by the purges; most of its dismissals
were in the command offices in Ankara or of personnel serving in rear headquarters.
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The purges of hundreds of mid-level officers who received advanced training in
the United States and were involved in transformation projects could slow modernization efforts. The full transfer of the Gendarmerie to the Ministry of Interior could
result in a force that is loyal to the AKP and could reduce the joint capabilities for
the Army and the Gendarmerie to conduct counterterrorism and wartime territorial
defense missions. Unusual political activity by the military leadership and a general
decline in professionalism has alienated lower ranks of the TSK. Mid-level officers are
reported to be extremely frustrated with the military leadership and concerned about
being removed in the continuing post-coup purges. This discontent could even lead to
another coup attempt at some point, and Erdoğan appears to take the threat seriously.
Public trust in the military, previously seen as the guardian of order and the secular
state, has eroded, and many Turks feel that there is no institution left that can reliably
assure their security.
Relations with Neighbors: Implications for U.S. Interests
The Levant and the Wider Middle East: Problems in All Directions

As Turkish leaders survey the country’s regional environment, wherever they look, they
are faced with upheaval and changes that complicate their strategic choices. The challenges in dealing with Turkey’s neighbors to the south are particularly vexing.
Despite lingering mutual suspicions and deep religious and political differences,
Turkey and Iran have pursued pragmatic relations over the past 20 years when certain interests have converged. The Syrian civil war and growing Iranian influence in
Syria and Iraq have strained relations between Tehran and Ankara. Ankara has had
trepidation about the major role Iranian and Iranian-backed forces have played in
operations to defeat ISIS, fearing that these forces’ enduring presence in Iraq and Syria
would expand Tehran’s regional influence. During the height of the civil war, Tehran
denounced Turkey’s support to the Syrian opposition as abetting terrorists, and Iranian leaders remain suspicious of Ankara’s dealings with both rebels and jihadi groups
in Syria. Shared concerns about the possible emergence of an independent Kurdish
state in Iraq led to parallel political efforts and military threats to prevent this development in 2017.
Although leaders of the two governments agreed in 2017 to intelligence-sharing
and coordinated exercises and tactical operations to enhance border security, including to restrict smuggling that has benefited the separatist PKK and PJAK, Tehran is
unlikely to support combined operations with Turkey against PKK strongholds in
Iraq.9 Tehran has played a double game in dealings with various Kurdish groups. With
9
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ISIS defeated, the basis for Turkish-Iranian cooperation is Syria has narrowed. Given
Tehran’s continuing support for the Assad regime, it decried Ankara’s Operation Olive
Branch to cut off the YPG militias in northwestern Syria from their brethren east of
the Euphrates. Mutual interests in expanding limited trade, particularly in energy, and
cooperation on securing borders, reducing transnational crime, and limiting the influence of extraregional powers in their neighborhood constitute a base for future cooper
ation. This was also underlined by the lack of criticism from Ankara of the crackdown
on protests in several Iranian cities in early 2018. Nevertheless, Turkish-Iranian relations are likely to remain circumspect, given the overall divergence of their regional
and security interests, Ankara’s concerns about Tehran’s nuclear weapon program, and
abiding distrust and sectarian sentiments.
Given mutual mistrust between Turkey and the Iraqi central government, relations are likely to remain uneven. Ankara has concerns about Iranian influence over
Baghdad and retains a strong interest in protecting the Turkmen population in northern Iraq. Despite periods of tension, economic interests have helped stabilize bilateral
relations, and the two governments came together in 2017 to thwart the independence
referendum by the KRG. Nevertheless, Turkey continues to value an autonomous
KRG as an important trading partner and a balance against Iranian influence over
Baghdad. Both Ankara and Baghdad have increased leverage over the KRG since the
fall of Kirkuk, but it remains to be seen whether this will bolster cooperation among
all three parties in countering the PKK in the post–Masoud Barzani era. There are
several flashpoints that could lead to conflicts in northern Iraq: the enduring presence
of about 2,000 Turkish troops in Bashiqa near Mosul, the role of the Shi‘a Popular
Mobilization Units, and the PKK presence in Sinjar in northwestern Iraq.
Turkey will continue to welcome U.S. efforts to counter Iran’s drive for regional
hegemony, but specific Turkish policies toward Iran, Iraq, and Syria will often be
at odds with U.S. approaches. Ankara supports the unity of Iraq but has lingering
impulses to intervene in Iraqi politics and harbors latent territorial claims. Ankara
also shares U.S. support for maintaining the territorial integrity of Syria, but its priority there is to prevent the emergence of a Kurdish mini-state along Turkey’s southern border, which it sees as being fostered by U.S. support for the YPG. Ankara also
shares U.S. and European concerns that Iran plans to develop a military supply and
oil pipeline corridor through parts of Iraq and Syria to the Mediterranean that would
run along that same border. In addition, Turkey shares the U.S. and European interest
of limiting Russian influence in Syria and the Eastern Mediterranean, even as Ankara
has been forced to deal with both Moscow and Tehran in trying to end the conflict.
The Arab states to Turkey’s south have long looked to Ankara as a highly capable
Sunni partner in blunting the Iranian challenge to the regional order—a need that has
become more acute with the growth in Iranian influence in Iraq and Syria. A
 nkara’s
more-pragmatic policies toward Iran and Syria have disappointed the Arab world,
but maintaining Turkey as key partner remains a priority for those states. The AKP’s
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embrace of the forces of change, particularly support for the Muslim Brotherhood, disrupted Turkey’s relationships with the UAE and Egypt. In contrast, Qatar and Turkey
are building a genuine strategic partnership based on deepening economic and military
cooperation and a shared vision that political Islam plays a crucial role in the region’s
development. The complex relationships between Turkey and the Arab states could
improve or deteriorate in response to diminished salience of recent political turmoil
or a shift in national priorities (described in Chapter Four) but will likely constrain
advancement of U.S. foreign policy and security interests. The overarching challenge is
that the differing priorities of Ankara and Arab capitals are likely to continue to create
obstacles for the United States gaining partner support for regional initiatives, as happened in the efforts to assemble the counter-ISIS coalition. The second major challenge
for the United States stemming from intraregional competition is the impact of Turkish involvement in the intra-GCC rift. On the one hand, the rift is beneficial insofar
as it may deter the Saudi-led bloc from military action against its neighbor, but on the
other hand, the rift will almost certainly prolong the dispute, which Washington wants
to resolve quickly because Turkey’s support for Doha puts Qatar on closer parity with
its GCC challengers. One benefit of these intraregional fissures is that they limit the
risk that a Sunni coalition would feel it had the strength to mount an offensive against
Iran, which could fuel an inadvertent regional war that the United States would feel
compelled to enter.
Meanwhile, Turkish-Israeli relations will continue to be closely linked to developments on the Arab-Israeli and Israeli-Palestinian fronts. After a long period of close
economic, diplomatic, and military ties, bilateral relations between Turkey and Israel
soured during the 2000s. The second Palestinian uprising, the AKP’s more confrontational stance toward Israel, the Second Lebanon War, and clashes over Israel’s Gaza
policies exacerbated tensions, culminating in a six-year rift between the countries
from 2011 to 2016. Their partial reconciliation in mid-2016 encouraged stakeholders
in each country who were eager to resume aspects of collaboration, but little progress has been made. Improved Israeli-Turkish relations face formidable obstacles, primarily deep mistrust between the current political leaderships in both countries and
divergences on the Palestinian issue. Washington could use its leverage to encourage
both governments to avoid escalatory rhetoric on sensitive issues and dampen ideological differences. Doing so might allow pragmatic cooperation or parallel efforts
that would advance mutual interests in developing energy sources and infrastructure,
countering Iran’s regional aspirations, and combating terrorism. Israel’s new association with NATO is another avenue for U.S.-Turkish-Israeli cooperation that aligns
with U.S. interest and hinges on continued Turkish consent. Furthermore, the United
States has geostrategic and economic interests in the emerging Israeli-Turkish-Cypriot
gas deal. Turkey’s ties with Hamas could, in a changed political context, also be
helpful to the United States and its other allies in the region in advancing an IsraeliPalestinian peace process.
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Russia, the Caucasus, and Central Asia

Turkish-Russian relations historically have been adversarial, defined by competition
for influence and power across the Black Sea region. A circumspect warming in relations since the end of the Cold War has been driven, in large measure, by mutual
interests in expanded economic and energy ties. Today, the two governments claim
to be pursuing a strategic partnership but are pulled between elements of cooperation
and potential for conflict. Examination of five key elements of the Russian-Turkish
relationship—economic and energy ties, Western institutions, authoritarian domestic
politics, Black Sea issues, and Middle East ambitions—indicates that, although some
convergent interests may continue to draw the two countries together in the coming
years, there are also significant points of friction and divergent interests. Deepening
energy and economic ties, including a new TurkStream gas pipeline under the Black
Sea; close personal ties between Presidents Erdoğan and Putin; recent bilateral diplomatic and military coordination in Syria; and Turkey’s purchase of Russian S-400 air
and missile defense systems represent tangible manifestations of improved relations.
The surge in Russian ambitions and relative military power in the Black Sea region,
enduring differences between each country’s policies and goals in the Middle East
(especially Syria), and the tension between Turkey’s interest in retaining a NATO security guarantee and Russia’s efforts to lure Ankara away from the Alliance and diminish
its unity present sizable roadblocks to a deep bilateral partnership.
The crisis of 2015–2016, following Ankara’s downing of a Russian bomber that
violated Turkish airspace, demonstrated that economic and leadership ties, while currently strong, have failed to prevent volatile shifts in bilateral relations. Whether Russia
and Turkey are able to reach a new modus vivendi or will continue to muddle through
in a mix of cooperation and conflict by managing important differences will likely
depend, in large measure, on Turkish willingness to acquiesce to expanding Russian
ambitions and accept growing energy dependence. Even if Turkey is willing to accommodate Russia on many issues, unintended conflict in any one of the five areas noted
in this report could well derail a long-term rapprochement. Nevertheless, U.S. policy
makers should expect Turkey to remain an unpredictable ally that is more willing to
work with Russia at cross purposes to NATO when its shifting national interests dictate.
Turkey’s aspirations to become a more influential force in the Caucasus and Central Asia and a hub for regional energy and trade routes are likely to continue to be constrained by resource limitations, domestic turmoil, and other priorities. Turkey remains
committed to advancing integration in the South Caucasus through its cooperation
with Georgia and Azerbaijan to strengthen and protect the east-west economic and
energy transit corridor and limited bilateral and trilateral security cooperation. Turkey’s efforts help bolster the sovereignty and independence of these states, thereby
supporting U.S. and European interests in the region. However, Ankara’s appeal to
Georgia and Azerbaijan as a bridge to Euro-Atlantic political and security frameworks
has been diminished by Turkey’s strained ties with the EU and its NATO allies, as
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well as its cooperation with Russia. Tbilisi and Baku still look to Ankara as a partial counterbalance to Moscow’s power in the region, but Ankara will continue to
approach regional security with some circumspection, aware that it cannot afford to be
too confrontational with its powerful neighbor.
Ankara’s early 1990s vision of reviving cultural and economic links among Turkic
peoples in Central Asia and the Caspian to form a Turkic Union that would enhance
regional development and expand Turkey’s influence has not been realized. Nevertheless, the Turkish government and various nongovernmental organizations have provided
considerable development and educational assistance to Central Asian countries, and
commercial trade, investment, and construction projects have grown considerably over
the past decade. Turkey has also pursued modest bilateral security and defense cooperation with several Central Asian governments; such steps include some arms sales and
training for military and law enforcement personnel. Turkey also supports NATO Partnership for Peace exercises in Central Asia and has trained Central Asian militaries at its
Partnership for Peace Training Center. In addition, Turkey contributes in the NATOled exercise Steppe Eagle, which involves NATO and Central Asian partner militaries
and takes place in Kazakhstan, despite its membership in the CSTO. Governments
in the region value Turkey’s engagement with them but also have to balance relations
with Moscow, which retains and has not hesitated to exercise significant leverage over
those governments and their relations with Turkey. Furthermore, over the past decade,
China has emerged as the most dynamic trade and investment partner for Central Asian
countries, with the capacity to realize its vision of One Belt and One Road as a modern
version of the Silk Road. Ultimately, a moderately increased level of Turkish outreach
to Central Asia and the Caucasus is likely in the coming years, characterized by constrained resources, limited commitment, and uneven appetite for new engagement.
EU-Turkish Relations

Turkey’s relations with the EU have reached an acrimonious, 30-year low point that
threatens the collapse of membership accession talks, stalled since 2005 and effectively
frozen since Turkey’s April 2017 constitutional referendum. How successful Turkey
and the EU are at managing differences on migration, travel, counterterrorism policies, NATO-EU cooperation, and Cyprus will determine the longevity of the accession
process and the development of alternative futures for the relationship. The two sides
have sparred over implementation of a 2013 readmission deal, in which Turkey agreed
to provide temporary relief to refugees from Syria in return for EU humanitarian assistance. Turkey has taken a strident stance, even prior to the July 2016 coup attempt, as
Europe’s concerns about Erdoğan’s authoritarian rule, restrictions on civil and political rights, and various foreign policy moves have deepened. Although Ankara made
gestures in early 2018 that suggest it may be seeking a reset of relations in the midst
of Turkey’s growing isolation, a broad reconciliation is improbable. EU-Turkish relations are likely to become even more transactional and focused narrowly on free trade,
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immigration, and counterterrorism, but, given lingering differences on these issues
and conditions for resolving them, even this model for the relationship will be hard to
establish in the near future.
So far, the EU has not started to implement visa liberalization for Turkish citizens because Turkey continues to fail to meet EU benchmarks on domestic reforms,
yet it is unlikely that Erdoğan will put earlier threats to break off accession talks into
action. At the same time, authoritarian developments in Turkey increase the risk that
EU member governments suspend the talks, although the members remain divided on
the issue. A full collapse of Turkey’s EU membership would have profound economic
and political costs to both sides and would be detrimental to U.S. interests. It would
mark a significant failure of the EU’s ability to bolster policy reforms in third countries (i.e., non-EU countries) as a means of projecting stability and would make it both
more urgent and more difficult for Washington to engage Turkey directly on several
sensitive issues.
Given this context, Ankara is unlikely to support further institutionalization of
EU-NATO cooperation, especially if the Cyprus conflict remains unresolved. The
enduring stalemate between the two communities on the island and Ankara’s hard line
on security issues makes resolution of the Cyprus dispute elusive for the foreseeable
future. Turkish leaders are also less inclined to join EU missions as a way of anchoring
their country to the West, which will not only reduce Ankara’s engagement in CSDP
missions but also continue to drag bilateral conflicts into NATO, thus undermining
Alliance cohesion.
Turkey and NATO

There are many elements of continuity in Turkey’s engagement in NATO. The Alliance
still plays a central role in Turkey’s national security strategy and its plans for defense
against high-intensity threats. NATO membership provides Turkey a seat at the North
Atlantic Council, where key policy decisions on Euro-Atlantic security are developed.
Turkey remains engaged in other Alliance political institutions, the integrated military
structure, and the exercise program and continues to make substantial contributions
to current operations, standing forces, and the NATO Response Force. In addition,
Turkey hosts forces from other NATO countries at its İncirlik and Konya air bases,
the NATO Land Forces Command in Izmir, and the U.S. early-warning radar system
in Kürecik that is part of the European Phased Adaptive Approach to missile defense.
When regional tensions have risen in recent years, Turkey has promptly turned to the
United States and other NATO allies for military support, twice calling for consultations under Article 4 of the North Atlantic Treaty.10
10

Article 4 allows a NATO member to ask for consultations with other allies when its territorial integrity, political independence or security is threatened. It has been viewed as a step toward invoking the collective defense
provisions in Article 5 of the Treaty (NATO, 1949).
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However, doubts among the Turkish public and political elite about the reliability
of NATO’s collective defense commitment and the Alliance’s relevance in addressing
the country’s most-immediate security threats—countering terrorism and separatism
at home and in Turkey’s neighborhood—have grown in recent years. Most Turks also
see the policies that the United States and other allies have been pursuing in Syria
as inimical to Turkey’s security. In the wake of the July 2016 coup attempt, serious
political figures contended that NATO had “supported every military coup in Turkey”
and has regularly undermined Turkish interests.11 Others aptly observe that, even if
this claim were true, being a NATO member puts Turkey in a better position to prevent moves against it than not being a NATO member does.12 Discussion of the Eurasian vision—that is, disengaging from NATO and pursuing deeper cooperation with
Russia, Iran, and other major powers to address Turkey’s security challenges more
effectively—has gained resonance in political and academic circles, particularly following the U.S. decision in May 2017 to provide heavy weapons to the YPG. Advocates
of this reorientation have reportedly gained bureaucratic influence now that they have
assumed some positions in the Foreign Ministry and armed forces that were vacated by
Atlanticists purged in the wake of the coup.
Moscow has been adept at exploiting and amplifying these fissures within Turkey
and among allies, thus casting itself as a more reliable political and security partner.
At the same time, Moscow has made clear to Ankara that Russia’s military buildup in
the Black Sea region and upper hand in the Syrian conflict give it considerable leverage. Lingering unease in Ankara about Moscow’s long-term intentions and growing
military capabilities have limited the effectiveness of this appeal. Turkey has reacted
to geopolitical realities and the duality of Russian strategy by trying to balance relations with its longtime allies and newfound partner. Turkey’s rapprochement with
Moscow, military cooperation in the Black Sea and Syria, and acquisition of the Russian S-400 missile defense system are one side of this balancing effort. Turkish leaders
remain deeply concerned, however, about Russia’s military buildup in Crimea since
2014, plans for expanding its Black Sea Fleet, and military operations in Syria and the
Eastern Mediterranean.
On the on the eve of NATO’s 2016 Warsaw Summit, Erdoğan lamented NATO’s
lack of a visible military presence in the Black Sea and called on allies to take steps to
prevent it from becoming “a Russian lake.”13 Although Turkey subsequently muted its
rhetoric, it also pledged to contribute to NATO’ s tailored forward presence for the
Black Sea region, announced at the Warsaw Summit, despite vocal Russian opposition.
On missile defense, Ankara is pursuing cooperation with the Franco-Italian Eurosam
consortium to jointly develop and produce a long-range air and missile defense system
11
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with Turkish defense industry partners. The depth of current cooperation with Russia
is uncertain, and interoperability concerns, as well as lingering suspicions, would likely
limit the scope of future arms deals. Turkey’s defense establishment remains heavily
dependent on NATO equipment and is likely to remain reliant on the U.S. and NATO
defense industry over the next decade.
Allied governments have also been increasingly dismayed by some of Ankara’s confrontational rhetoric and periodic brinkmanship and by the fact that gaining A nkara’s
assent to important NATO operational and policy decisions regularly requires toplevel political intervention with President Erdoğan. It required concerted U.S. diplomatic efforts to convince the Turkish government to endorse the development of
NATO’s missile defenses at the 2010 Lisbon Summit and, a year later, the deployment
of U.S. missile defense radars on Turkish territory; Ankara was concerned that the
action would damage its relations with Iran. It took similar engagement with Ankara
to convince Turkish authorities to close Turkey’s borders to foreign fighters heading to
Syria and to finally participate in strike missions as a member of the counter-ISIS coalition in 2015. The acrimony between Berlin and Ankara discussed in Chapter Eight led
Germany to redeploy its military personnel and aircraft supporting the counter-ISIS
coalition from İncirlik to Jordan in 2017, when, for the second time, the Turks barred
German lawmakers from visiting German forces.
Despite policy differences, allies still share many common interests with Turkey
in combating terrorism, deterring further Russian aggression in southeastern Europe
and the Eastern Mediterranean, limiting Iranian influence, and promoting stability
in the Middle East. The United States and other allies are not without significant
leverage over Ankara and should not be reluctant to use that leverage in seeking to
manage policy differences. Turkish leaders know that NATO remains the only viable
framework for maintaining their nation’s security. U.S. and allied leaders will need
strategic patience and steady engagement to manage those differences as Turks sort out
their internal political differences and cope with their deteriorating security situation.
This engagement could, over time, lead future Turkish governments to pursue foreign
and security policies that are more-convergent with U.S. policies. Given Turkey’s geo
strategic position and regional influence, it is far better to have it cooperating in various
ways from inside NATO than seeking to thwart the Alliance’s efforts from the outside.
Thorny Bilateral Issues Add to Strains with the United States
In addition to policy differences concerning Syria, the Kurds, Iran, Russia, and IsraeliPalestinian issues, there are several bilateral problems that have strained the strategic
partnership between the United States and Turkey. The Obama administration came
to office in 2009 determined to deepen regional and global cooperation with Turkey,
calling for the development of a “model partnership” to advance mutual interests in
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a changing Middle East and more widely.14 However, disagreements over Libya, the
Iranian nuclear issue, the Muslim Brotherhood, and the early phases of the Syrian civil
war limited the realization of that vision. Erdoğan’s periodic brinkmanship and tight
control over policy decisions, which regularly required top-level political interventions
to gain Ankara’s support for key foreign policy initiatives, led to disappointment in
Washington. Erdoğan, in turn, felt rebuffed when Washington refused to pursue his
initiatives to solve the Iranian nuclear issue in 2011, take military action to oust the
Assad regime in Syria, and establish safe zones to protect Syrian civilians from regime
brutality. Erdoğan bristled as Washington expressed its concerns about the authoritarian drift in Turkish politics and what he saw as a hesitant denunciation of the July 2016
attempted military coup and affirmation of support for the Turkish government.
Erdoğan expressed hopes that President Donald Trump would bring a fresh start
to the relationship and that he could persuade Trump to stop supporting the Syrian
YPG. These hopes faded when Trump announced that he would provide the YPG
with heavy weapons and were dealt a severe blow when Trump announced his decision to move the U.S. embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Erdoğan and other
Turkish leaders have decried the fact that the United States not only has failed to act
on their 2016 request to extradite Fethullah Gülen—who they contend masterminded
the July 2016 coup and is the head of what Turkey brands a terrorist organization—
but also has allowed Gülen to live in great comfort and without interference. These
tensions have led to vitriolic statements by Turkish leaders that the United States can
no longer be considered an ally because it is providing a safe haven to one of the country’s leading enemies and arming another that is waging a separatist insurgency. AntiAmerican sentiment has deepened in Turkey, as have doubts about the reliability of the
U.S. commitment to Turkey’s stability and security.
Bilateral relations have been further complicated by Turkey’s arrests of American
and European nationals and two Turkish employees of U.S. consulates on questionable
terrorism charges, as well as by Turkish security personnel’s assaults on protesters in
Washington during Erdoğan’s May 2017 visit there.15 A case that gained considerable
attention involved an American pastor, Andrew Brunson, who was charged in Turkey
in 2016 as a supporter of the Gülen movement. Tensions were strained further with
the sensational trial in the United States of gold trader Reza Zarrab, who was accused
of orchestrating a large money-laundering scheme designed to circumvent sanctions
against Iran in coordination with senior officials in the Turkish government. The case
received high-profile press coverage, and Erdoğan himself reportedly raised the issue
14
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with senior U.S. figures on at least two occasions. Zarrab also retained the services of
former New York Mayor Rudolph Giuliani, who attempted to negotiate a “state-tostate” settlement for the case outside of court.16 Zarrab ultimately pleaded guilty to
fraud, testified against a senior executive in a state-owned Turkish bank, and claimed
that President Erdoğan had personally approved of his operations. Turkish officials
were quick to dismiss the case as politically motivated “theater” and the result of a
Gülenist plot against Turkey.17 Though soon overtaken by a series of other bilateral disputes, the case remains a major point of tension between Washington and Ankara and
retains the potential to place considerable strain on the already volatile relationship.
Overall Assessments
Table 9.1 provides a summary assessment of where Turkish interests are convergent,
divergent, or in conflict with those of key neighbors and other allies; the table is a compilation of our analysis in Chapters Two through Eight.
As exhibited in Table 9.1, Turkey, the United States, and other NATO allies still
have many convergent strategic interests, including countering terrorism, promoting
peace in the Middle East, constraining the growth of Russian and Iranian power,
and expanding energy transit corridors. However, differences over the policies to best
advance these interests have become more pronounced and exacerbated by deepening
mutual suspicions. The foregoing analysis suggests four potential Turkish futures, as
outlined in Chapter Two and further described here:
1. Difficult ally: Turkey continues to be a difficult and sometimes wavering ally
but remains committed to NATO operations and policies and reliant on the
Alliance’s collective security guarantee. Relations with Europe and the United
States remain transactional, but differences are managed without too much
strain or disruption.
2. Resurgent democracy: An opposition political leader or coalition is able to defeat
Erdoğan after 2023, walk back the constitutional changes approved in the 2017
referendum, and resume a more Western-oriented foreign and security policy.
This could lead to enhanced U.S. and European policy and defense cooperation
with Turkey, improved Turkish relations with Israel and the Arab states, and
progress on the Kurdish and Cyprus issues.
3. Strategic balancer: Turkey moves to more openly balance its ties with its NATO
allies and emerging partners in Eurasia (particularly Russia, Iran, and China),
16
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Table 9.1—Continued
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sometimes supporting Western positions but often forming shifting coalitions.
This is a strategy outlined in Erdoğan’s 2018 election manifesto, and it reflects
the worldview of many AKP and MHP politicians. It has attendant risks for
Turkey and would complicate U.S. deterrence and defense efforts against
Russia, Iran, and China. This future is more likely to be pursued if contentious
issues with the United States and European governments remain unresolved.
4. Eurasian power: As mutual suspicions and policy differences with Europe and
the United States reach a breaking point, Turkey moves to formally leave NATO
and pursue closer cooperation and various alignments with partners in Eurasia
and the Middle East. This results in distant, more-adversarial relations and the
risk of military incidents.
To arrive at these four plausible, future geostrategic orientations for Turkey,
we employed a simplified scenario-axes approach whereby we identified the most-
significant driving forces in Turkish domestic and external affairs. We then outlined
the types of policies that Turkey would likely pursue if these forces prevailed, as well
as the implications for the United States and other allies under each future orientation
(see Table 9.2). We did not seek to assess the probability of each alternative unfolding
or advance the futures in an effort to predict Turkey’s course in global affairs. Rather,
these four futures are alternatives that may unfold as a consequence of certain internal and external developments. We offer these as a heuristic device to provide U.S.
decisionmakers with a set of indicators of evolving alternative futures against which
various policy courses of action might be assessed to shape outcomes in directions more
favorable to U.S. interests.18
Implications for U.S. Defense Planning and the U.S. Army
The developments in Turkey’s domestic politics, foreign and defense policies, and military posture, along with the strains in bilateral relations with Washington, have significant implications for U.S. defense planning and the U.S. Army. In this section, we
examine the state of military-to-military relations and how U.S. and Turkish defense
policies and force postures align or diverge in three of the most-pressing regional security challenges: stabilizing post-ISIS Syria and the evolving counterterrorism struggle
in the Middle East, containing Iranian influence in the Middle East and the Persian
Gulf, and containing Russian influence and military activities in the Black Sea region
and beyond.

18
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Table 9.2
Pathways, Policies, and Implications of the Four Potential Turkish Futures over the
Next Decade
Alternative
Difficult ally

Pathways
•

•
•
•
•
•

Resurgent
democracy

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic
balancer

•

•

•

•

Policies

Domestic political
polarization persists;
Erdogan dominant;
opposition divided
Authoritarian rule under
new constitution
Kurdish insurgency and
terrorist threat remains
high
Economy stable
Differences with NATO
on Russia and the Black
Sea
Differences with United
States on Iran and Israel
policies

•

Growing discontent with
Erdogan and AKP rule
Economic downturn;
foreign direct investment
falters; capital flight
Opposition parties unite
Possible PKK ceasefire
AKP ousted in elections
Presidential powers
tempered

•

More nationalist drift
under the AKP or if the
MHP or a new right-wing
party displaces the AKP
Accession talks with
the EU collapse; talks
on customs union
enhancements and visa
liberalization stall
Economic and security
cooperation with Russia
deepens; modus vivendi
in the Black Sea region
and the Caucasus
Deeper economic and
security cooperation
with Iran and China

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Implications

Acrimonious dealings
•
with Europe; accession
talks continue fitfully
Reluctant to support
NATO presence in
•
Southeast Europe and
the Black Sea
Differences with the
United States and the
•
coalition on Syria and the
Kurds
Growing cooperation
with Russia and Iran
Persisting tensions with
Israel and Cyprus

Relations with U.S.
and Europe remain
transactional; differences
managed
Periodic crises require
high-level engagement
to avoid fissures;
growing frustrations
Defense and military
cooperation with the
United States and NATO
weakens

Efforts to improve ties
with the United States,
Europe, and Israel
Economic and energy ties
with Russia and Iran
Differences on Syria and
the Kurds persist but are
managed better
Restart of peace process
with the Kurds

•

Defense and military
cooperation with the
United States and NATO
improves
Progress with the EU on
customs union and visa
liberalization
More pragmatic Middle
East role
Managed tensions with
Greece and Cyprus

Authoritarian rule
consolidated
Limit NATO presence in
Southeast Europe and
passage through Turkish
Straits
Opt out of NATO
missions in Afghanistan
and the Balkans
Periodic alignment with
Russia, Iran, and China
to limit or offset U.S.
influence in the Middle
East, North Africa, and
Eurasia

•

•
•
•

•
•

Regular crises require
high-level engagement
to avoid confrontations
Waning commitment
to NATO policies and
missions
Defense and military
cooperation with the
United States and NATO
wanes significantly;
access to Turkish bases is
sometimes restricted or
denied
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Table 9.2—Continued
Alternative
Eurasian
power

Pathways
•

•

•

•

More nationalist drift
under the AKP or if the
MHP or a new right-wing
party displaces the AKP
EU membership process
collapses; trade with and
travel to Europe drop
sharply
Economic and security
cooperation with Russia
deepens; new modus
vivendi in the Black Sea
region and the Caucasus
Deeper cooperation with
Iran, China, and Muslimmajority countries

Policies
•
•

•
•

•

Block allied policies and
missions or withdraw
from NATO
Block tailored forward
presence in Southeast
Europe, as well as U.S.
and NATO passage
through the Turkish
Straits
Withdraw from missions
in Afghanistan and Syria
New ties with the
Eurasian Economic
Union and the
Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation
Deeper involvement
in the Organisation of
Islamic Cooperation

Implications
•

•

•

•

Relations with the
United States and
Europe become distant,
sometimes adversarial
Routine alignment with
Russia, Iran, and China
to limit or offset U.S.
influence
Defense and military
cooperation with the
United States and NATO
curtailed; access to bases
denied
Possible military
incidents

State of Bilateral Military-to Military and Defense Industrial Relations

The U.S. and Turkish militaries have a long history of close cooperation, which has
evolved in light of shifting priorities. The U.S. military presence in Turkey was close to
15,000 personnel in the late 1980s, reflecting Cold War priorities on NATO’s southern
flank. In contrast, there are about 2,200 U.S. military personnel stationed in Turkey
today, about 1,500 of whom are at İncirlik Air Base. Relations suffered a major setback after 2003, when the Turkish Parliament did not support the U.S. request for
the 4th Infantry Division to use Turkish territory to launch operations into Iraq, and
the U.S. subsequently declined the Turkish government’s offer to send 10,000 troops
to Iraq as members of the coalition. U.S. efforts to curtail Turkish military operations
in Iraqi Kurdistan against the PKK and a high-profile incident between the U.S. and
Turkish forces there led to further strains and limited senior contacts.19 The United
States took steps to enhance intelligence-sharing on the PKK with the TSK in 2007,
which helped pave the way for improved military-to-military relations and a restoration of high-level contacts. But restrictions and bureaucratic red tape that Turkey has
placed on U.S. use of İncirlik Air Base have sometimes been an irritant.
19
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unharmed, but the political damage was enormous. The incident generated front-page headlines of outrage for
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The depth of U.S. military-to-military interactions with the TSK has varied by
service. Cooperation with the Turkish Air Force has generally been consistently strong
over the years, including continuing operations at İncirlik and the regular Anatolian
Eagle exercises, which involve other NATO and partner countries. Considerable interaction between the U.S. and Turkish navies takes place in NATO operations and exercises, as well as regular staff talks. For many years, there were limited formal dialogues
between the U.S. Army and the Turkish Land Forces, even though the Land Forces
are the biggest component of the TSK. The first ever talks between the U.S. Army
Staff and the TGS took place in January 2009, leading to a plan of future command
post exercises and unit-level exchanges.20 Cooperation among special operations forces
also saw marked improvement after 2008 and continued for operations in Afghanistan and Syria.
Despite political differences with the Turkish government and turmoil within the
TSK, bilateral defense and military-to-military cooperation with the United States has
continued to function fairly well over the past few years, with some bumps in the road.
The TSK has demonstrated that it wants to work effectively with U.S. forces, but the
relationship has retained a transactional character.21 Turkey’s ministers of defense and
chief of the TGS have met regularly with their U.S. counterparts in recent years, and
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Joseph Dunford, Jr., was the first senior
U.S. official to visit Turkey two weeks after the July 2016 attempted coup.22 The pace
and nature of the TSK’s engagement with U.S. counterparts had been improving before
the coup, and although such engagement slowed somewhat in the immediate months
after the coup, almost 95 percent of planed operations and activities with United States
Army Europe forces resumed the following year. In fact, the TSK participated in ten
United States Army Europe exercises during 2016, which was a significant increase
over previous years. Since the coup attempt, TSK officers have been more circumspect
in engagements with U.S. counterparts, hew closely to approved talkers, and are less
flexible in decisions. They are sometimes accompanied by officials from the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs or the MİT. No doubt, lingering concerns about arrest remain. The
TSK recalled officers attending U.S. professional military education institutions in
July 2016 and has not been making full use of its sizable allocation for international
military education and training.23
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In addition, the United States and Turkey maintain a long-standing defense trade
relationship. This has included a consortium between U.S. and Turkish aerospace
firms to coproduce most of Turkey’s 240 F-16s in Turkey during the 1980s and 1990s
and a similar $3.5 billion deal finalized in 2014 to produce 109 Turkish-version Black
Hawk helicopters in Turkey. Turkey was a level 3 partner in the Joint Strike Fighter
program, committed to purchasing 116 F-35A Lightning aircraft, before its suspension from the program in July 2019. Turkey’s defense industry has made significant
strides over the past decade, and the government has been pursuing coproduction and
codevelopment projects with many countries, with the goal of being self-sufficient by
2023, the centennial of the Turkish Republic. In this context, and in the face of the
growing missile threat in the region, Turkey entered into negotiations with the United
States to purchase and coproduce the PATRIOT Advanced Capability (PAC)-3 air
and missile defense system, but the talks collapsed because of costs and disagreements
over technology transfers. This was an important factor in Turkey’s decision to seek
alternatives, including a Chinese system and then the Russian S-400, as well as the
Franco-Italian option. Despite these efforts to achieve self-reliance and diversification
of supply, the TSK will remain heavily dependent on U.S.-origin military equipment
for at least the next decade, which is another positive factor in sustaining the militaryto-military relationship between the United States and Turkey.
Stabilization of Syria and Future Counterterrorism Efforts

Differences between the United States and Turkey over goals, strategy, and tactics
for ending the Syrian civil war have grown more pronounced. Having become reconciled to the fact that its previous objective of removing Bashar al-Assad from power is
beyond reach following the 2015 Russian intervention, Ankara’s top priority has been
to prevent the Syrian PYD and its YPG militias, which it views as integral elements of
the outlawed PKK, from gaining control of the entire length of Turkey’s 500 mile-long
southern border with Syria.24 The Turks fear that such a development would lead to
consolidation of PYD control over an autonomous region in Syria, which the Kurds
call Rojava. The Turks launched Operation Euphrates Shield in September 2016 to
prevent the YPG from moving units west of the Euphrates River, thereby closing one
gap in the border not under YPG control.25 The Turks have viewed the 2015 U.S.
decision to train and equip the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF), which include many
YPG fighters, and then to supply them with heavy weapons and equipment two years
States European Command, Stuttgart, Germany, February 2017; and U.S. officials and military officers, discussion with the authors, Ankara, June 2017.
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later in advance of the assault on ISIS in Raqqa as the equivalent of an ally arming an
enemy. Erdoğan was incensed that assurances from U.S. officials that the SDF would
not be left in control of the Syrian towns of Manbij and Jarbulus after ISIS was evicted
and that the United States would stop providing the SDF with ammunition and support after the fall of Raqqa have not been honored. Indeed, Erdoğan noted that the
January 2018 announcement that the United States was planning to start training
members of the SDF into a new Syrian Border Security Force with up to 30,000 members was tantamount to creating a “terrorist army” on Turkey’s borders (see discussion
of this border force later in this section).26 From Ankara’s perspective, the announcement underlined U.S. resolve to extend cooperation with the SDF beyond the immediate battle against ISIS and develop the relationship from a tactical alignment, as
it had been repeatedly portrayed by U.S. officials, to a strategic political alliance in
northeastern Syria. Although then–U.S. Secretary of State Rex Tillerson denied such
plans shortly after, the TSK launched Operation Olive Branch against YPG forces in
Afrin on January 20, 2018, after days of fierce anti-American rhetoric, and the operation was portrayed in Turkish media as an anti-imperialistic act of defiance. Erdoğan
declared that Turkish and allied Free Syrian Army forces will establish a 30-km-deep
buffer zone in Afrin, and he and TGS Chief Akar threatened to clear the YPG out of
Manbij and possibly the entire border region. The Turkish move into Afrin brought
into stark relief the contradictions and limitations of U.S. policy in Syria. U.S. forces
advising and assisting SDF forces near Manbij and other places east of the Euphrates
were at risk of being attacked by their Turkish treaty allies.
Defusing confrontations over Syria will require agile U.S. diplomatic engagement
with Turkey and Kurdish partners, as well as some policy adjustments. Despite the harsh
rhetoric emanating from Ankara and the hard line taken by the PYD and the YPG,
there are some convergent interests. For example, Turkey and the United States support
resolution of the conflict between the Syrian people and the Assad regime through the
United Nations–led political process that would result in a unitary Syrian state with
Assad’s transition from power. Ankara, Washington, and the PYD (despite some cooperation with Tehran) want to limit Iranian influence in Syria. U.S. officials have some
leverage to convince the PYD to take concrete steps to distance itself from the PKK,
although this would be hard to achieve in the short to middle term, given a shared ideology and the long-standing ties between both organizations. Turkey and the PYD did
cooperate as late as 2015 on efforts to defend Kobanî in Syria. In addition, Washington
could help broker a dialogue among Turkey, the PYD, and moderate Syrian opposition
to avoid conflict with each other and to work together against Assad and his Iranian
backers. Finally, Washington should take steps to prevent YPG weapons and assistance
26
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from flowing to the PKK, guarantee Ankara that the United States will vigorously
oppose Kurdish secession in Syria, and work to dissuade Turkey from launching further
attacks on enclaves under PYD control. This strategy faces many hurdles, but the Turkish reconciliation and partnership with the Iraqi Kurds over the past decade, despite
their previous conflicts, suggests that it is in the realm of possibility.27
In the conduct of operations to support U.S. and Global Coalition efforts to
prevent the reemergence of ISIS and stabilize Syria and Iraq, the U.S. Army will need
to be mindful of tensions with Ankara concerning the Kurds and other elements of
U.S. policy.28 In one development that has especially strained the relationship, leaders
of the Combined Joint Task Force – Operation Inherent Resolve announced plans in
January 2018 to maintain a small (reportedly 1,500 personnel) U.S. ground force to
train and assist in the development of a 30,000-strong Syrian Border Security Force
composed of veteran fighters under the leadership of the SDF. The core of the force
was expected to be formed of 15,000 members of the SDF as operations against ISIS
were completed. The force would reportedly be stationed along the Iraqi and Turkish
borders and the Euphrates River Valley, the western edge of the territory in Syria being
controlled by the SDF. Because the Syrian Border Security Force units would have
been drawn from the areas that they would protect, Turkish authorities feared that the
YPG would become predominant in northeastern Syria, where the Kurds are a majority of the population; more Arabs live along the Euphrates River Valley and the border
with Iraq.29 In early 2019, the United States and Turkey were negotiating joint U.S and
Turkish patrols of a 20-mile safe zone along the border.30
As diplomatic and civilian stabilization initiatives in Syria and Iraq unfold, Army
training efforts could support a sustainable end state by
• ensuring that training programs for SDF forces are as inclusive as possible so that
areas with mixed Kurdish, Arab, and Turkmen residents develop a more diverse
force
• working with the TSK to mitigate tensions along east-west lines of control in
northern Syria between those dominated by the YPG and those under control of
the Turkish-backed Free Syrian Army
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• providing security and support to U.S. State Department and Agency for International Development personnel working in northern Syria with the United Nations,
partners in the Global Coalition to Defeat ISIS, and various nongovernmental
organizations to help local and regional authorities restore essential services in liberated areas and establish an environment conducive to resettlement of refugees
• taking steps to enhance U.S. Army cooperation with the Turkish Land Forces
and special operations forces, which are likely also operating in Syria to protect
safe zones and monitor border areas; doing so could enhance the stabilization
mission in Syria and future regional counterterrorism efforts
• initiating a focused dialogue with TSK counterparts—in addition to whatever
efforts are taken to sustain the Global Coalition—on how regional efforts to
combat terrorism should unfold following the complete defeat of ISIS.
The Black Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean

Both Russia and Turkey have long sought to limit maritime operations by nonlittoral
powers in the Black Sea. In 2001, Turkey led efforts with Bulgaria, Romania, Ukraine,
Russia, and Georgia to create the Black Sea Naval Cooperation Task Group to undertake combined maritime operations against terrorism, organized crime, and trafficking. Turkey worked with some littoral states to establish Operation Black Sea Harmony
in 2004, which sought to disrupt terrorist activities by tracking and boarding suspicious ships and was intended as a counterpart to NATO’s Operation Active Endeavor
in the Mediterranean. To avoid provoking Moscow or triggering dangerous incidents,
Turkey had advocated a limited NATO maritime presence in the Black Sea, operating
from an assessment that Turkey’s then-superior naval forces could manage relations
with the Russians in a cooperative maritime framework. Turkey’s legal rights, under
the terms of the 1936 Montreux Convention, to limit the passage of civilian and military ships through the Dardanelles and Bosporus straits have given Moscow a compelling rationale for cooperation.
Russian aggression against Georgia and Ukraine, as well as efforts to strengthen
its position in the Black Sea and its ability to project maritime power, have strained the
cooperative approach between Russia and Turkey. Russia suspended participation in
the Black Sea Naval Cooperation Task Group in 2015, and in September 2016, Russian General Valeriy Gerasimov boasted that the military balance in the Black Sea had
already shifted toward Russia. The deployment of new reconnaissance assets, submarines with Kalibr cruise missiles, new aircraft, and the Bastion coastal defense missile
system have given Russia an even more robust anti-access/area denial capability against
NATO navies and air forces and have strengthened Russia’s ability to project power
into the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East. Russia intends to spend an additional $2.4 billion by 2022 to strengthen and modernize its Black Sea Fleet, including the procurement of more surface ships and amphibious-landing capacities. There
is debate among experts about whether Moscow can realize this naval modernization
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program in the timeline envisioned, but many analysts agree that the balance has
shifted in Moscow’s direction.31 The 2017 Russian naval doctrine identified strengthening the Black Sea Fleet and Russian forces in Crimea and maintaining a constant
naval presence in the Mediterranean as the most critical geographic priorities for future
development of the Russian Navy.32 Moscow’s improvements in the size and readiness of ground forces in the Southern Military district, continuing patronage of the
breakaway Georgian province of Abkhazia, and enhancements of its military presence
in Armenia have strengthened Russian ground and air power in the Black Sea region.
Turkish perceptions have shifted with the recognition that Russia has again
become Turkey’s most formidable military threat. Official Turkish statements during
and after the 2015–2016 crisis in relations with Moscow reflect a deep wariness about
Russia’s military capabilities and intentions. On the eve of NATO’s 2016 Warsaw
Summit, Erdoğan lamented NATO’s absence from the Black Sea and noted that it is
in danger of becoming “a Russian lake.” When NATO allies agreed at the summit to
establish a tailored forward presence in southeastern Europe, the Turkish Ministry of
Defense announced that it would contribute to the initiative—despite vocal Russian
opposition. Moreover, despite Russian and Iranian objections, Ankara has continued
to support NATO’s European Phased Adaptive Approach missile defense operations
in Turkey.
Nevertheless, because of its vulnerability to Russian military and economic pressure, Turkey’s balancing strategy between NATO and Russia has led to continued
bilateral exercises with the Russian Navy in the Black Sea, as well as regular TGS and
service staff talks with Russian counterparts. Moscow has highlighted this cooperation
to demonstrate that a NATO ally is willing to work individually with it on regional
security cooperation. A Turkish decision to join NATO allies in taking actions against
significant Russian interests, such as restricting transit of the Black Sea Fleet through
the Turkish Straits in the context of a future contingency in Syria or the Eastern Mediterranean, could rupture Ankara’s bilateral relationship with Moscow. Conversely, a
Turkish decision to support Russian actions in such a crisis could cause a crisis in
NATO. A future contingency in which Russia uses its military might to intimidate
Turkey or undermine its security interests in the Black Sea or the Middle East will
likely be the true test of how this shifting regional military balance will affect the
future course of Turkey’s relations with its NATO allies and Russia. This has the following implications for U.S. defense and security cooperation plans:
• The U.S. Army and other services should continue to deepen their engagement
with Turkish counterparts in the development of NATO’s tailored forward pres31
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ence in Southeastern Europe and in U.S. European Command’s Black Sea exercise program, particularly the Saber Guardian and Sea Breeze series. Such engagement in U.S. and NATO planning and exercises could help build consensus with
the Turkish government on assessments of the Russian threat and how best to
counter it. It would also assure the Turks that their security concerns are being
factored into U.S., combined, and NATO contingency planning for the region.
• Given uncertainty about how the TSK might respond in a period of heightened
tensions with Russia, the U.S. Army should design and deploy flexible logistic
options to support any NATO peacetime deterrent or crisis flexible deterrent
options for Bulgaria and Romania.
• Now that Turkey is proceeding with the deployment of Russian S-400s, the U.S.
Army, as the owner and operator of the PATRIOT and Terminal High Altitude
Area Defense surface-to-air missile systems, will have to evaluate the risk and
manage any integration of those systems with non-NATO surface-to-air missile
systems.
• Turkish cooperation with the Russian Navy, as well as the fact that Turkey’s navy
is not a top priority of the Turkish political leadership, may have an adverse effect
on cooperation with the United States and NATO in Black Sea maritime operations. However, U.S. and NATO forces’ continued engagement with Turkish
naval and marine forces can help counterbalance these influences. In addition
to deepening engagement via the Sea Breeze exercises, the U.S. Marine Forces
Europe command might strengthen crisis response capacity by exploring further
engagement of Turkish maritime forces with the Black Sea Regional Force, the
special-purpose Marine Air-Ground Task Force that conducts security cooperation and exercises in the region.
Other Force Planning and Regional Issues

The Turkish government will continue to seek to balance (1) concerns about Iran’s
expanding influence in the Middle East and improving military capabilities, including
its nuclear breakout capability, with (2) Turkey’s interests in deepening economic and
energy cooperation and finding ways to defuse volatile elements of Sunni-Shi‘a tensions. The Turkish government does not assess Iran’s nuclear program and testing of
long-range ballistic missiles to be an imminent threat. Erdoğan and other officials have
repeatedly defended Iran’s right to develop a nuclear-fuel cycle, accepted that the program is peaceful, and supported the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action. That
said, Iran’s prospective acquisition of nuclear weapons is inimical to Turkey’s security
and is another reason that Turkey has continued to support NATO European Phased
Adaptive Approach missile defense programs and efforts of the nuclear dimension of
Alliance deterrent capabilities. An Iranian move to break out of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action could bring Turkey closer to the United States and NATO on
countering this threat.
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Although Turkey’s political and military support to Qatar in the 2017–2018 crisis
among the GCC states caused strains in its partnerships both with several GCC states
and with the United States, Turkey’s support may have deterred Saudi military action
against Doha, which would have undermined U.S. efforts to bolster GCC cooperation to help contain Iran. The stakes of that GCC conflict are likely to further bind
Qatar and Turkey, potentially inviting a situation in which the United States is forced
to choose between competing constellations of Middle East partners. In a worst-case
scenario, perceived U.S. favoritism toward one of those camps could lead to denial of
U.S. military access in nations of the other camp, possibly complicating response to
a military contingency in the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility, such as
a naval escalation with Iran in the Persian Gulf. Given the U.S. Army’s major role in
the military’s forward presence (and rapid reinforcement) in the Persian Gulf region
south of Iraq (as a hedge against Iranian regional aggression and to assure Israel and
other regional partners), Army planners will need to be cognizant of these tensions that
could disrupt current contingency plans.
Given the volatility of relations with Turkey, U.S. defense planners need be prepared to deal with the loss of access to İncirlik Air Base and other U.S. and NATO
facilities in Turkey. The implications of the loss of İncirlik to sustaining Operation
Inherent Resolve and other operations in Southwest Asia, as well as NATO deterrence
missions, would be enormous, and alternative facilities in the region have substantial
limitations. Exploring alternative bases in the region not only would help assure continuity of operations but also could provide leverage with Ankara if it were to again
threaten to restrict or deny U.S. or other NATO forces’ access.33
With respect to military-to-military relations, further efforts should be taken
to revitalize the U.S.-Turkish High-Level Defense Group, taking into account the
increased importance of the Turkish minister of defense, and to deepen the dialogues
between the Joint Staff and services and the TGS.34 Finally, the U.S. Army and other
services could assist Turkey with the development of curricula at its new National
Defense University and could encourage the TSK to continue to send officers to schools
in the United States. These steps would help improve civil-military relations in Turkey
and influence the future course of the TSK in ways that could strengthen bilateral and
NATO cooperation with Turkey over the long term.
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F

or more than six decades, the United States has maintained a strategic partnership
with the Republic of Turkey as a key element of U.S. strategy in Eurasia and
the Middle East. This partnership was forged at the outset of the Cold War to
check Soviet expansionism, and Turkey remains a powerful North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) ally at the nexus of three regions important to U.S. security.

The United States and Turkey have long cooperated on a range of global issues,

including countering terrorism and violent extremism, enhancing energy security, and
promoting prosperity and development. However, the partnership has become strained in
recent years because U.S. and Turkish interests and assessments of various challenges are
not as aligned as they once were, and significant disagreements have emerged on policies
to address many of these challenges. Tensions in Turkey’s relations with Europe and other
neighbors have exacerbated these strains.
In this report, RAND researchers assess the key challenges confronting the U.S.-Turkish
partnership over the coming decade and recommend possible initiatives to sustain it during
what is likely to be a turbulent period. The researchers focus on the political, social, and
economic trends that are changing Turkey’s internal dynamics and global interests; explore
Turkey’s changing relations with key neighbors and partners; and compare how Turkey’s
interests and those of its neighbors and partners converge, diverge, or are in conflict. Finally,
the researchers assess the implications of these trends for Turkey’s future course, U.S. defense
planning, and the U.S. Army.
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